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1. Golden Rule Warburton's case; Becke v. S;nitlt.—Burton, J . , in Warburton v. Loveland,

observed '1 apprehend it is a rule in the construction of statutes, that, in the first instance, the

1. (1928)1 Hudson and B. Irish cases, 623, W. 'Grammar may, no doubt, sometimes render assistance to law by helping
to the construction, and thereby to the meaning of a sentence; but grammar, with reference to a living, and,
therefore, a variable language, is perhaps more difficult to deal with than law, and the rules of legal construction
are more certain than the rules of grammatical construction. Eastern Counties & Leaden & Blackuell Ry. v. Marriage.
9 HLC 32, 62. "1 prefer to guide my judgment by the rule of construction laid down in t yarburtea V. Lowland,' said

Lord Fitzgerald in Pradlaiigli v. Clark, (1383)8 AC 435, 484; see, however, Regional Provident Fund Coi,intissioflers,

Bombay v. Shree Krishna Metal Mfg. Co., AIR 1962 SC 1536, 1540 (not an invariable rule). The Coss,sissiaiier of lVcallii

Tax v. Soil. 1-Iashmatanxissa Bcguis, AIR 1989 SC 1024 1989 Tax LR 393: (1989)1 IT 92: (1939)40 ELT 239: (1939)176

ITR 98 , (1989)42 Taxman 133 : (1989)75 CTR 193 : (1989)93 (2) Taxation 1; Steel Authority of India Ltd. v. 
Bihar

Agricultural Products Market Board & others, AIR 1990, Pat 146 (Fl)); Mit het cdi Kumar v. Prem B:hari 1 1h-ire, AIR 1989

SC 1247 : (1989)1 IT 275: (1989)1 Ret Lj 424 :1989 MPUJ 156: (1989)2 MU 1 (Sc) : (19S911 APLI (SC) 31: (1969)

I9IICJ (SC) 54: (1999)76 CTR 27: (1989)40 ELT 267 : (1989) 177 ErR 97: (1983)2 Cur CC 33 :(19S9)2 5CC 95 :0989)

ILS (SC)14: (1989) Mah U 210: (1939) 92(2) Taxation 23: (1989)1 Civ Li 635: (1989)2 Land LR 97: (19S9) TL- NJ 1

(1989) 103 Stad LW 439; Jilesu'ar Chakri:vrly v. (5,nt) K,:shes'aa,t lierait and Dsrga Erd,, (1991)1 Gao LR 167.
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grauiitlat ice! sense of the words is to be adhered to. If that is contrary to, or inconsistent with
any expressed intention, or declared purpose of the statute, or if it would involve any absurdity,
repugnance, or inconsistency, the grammatical sense must then be modified, extended, or
abridged so for as to avoid such inconvenience, but no further. The elementary rule is that
words used in a section must be given their plain grammatical meaning.

Parke, B., in - ccke v. Sot th.i formulated the following well-known rule for the
interpretation of statutes

Another versionversion of Golden Rule—it is a very useful rule in the construction of a statute to
adhere to the ordinary meaning of the words used, and to the grammatical construction, unless
that is at variance with the intention of the Legislature to be collected from the statute itself,
or leads to any manifest absurdity or repugnance, in which case the language may be varied or
modified so as to avoid such inconvenience, but no further."

Lord Wensleydale'h Golden Rule--Lord Wensleydale called it the 'golden rule' and
adopted it in Grey v. Pearson? and thereafter it is usually known as Lord Wensleydale's Golden
Rule. His Lordship expressed himself thus: "I have been long and deeply impressed with the
wisdom of the rule, now I believe universally adopted at least in the courts of law in
Westminster Hall that in construing wills, and indeed statutes and all written instruments, the
gratm;nmaf ice! and ordinary sense of the words is to be adhered to, unless that would lead to some
absurdity or some repugnance or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument, in which case the
grammatical and ordinary sense of the words may be modified, so as to avoid that absurdity
and inconsistency, but no further'.

Jervis, C.J., also described it as the 'golden rule in Matteson v. Hart? "We must, therefore,
in this case have recourse to what is called the golden rule of construction, as applied to Acts of
Parliament, viz., to give to the words used by the Legislature their plain and natural meaning,
unless it is manifest, from the general scope and intention of the statute, injustice and absurdity
would result from so construing thorn."

l-Icydorm 's Rule or mischief nile—Mr. Justice Blackburn in the House of Lords in Eastern
Counties and London and Blackwell Ry. v Marriage , r observed : 'Vie are bound to look at the
language used in the Act, construing it with reference to the object with respect to which the
Legislature has used that language, but construing it in its ordinary grammatical sense, unless
there is something in the subject-matter or the context to show that it is to be understood in some
other sense, and doing all this we are to say what is the intention of the Legislature expressed

,al.ar Las! v. CJngdi'o Sugar Mills, AIR 1962 SC 1543: see also Workrrrm of Barhtny l'ort Trust v. Trustees, AIR 19(2 SC
481,4S4; (MIs.) D.B. Got tan jv. Stale of Rajisthari, ( 1995)2 WLC 155 (Raj); (M/s.) Worthq(rl Coal Fields Ltd. v ml ustrial
Tribunal, 1996(1) LBESR 521 (All); Parrdurrsart Singh v. Kartar Singh, (1996)1 Pun) LR 772.

2. (1836)2 M & W 191, 195 : 6 LJ Ex 54: tSO ER 724; see Attest : Low in the Ma king, 4th Ed. at p. 402-403. In Abbey v.
DOe, Jen'is, Cl. observed : "If the precise words used are plain and unambiguous, in our judgment, we are bound to
construethes-a in their ordinary sense, even though it does lead, in our view of the case, loan absurdity or manifest
injustice. Words may he modified or varied where their import is doubtful or obscure, but we assume the function
of legislators when we depart from the ordinary meaning of tI'e p/ecise words used merely because we see, or
fancy we see, an absurdity or manifest injustice from an adherence to their literal meaning" (1851)20 UJCP 233,
235; Kern/a State v. West Crust Planters, A/R 1955 Ncr 41, 43; Sirsitk, Ltd. V. Govt. ef AP, AIR 1960 At' 373, 375.

3. (1857)6 HL Cas 61, 106 26 U (Ch) 473, 481; see also Abbot v. Middleton, ( 1853)11 ER 23:7 HLC 114, 115, per Lord
Wensleydale.

4. (1551)23 LJCP 103, 144; see also Perry v. 5/inner, ( 1837)254 & W 471, 476.
5. 31 LJ Ex 73:11 ER 639,5.11:9 HLC 32; ore also Ba/aji V. Gs;nalnro, 33 JC 489, 490 (Nag); Keeton Jsr3,-'r:.Ja;c,', 1949

Ed. at pp. 92-93. Odgers : Construction of Deeds a nd Statutes, 2nd Ed. at pp. 269-290; Kerala Ski/c V. lies I Coast
Planters, AIR 1958 Ncr 41. 43.
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by that language. And later in the same case the learned Judge said : "1 dread very much the
consequences, if once the Judicature begins to trespass on the province of the Legislature, and to
pronounce not what the enactment is, but what it ought to be. If we do, I do not know where we
are to stop. I think it must be better, in construing an Act, to follow what has been called the
golden rule and to declare that to be the intention of the Legislature which appears to be
expressed by the words used, understood in their ordinary sense, though with reference to the
subject-matter and context, unless that is manifestly absurd or unjust .......In Rive Wear

CommissionerS v. Adantsott, Lord Blackburn quoted the observations of Lord Coke in Heydon 's

case,' viz. 'That for the sure and true interpretation of all statutes in general (by the penal or
beneficial, restrictive or enlarging of the Common Law) four things are to he discerned and
considered 1st, What was the Common Law before the Act? 2nd, What was the mischief and
effect for which the Common Law did not provide? 3rd, What remedy the Parliament hath
resolved and appointed to cure the disease of the Commonwealth? And 4th, The true reason of
the remedy and then the office of all the Judges is always to make such construction as shall
suppress the mischief and advance the remedy, and to suppress subtle inventions and evasions
for the continuance of the mischief and 'pro private commode', and to add force and life to the
cure and remedy according to the true intent of the makers of the Act 'pro bono publico'." H i s
Lordship thereupon opined "But it is to be borne in mind that the office of the Judges is not to
legislate, but to disclose the express intention of the Legislature, even if that intention appears
to the Court injudicious; and I believe that it is not disputed that what Lord wensleydale used
to call the Golden Rule is right, viz., that we are to take the whole statute together, and
construe it all together, giving the words their ordinary signification, unless when so applied
they produce an inconsistency, or an absurdity or inconvenience so great as to convince the Court
that the intention could not have been to use them in their ordinary signification, and to justify
the Court in putting on them some other significa-tion, which though less proper, is one which
the Court thinks the words will bear." In order to get its true import, it is necessary to view the
enactment in retrospect, the reasons for enacting it, the evils it was to end and the objects it was
to subserve. The Act has, therefore, to be viewed as a whole, and its intention determined by
construing all the constituent parts of the Act together and not by taking detached sections as to
take one word here and another thce. Exposition 'ex visceribiis aetna' is applicable.'

A statute should be so construed as will suppress the mischief and advance remedy and
avoid evasions for the continuance of the mischief.'

1.	 (1877)2 AC 743, 761; see also Lx porte Wailer, (1881)17 Ch D 746, 731, per Jesset SIR; Victoria City V. Buha;r of

Vancouver Island, (1921)2 AC 354, 357, 338 per Lord Alkireoci.

2 9 Ex 709. Followed in tlengol Irnrnrrnily Co. v. Stole of Bihar, AIR 1955 SC 661; SodraEn'i N. D.,Ci v. I. T. Co:xrnr., ILR

1953 Nag 249 AIR 1955 Nag ISO. The necessity of modifying language so as to avoul irris'sl i ce Of absurdity is

admitted by Cromwell,). (I\'ans,2s v. Perkins, 751 & C 01112) by Jervis, C.). )Mattison v. Hart, 14 CB at 355); By

Lord Campbell, C.). (Ii. v. Mel Cenonissioners of Serr'ers, I C & Sal p. 701); by Alderson, B (A C. v. t.ecki:'red, (1942)9

51 So W393: by Martin, 13 (A. C. s'. H,ltet, 31-1 & N at 374), and other lodges; see SVilhecLrce Statute Lw:', at pp. 113,

114 "The rule as 10 grammatical construction", says Pollock, B., "is wheel to ILLs corictilion, that, Sorcerer, plain
the apparent grammatical c005lruction of a sontoace may ho, if it be perfectly clear from the contents of the same
document that the apparent grammatical construction care at be the true one, the,, thul s'efrict'. upon the whole is
the true meaning shall prevail iii spite of the grammatical construction of or particular part of it"; Vr'ougli v.

Afrd,fteto,i, 8 E at p. 337; see also Rcs;'anan.fa Bt:arati v. Stale of Perot;:, (1973)4 5CC 223, 477, para 094 ,,'r Hegde, J.);

Jam,ia Bai v. Union of huh,,, AIR 1963 l'uni 395, 33 IFB (Khanna, I . ) . D, Il.,lir.,,n W.,i:an, Heap. v. Justice B. Len Ii,,

and others, (1935)4 5CC 410; (1959)176 JTR 1.
3. N'er:'sp.ipers. Ltd. v. Slate lu.tsstri! Trit';,n,,I, AIR 1957 SC 532, 536 (UP. Industrial Disputes Act.).

4. Vez'ji Srslui7i x'. 0,th1Lai tll,.iil,,t Shah, AIR 1971 Born 233, 237 (Patel, J,); a construction rchi,:h facilitates evasion On

the ground of inconvenience is to be avoided; Krisl,nan 'a. t'ijayar.,g,hav-rn. 1977 Nec LT 1017. (5!,) S.C. Gor,,i V.

DESII, AIR 1995 DO 62 (DC).	 .
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The Golden Rule has been settled in Grey V. Pearson,' and the Sussex Peerage case' hi well-
known passages i',hich are quoted by Lord Macnaghten in Vacl;cr's case. 3 Lord Haldane, L.C.,
in the same case, after stating that speculation on the motives of the Legislature was atopic
which Judges cannot profitably or properly enter upon, said' : "Their province is the very
differen

t one of construing the language in which the Legislature has finally expressed its
conclusions, and if they undertake the other province which belongs to those who, in making
the laws, have to endeavour to interpret the desire of the country, they are in danger of going
astray in a labyrinth to the character of which they have no sufficient guide. In endeavouring
to place the proper interpretation on the sections of the statute before this House, sitting in its
judicial capacity, I propose, therefore, to exclude consideration of everything excepting the
state of the law as it was when the statute was passed, and the light to be got by reading it as a
t','hole, before attempting to construe any particular section, subject to this consideration, I think
that the only safe course is to read the language of the statute in what seems to be its natural
sense,' In the case of Inland Revenue Commissioners v. Herbert,' Lord Haldane reaffirms this
principle with special reference to legislation of a novel kind.

Where the words of general understanding are used the cmn1on under-standing of men is
one main clue to the meaning of the Legislature'.'

Lord Wensleydale's Golden Rule, according to l3onnerjee in his 'Ittter-pretation of Deeds,
Wills and Statutes in British India,' has been universally accepted as a correct enunciation of
the law. He proceeds to say "In laying down that the ordinary and grammatical sense of the
words must be adhered to in the first instance, what is meant is this Most words have a
primary meaning, that is, a meaning in which they are generally used, and a secondary
meaning, that is, a particular meaning in which they are used in a particular context."

Literal golden ntiscltief—Lord Ellenborough described it : "As a rule of commonsense as
strong as can he." Lord Granworth L.C. described it as a 'cardinal rule'.' G. W. Paton in his Text
Reek of Jut isprui-Icnce writes "There ere three fundamental rules suggested in the English
cases firstly, the literal rule that, if the meaning of a section is plain, it is to be applied
whatever the result; the 'golden rule' that the words should be given their ordinary sense

1.	 (1007)6 NEC 61, 106.
11 C & Fin 55, 143.

3.	 (1913) AC at pp. 117-118.
1.	 (1913) AC at p. 113; quoted with approval in A ' ;; 	 Society of Engineer0 v. Ad,-! aide Steamship Co. Ltd.. 28 CLR

129, 148-49.
3.	 (1913) AC 326 at p.332.
6. Li,us of yers'sito v. Ls:iste, 12 AC 575; see else Cc:x,,srrs[,i) Raiding Co. of Sydney and Bank ofNi' South l5'ss!cs V. Fetes,!Ceissn:issaiier ef Ta.va!ic:, 23 CLR 102, 111, word 'dividend' inleqoreted according to common undemtand istg.
7. T.s5eie Lu Lcture, Lecture 1 at page 21.
S.	 Doe s'. Jesao;i, 12 East 293; see also Fe-,4,-!1 v. Te.sistsr, 3M & C 453,461, quoted by Broom !'n1 Maxims, 10th Ed. at p.362.
9. Ginsliy u'. I'iisniiigs'r, 21 1.) Ch 405, 406 The view which I take of the case is this : that whatever difficulty thr,

may be i,s reconciling the cases on questions of this sort, creases ott analogous subjects, the great cardinal rule is thateliCIt is pointed out by Mr. Justice Boston, tie., to ad here as closely as possible to the literal meaning of the rvorsfs.Then once you depart from that ca,tots of construct i on, yost are launched into a sea of difficulties which it isdifficult to fathom." Alderson, B., earlier had observed in A.G. v. Locla-oosf, )1&12)9 MW 378,393: 'The rule of isis',)like it, upon the co:sstruction of all statutes is wise t icr they be penal or reined at to coast me ther accent isig tothe plain, literal and grannniaticat nieaeittg of the wends in is'ltidi they are expressed, unless that cotsstmction ls'aststo a plain a ad clear contradictionset iott of the appa real purpose of the Act, or to some palpable and evident absurdity."
10. 1916 it p. 158.
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unless that would lead to some absurdity or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument; and
the 'mischief rule' which emphasizes the general policy of the statute and the evil at which it
was directed. "The Golden Rule permits the plain meaning to be departed fromif a Strict
adherence to it would result in an absurdity, says Odgers in his Construction of Deeds and

Statutes.' The latter part of this golden rule must, however, be applied with

Latter Part of	 much caution.' Willes, J .
, subscribed to every word of this 'golden rule' in

the role.	 Christopher v. Lotinga, 3 assuming the word absurdity to mean no more than
'repugnance'. Earlier, Crompton, J . , had also expressed his doubts in

Woodti'itrd V. Watts' thus "I do not understand it to go so far as to authorise us, where the
Legislature have enacted something which leads to an absurdity, to repeal that enactment and
make another for them if there are no words to express that intention". Lord Bramwell made
further reference in Hill v. East and West India Dock Co.,' to the opinion of Crompton, J . , in
respect of the above rule in the following terms : "I have often heard Lord Wensleydale lay
that rule, which he quoted from a judgment of Burton, j. , in Ireland, and I am now content to take

it as a golden rule, though I heard Crompton, J . , say in reference to it, that he did not set any
value upon any golden rule, that they were all calculated to mislead people; and I am not sure
that this will not result from what is put at the end of what I have just read, namely, that you
are to abide by the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words unless that would lead to some
absurdity. That last sentence opens a very wide door. I would like to have a good definition of
what is such an absurdity that you are to disregard the plain words of an Act of Parliament. It
is to he remembered that what seems absurd to one man does not seem absurd to another.' Lord
Blackburn himself while accepting the rule of construction adopted by Lord Wensleydale,
expressed his misgivings in Caledonian Rail Co. V. North British Rail Co.' thus I agree in

that completely but unfortunately in the cases in which there is real difficulty, it does not help
us much, because the cases in which there is real difficulty are those in which there is a
controversy as to what the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words, used with reference to
the subject-matter, is. Ti) one mind it may appear that the most that can be said is that the
sense may be what is contended by the one idea and that the inconsistency and repugnancy is
very great, that you should make a great stretch to avoid such absurdity, and that what is

required to avoid it is a very little stretch or none at all. To another mind it may appear that
the meaning of the words isperfectly clear, that they can bear no other meaning at all, and
that to substitute any other meaning would be, not to interpret the words used, but to make an
instrument for the parties, and that the supposed inconsistency or repugnancy is perhaps a
hardship—a thing which, perhaps, it would have been wiser to have avoided, but which we

have no power to deal with."

2nd Ed. (1946) at p. 29-1.

Brooms Leya! Atarims, 10th Ed. at p. 385.

(186-1)33 LIC at pp . 121, 123	 with that modification, it seems to me that the rule thus laid down is perfectly

consistent with good sense and law."

(1553) 118 ER 836.
(1994)9 AC at pp . 44, 464, 465. Lord Macnaghten in V	 'acher . ten.l,, S'ci'ly of Co,,,r'esiterC, Ion AC at pp . 107

118, observed "In the absence of a Preamble there ran, I think, he only us-c cases in which it is permissible to

depart from tire owl no ry med natural sense of the words ol an enactment It must be shown either that the word
taken in their natural sense lead to sense absurdity or that there is sense ether clause in the body at the Act
inconsistent wiih or repugnant to the enactment in question construed to the ordinary sense of the language in

which it is expressed"

(1881)6 AC at pp , 1 14, 131.	 -
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Maxwell in In terpretation of Statutes,' quotes the following passage from Nokes v
Doncaster Ama!çiniatc! Collieries 0

The golden rule is that words of a statute must prints f-ide be given their ordinary
meaning. We must not shrink from all which will reverse the previous law;
for the purpose of a large part of our statute law is to make lawful that which would not be
lawful without the statute, or, conversely, to prohibit results which would otherwise
follow. Judges ore not called upon to apply their opinions of sound policy so as to modify the
plain meaning of statutory words but where, in construing general words the meaning of
which is not entirely plain there are adequate reasons for doubting whether the Legislature
could have been intending so wide an interpretation as would disregard fundamental
principles, then we may be justified in adopting a narrower construction. At the same time,
if the choice is between two interpretations the narrower of which would fail to achieve
the manifst purpose of the legislation, we should avoid ,s construction which would reduce
the legislation to futility and should rather accept the bolder construction based on the
view that Parliament would legislate only for the purpose of bringing about an effective
rca iilt
Crawford in his Statutory Construction has discussL'd the various ways by which the

meaning of statutes is to be ascertained. At page 274, he writes : 'The first source from which
the legislative intent is to be sought is the words of the statute. Then ill should he
made of the context, and the subject-matter and purpose of the enactment. After the exhaustion
of all iiilri':sic ands, if the legislative intent is still obscure, it is proper for the Court to consult
the several extrinsic matters for further assistance. And during the consideration of the various
sources of assistance, fui thor help may, of course, be found on the use of the numerous rules of
constr:icticn. Austin divided the interpretative process into three sub-processes : (1) finding the
rule; (2) finding the intention of the Legislature; and (3) extending or restricting the statute so
discovered to cover cases which should be covered. DeSloovere recommended the following
steps (1) finding or choosing the proper statutory provisions; (2) interpreting the statute law in
its technical sense; and (3) applying the meaning so found, to the case in hand.

According to Odgers' there are three methods of judicial approach to the construction of a
Statu t e, viz., (i) the Literal; (ii) b y employing the Golden Rule; (iii) by considering the
mischief that the statute was designed to obviate or prevent. Vac1;r v. London Society of
Compositors, , is an example of the employment of all three methods approached. The question
there was whether under Section 4(1) of the Trade Disputes Act, 1906, any tortuous act by trade
unions was protected or only such tortuous acts as were committed in contemplation or
furtherance of a trade dispute. The House of Lords took the former view and, in delivering their
opinions, Lord Macnaghten adopted the Golden Rule from Grey V. Pearsoui : Lord Atkinson
followed the literal approach and the case of Cooke v. Charles A Vageler;i while Lord
Moulton discussed the history of the statute and applied the - mischief method.

It is one of the well-established rules of construction that "if the words of a statute are in
themselves precise and unambiguous no more is necessary than to expound those words in their
natural and ordinary sense, the words themselves in such case best declaring the intention of the

1. At p.7. 10th Ed.; Ss!y,rnorei,i V. Bishz,,i,,ailz, AIR 1957 Fat 550,55,J.
2. (1940) AC at pp. 1014, 1022.
3. Csns;roct ion oforrds and Statutes, 21d Ed. at pp 289
1.	 1913 AC at pp. 107, 117 (Lord Macnagtrten), 121 (Lord Atkinsc'a), 130 (Lord Moulton).
5	 (1057(6 HL Cas 61:26 LT Ch 473.
5.	 1901 AC at pp. 102, 107.
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Legislature.' It is equally well settled principle of construction that where alternative
constructions are equally open that alternative is to be chosen which will he consistent with the
smooth working of the system which the statute purports to be regulating; and that alternative
is to be rejected which will introduce uncertainty, fiction or confusion into the working of the
system.'

2. Supreme Court—In New Piece Goods Bazar Co., Ltd. v. Couintiss:one, of income-tax,

Bombay,' the Supreme Court held that "it is an elementary duty of a Court to give effect to the
intention of the Legislature as expressed in the words used by it and no outside consideration can
be called in aid to find that intention,"

Again, in Raitanj;tya Singh v. Baijnatii Sing/i,' Das, J . , delivering the judgment on behalf of
the Court, ohsorsed 'The spirit of the law may well be an elusive and unsafe guide and the
supposed spirit can certainly not be given effect to in opposition to the plain language of the
section of the Act and the rules made thereunder. If all that can be said of these statutory
provisions is that construed according to the ordinary, grammatical and natural meaning of
their language they work injustice by placing the poorer candidates at a disadvantage, the
appeal must be to Parliament and not to this Court." It was held that Rules 117 and 11 follow
the language of Section 123(7) of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, in that they
prohibit the employment of persons other than and in addition to those specified in Schedule
VI and the incurring or authorising of expenditure in excess of the amount specified in Schedule
V and in both cases by a candidate or his agent. In the case under consideration the employees of
the father had assisted the son in his election, but 'qua' the appellant these persons were
neither employed nor paid by him. So far as the appellant was concerned they were mere
volunteers, and the employment of volunteers dues not bring the candidate within the mischief
of the definition of corrupt practice in Section 123(7).

In Navin Chandra v. Commissioner of Income-tax,' S.R. Das, J . , observed The cardinal
rule of interpretation, however, is that words should be read in /heir ordinary, natural and
grammatical meaning subject to this rider that in construing words in a constitutional enactment
conferring legislative power the most liberal construction should be put upon the words so that
the same may have bffect in their widest amplitude."

Jugal Kis/wre v. Raw Cotton Co., Ltd.' the same principle was reiterated. His Lordship, S.
R. Das, J . , delivering the judgment on behalf of the Court observed "The cardinal rule of
construction of statutes is to read the statute literally, that is by giving to the words used by the
Legislature their ordinary, natural and grammatical meaning. If, however, such a reading
leads to absurdity and the words are susceptible of another meaning , the Court may adopt the

I.	 Cottertor of Castor,,,, Bared,, v. Digvijayasi,thji, etc. Mitts, AIR 1961 SC 1549,1551; Shri Re,,, v. Slate of Maharastitra;

AIR 1961 SC 674, 678. Quoted and retied on Markandey Singh, I.P.S. v. ML. Bhanot, LI'S., (1933)3 5CC 539.
2. AIR 1950 SC 

-
165,168; Madan tat v. C)wrgdeo Sugar Mills, AIR 1958 Born 491, 495.

3. AIR 1954 SC 749. The Cornrnissio,,er of Weal it, Tax v. (Snit.) Hastur,aIunniea Begun,, AIR 1959 SC 1024:1989 Tax US 393

(1959)1 /192 , (1989)40 ELI 239 (1989)176 ITR 95 (1989)42 Taxman 133 : (1989)75 CTR 194 (1989)93 (2)
Taxation 1.

4. (1955)1 SCR 829,836-7. RaghunandanSaran Ashok Sara,, Fe others v. MIs. Peare', tat Workshop (P) Ltd., AIR 1936 SC
16S2: (1956)3 SCC 38: (1986)30 I'Ll 77:1986 SC FBRC 300 :1986 MPRCJ 172 :1986 /1 (SC) 4)5: (19S6)2 SCJ 413:

1936 Rajdhani LR 492 : (1986)30 DLI 228: (1986)3 Supreme 359 : (1656)2 Ren CR 381 : (1986)2 Ren CJ 558 : (1956)2
Rent CR 176: (1986)2 U) (SC) 334.

5. AIR 1935 SC 376,3S1 :(1955)1 SCR 1369; Punjab Land Dez'e!oprnent and Reclan;alion Corporation Ltd., Chandigarh u.

Presiding Officer, Labour Court, Chandigarh, (1990)3 SCC 632 (5/); Rarr,achandra Badri Prasad Geur v. Associated Cement
Co. Ltd., 1989 MPLJ 265.
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same. But if no such alternative construction is possible, the court must adopt the ordinary rule
of literal interpretation It was held that Order XXI, Rule 16, C. l'.C., clearly contemplates

the a ssignment in writing of a decree executed after the decree was passed and could not cover
the case of an assignment made before the passing of the decree.

And in Amer Siiigliji v. State of Rajistlian,' their Lordships of the Supreme Court again
observed that recourse to rules of construction would be necessary only when a statute is capable
of two interpretations. Where the language is clear and the meaning plain, effect must be given
to it.It was contended in the said case that Section 171 of the Rajasthan Land Reforms and
Resumption of Jagtrs Act, 1952, classifies Jagirs as listed Jagira and scheduled Jagiis, that there
is an enumeration thereof in Schedules I and II of the Act, and that no estate held on
131;umiChara tenure was mentioned therein, and that was an indication that it was not included
in Section 169 of the Act. The contention was, however, not accepted.. It was pointed out
Section 171 does not exhaust all the Jagirs or similar proprietary interest falling within

Section 169. The scheme of the Act is that for purposes of succession and partition, Jagils are
divided into three groups, scheduld Jagirs, listed Jagirs and other Jagirs......As the
Bhumichara tenure descends like personal property and is divisible among the heirs, it will be
governed by Section 172, and cannot find a place in the Sched6le of listed or scheduled Jagirs' It
was further observed that the word 'deemed' in Section 169 imports that in fact there was no
grant, and therefore interests which were held otherwise than under a grant were obviously

intended to be included.
The first and primary rule of construction is that the intention of the Legislature must he

found in the words used by the Legislature itself. If the words used are capable of one
construction only then it would not be open to the courts to adopt any other hypothetical
construction on the ground that such hypothetical construction is more consistent with the
alleged object and policy of the Act. The words used in the material provisions of the statute
must be interpreted in their plain grammatical meaning and it is only when such words are
capable of two constructions that the question of giving effect to the policy or object of the Act
can legitimately arise. en the material words are capable of two constructions, one of which
is likely to defeat or impair the policy of the Act whilst the other construction is likely to
assist the achievement of the said policy, then the courts would prefer to adopt the latter
construction. It is only in such cases that it becomes relevant to consider the mischief and defect

which the Act purports to remedy and correct.'
This golden rule of gramfriatical construction was adopted by the Supreme Court in resolving

the divergent views on the interpretation of the words 'when the goods ought to have been
delivered' occurring in Article 31 of the Limitation Act, 1908 (now Article 11 of the 1963 Act).
The view taken by some of the High Courts that time begins to run from the date on which the
railway finally refused to ieliver the goods has now been overruled 

.3 We share the view that

where the words are plain and unambiguous effect must be given to them.'

AIR 1955 SC 504.
Shtoraj Jul v. (Sat.) Asia fta Yu.!av, 1939 p J 336; Couittiissiosier of T,,co,,ie1aX v. Gnu/am Sarah/ui Trust, (1988)173

1TR 216 (Gui); Ganni Lu! v.Paramidhi, 1955 SCR 360,367 AIR 1957 SC 907, 910-911; sec also Municipal Board,

Rajasthan v. S. T. A, Rajasthan, AIR 1955 SC 458, 464; Boot arat v. tino,j of Idle, AIR 1962 SC 1716, 1718, 1719;

Sirujul 1893 v. S.C. Best!, AIR 1939 sc 193, 205.

Bo.'taussl v. U::ios: of latin, AIR 1962 SC 1716.
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3. Privy Council.—In Corporation of the City of Victoria v. Bishop of Vancouver Island,' a

case arising from British Columbia, their Lordships of the Privy Council, speaking through
Lord Atkinson observed "In the construction of statutes, their words must be interpreted in their

ordinary grammatical sense, 
unless there be something in their context, or in the object of the

statute in which they occur, or ill circumstances with reference to which they are used, to
show that they were used in a special sense different , from their ordinary grammatical sense.
Exigencies of business, for instance, cannot deflect the Court from adopting the only
interpretation which the language of the enactment bears." In Imperial Bank v. U. Rai Gyao

Thu & Co., Ltd.,' the Court was called upon to decide the question of priority between the bank,
who hold the title deeds of the debtor and the respondent who held a mortgage by registered
deed from the same debtor, which depended upon the correct interpretation of Sections 58, 59,
78, 79 and 80 of the Transfer of Property Act. The consideration on which the bank mid most
stress was that it was evident that the Legislature wished to preserve the system of mortgaging
by deposit of title deeds in the towns mentioned in Section 59, Transfer of Property Act. Such
mortgages, it was pleaded, were only really useful for the exigencies of business, especially the
timber and rice trades (case being from Burma), where balances fluctuated from day to day. It
would be impossible at each subsequent advance that there should be a search of registers,
because the registers searched would not only be the registers in the town itself but all those
where the security lands mentioned in the deposited title deeds might be situated, and the
exigencies of business required immediate advances without a delay which might be of many
days. Therefore, it was pressed on their Lordships that they should give such all interpretation
to the Act as would not defeat one of its avowed objects. But their Lordships repelled this
contention and Lord Dunedin observed 'Such consideration while founded on views as to
business which are obviously of the greatest practical importance would, in their Lordships'
opinion, be rather arguments for the invocation of the Legislature than an incentive to the
putting of a forced construction on sections of an Act which in themselves where, in their
Lordships' judgment, capable of only one interpretation." It has often been pointed out by their
Lordships of the Privy Council that where there is a positive enactment of the Indian
Legislature, the proper course is to examine the language of that statute and to ascertain its
proper meaning, uninfluenced by any consideration such as for instance derived fiorn the
previous state of the law—or even of the English law upon which it may be founded.' Thus, the
ordinary and natural meang of the words used must be taken as the proper construction.' Lord

Atkin in Nerayana Swami V. Emperor,' before çuoting the same passage from Grey v. Pearson,'

pointedly observed : But in truth when the meaning of words is plain it is not the duty of the
courts to busy themselves with supposed intentions." He proceeded to quote the following

observations of Lord Halsbury in Income-fax Co)nmissiolier v. Penisel ': My Lords, to quote frc.nt

I.	 AIR 1921 PC alp. 240-242; Lord Wensleydale's observations in Grey V. Peony ,, (1557)6 I-ILC 61:26 LJ CS 473, were

reiterated and it was stated that Lord Blackburn quoted this passage wiih apporval in Ca!elsu,,o, By. Co,

British [!y. Co. (1551)6 AC 114, as did also Jessel, MR. in Walton Ex Perle Levy, in re, 50 LI C1 1 ,1 t p 59. 17 Cl, Oat

p.290.	 -
2. AIR 1923 PC 211.

3. See in ibis connection MO. Ron:o,indj Kerr v. Met. Kaiateatt Beer, AIR 5928 PC 2,5; Ma,ta,i!ai s'. Ch. , 'A'o 9:ar

AIR 1955 B 491, 491.

4. Co,,,,n,s,ioser oJ i,iro,,:e-tax, Madras v. Buckingham and Carnatic Company, Ltd., Madras, AIR 1936 PC 5, 8.

5. AIR 1939 PC . 17, 51.

6. (1857)6 HLC 61: 26 LJ CS 473.

7. (I89I)AC513.542
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the language of Tindal, C.J., when delivering the opinion of the judges in Sussex Peerage case,'
"The only rule for the construction of Acts of Parliament is that they should he construed
according to the intent of the Parliament which passed the Act". If the words of the statute are
in themselves precise and unambiguous, then no more can be necessary than to expound those
words in their natural and ordinary sense. The words themselves alone do in such case best
declare the intention of the law giver. But if any doubt arises from the terms employed by the
Legislature, it has always been held a safe means of collecting the intention, to call in aid the
ground and cause of making the statute, and to have recourse to the Preamble which according to
Dyer, C.J., in Stowel v. Lord Zouch,' is a key to open the minds of the makers of the Act, and the
mischiefs which they are intended to redress.." Following this rule of construction-, their
Lordships of the Privy Council were of opinion that the-language of Section 162 of Criminal
Procedure Code itself declared the intention of the Legislature. It therefore appeared
inadmissible to their Lordships to consider the advantages or disadvantages of applying the
plain meaning whether in the interest of the prosecution or of accused.

"The strict grammatical meaning of the wods is" said Sir Dinshaw Mulla in Nagendra
Nath v. Suresh,' "the oftly safe guide."

4. United States Supreme Court.—The decisions of this Court have repeatedly warned
against the danger of an approach to statutory construction which confines itself to the bare
words of a statuted

There is, of course, no more persuasive evidence of the purpose of a statute than the words.
by which the Legislature undertook to give expression to its wishes. Often these words are
sufficient in themselves to determine the purpose of the legislation. In such cases we have
followed their plain meaning. When that meaning has led to absurd or futile results, however,
this court has looked beyond the words to the purpose of the Act. Frequently, however, even
when the plain meaning did not produce absurd results but merely an unreasonable one 'plainly
at variance with the policy of the Legislature as a whole,' this court has followed that
purpose, rather than the literal words.'	 -

S. Allahabad.—"The Courts have to interpret the language used by Legislature in its
plain, grammatical sense," observed Malik, CJ., in Mnlitnud Hasan K/tan v. Narain.' In Jndu
Rid v. Kanizak Httsain,' the trial Of a suit before a Subordinate Judge was completed except for
argument and judgment and a date was fixed for hearing argument. At this point a new
Subordinate Judge was appointed, and he passed an order directin g a further adjournment and
fixing a particular date for disposal of the case. After some further adjournments, the
Subordinate Judge delivered judgment, having heard argument on both sides upon the evidence

1. (14)11 Cl & F 85,133:65 RE 11. Devendra Naraj,i Ray v. Joe,,Jw Narajn Deb, AIR 1936 Cs! 593, 620.
2. (1562)1 Plowed, 353,369:73 ER 536.
3. AIR 1932 PC 165, 167:59 IA 283: ILR 60 Call.
4. Lynch v. Oecrl:o!cr, SLEd 23 211, 215: 369 US 703 (Harlan, J . ) . Quotes. Church of 1-/ely Trnol v. L!nilcd Slates, 36 L

Ed 226, 228 .9 143 US 457, 439-462; Mark/win v. Cobol!, SQL Ed 165, 165 :326 US 404, 409; 1/laO J,:nk Co. v. Porter,
90 L Ed 1071, 1074 : 32S US 39, 44; but see Banks v. C/i/rags Grain 0/c. Association, 20 L Ed 2d 30.36 :390 US 459
(Stewart, j )- In the absence of jssIrss,asive reasons to the contrary, we attribute to the words of a statUe their
ordinary weaning; Flora v. U,,it0d Slates, 2 L Ed 2d 1165, 1167 (Warrence, Cl.): In give effect to intent of Congress,
first reference is to the literal  iseanihg.	 -

5. Perry v. Ce,,userce Len, Co., 151. Ed 2d 827: 333 US 392 (Clark, J.); Commissioner ofl,,lcr,,c,l Ret-woe v. Stenbergee, 99
L Ed246:3.ISUSIS7.

5.	 AtRl949 All 2i52
7,	 ILR 3 All 576 a! 600 uS,.
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taken by his predecessor. The District Judge having on appeal upheld the Subord mate Judge's
decision, a second appeal was preferred to the High Court, and an objection was raised on the
appellant's behalf that the proceedings taken before the Subordinate Judge were void, and he
could not be said to have tried the case, inasmuch as no evidence was taken before him, and his
judgment was based solely on evidence recorded by his predecessor. Their Lordships of the
Allahabad High Court were called upon to interpret Section 191 of the Code of Civil Procedure
of 1882 which laid do-wn that "where the Judge taking down any evidence, or causing any
memorandum to be made under this chapter, dies or is removed from the Court before the
conclusion of the suit, his successor may, if he thinks fit, deal with such evidence or
memorandum as if he himself had taken it down or caused it to be made. Mr. Justice Mahmud
called in aid the well-known dictum of Parke, B., in Becke v. Smith, : " It is a very useful rule
in the construction of a statute to adhere to the ordinary meaning of the words used, and to the
grammatical construction, unless that is at variance with the intention of the Legislature to he
collected from the statute itself, or leads to any manifest absurdity or repugnance, in which
case the language may be varied or modified, so as to avoid such inconvenience, but no furthe'r."
His Lordship further proceeded to observe "This, indeed, is one of the principles of what has
been called the 'golden rule' for the construction of statutes. It is as old as the time of Lord Coke;
and Mr. Wilberforce in his useful work on Statute Law, (pp. 112-15) has cited numerous cases to
support the rule laid down by Parke, B. And applying that rule to the interpretation of Section
291 of the Civil Procedure Code it may well be asked why the words which I have emphasized
in quoting the section are not to be understood in the sense which they naturally convey. That
those words clearly mean that the Judge pronouncing the judgment need not be the same as the
Judge recording or taking the evidence, seems to me, so far as I can understand the English
language, wholly beyond doubt. For if, in the two abovementioned cases which I had before me
at Rae Bareli, I could deal with the evidence taken and recorded by my predecessor, as if I
myself had taken down or recorded such evidence, I fail to see why the trial, so far as it had
gone before my predecessor, should have been troa;ed by me a nullity. It must be remembered
that to put any interpretation ether than the natural one upon Section 191 of the Code, it must
be shown that such interpretation leads to a 'manifest absurdity or repugnance to be collected
from the statute itself.' Parke, B., has said so in the case to which I have just referred, and his
ruling being supported by numerous other authorities, I have looked in vain for any provision in
the, Civil Procedure Code which would show that the natural meaning of Section 191 is not to be
adopted. Indeed, the 'manifest absurdity or'epugnance' seems to me to lie in interpreting that
section in any sense ether than that conveyed by the simple English words which, I have
emphasized in quoting that section.'

In Kayastlia Co., Ltd. v. Silo Rant, , the question for determination was : "If a decree-
holder makes any application or takes any step mentioned in column 3, Article 182, Limitation
Act, will such step be ineffectual to keep his decree alive and to save limitation, unless he can
satisfy the Court that he took such step or instituted such proceedings with a 'genuine intention
of obtaining execution of his decree, if reasonably possible; and that he' did not abandon such
proceedings, except upon a genuine belief that it would not be reasonably possible to obtain
execution ?" King, J . opined ; "I am unable to read the words 'for execution of the decree' as

1. 2.M and W 195.

2. Maf;,siidl-f.isas LIes v. Narail,, Alit 1019 All 210,211.

3. AIR 1929 All 625 (65); ,4:iz Ahnra,! KIsi,, v. CE/ide La!, ILR 50 All 509 AIR 1928 All 241, 246. "The safest course is to
hold fast to the esact language in its ordinary interpretation, ifl is capable of bearing it"; Mr/il La! v. !Erniji Da", lIE
47 All 13: AIR 19 1 1.  All 792, 793; b'njni.ih v. Si!,,! Siii,/,, I.E Li All 221, 243, ;T1 Nialarsarrud, J. (Minority judgninnl).
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meaning more than purporting to be for the purpose of obtaining execution of the decree. I see
no justification for reading into the words any requirements of good faith or 'genuine intention'
on the part of the applicant. That would be putting a very strained interpretation upon simple
words." Son, J . said Article 182 prescribes a period of three years with reference to certain
decrees and is not confined to decrees for money which carry interest. There is absolutely no
ambiguity in the text. As was held in Income-tax Commissioner v. Pemsel, 'If the words of the
statute are in themselves precise and unambiguous, no more is necessary than to expound these
words in their natural and ordinary sense, the words themselves in such case best declaring the
intention of the Legislature.' It is not permissible to read into the context words which are not to
he found there

In Ranbir Prasad v. Sheebaran Sing!i, i their Lordships of the All6hahad 1-ugh Court
quoted Turner, C.J., in Hawkins v. Gatl i crcole,i citing Stralling v. 1vforgasi, saying :"The
dominant purpose in construing a statute is to ascertain the intent of the Legislature, to be
collected from the cause and necessity of the Act being made, from a comparison of its several
parts and from foreign (meaning extraneous) circumstances so far as they can justly be considered
to throw light upon the subject." Iqhal Ahmad, C.J., delivering the opinion of the Full Bench in
Girjesli v. Bliagwati Prasad, s considered that the rule of interpretation quoted by Collister
and Bajpai, JJ . , was subject to the cardinal rule of interpretation that "the meaning and
intention of a statute must be collected from the plain and unambiguous expression used therein
rather than from any notions which may be entertained by the Court as to what is just or
expedient. If the words go beyond what was probably the intention, effect must nevertheless be
given to them. They cannot be construed, contrary to their meaning, as embracing or excluding
cases merely because no good reason appears why they should be excluded or embraced.
However unjust, arbitrary or inconvenient the meaning may be, it must receive its full effect.
When once the meaning is plain, it is not the province of a Court to scan its wisdom or its policy.
Its duty is not to make the law reasonable, but to expound it as it stands, according to the real
sense of the words." It is the duty of the Court to interpret a section as it exists without adding
to it and without subtracting from it. It is only when a Court can be certain that the language
employed by Legislature does not represent its avowed intention, if interpreted literally, and
grammatically, that it can be justified in adding words to or taking out words from the language
of the statute interpreting it.'

In Islmwari Prasad v. Registrar, Ahlaliabad University ,i Mootham, J . , observed : "It is a
well known rule of construction that if there is nothing to modify or qualify the language which
the statute contains, it must be construed in the ordinary and natural meaning of the words". It
was held that the decision of the Chancellor of the Allahabad University that the petitioner
was not entitled to be a member of the Executive Council on the ground that the status of his
membership of the Court underwent a radical alteration was erroneous on the face of it
inasmuch as in the case of a member whq comes under Head (i) of the First Statute relating to
the Executive Council, the proviso specifically lays down that he shall hold office as a member
of the Executive Council for so long only within the period of three years as he continues to he a

1. 1591AC534,543.

2. AIR 1939 All 619, (Baipai and Collisler, 11.).

3. (1355) De  NI & C 1,22:24 LJCh 332.

4. (1560)1 Plow 199, O-1 :75 ER 305.

5. AIR 1942 All 153, 1,5, ILR 1942 All 174; Ch.ili ebh:d V. M.auji Raw, ILR 1938 All 702: AIR 1933 AU -156,440(73).

6. TaJazzul v. Shah ,\IcYunaud, AIR 1919 All 261;Slsl. Mews Kurcwar'i v. Bourry, AIR 1934 All 388,389: ILR 56 All 731.
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member of the Court. The words "continues to be a member of that body," were held to mean no
more than what they say and do not refer to the capacity in which the pdrson concerned is a
member.

A certain provision of an Act is primarily to be interpreted according to the language used in
that provision and help from other provisions of t'-.e Act in interpreting it ought to he taken
only when the provisions are capable of more than one meaning.'

In Ontprakas/, v. The State,' the question was whether the rule about sanction for
prosecution as laid down in Section 6, Prevention of Corruption Act, is applicable to prosecution
of a public servant under Section 409, I.P.C. An offence under Section 5(l)(c) Prevention of
Corruption Act is almost identical with an offence under Section 409, I.P.C., with this difference
that for a prosecution under Section 5(1)(c) sanction is necessary by virtue of the provisions of
Section 6. The Legislature did not choose to include Section 409, I.P.C., within the ambit of
Section 6 and the Court was held not competent to extend its meaning so as to include Section 409,
I.P.C., which is not there. It was observed "It is a well recognised principle that a statute
Should be interpreted according to the plain meaning of the words and should not be given a
wider meaning that what the words would actually denote."

The starting point of limitation under Article 178 of the Limitation Act as amended in 1940
is the date of the service of notice and not the date of the award, or the knowledge of the
award. If a party does not receive a notice of the award as prescribed by Section 14(2) of the
Arbitration Act, he would evidently be within his rights to wait for the receipt of such notice.
If he finds some time later that no notice has been received by him, it would be open to him to
make an application for the filing of the award even if no notice has been received, but in all
such cases the application would not become barred by time unless it is presented more than 90
days after the receipt of a written notice of the award .3 In view of the clear provisions of the
enactment there is no necessity to probe into the intention of the Legislature. In construing the
provisions of the Limitation Act, the golden rule is that it should not be so construed that it
would result in time commencing to run against a party even before the right to sue accrued in his
favour because it results in obvious injustice and absurdity.

In the case of Bniisraj v. State,' L'padhya and Desai, JJ . , on reference held that Section 123
of the Motor Vehicles Act punishes the doing of only that act which is prohibited from being
done by Section 42(1) and it does not punish any act prohibited by son-to other provision. If a
driver takes out a motor vehicle in a publicplace without a permit and without consent of the
owner, the owner cannot be said to permit him to use the vehicle and would not be guilty under
Section 123. Upadhya, J . , dealing with the said sections observed 'Courts have to interpret
the statutes primarily according to their plain meaning and I am unable to find any authority
for the view that the meaning of the words used has to be strained so as to make it conform to
some assumed intention of the Legislature." And Desai, J . , observed "The Legislature's
intention is relevant only when the language used by it is ambiguous, capable of two
interpretations, and the Court is required to adopt that interpretation which is in accordance

1. Sukhnandasi Lot V. MO. Ref Koli, AIR 1954 All 462:1954 All Lj 213 (FB). [Sub-clauses (c) and (d) are introduced in
Section 9(5) of the Encumbered Estates Act by the Amending Act XI of 1939. No amendment is made in Section 13

by that Act. Therefore the Interpretation of Section 13 should not be dependent on the cite,:' of the provisions of
Section 9(5)(c) and (d) I

2. AIR 1935 All 275 (FIt) (Mulla, j., dissenting).
3. Miss-i/el v. Bhagwati Ps-and, AIR 1955 All 574,
4. Ramakka! v. Chrsneppa Con nder, (1965)2 MLJ 292 78 ML\" 529.
5. AIR 1956 All 27.
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with the Legislatures intention. If the language is simple and plain, capable of only one
interpretation, the Courts duty is to adopt that interpretation and it would not be justified in
embarking upon any inquiry into the Legislatures intention. Moreover, even when a Court has to
ascertain the Legislatures intention, it has to do so from the words used by itself; it cannot
speculate about the Legislatures intention or assume it without any data.

With reference to the provisions of Limitation Act it has been observed that each Article of
the Limitation Act has its own language and it is that language which is to be interpreted in
each case. Explanation which is peculiar to Article 182 only and which does not find a place in
Article 183 lays down that where two persons are jointly liable under a decree, an application
madegainst any one of them will keep the limitation alive against the other. Since these
provisions do not find place in Article 183, the conclusions that follow from them cannot be
applied to a case governed by Article 183.

0 ii it/i. --When the terms of a statute areclear it is contrary to all principles of
interpretation to first presume the intention of the Legislature in enacting a statute and then to
construe it in accordance with that intention. In the case of Leader v. Duffer,' Lord l-lalsbury
observed as follows "What meaning of the words and sentences therein contained......The
function of the Court is only to interpret the language of the section as it stands.' It is one of the
cardinal principles of the interpretation of statutes that, where the language is plain and
unenshiguous and admits of but one meaning, the Courts must give effect to it according to its
pOin meaning and they are not justified in departing from it even though serious anomalies
result or what the Court conceives to have been the intention of the Legislature is not carried

out'

6. Andhra.—Where the statute uses different words with definite connotation, it is not open
to the Court to probe into the legislative intention and give the same meaning to the different
words, when there is no ambiguity. In the absence of any ambiguity, courts are bound to give full
meaning to the words used by the Legislature. The main distinction between Order VII, Rule 11
and Order XXXIII, Rule 11, C.P.C., is apparent. In the case of all under Order VII, Rule 11
there is no provision for collecting the court-fee due to the Government for the simple reason
that the plaint would be treated as if it were not filed at all, whereas in the case of
dispaupering, an express provision is made enabling the Court to make an order for payment of
court fee. For that very reason the authors of the rule designedly used the words 'dismissal in
contradistinction he the weEd "rejection".'

7. Bombay.—Westropp, C.J., adopted the most natural construction in In re Ratansi v.

KaIy:inji,' in interpreting Section 342 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1872, which was thus held
not to be retrospective in its effect. What Lord Wensleydale called the "grammatical and
ordinary sense in Grey v. Pearson,' has been called "the ordinary idiomatic sense' in another

1. Rn,nkrishna v. Rains Ch.znd, AIR 1956 All 32, 35.

2. (1593)13 AC 294, quoted in Sadiq Husain V. Mohan:rnnd Knri,n, AIR 1922 Oudh 289, 291; Na, eshar Sn/mi v.

All -. 1922 Oudh 236, 246; Cn'a Prnsa,t '. Fnyaz i1na;mm, AIR 1930 Om:dh 274: 5 Lurk 12 (Fe).

3. Rn,:: Sn/ui v. Kune'ar Sa/:, AIR 1932 Oudh 314,316:7 Luck 26.

4. Cur Charan Lal v. Shim -a Narairi, AIR 194S DudE 162 (PB)

5. In re Suhramaoyans, AIR 1955 And/sea 74, 77; Bud/mn/nI v. Deccan tinnki,:g Co., AIR 1959 Hyd 69 (PB)

6. ILR 2 13cm 148, 1,61 (FO). "We cannot take the occasional inconvenience as a ground for rejecting the plans

- construction which aims at general benefit," said West, I . . in Haji At'd:ml Rnh,nan v. Khnja Khaki Araih, ILR 11 Bens 6,

IS, 3n.koj;rao l-infk,:r v. Srckut'ai, ILR 5313cm 251 : AIR 1929 lIens 100,102.

7. (1557)61ILC6I at p. 106.
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case. Section 499 of the lnctian Penal Code provides : "Whoever by words either spoken.or
intended to be read, or by sings or by visible representations, makes or publishes any imputation
concerning any person intending to harm, or knowing or having reason to believe that such
imputation will harm, the reputation of such person is said, except in the cases hereinafter
excepted, to defame that person. The complainant had filed a suit in a Civil Court against the
accused. In that suit the accused in the course of his examination as a witness for the plaintiff
made the following statement : The plaintiff has broright this false suit against me. He has
undergone imprisonment in the Thana Jail, and he is a man of damaged character. After the
decision of the civil suit, the complainant prosecuted the accused on a charge of defamation
under Section 500 of the Indian Penal Code. The trying Magistrate found the accused guilty of
the offence charged. The Sessions - judge, being of opinion that the conviction was illegal,
referred the case to the High Court under Section 438 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. It was
urged in the High Court' that although the language of Section 500 of the Indian Penal Code
was comprehensive enough , to include word,s wherever spoken, it ought not to be applied to
words spoken in evidence, as they were not within the contemplation of the Legislature.
Thereupon Fulton, J . , observed in his judgment : "It, therefore, becomes necessary for us to
determine what was the intention meant to be expressed, for as pointed out in Maxwell on
fsiterpretation of Statutes (page 24) it is an elementary rule of construction that a thing which
is within the letter of a statute, is not within the statute, unl5ss it be also within the meaning
of the Legislature. To ascertain such meaning is sometimes a task of much difficulty. The
primary canon of construction is, that the Legislature must be intended to mean what it has
plainly expressed, and that when the words admit of but one meaning, a Court is not at liberty
to speculate on the intention or to construe an Act according to its own notions of what ought to
have been enacted. In Moons/ice Buzloor Ritheeni v. S/iiieieoonnisa Begun,' the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council remarked that, if the words of a law are clear and positive,
they cannot be controlled by any consideration of the motives of the party to whom it is
applied, nor limited by whet the Judges who apply it may suppose to have been the reasons for
enacting it. But many cases may be quoted in which in order to avoid injustice or absurdity,
words of general import have been restricted to particular meanings. Eventually his Lordship
held that a witness could not be prosecuted for defamation oil of statene.nts made when
giving evidence in the witness-box.

Crump, J . called in aid the observation of Lord Halohury, made in The Vestn1 of Me PaCe/i
of St. Jo/ni, Hampstcil V. Henry Horace Powell Cotton,' when he was called upon to find out
the meaning of the word resides in Section 2 of the Divorce Act.'

Courts are hound to construe a section of an Act according to the plain moaning of the
language unless either in the section itself, or in any part of the Act anything is found to
modify, qualify or alter the statutory language even if absurdity or anomaly he the result of
such interpretation.

In interpreting the provisions of a statute, we need not speculate upon the reasons which
influenced the Legislature, but must take the provisions as they are and construe them according

1 	 See el,senotien of Telang. I . , in Soeil,ji !OL1ji Wu,den s'. Goeiud Romji, IER 16 B 91, 100.
2. Q,ee,j-F,,,,a'u v. Ro/ko5,,r, Viihnl, ILR 17 Born 573,577-578 let OatH, Cha,id,-a C0.,kon'a0i v. Ram D,pil Pa, ILR 1S

Cal 305 (SB)i.
3. 11 Mae led App 551 at p. 601.
4. (1006) ER 12 AC 1; See Lee v. Lee, ILR SEal, 147, 100 tFel.
5. e1,'cu,, v. \'ilAi,,,,,, I [.R 47 Boo, 543 AIR 1923 Bern 321, 351.
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to their plain meaning.' If the words of an Act of Parliament are capable grammatically of two
meanings, the Court must look at the whole of the Act in order to determine which meaning best

gives effect to the intention of the Legislature.'

8. Calcutta--In Jogodishury Deben v Kailash Chandra Labiry,a the question referred for
the decision of the Full Bench was whether having regard to the provisions of Section 265 of
the Code of Civil Procedure, 1882, the Civil Court could make a partition of land of a revenue-
paying estate when no separate allotment of the Government revenue was asked for. "In
construing this section. observed Mr. Justice Banerjee, bearing in mind the observations of their

Lordships of the Privy Council in Narendra Nat/i Sircar v. Kernel Baswi Dasi, 'we must in
the first instance examine the language of the enactment'. "We are hound to adhere to the
grammatical and ordinary sense of the words, as Lord Wensleydale observed in Grey

Pearson,' 'unless that would lead to some absurdity or some repugnance or inconsistency with
the rest of the statute, in which case the grammtical and ordinary sense of the words may he
modified, so as to avoid that absurdity and inconsistency, but no further Vnclier& Sons v.

Loncon Scci:'ty of Compositors, 6 and Inland Revenue Commissioners v. Herbert/ observed

Mookerjee, J . , in Kraliniiicldin Mo/lab v. Sahibuddin Mo/lab. 8 In this case a document was in
the first instance presented for registration to the Sub-Registrar of Sealdah who refused to
register it oil ground of denial of execution. An application was thereupon made under
Section 73, Sub-section (1) to the Registrar at Alipore. This was dismissed on 26th January, 1914.
On 2nd February, 1914, the plaintiff lodged a plaint in the Court of Munsif at Alipore under
Section 77, Sub-section (1) of the Registration Act. The Munsif had no jurisdiction to entertain
the suit, which should have been instituted in the Civil Court within the local limits of whose
original jurisdiction was situated the office in which the document was sought to he registered.
This s','ss plainly the Court of the Munsif at Sealdah and not the Court of the Munsif at Alipore
within the local limits of whose original jurisdiction was situated, not the office in which the
document was sought to he registered, but the office of the Registrar who had exercised
jurisdiction under Section 78, Sub-section (1) of the Registration Act. The Munsif accordingly
returned the plaint for presentation to the proper Court. This order was made on the 19th June,
1914 and on the same day the plaint was lodged in the Court of the Munsif at Sealdah. In these
circumstances, the defendant contended that the suit was barred by limitation, inasmuch as it
had been instituted in a Court of competent jurisdiction beyond the expiry of the period of thirty
days prescribed by Section 77, Sub-section (1). The plaintiff urged that he was entitled to the
benefit of Section 14 of the Indian Limitation Act, 1908, which runs as under : In computing the
period of limitation prescribed for any suit, the time during which the plaintiff has been
prosecuting with due diligence another civil proceeding, whether in a Court of first instance or
in a Court of Appeal, against the defendant, shall be excluded, where the proceeding is founded
upon the same cause of action and is prosecuted in good faith in a Court which, from defect of

Kou,rl Sirry): v. Rrisli.'rri'ai, AIR 1946 Boni 	 309.

Emperor v. M,,ushi, AIR 1932 Born 427,428: 1LR 56 Born 264; Yeshbai v. Cnrr;'at, AIR 1975 Bern 20.

24 Cal 725, 741 (FE).
FR 23 Cal 563 :23 1.-h IS. The duly of Ihe Court is 10 construe the lass as it stands, and not to make a new, tharr1'h

it may be a h o tter law. It is quite true 1601 in interpreting a statute to meal ISO obvious intention of the Legislature,

, nina I roctic'cr' 010y be put upon it which niodifies the moaning of the words and even the structure of ISO

sentence"; Rai Ct,,rra'i Ghee v. Ks,,rirt Mohair Unit, ILR 16 Cal 571, 575; IFirrj.i,i SaA.rr v. R . N. Mr,Iljck, 63 Cal WS 6.

(1957)61 ILC 61:106; Arnie Siror)I1 v. Eurperor, AIR 1934 Cal 555, 597 (FB).

1913 AC 107, 117.
1915 AC 326, 332.

1.11 .17 Cal 350, 317; Sod Rih,'ei Bin !st,nnr,t,rt v. 7ril't:unnvonn ,'.f.nnnd.rt, (1965)2 Ct-IN 278.
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jurisdiction, or other cause of like nature, is unable to entertain it. "The defendant relied on
Section 29 of the Indian Limitation Act, 1908, which provides that nothing in the Act shall
effect or alter any period of limitation specially prescribed for any suit, appeal or application
by any special or local law now or hereafter in force in British India." It was not disputed that
the Indian Registration Act is special law and that Section 77 contained therein, which creates
the right to bring a suit to compel registration of a document, also specially prescribes a period
of thirty days as the period of limitation for the institution of such a suit. The question thus
arose, whether the rule contained in Section 14 of the Indian Limitation Act would, if applied
to a suit under Section 77 of the Indian Registration Act, affect or alter the period of limitation
prescribed thereby. Applying the rule in Grey v. Pearson, Mookerjee, J . , was of the opinion

that on a plain reading of Section 29 of the Indian Registration Act, the cases of the

description, such.as
 under Section 77 of the Act where neither the commencement of the period

of limitation was postponed nor length of the period modified, but a portion of the time which
had elapsed was eliminated, might well be deemed to furnish instances where the period of
limitation had been affected or altered. Accordingly the Full Bench held that the provisions
of Section 14 of the Indian Limitation Act could not he applied in computing the period
prescribed under Section 77 of the Indian Registration Act.

The proper course is, in the first instance, to examine the language of the statute, to
interpret it, to ask what is its natural nieaniiig unhfluenCed by any considerations derived
from the previous state of the law; to begin with an examination of the previous state of the
law on the point, is to attack the problem on the wrong end; and it is a grave error to force upon
the plain language of the section an interpretation which the words will not bear, on the
assumption of a supposed policy on the part of the Legislature not to depart from the rules of the
English law on the subject. The question for decision in Niloiani Car v. Sell Presid Garga? '.'as

whether the expression at the time of the measurement on which the ciaim is based was
made' in Section 52(6) of Bengal Tenancy Act referred to thc' measurement upon which the
excess area was found out before the institution of the suit or did it refer to the measurement
made at the time of the original settlement. 'The true rule of interpretation of all statutes,"
declared Mukeee, AC.!., is that stated by Burton, J . , in VVarl'iirtei' v. Ler't'leiid, and adopted

by Lord Wensleydale in Grey V. Pi'arse?id namely, that graniinettcal aol erdoiirv 5595 of the

words is to be adhered tounless that would lead to some absurdity or some repugnance or
inconsistency, in which case the grammatical and ord'mary sense of the words may he modified
so as to avoid that absurdity and inconsistency. Once we depart from this canon of construction,
which has been repeatedly affirmed, for instance, by Lord Wensleydale himself in ThelliiCsO?i

v. Rcndlesluinid by Lord Selborne and Lord Blackburn in Ca!edeniin Ilailwiv Cenipany v.

North British Railu'ai Co., , by Lord Fitzgerald in Bradlaiigh v. Clarke,' and by Lord

Bramwell in Hill v. East and West India Deck Co.,' we are launched, as Lord Cranworth said

in Giiiidnj v. Piiinigerd into a sea of difficulties which it is difficult to fathom.

1. Sih1i Chandra Ch.,kra:'erti v. Roe Vjl V.', 1113 4 q C.1 399, 40N409, (SO)

2. 1LR 45 Cal 556 at 565 (FB).

3. (1628)1 Had & B 623, 648.

4	 (t337)5HLC6I.10(' 1118 FR iS 41

5. (iSe9)7 HLC 42') 519 ItS ER 219, 231.

6. (I88I)6 AC 111, 121, 13!.

7. t1583il AC 334, 354.

S	 (1831)9 AC 418, 194.
9.	 (1832)1 Dc G 510 C 502,503 .12 ER 647, 6 I

I nt.-8
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In cdl Chudt a v. G11 111 C/terse,' the question turned on the construct ion to be put on
Section 105, Sub-section (3) of Bengal Tenancy Act, and on the notification of Government suede
under this section, No. 6954; dated 21st July, 1923, published in the Calcutta Gazette tvls(cls
provided 'That an application made under Section 105, Sub-section (3) of the said Act, for a
settlement of rent during the preparation of a Record of Rights under Chapter 10 of the Act,
should bear (a) a stamp of 12 annas for each tenant making or joining e joined in an application,
and (b) if at any time, during the hearing of the application, an issue was raised by the
applicant under Section 105-A of the said Act, in addition a stamp to the amount of an ad
ia/Scent fee chargeable under Article 1, Schedule 1, Court Fees Act, 1870, as amended by the
Bengal Court Fees (Amendment) Act, 1922, subject to a maximum of Rs. 20. It was argued for the
petitioners that it could not have been the intention of the Legislature that an application
under Section 105-A would bear a higher court-fee than a plaint in a Suit for same relief in the
Civil Court, Muter, J . , thereupon observed But the intention of the Legislature can only be
gathered from the plain words of the notif i cation under Section 105(3) and it is not permissible
to a Court while construing the plain words of a statute or a statutory rule to speculate whether
the intention of the Legislature was to impose a higher court fee than that provided for by the
Court Fees Act in suits where similar reliefs are asked for in the Civil Courts. In this connection
the following remarks of Maxwell in his book on Interpret a! ion of Statutes seem very apposite.'
In a word then it is to be taken as a fundamental principle, standing as it were on the threshold
of the whole subject of interpretation, that the plain intention of the Legislature, as expressed
by the language employed, is invariably to be accepted and carried into effect, whatever may
be the opinion of the judicial interpreter of its wisdom or Justice. If the language admits of no
doubt or secondary moaning it is to be obeyed." As the notification was clear, the Court held
that the court-fee payable was the ad lu/ewe, fee on the subject-matter of dispute. A statute
must be taken to mean what it says, and it assist be remembered that, if the words of a statute be
plain and clear, it is not for the Court to raise any doubt as to what they mean.' The first canon
of construction of a statute is that you naust take the language as it stands and if it is clear gh
effect to it.' It must be remembered that the duty of the Court is not to put a construction which
seems to the Court to be best in the sense that it will work out with the most justice or with the
Past inconvenience but to put a construction which seems to the Court to be the best in the sense
that it is nearest to the language of the Legislature.

Where the Court confers the general right of appeal and then imposes certain limitations
on that right, the limitations have got to be strictly interpreted. Where however it is not so,
the only question is whether on the terms of the Section which creates the right of appeal,
interpreted in its strict grammatical sense, there is a right of appeal.'

In the case of Superintendent and Ren;embrattrer of Legal Affairs, 'a'esf Bengal v.

AIR 1929 Cal 141 (the general principle of nlerprclation of statutes is that the ordinary meaning of the language
employed is to be looked at and it ought flea or to be necessary to introduce words of limitation or words of
qualification to explain the intention of the drafters of the Act.). Mrinolisi v. florist Roy, AIR 1936 Cat 339.
See p.94. Sixth Edith,,, (1920).
t'a!a',, PraAad v. Emperor, AIR 1929 Cal 617, 630 (SB), p er Jack, J.
Mci,er 5,,rdnr v. Emperor, AIR 1930 Cat 577 (2), 579.,
Mui r'rjea V. t.iar,io,ti f,id,,strial Bank, Ltd., AIR 1930 Cal 770, 773 (Rankin, CI.). "It may sometimes be diffi cult to

- axce, lain what the Legislature exactly n,ean I, but ,se ,u,,xt determineinc wttat its language ,tsoa as'; Cuba, J . in ticjoy
s'. Ce'araiio;a of Calcutta, AIR 1933 Cal 322, 324.

Alei,d. Soft v. State, 54 CWN 189 AIR 1954 Cat 301 holding that Sctton 411, Cr. P. C. conferred only a conditional
right of appeal.
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Nn,idiirani Agarwala, l their Lordships Guha Ray and Sen, JJ . , held that reading Section
6(9)(ii) of the Taxation on Income (Investigation Commission) Act, 1917, along with Rule 8(1)
thereof, it was fairly obvious that it was open to the Commission to issue a search warrant even
without specifying the buildings or places and leaving the discretion as to which buildings and
places should be searched entirely to the authorised official. His Lordship Guha Ray, J.,
delivering the judgment on behalf of the Court, observed 'As regards the reasonableness of
this construction of Section 6(9)(i) and Rule 8(i), all we need say is first that the construction
we have put on them appears to us to be the plain literal meaning of the terms and where such
is the case, it is not open to the Court to go behind the words and speculate on this e\pediency or
reasonableness; and secondly, that the exigencies of a particular case amongst those for which
special provisioro is made in this Act, just as the exigencies of a particular case amongst those
which may call for the issue of a search warrant under the Cr. P.C. may require a general search
to be made without the place or places being mentioned in the warrant and when such
Particular cases are provided for in the law, along with other cases where a warrant with the
places to he searched being mentioned is likely to suffice, that particular provision of law need
not necessarily be dubbed unreasonable.'

In l'ron;ode RanjalI v. Mi11!ck,' K.C. Des Gupta, J . , observed : The golden rule of
interpretation is that we must first try to ascertain the intention of the Legislature from the
words used, by attaching the ordinary meaning of the word on the grammatical construction
adding nothing and omitting nothing; and to give effect to the intention thus ascertained, if the
language is unambiguous, and no absurdity results. If the language is not free from ambiguity, it
becomes necessary and proper to take into consideration the background of the legislation and
other circumstances which may help the ascertainment of the intention. If, even though free
from ambiguity, the ordinary meaning of the words used gives rise to an absurdit y, we have to
endeavour to avoid the absurdity, by adding, if possible, some words and omitting some words,
to ascertain the Legislatures intention."

9. Karnataka.—The first and foremost rule of interpretation is the rule of grammatical
interpretation. Thq Legislature must be deemed to have intended what it has said. It is no part
of the duty of the Court to presume that the Legislature meant shnsething other than what it
said. If the words of the section' are plain and unambiguous then there is no question of
interpretation or construction. Then duty of the Court is to implement those provisions with no
hesitation. The question of interpretation or construction arises only if the words used are not
plain or they are ambiguous. It is only then the courts are required to call into aid the several
rules of interpretation.' Incongruities have to be removed by Parliament by appropriate
legislative process. It is not for the Courts to do anything about it.

10. Kerala.—See Lord Krishna Bank v. Inspector General of Regis(ratien.5

11. Madhya Pradesh.—As a general rule the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words
is to he adhered to, but if that were to lead to some absurdity, or some repugnancy or
inconsistency with the rest of the instrument the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words
may be modified so as to avoid that absurdity and inconsistency.t

1. AIR 1954 Cal 134.
2. AIR 1959 Cal 318,319; Jeasc'p'a Co-cp,'raiive Sanely v. Registrar Ce-c ralhs' Societies, AIR 1976 Cal 309.
3. Mada,iieli v. Bahi P,i.tni,aca, AIR 1960 Mys 299, 301.
4. Biltgei-i Kai8ar,i,,ia v. Acsa Puranaauna, AIR 1963 Mys 168,170 (Somnslh Jha, 3.).
5. AIR 1976 Ker 151 1976 Ret LT 374.

6. G?.ttchand v. Ku.A)a!, AIR 1951 Ml II (FLI), per Shinde, 3.; taIhu Pd. N. S. Kajar Chard, AIR 197663? 136 :1976
NIPLJ 33c 1976 Jab Lj 3-10 (FE); See also Ram C)urdir Sii:jh V. SLOe, 1957 FUR 47 (FE).
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12. Madras.—The first rule of construction of statute is to give the words their ordinary ,tnol
natural meaning) And if the construction of a provision in the statute is clear, the Court cannot
seek to get behind the rule by any enquiry into the reason of the ruler. "In construing the section
of an Act it would be our duty to adhere to the grinitrtaticttl and ordinary sense of the words
used therein and if the meaning of the words is found by us to be plain and unambiguous we
would have to give effect to them regardless of any other consideration and would not he
justified in ignoring any part of the language of the section.

In Mercantile Batik of India, Ltd. v. Official At(siytrce, Aladrasil the dispute was in respect
of title on certain goods, the railway receipt in respect whereof had been endorsed to the bank
by the person who subsequently was adjudicated an insolvent. It was necessary to determine the
import of the word 'person' in Section 13 of the Indian Contract Act read with the proviso in
that section, in quoting which Mr. justice Stone italicized the expression 'Itaee not ls'eti

obtincd front their lattfttl Queer". His Lordship proceeded to remark "Now what is meant
by 'person? This term can hardly be restricted to 'mercantile agent'. Can it in view of the words
italicized in the proviso be restricted to mean 'a person other than the owner'? In construing this
difficult Act I think it is well to bear in mind the so-called golden rule for the interpretation of
statutes. It is thus stated in Maxu'ell t 'In construing statutes the grammatical and ordinary
sense of the words is to be adhered to, unless that would lead to absurdity or some repugnancy or
inconsistency with the rest of the (statute).' Thus Lord Wensleydale in Grey v. Pearson, , and
Lord Ellenhorough in Dee v. Jcssep,' described it as 'a rule of commonsense as strongly as can be'.
Lord Cranworth in Gttt;dry v. Penn [gr'r,' called it the cardinal rule and Jervis, C.J., in
Mtddisett v. Hart , t described it as the golden rule. Applying that rule to Section 178 one asks
first "Does the phrase 'person not in possession of goods' include (giving the words their
ordinary meaning) the owner of the goods not in possession of goods?" The answer is "It does",
Next, does that result in repugnancy or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument? Looking at
Section 103 where the owner is expressly mentioned as a person having power to pledge (i. e.
make a bailment of goods) by pledging documents of title the answer is that it does not. Looking
at Section 103 one sees a difference, but neither a repugnanc y nor an inconsistency. On the
contrary the Legislature when enacting the provisions of Section 108 expressly excludes the
owner from rights X (relating to sale); when enacting Section 178 includes the owner in the class
having rights Y (relating to pledge). That is not inconsistent or repugnant. The argument
founded on a supposed care)essness must be rejected ; as must that be founded on the supposition
that India must necessarily follow, at a respectful distance, England in its legislative advances.
Even if the result of the construction were absurd, that is no reason to depart from clear and

w First ef Manr'adi Van'rdr'e, I'aj,onjcc, 35 IC s23, s26, per Kristsnan, J ., "What has greatest weight

with me Is that t am of opinion that in ordinary plain English, unless there is anything indicating the contrary

intention ri the context '(rein a named date' means 'on and after that dale. remarked Ceutls Trotter, I . in Ii, cc

Court Fees, 10016 Mad 655 AIR 1924 Mad 257 (SB); Dean Frillier v. (sWeeter efttomsdmayals, AIR 1966 Mod 147

(1966)t tiILj 35 (1-5).
Arumroc/mala v. Ldnla0r;stnna, AIR 1925 Mad 449, 451 ICR 48 Mad 359.

Vvta,Iaii,mgasma v. Pertloms.mrat/iy, AIR 1942 toted 556, 561.

AIR 1933 toted 207. 210 ILR 56 Mad 127.

toI,sxsoell. Ed. Sal p. 4 (eo'mv Ed. 10. p 229).
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unequivocal language capable of only one meaning. The words in the proviso assist neither
construction. They are neutral. Whether person includes owner or not, it clearly includes
persons who are not owners and accordingly provision has to be made for them, and some classes
of such persons have to be excluded. The proviso describes such excluded classes. The proviso
relates, it should be observed, to pledge of goods as well as to pledge of documents. The duty of a
court is not to draft laws so that they may he just or reasonable or consonant to accepted
principles. Its duty is to expound the laws as they stand giving to all words used the meaning
they have either according to common usage or, if defined, according to the meaning given
therein in the Act in question or in the Interpretation Act. It is of course in the last degree
unfortunate that an Act should be drafted and then that definition should be added which
results in most curious results, but, however curious the results, a Judge must give effect to them.
The Legislature must use the pruning knife if it is to be used at all. In Secretary of Stile v.

Ariiiiaclialani, 2 the case turned on the interpretation of the expression for the purpose of
making any imprbvement used in Section 4 of Land Improvement Loans Act, 19 of 1853. Mr.
Justice Abclur Rahmao in delivering the judgthent of the court quoted the oft-repeated canon of
construction adopted by Lord Wensleydale (as the golden rule) and observed 'The business of
an interpreter is not to improve upon the words of an enactment but to expound them. As observed
by Cockburn, C.J., in Palmer v. Thacker, the question for him is not what the Legislature
meant, but what its language means, i.e., what the Act has said that it meant. We have,
therefore, to proceed oil principle enunciated by these noble Law Lords and interpret the
language of Section 4, Land Improvement Loans Act. To our minds, the words in the section are
cina:nhiguoris, and can only be held to apply to improvements which have not been effected at
the time when the loan was granted and cannot be held to apply to improvements wh i ch had
already been carried out at the time when the grant was made.

13. Nagpur.—What has been called the golden rule for construing an Act was stated in the
following terms by Mr. Justice Blackburn 	 the House of Lords in Eastern Cc':inties and London

and Blackwell Railway v. Marriage.' "We are bound to look at the language used
in the Act, construing it with reference to the object with respect to which the Legislature has
used that language, but construing it in its ordinary grammatical sense, unless there is something
in the subject-matter or the context to show that it is to be understood in some other sense, and
doing all this we are to say what is the intention of the Legislature expressed by that
language. And later in the same case the learned Judge added 'I dread very much the
consequence, if once the Judicature begins to trespass on the province of the Legislature, and to
pronounce not what the enactment is, but what it ought to be. If we do, I do not know where we
are to stop. I think it much better, in construing an Act, to follow what has been called the
golden rule, and to declare that to be the intention of the Legislature which appears to he
expressed by the words used, understood in their ordinary scnse, though with reference to the
subject-matter and context, unless that is manifestly absurd or unjust...........

Where the rule is expressed in unambiguous language it must be applied in every case
where the facts to which it is intended to apply exist. However unjust, arbitrary or
inconvenient the meaning conveyed may be, it must receive its full effect. It is not the function of
the Court to make the law reasonable, but to expound it as it stands according to the sense of the

1.	 S, FiaeII Jt,pn'iaiion of Siatuies, at P. 229, op nL
2	 ILR 1939 Mad 1017: AIR 1939 Mad 711, 711.
3.	 (1 S78)3 QBD 346:17 LJMC 5-I :37 LT 784,
.1.	 911LC32:ii ER639aip.&.ii:3iLjEx73.
5,	 So, BaiOi . G';'alra', 33 IC- 499 at p 490 (Nagpor)
6.	 0.a'aiofas '.. Kuujd'.1, All, 192 .1 Nag 162 (2).
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words. The first rule of construing any enactment is to give the words their nab ri! nleaniug and
it is only if no reasonable result can be arrived at by giving their natural meaning that some
other interpretation is permissible.'

In Secretary of State v. Cede? the Railway Company contended that the expression
'permanently employed' ii. Section 2(1)(n)(i) of Workmen's Compensation Act meant a railway
servant who was permanently engaged as opposed to one who was temporarily engaged. The
claimants on the other hand contended that it meant one who habitually and continuously
works' in office. Mr. Justice Neogy stated "I confess the construction of that expression is by no
means easy. The language appears to be clear but involves difficulty in its applicr.tion. The
well-known rule is to construe the language of a statute in its ordinary grammatical sense unless
it leads some incongruity or manifest absurdity. I have therefore to see which of the two
interpretations proposed stands this test. The two interpretations proposed by the parties
differ in this that while the Railway Company lays emphasis on the duration of the
employment, the claimants stress the nature and venue of the employment. If duration of the
employment is to be the test, it will logically follow that a railway servant who is not
permanently employed, that is to say, a person who is temporarily employed will fall under
the definition of 'workman'. The result will be that a privilge which is given to a temporary
servant is denied to a permanent servant. To put it more concretely, a person working as a
substitute for six months in place of a permanent incumbent in the District Office will be
entitled to be regarded as a workman while the permanent servant for whom he acts as a
substitute will not he a workman ........ It is obviously illogical for the Railway Company to say
'we will compensate for the loss of the life of a substitute because he was not a permanent
servant, but we are not bound to compensate his principal because he was a permanent servant'.
Such a situation is untenable and could not have been intended by the Legislature.... The word
'employment' has a twofold meaning. It may mean (1) engagement. that is contract of service, or
(2) work in the course of employment. It is in the latter sense that the word appears to have
been used in the list of persons described in Schedule 2 of the Workmen's Compensation Act. The
expression 'not permanently employed in any office of a railway' contemplates such servants as
are not required to perform their duties continuously or habitually in the office, that is to say,
indoors, but occasionally have to do outdoor work in the course of their employment. The word
permanent denotes continuity and the expression in its concrete application will mean not
continuously working in any office. I concede that this may appear to be a forced interpretation
but it yields a sense u'!iicls accords with the experience of practical life. To sum up : The plain
grammatical meaning of the expression under consideration leads to absurdity; while extending
the enacting words beyond their common-place import yields a rational meaning. The task of
making the choice involves me in no difficulty. I have no hesitation in accepting the second
interpretation which avoids imputation of an absurd intention to the Legislature."

In	 dliShrmar Kris!nt,mrzo v. Narayau Nimmaji,' their Lordships of the Nagpur
High Court (Stone, C.J. and Vivian Bose, J . ) found Section 13 of C.P. Debt Conciliation
Act, 3 of 1933, running counter to Section 12(2) of the same Act, Their Lordships therefore
observed : 'In these circumstances it being impossible to reconcile those contradictory
provisions, it becomes necessary for us to modify the ordinary sense of the words used.
Our power to do so is contained irS a passage from Lord Wenslevdale's speech in Grey v.

1.v. 0'.q ? let C:'::ucil, Beta!, AIR 1932 Nag 105,
2. Set urea'. 	 AIR 1936 Nag 269: ILR 1937 Nag 161.
3. AIR 1923 Nag at.

4. AltO 1939 Nag 227: tl.R 1939 Nag 503.
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Pearson,' 
which was quoted with approval by the Privy Council in Privy Council Appeal No.

81 of 1938 on a question relating to the construction of a statute 'I have been long and deeply
impressed with the wisdom of the rule, now I believe, universally adopted.............that in
construing.........statutes........the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words is to be adhered
to, unless that would lead to some absurdity or some repugnance or to inconsistency, with the
rest of the instrument, in which case the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words may he
modified, so as to avoid that absurdity and inconsistency, but no further'. We have now to see
how and in what way the modification is to be made. As regards this we bear in mind (1) the
fact that this legislation makes drastic inroads upon vested rights and that therefore (2) we
should not attempt to fetter the usual freedom of contract permissible under the law for the
settlement of these vested claims except in so far as we are expressly or by necessary
implication directed to do so; and (3) we note that Section 12 not only imposes no restrictions
upon the kind of settlement which may be made, but on the contrary indicates that it is using at
least one word, the word 'amounts', in a much wider sense than usual. We also think it right to
take into consideration other matters to which reference would not have been permissible had
the words of the Act been clear and unambiguous."

14. Orissa.—In the absence of there being anything contrary to the context, the language of
the statute should be interpreted according to the plain dictionary meaning of the terms used
therein. Taking the dictionary meaning of the words 'exertion' and 'immediately' in Clause (c)

of Section 2(6-AA) of the Income Tax Act it is clear that if the income from other sources can be
attributable to the direct personal effort of the assessee without the use of any intermediate

agency, then alone the assess'ee can claim the benefit of earned income under Clause (c). This is
made still clearer by the adjective 'personal' which qualifies 'exertion'.'

15. Patna.—Following Abbot v. Middleton,' their Lordships of the Patna Nigh Court,'
opined "If words used are 'unambiguous' they cannot he departed from merely because they
lead to consequences which may be considered capricious or even harsh." Equitable principles
cannot possibly he allowed to defeat the statute.'

In Sas!n Blnisati Rai v. Bhntieslizi'ar Rio and etiie, y ,' their Lordships Imam, C.j. and
Narayan, J. held that it is quite wrong to read in the words of Article 182(2), Limitation Act, a
meaning which is contrary to the plain and ordinary meaning of words actually used in the
statute. With reference to Article 182(2), Limitation Act, 1908, their Lordships held that the
order of the Appellate Court granting the appellant certain time to deposit the printing cost is
a judicial order and the further direction that if the printing cost was not deposited within the
time allowed, the appeal shall stand dismissed without further reference to the Bench is not
only a judicial order, but an order which, if not complied with, finally disposes of the appeal
and furnishes a fresh starting point of limitation.

16. Pepsu and Punjab.—In Gltiiniand Sing/i v. State,' the question was with regard to the

meaning of the word 'different' in Section 239(d), Cr.P.C. Chopra, J . (Gurnam Singh, J.'

(1837)6 HLC 61, 106.
Ri,,,c/,.,,it,'.i Dee v. I T. Co,,,nii35io,ier, B & 0, AtR 1955 Orissa 116. [Income from forestry, interest on a irea rents,
fisheries and royalties from quarries, etc. is not earned income within the meaning of Section 2(6-AA)); uc also
Vasaiila Ru L /,uiaii,, Rio v. San/vi A,nrit!.iI BmIja4al, 1966 Guj 7. ,vhr aid of dictionary was held permissible.

(1S58)7 }-ILC 63 23 LJ Ch 110.
Idanipmsad Sal,, v. Slel. Basa,itia, AIR 1925 Pat 729, 731.
fl,eal.,t v. Bastoce!a Cellimj Co. Ltd., AIR 1957 Pat 331, 333 (Sinh3, J.); Monthly tenant . huitding on land leased

heties'ing to he permanent tenant.
AIR 1955 Pat 124. See also S. N. Solo v. V,shaao.,il!al, AIR 1930 Pat I'S (some rules of in/er'reIatiOn).

AIR 1935 Pepsu 43.
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concurring with him) delivering the judgment on behalf ofthe Court, observed "Every word of
a statute is to he ascribed to its natural and ordinary meaning and it is not permissible to limit it
to a particular sense or add anything to the words used in the statute. While 

i nterpreting you
must not imply anything in them which is inconsistent with the words expressly used. It is
always desirable to adhere to the words of the Act, giving to them that sense which is their
natural import in the order in which they are placed. His Lordship held that the ordinary
meaning of the word different is separate, distinct, unlike or dissimilar. Offences may be -
different because they are of different kinds and also because though of the same kind, they are
committed with respect to different persons Again, they may be different because they are
committed on different occasions even though they are of the same kind and are committed
against the same person.	 -

Piinjab.It is an established principle of construction of statutes that words used in an
enactment should he taken in their ordinary sense especially when the sense is appropriate to
the context. A Court has to interpret the law as it stands and is not competent to play the role
of a legislator to introduce amendments on equitable considerations to remove the possible
defects) A legal enactment must be interpreted in its plain sense and so long as its language is
clear and unambiguous a subject cannot be penalised for construing it literally and not
interpreting it in a manner not warranted by its plain language. If a plain word carries a plain
sense in the English language, however, strict the law may interpret it, it will net ignore the
;' rdi, ary 171calzmg	 which it Carries.,

After all, it must not he forgotten that every expression used in the statute must be construed
ordinarily in its natural sense and general words should be given general meaning unless the
context indicates otherwise. In B. S. Bali v. Bafalia Earn aid oI/ers,' Harnam Singh, J . ,obscived "In interpreting statutes Judges should not infer an intention contrary to the literal
moaning of the words of the statute, unless the context, or the consequences 

AN would ensue
from a literal interpretation , justifying the inference that the Legislature has not expressed
something which it intended to express, or unless such interpretation leads to any manifest
absurdity or repugnance, with this supradded qualification that the absurdity or repugnance
must be such as manifested itself to the mind of the law-maker, and not such as may appear to
he so to the Tribunal interpreting the statute. It was held that from the words used in Section
2(c) of the Displaced Persons (Debts Adjustment) Act, 1951, it is plain that the debtor may be a
displaced person or may not he a displaced person and where a debtor is not a displaced person,
no question can arise about the debt having been incurred before the debtor came to reside in an

yarea now forming part of India.
In the case of AntS Siuglz v. Jagjit Sisg/i,' the Court observed that in interpreting

statutes the plain meaning of the words must be given full effect to,--Order XX VII, Rule 3,
C.P.C., no doubt vests discretion in the Court to impose or not to impose any conditions, and the
discretion must be exercised lucticially but it cannot be said that the hands of the Court are tied

1. MuIa v. Croa a, ILR II Ih 2-1,27, per Shide, J . ; 1'; the mailer ofjarnadar Minshi Rae, AIR 1931 Lah 399,40(): II.R12 LaS 658; Shire Cha,a,: Lit v. Ehai',ej ShaRer, AIR 1928 Lah 495.
2. Abdul t!u,ajn v. MCI ,L5,,mtj 	em, AIR 1935 Lah 364, 367.
3. Wa (Mo.) V . 	 Aelar Singh, AIR 1935 LaS 423,423.

	

4,	 Madan Aloha,, v. Coma,issj,'r of 111CO'ne-M .r, ILR 16 Lah 937: AIR 1935 LaS 742, 746; Sh.";o Eat v. Dai193.4

	

	 s ISi,, AIRLali 115 (1) "Priory ineariag."

	

3.	 H'ReaIir,l (Si:J) Uhvlric Srç'1?u Ca. v. Odor of h,di,, AIR 1939 [nj 199, 202.

	

.	 AIR 1951 Puri 105, 106.

	

'.	 AIR 1955 Punj 101.
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and that only in those cases can conditions he imposed where the defence seem * to be a sham one.
Bhandari, C.J., in Hazarinial Kuthaiia V. lncomc-fax Officer, Anthala,' repeated certain

ivell-known rules for construction of statutes

I. The first and foremost rule, to which all others are subordinate, is that where the
language of a statute is plain and unambiguous and conveys a clear or definite meaning
there is no occasion for resorting to the rules of statutory interpretation. If a statute
speaks for itself clearly, any attempt by the Court to make it clearer by imposing
another meaning would not he construing the statute but enacting one.

2. The second rule is that the words appearing in a statute must be presumed to have
been used in their popular sense and should be given their ordinary, natural' and
familiar meaning. It would be a new terror in the construction of Acts of Parliament,
said Lord Loreburn in Macbeth v. Cluslett,' "if we were required to limit a word to
an unnatural sense because in some Act, which is not incorporated or referred to, such
an interpretation is given to it for the purpose of that Act alone". The same word may
mean one thing, one context and another in a different context, for as pointed out by
Mr. Justice Holmes in D. N. Baneijee v. P. R. Alrekerjee, 3 in an oft-quoted passrge—'A
word is not crystal, transparent and unchanged : it is the skin of a living thought and
may vary greatly in colour and content according to the circumstance and the time in
which it is used.'

3. The third rule, if it may be designated as such, is that the Courts are not at liberty to
create an imaginary ansbiguitv in the terms of a statute and later to clear it up by a
long and tedious process of subtle analysis. We must proceed on the assumption that
the Legislature knew its mind, that it understood the meaning of the terms employed
by it and that those terms do not contain a hidden meaning which onl y the study of a
powerful intellect can discover.

1. AIR 1957 I'urrj 5, 10.
2. 1910AC220.
3. 1953 SCR 302, 309.
4. See CalIarr,r,i v. U.S., 364 09587:5 L Ed 2nd 312, 319 The 'rule of tautly' only senes as an aid for rec' l y ing rn

ambiguity: it is not lobe used to hget orre.
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l.A pactis privatorum publico juri non derogatur.-Dr. Lushington, in the course of argument
in Phillips V. I11nes, 1 with respect to this maxim said : "It is impossible to compel one who is
unwilling to disobey the law to contravene it. I-Ic is entitled to plead freedom from a compact
into which he should never have entered, and to be protected in maintaining an obedience to the
law which the law would of itself h,ave interposed to enforce, had the Act come otherwise
within its cognizance. The consent or private agreement of individuals is ineffectual in
rendering valid any direct contravention of the law, and it will altogether fail to make just or
sufficient that which [is unjust or deficient in respect to any matter which] the law declares to
be indispensable. " This rule is also embodied in the maxim pacts private june put1, lice deregare

non possunt. Where a contract, express or implied, is expressly or by implication, forbidden by
statute, no court will lend its assistance to give it effect.' The principle is well put by Parke, B,
in Cope v. Rowlands' : "It is perfectly settled, that where the contract which the plaintiff

1. (1837)4 CI & F234 at p.241:7 ER 93.

2. Thakerocy Dcwraj v. Hsrbjuii,n Noises, /LR S Barn 432 alp. 454.

3. Millis v. Shirley, (1855)16 QI3D 416.

4. (1636)2 M & W 149, 157:6 LI En 63.
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seeks to enforce, be it express or implied, is expressly or by implication forbidden by the
common or statute law, no court will lend its assistance to give it effect. It is equally clear that a
contract is void if prohibited by a statute, though the statute inflicts a penalty only, because
such a penalty implies a prohibition. Lord Holt in Barlett v. Visor,' said that it may be safely
laid down, notwithstanding some dicta apparently to the contrary, that if the contract be
rendered illegal, it can make no difference, in point of law, whether the statute which makes it
so has in view the protection of the revenue, or any other object. The sole question is, whether
the statute means to prohibit the contract. In Longton v. Hughes,' Lord Ellenhorougi, C.J. said

it may be taken as a received rule of law that what is done in contravention of the
provisions of an Act of Parliament, cannot be made the subject-matter of an action." Craies' in
dealing with the effect of statutes creating duties says One of the most important effects of
statutes which create duties or impose obligations (whether they be obligations to do or to
refrain from doing some particular thing) is that a contract which involves in its performance,
either directly or collaterally, the doing of something which would he in contravention of a
statute of this kind is held to be invalid and unenforceable. This is expressed by the legal
n9axirA pactis privatsrltm publico jun non derogatur."

\.,Z ' A verbis legis non est recedendum.'—(From the words of the law there should not be any
departure), Lord Macnaghten quoted in Vacher & Sons, Ltd. v. London Society of Compositors'

the note of warning given by Tindal, C.)., delivering the opinion of the Judges who advised the
House of Lords in the Sussex Peerage case.'CIf the words of the statute are in themselves
precise and unambiguous, then no more can he necessary than to expound those words in their
natural and ordinary senseThe words themselves alone do, in such case, best declare the
intention of the law-giver." I This maxim directs the construction to be put upon Acts of
Parliament, against the express letter or which the Courts will not sanction any interpretation,
for the meaning of the Legislature cannot be so well explained as by its own direct words, since
index rtnin;i sermo. (language conveys the intention of the mind), and ,naledicta expositio qtiac

corritinpit textum (an exposition which corrupts the text is bad)' A Judge is not at liberty, in
favour of a supposed intention, to disregard the express letter of the statute, where, for
anythin g . that appears, the wording may correspond svith the actual design of the
Legislature--the maxim in cases of this description being that a i'erbis legis non rccedcnrium

est." And it would be dangerous to give scope to make a construction i n any case against the
express words when the meaning of the makers doth not appear to the contrary, and when no
Inconvenience will thereupon follow; and therefore in such cases a verbis legis non recedeudum

eat.° The Court may sometimes be faced with the question of applying maxims contradicting
each other. In such cases, the rule is that if from the context where the question of

1. 4 Carthew 252.
2. (I8I3)1 NI & S 593,596: 105 ER 222.

3. S:,u.tr.,l'ai S,ura,,, V. Mane/n, Dho,:da, AIR 1933 Ba,n 2,2, 263.

4. Statute Law, 51h Ed. at pp. 232-293.
5. 5 Coke IlS.
6	 (1913) AC 107.
7.	 (15-14)1ICI&F95:5ER1034.
5. Ant,, Shai : E,,,pe,or, ILR 61 Cal 607: AIR 193-I Cal 580, 5S5 (FB); Rai MA V. tt.,n,a,,,S Sh, ILR 91 a!, 260, 266;

1,1,11,i, Slit v.I/,,S of 5151w,, It R 7 Sled 115, 122; R.,,,i Awn!.,, v. I-t:rbrn;ee, AIR 1935 Ring 123, 129. A,,.n,l v.
Dist. JiJg,', BOld), 1990 Al! LI 525.

1 -	 c, \Ver!s,,: tar' tonic,,',, lIt!, Id. at pr'. 101-102.
10. Bumerjee (TLI. 1901): The 1,!enpr.'leta,1 of Deeds, 11th, ,i,,1 Sl.,!ntes ill Dl itis5 Intl, 12 at pp. 20, 191.
11. Wilberforce : 5!,,!l,!e L.', at P. 102, qncIi,,g fdrjche', cane, 5 Rep SI p.115 b.
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pp1icability arises, that maxim which would render the words in the statute a surplusage

should not be applied.'
3. Absoluta sententia expositore non indiget.'—It means that language that is unequivocal

and unambiguous does not require an interpreter, in other words, plain words need no
explanation. Nothing, said Lord Denman, in Et'crard v. Popplc ton, 3 "is more unfortunate than

a disturbance of the plain language of the Legislature, by the attempt to use equivalent terms.'
Maxs'e1l in Interpretation of Statutes," says "When the language is not only plain but admits
of butone meaning, the task of interpretation carl hardly be said to arise. It is not allowable,
says Vattel, to interpret what has no need of interpretation. Absoluta se,itetitta exposit ore 11071

iidiget. Such language best declares, without more, the intention of the law-giver, and is
decisive of it." This passage has been quoted and applied in many cases.'

4. Abundans cautela non nocet.—Excess of caution does no harm or extreme caution does no
harm (Abbot). 'Sometimes', says Craies,' "a term is defined in an interpretation clause merely

ex abundant f caufela—that is to say, to prevent the possibility of some common law incident
relating to that tern, escaping notice. Thus in Wakefield v. West Riding. etc. My.,' it

appeared that by Section 3 of the Railways Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, the term justice of
the peace' is defined as a 'justice of the peace acting for the ....... place'where the matter
requiring the cognizance of a justice shall arise, and who shall not be interested in the matter.

It was, therefore, argued that by this definition jurisdiction was altogether taken away from a
justice who was interested in the matter, and that this objection could not be waived. But it was
held that the latter words of the definition were merely declaratory of the common law, and

were only added ex abinidaimti catste!a in the apprehension', as Cockburn, C.J. said, 'that
justices, if not warned of what the law is, might act although interested. Had it been intended
to render an interested justice absolutely incompetent, notwithstanding that both parties might
waive the objection, a positive enactment to this effect would have been interested." Lord
Fitzgerald called it an old maxim of the law in West Riding Justices v.

It may also be noted that it is not uncommon in an Act of Parliament to find special
exemptions which are already covered by a general exemption. Lord Herschall pointed out in
Commissioner of Iitconte Tax v. Peetsel,' that 'such specific exemptions are often introduced ex

- majori ceutela to quit the fears of those whose interests are engaged or sympathies aroused in
favour of some particular institution, and who are apprehensive, that it may not be held to
fall within a general exemption."	 -	 -

The Actizs Ci,niect tmemmnlmeni grivabit.—It.is well established that no man should suffer

because of the fault of the court or delay in the procedure, Broom has stated the maxim, Aetna

1. Syanmap.mda t3nner;ce a'; Assit. Reg istrar, Co-;'cralii'e Conches, AIR 1964 Cal 190.

2. 2 Inst. 533..	 -	 -	 -

3. (1843)5 QB 181 at pp. 151,134.-

4, - 9th Ed. at pp . 3--I. On, I',akncJm v, Sbatc of UP., (1990)1 Rent CR 460 :1989 All 1)1367.	 -	 --

5, See for insiance. Barr,, v. Lmcl;h,nau, Ill I'S 1913 at p.4l7; l'hmra Sing6 oMaha Sin'h, ILR -I L.,h 323, 325: lhonnerjee

(TLL 1901) The Jntopr:'latioll of Vcc.is, OSlo and Stables, at P 190; Mahanir Prasa:t v. Yi8,ak, AIR 1960 Born 191;

Cf. l'anduran6' K. More v. Union o bum, AIR 1959 Born 134, 137 (ST. Dosai, J.):-

6. Stat ute Law, 511, lid, at pp. 199-200.

7. (1865) LR I QB 84.

8. (1883)49 LT 786. 	 -	 -

9. - (1691) AC 531, 589; '-cc also Aacl:bcra,der Prestylermj v. Lord Ki,immoabl, 6 Cl & F 6-I6, 651'; V,clorlati Railways

Comma,t jss jO,b,'rS v. B nc' mm, 3 C1.R 316, 341. See also Co;aia:i v. State of lC,mbm;, AIR 1930 SC 27, 34 [lmmclasiemm of

Clauses (1) and (2) of Article 13 i
n the Co,mstituiioa-1	 '	 -	 -
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curie: ii icem çru'ibit. an act of court shall prejudice no man...,, purposive interpretation
in a social amelioration legislation is an imperative irrespective of anything also. The
net unusual delay in courts will make the 10 years, holiday from the Rent Act illusory and
provide no incentive to the ' landlords to build new houses to solve the problem of shortages of
houses.

5. Actor sequitur forum rd—The plaintiff follows the forum of the thing; in other words,
the plaintiff follows the Court of the defendant,' Sardar Gurdyal Singh was for five years,
beginning in 1869, in the service of the Raja of Faridkot, a Native State, having independent
civil, criminal and fiscal jurisdiction; the judgment of whose Courts were regarded as foreign
judgments. After Sardar Gurdyal Singh left the Rajas service and ceased to reside within the
territorial jurisdiction of the Faridkot State, the Raja of Faridkot obtained in the Civil Court
of his Native State two ex porte judgments for sums amounting together to Re. 76,474-11-3 and
two actions, founded on these judgments, were bjought by the Raja in the Civil Court at Lahore
in British India. The trial Court dismissed the actions on the ground that the judgments were
pronounced by the Faridkot Court without jurisdiction against Sardar Gurdyal Singh. 'Ihe
Chief Court of Punjab reversed the said decision and upheld the jurisdiction of Faridkot Court.
Sardar Gurdyal Singh appealed to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, who, speaking
through Lord Selhorne, said'

"Under those circumstances, there was, in their Lordships' opinion, nothing to take
this case out of the general rule, that the plaintiff must sue in the Court to which the
defendant is subject at the time of the suit. 'Actor seipiiliir feriini rci' which is rightly
stated by Sir Robert Phillimore, to 'lie at the root of all international, and of most
domestic jurispurdence on this matter. All Jurisdiction is properly territorial, and extra
t,'rrii ' riiiiii joe iticeuti inlpiine non palcton. Territorial jurisdiction attaches (with special
exceptions) upon all persons either permanently or temporarily resident within the
territory; while they are within it, but it does not follow them after they have withdrawn
from it, and when they are living in another independent country. It exists always as to
land within the territory, and it may be exercised over movables within the territory; and,
in questions of status or succession governed by domicile, it may exist as to persons
domiciled, or who when living were domicile, within the territory. As between different
provinces under one sovereignty (e.g., under the Roman Empire) the legislation of the
sovereign may distribute and regulate jurisdiction; but no territorial legislation can give
jurisdiction which any foreign Court ought to recognize against foreigners who owe no
allegiance or obedience to the Power which so legislates. In a personal action, to which
none of these causes of jurisdiction applies, a decree pronounced in absrntuin by a Foreign
Court, to the jurisdiction of which the defendant has not in any way submitted himself, is
by International Law an absolute nullity. He is under no obligation of any kind to obey it,
and it roust be regarded as a mere nullity by the Courts of every nation except (when
authorised by special local legislation) in the country of the forum by which it was
pronounced."

1. Vide Alma Rim Stub! v. Jsliwor Singh Plinio, AIR 1933 SC 2031.
2. Iyer: Lew Lexicon, at p. 25.
3. GurdyiI Singh v. Jdeja of Faridkot, ICR 22 Ca! 22-2,237-238; CIlxislien V. Dehiirry, rLR 26 cal 931; Kassim SLinojce V.

Issf StoOd. SuIlnn.in , ICR 29 Cal 509; rf. Staa:zi,n Hossein Kh.in V. Raphael Robi,iso,i, II.R 2S Cal 641; A,Sr,,,s v.
F,np,'rnr, ICR 26 Mid 607.

4. Intanaijcnaj Crc, Vol. 4 (Sxiion 891).
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6. Actus non facit reuni, nisi mens sit rca—An act does not make one guilty unless there he
guilty intention.' Broom' says "....as a general rule of our Ian', a guilty mind is an essential
ingredient of crime at common law, and that pt'iniafacie penal statutes should be so construed
as to make i iieiis rca an ingredient of any offence created.' The modern conception of incus rca

apparently took shape in the 15th and 16th centuries' 'The general conditions of renal
liability," says Salmond' "are indicated with sufficient accuracy in the legal maxim Arhus ion
J'acit rcliai, Psi incus sit tea—The act alone does not amount to guilt, it must be accompanied by a
guilty mind. That is to say, there are two conditions to be fulfilled before penal responsibility
can rightly be imposed. The one is the doing of some art by the person to he held liable. A man
is to be accounted responsible only for what he himself does, not for what other persons do or for
events independent of human activity altogether. The other is the mans ran or guilty mind
with which the act is done. It is not enough that a man has done some act which on account of
its mischievous results the law prohibits; before the law can justly punish the act, an enquiry
must be made into the mental attitude of the doer. For although the act may have been
objectively wrongful, the mind and the will of the deer may have been innocent.' "The intent
and the act must both concur to constitute the crime," said Lord Kenyon, C.J., in Fowler v.
Pttdget.5

(i) Illitstrirfion.—Section 57 of the Offences Against the Person Act, 1861, provided inter
a/ia : "Whoever being married shall marry any other person during the life of the former
husband or wife shall be guilty of felony . "e The accused in P. v. Telsc,i,' married Tolson on 11th
September, 1880. He deserted her on 13th December, 1881, and she married another man (who
knew the full circumstances) on 10th January, 1887, having been told that Tolson had perished
in a ship wreck. In December, 1887, Tolson returned front The Court was called upon to
decide the question whether a woman could be convicted of bigamy who had married a second
time, believing in good faith and upon reasonable grounds, that the first husband was dead,
Willes, J . , construing the statute literally held her guilty saying "There is no doubt that under
the circumstances, the prisoner falls within the very words of the statute. She, being married,
married another person during the life of her former husband, and, when she did so, he had not
been continually absent from her for the space of seven years last past." But his Lordship was
in a minority of five Judges as nine Judges of the Bench held the conviction to be wrong. It
became necessary in this case to discuss the maxim, Ac/us non font munt, nisi turns sit rca. Cave,

J . , observed : " At common law an honest and reasonable belief in the existence of circumstances
which, if true, would make the act for which prisoner is indicted, an innocent act has always
been held to be a good defence. This doctrine is embodied in the somewhat uncouth maxim,
Ac/us non fiacit reutmz, nisi elena sit rca. Honest and reasonable mistake stands, in fact, on the
same footing as absence of the reasoning faculty, as in infancy, or perversion of that faculty, as
in lunacy. Instances of the existence of this common law doctrine will readily occur to the mind.
So far -as .1 am aware, it has never been suggested that these exceptions do not equally apply in

3 Inst. 3e7.
Lc.t Maxims, 1015 lId, at pp . 207, 208.
Keeton: 4 Jurisprsdeimre, at p. 313.	 -
JmmriSpiai/csCe. l0th Ed. at p. 367.
(179S) 7 Term Rep 509 at 514.
Provided that "nothing in this Act shall extend to any person marrying a second time whose husband or wife shall
have been continually absent for the space of seven years last past, and shall not have been known by such person

to be living within that time."

(16S9)23 QI31) 168.
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the case of statutory offences unless they are excluded expressly or by necessIty implication."
At the same time his Lordship remarked : 'Now it is undoubtedly within the competence of the
legislature to enact that a man shall be branded as a felon and punished for doing an act which
he honestly and reasonably believes to be lawful and right ; just as the Legislature , may enact

that a child or a lunatic shall be punished criminally for an act which he has been led to
commit by the immaturity or perversion of his reasoning faculty. But such a result seems so
revolting to the moral sense that we ought to require the clearest and most indisputable
evidence that such is the meaning of the Act," Sir James Stephen, in the same case, looked at it
from another point of view. He said : "My view of the subject is based upon a i' ticular
application of the doctrine usually, though I think, not happily, described by the phrase Non

est rena ttisi metto sit rca 
(one is not guilty unless his inten,tion he guilty). Though the phrase in

the common use, I think it most unfortunate, and not only likely to mislead hut actually
misleading on the following grounds it naturally suggests that apart front particular

definitions of crimes, such a thing exists as teens rca, or guilty mind which is always expressly
or by implication involved in every definition ... to an unlegal mind it suggests that by the law
of England, no act is a crime which is done 'from laudable motives—in othei words, that
immorality is essential to crime.......the principle involved appears to me, when fully
considered, to amount to no more than this. The full definition of every crime contains, expressly
or by implication, a proposition as to a state of mind. Therefore, if the mental element of any
conduct alleged to he a crime is proved to have been absent in any given case, the crime so
defined is not committed. Or again, if a crime is fully defined, nothing amounts to that crime
which does not satisfy that definition. Crimes are, at the present day, far more accurately
defined, by statute or otherwise, than they formerly were. The mental element of most climes is
marked by one of the words 'maliciously', 'fraudulently', 'negligently' or 'knowingly'. But it is
the general—I might, I think, say the invariable—practice of the Legislature to leave
unexpressed some of the mental elements of crime. In all cases, whatever, competent age,
sanity, and some degree of freedom from some kind of coercion are assumed to he essential
criminality, but I do not believe they are ever introduced into any statute by which any

particular crime is defined."

In Breed v. Wood, 1 
the Lord Chief Justice of England made the following observations : "It

should first be observed that at common law there must always be elena rca, to constitute a

crime; if a person can show that he acted without teens rca that is a defence to a criminal

prosecution.There are statutes and regulations in which Parliament has seen fit to create
offences and make people responsible before criminal Court, although there is an absence of

teens rca, but it is certainly not the court's duty to be acute to find that teens ret is not a

constituent part of a crime. It is, in my opinion, of the utmost importance for the protection of
the liberty of the subject that the Court should always bear in mind that, unless the statute,
either clearly or by necessary implication, rules out teens rca as a constituent part of a crime, a
defendant should not be found guilty of an offence against the criminal law unless he has got a
guilty mind. I should he sorry to think that in any case where the essence of the offence is an

	

I	 See Craies Siatxh' Law, 5th Ed. at pp. 505-510; See however, C. v, Wheat, (1921)2 KB 119.

1 (1946) 110 IF 317: 175 LT 306; see 1-faIin'4li V. Cross, AIR 1950 Nag 33,42; Stephen. 3 . . observed in a leading rase,

Reg v. To!sex, 
(I S39)23 QED 168, 187: The full definition of every crime contains, expressly or by implication a

proposition as to a state of mind. There- fore, if the mental element of ay cdnduct alleged lobe a c ri me is proved

to have been absent ix any given case, the crime so dot mcd is net committed; or, again, if a crime is frilly defined,

notisSig a auiits to that crime which does net satisfy that definition," see also Arab Milu,i v. Emperor. AIR 1912

	

-	 Sind 167, 168.
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intent to deceive if the man charged proves that he acted in good faith and was innocent of
intent to dereive, the Court would hold that he should nevertheless he convicted of intent to
deceive. Mens yea may be dispensed with by statute, although the terms which should induce
the Court to infer that it is dispensed with must be very strong. With the complexity of modern
legislation one knows that there are times when the Court is constrained to find that by reason
of the clear terms of an Act of Parliament, niens yea or the absence of mctis rca becomes
immaterial and that if a certain act is done, an offence is committed whether the person
charged knew or did not know of the act, ? But it is laid down as a principle of general
application that unless the statute creates an offence independently of dishonest intention,
there ought not be a conviction unless the guilty mind is proved.' Thus under Sections 62 and 63
and Rule 91 of the Factories Act, 1948, the obligation to maintain registers is imposed on a
manager and nol on an occupier, who cannot be said to have a guilty mind when he is not
charged with the duty of maintaining the registers"

(ii) Exception to the rule.— There is no general rule of law, said Griffith, C.J., in Ferrier

v. Wilson, , " that I know of that an act may not be punishable without twos rca. There are

innumerable instances nowadays in which niens rca is not an essential element of an offence."
e.g. statutes which deal with public welfare, like enactments regulating sale of food or drink.?
There may he expressions in an enactment which rebut the presumption that the intentional
commission is the only thing the Legislature aimed at, and which make an act or omission the
subject of criminal liability, no matter whether such intention exists or riot. There are
enactments, however, which by their form seem to constitute the prohibited acts into crimes,
and yet by virtue of which enactments the defendants charged with the committal of the
prohibited acts, have been convicted in the absence of the knowledge or intention supposed
necessary to constitute a teens rca. That can he done only by express words of the enactment or by
necessary implication, as appears from the case of Massey v. Morris.' In Mausr'Il Brothers V.

L. & N. W. Ry.,' it was said "1 think that the authorities cited by my Lord make it plain that
while prima facie a principal is not to be made criminally responsible for the acts of his
servants, yet the Legislature may prohibit an act or enforce a duty in such words as to make the
prohibition or the duty absolute, in which case the principal is liable if the act is in fact done
by his servants. To ascertain whether a particular Act of Parliament has that effect or not
regard must be had to the object of the statute, the words used, the nature of the duty laid down,
the person upon whom it is imposed, the person by whom it would, in ordinary circumstmces, be
performed, and the person upon whom the penalty is imposed.'

Whether there are sufficient grounds for inferring that Parliament intended to exclude the
general rule that incite rca is an essential clement in every offence, it is generally necessary to
go behind the words of the enactment and take other factors into consideration.

1. R. v. Sleep, (1561) L & C 44, 52, per Cockburn, C.J.

2. Ewes v. Dell, (1937)53 TLR 310, 313.

3. Eoperor v. Chaltrbhuj Naraiti, I LR 15 Pat 105 AIR 1936 Pal 330, 352.

.1	 SlaO Gorerne,eitt, M. P. v. Maaeh(ai, AIR 1954 Nag 41.

5. 4 CLR 7S3, 794.
6. 15tri .Kr-iJ,ea V. Shrl,', (1950)17 ACC 43.
7. 4 CLR 755,794, per Barton. J . See also 15i0,,ie,' Shire Council v. Bo,i,teu, 4 CLR 977, 901.

8. (1594)2QB412.
9. (1917)2 QB 836. by Atkin, J. (as he then was), riled with approval in AHen v. Whiteh'ad, (1930)1 KB 211. 220; see

,'.Iehj. Basheer v. Emperor, AIR 1947 5am 315, 317.

10. Infer S,n j,t v. Stoic of Punjab, 1973 SCC (Cr)813.

I nt—B
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The real test is, as was pointed out by Lord Russell of Killowen, in the case of Col . pcit v.
Morre No. 2, what was the intention of the Legislature? Did they intend to prohibit the act
under all circumstances? If they did, the question of Hens rca does not arise. In the -case of
Duncan v. Ellis,' in considering Section 226 of the Factories and Shops Act, 1915 (Vict.), their
Lordships adopted the principle laid down by Wright, J . , in Slierras v. Dc Rulzcn,' namely,
that the presumption that nlls rca is an essential ingredient in every offence "is liable to be
displaced either by the words of the statute creating the offence or by subject-matter with
which it deals," and that both must be considered. The answer to the question whether the
Legislature intended that no one should he deemed to contravene its provisions so long as he was
honestly ignorant "depends upon the terms of the statute or ordinance creating the offence. In
Mycrsotz v. Collard,' Issacs and Rich, JJ . , observed "In the present instance, having regard to
the terms of the regulation itself, to its subject-matter, to the difficulty, amounting in many
cases almost to impossibility, of proving guilty knowledge prior to seizure, to the futility, if
such proof were necessary, to which the regulation would probably be reduced, and having
regard also to the fact that the enacting authority knew of the statutory provision prohibiting
any prosecution without the consent of the Government authorities, the regulation should be
read as a simple prohibition of the act itself. The absence or presence of knowledge as an
element in the act might influence the Crown as to instituting a prosecution, or in the event of a
prosecution might affect the mind of the tribunal in awarding the punishment"

It is not an unknown course for Parliament, when important public ends are to be attained
and public dangers to be met, to put an unusually heavy burden on the individuals from whose
operations the necessity for legislation arises;' but this is not wholly true of Income Tax Act of
1961, where Incite red has been made a necessary ingredient for the offence under Section 276-CC
for penalty proceedings under Section 271(1)(a) mens rca is not a necessary ingredient.' An
illustrative instance occurs in Shepherd v. Brooms,' under the Companies Acts. Lord Lindley
said : "To he compelled by Act of Facliament to treat an honest man as if he was fraudulort is at
all times painful, but the repugnance which is naturally felt against being compelled to do so
will not justify your Lordships in refusing to hold the appellant responsible for acts for which
an Act of Parli,, ment clearly declares he is to be held liable.

The rule that incus rca is not a hccossary ingredient always applies to revenue statutes.'

(iii) English case—In Allen s'. lVltilclicad,' Albert Whitehead was charged with an
offence that on 26th February, 1929, he being the keeper of premises, namely, 16, Norton

1. (1598)2 QO 306, followed in Ran v. Sfciardi,'k, 22 CLR 197, 200, 201.
2. (1916)21 CLR 379.
3. (1695)1 QB 918, 921.
4. 25 CLR 154, 163.
5. Fair v. Lynch, ( 1909)8 OLE 592. 605.
6. 1. 7'. Cc'nniissioner v. M/s. Patr,,n Des fiaja IS_sin LOu, AIR 1982 P & 111  (PB).
7. (DUI) AC 342, 346.
S.	 lU Kin 5' v. Eros,, 17 CLR 506, 505.
9. (DUO) 1 KB 211; See fJ,rj ' h Chandra s'. E,n1'c,or, AIR 1945 All 90, 95; In Evans v. Dcli, (1937)53 TLR 310, 213,

Goddard, J . , observed With the comp andy of moderi, legislation one knows that there are times whirr the Court
is constrained to find, by reast is of the clear ler,rrs of an Act of Parliament, thetis ret, or tire absence of virus rca
,comes in - material and that if a ctt ails an is dire, ail is committed is hoih '-r the per"t'ts cl'argect 4-new or

did not know of the act." Out its 1946, his Lordship said in Rrc,st v. Weal, (19 .15) 62 TLR 44-2, 463 It is of On
utmost importance for the liber ty of the suL-;a,l hut a Cc tot should always bear in mind tlat uniless ,i statute either
cleat l y or by necessary implication  roles out ni-ins ri., as a constituent par I of a cruise, the Court should not find a
trials guilty of air offence again-I lire criminal lw sinless he has a guilty mind."
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Folgate, in the County of London, where refreshments were sold or consumed, did knowingly
offer prostitutes to meet together and remain therein contrary to Section 44, Metropolitan Police
Act, 1839. It was proved that Whitehead was the occupier and licensee of premises at 16,
Norton Flogate, Stepney, which he used as licensed refreshment house open day and night, and
while, he received the profits of the business he did not himself manage the refreshment house
but employed a manager for the purpose. Oil number of consecutive days a number of women
known to the manager to be prostitutes resorted to the refreshment house and stayed there for
several hours in the night time. The occupier had expressly instructed his manager that no
prostitutes were to he allowed to congregate on the premises. Whitehead only visited the
premises once or twice a week and had no personal knowledge of what had taken place. The
question arose whether the knowledge of the manager must he imputed to the employer. Lord
Hewart, C.)., after adopting the rule laid down by Atkin, J . , in Manse!! Brothers v. L. & N. W.

Ry. observed Applying that canon to the present case, I think that this provision in this
statute would be rendered nugatory if the contention raised on behalf of this respondent were
held to prevail. That contention was this, that as the respondent did not himself manage the
refreshment house and had no personal knowledge that prostitutes met together and remained
therein, and had not been negligent in failing to notice these facts, and had not wilfully closed
his eyes to them, he could not, in law, be held responsible......This seems to me to be a case
where the proprietor, the keeper of the house, had delegated his duty to a manager, so far as
the conduct of the house was concerned. He had transferred to the manager the exercise of
discretion in the conduct of the business, and it seems to me that the only reasonable conclusion
is, regard being had to the purpose of this Act, that the knowledge of the manager was the
knowledge of the keeper of the house

(iv) Indian case—In Hans/i Chandra v. Emperor, 2 the accused, proprietor of a firm known
as Durga Prasad Harish Chandra in Generalganj, Casanpore was charged that on 7th March,
1944, he sold 43 pieces of Maims! cloth No. 677 of Swadeshi Mills, Bombay, at the rate of Rs.
14 per piece when the control price of the same was only Rs. 13-4-6 fixed by the Textile

mCo,missioner under the provisions of Clause 12(4) of the Cotton Cloth and Yarn (Control) Order
of 1943. The defence of the accusevl was that on 4th March, 1944, he had left for Bombay in
connection with a marriage and did not return to Cawnpore till 15th March, 1944, and that he
had left his Munhn, Badri Prasad, in charge of his shop during his absence and that if, against
his instructions and without his knowledge his nitin 'im sold the cloth at a rate higher than the
control rate, the accused was not liable and should not be punished for contravention of Rule 81
of the Defence of India Rules and the said Order, Malik J . , thereupon observed inter alia "As a
general proposition of law, it cannot be doubted that the master is not liable for the criminal

See also kI,rrdrrr' v. I'eke, (1948) 1 KB 693, 701. Lord Goddard, C.)., opined "it a statute contains an absolute

prohibition against the doing of some act, as a general rule tows no is 001 a constituent of the offence, but there is

all the difference between prohibiting an act and imposing a duty to do something on the happening of a certain
event. Unless a eisa knows that the event has happened, hew is he te, carry Out the duty imposed.' His Lordship

further clarified this molter in Yasrç-husband V. 1.nftinC (1949) 2 KB 354, 3711 "Arias eerrfir-it r,'rr,r ,ii,i, teens sit rea

is a cardinal doctrine of criminal law. No doubt the Legislature can create offences which consist solely in doing

an act whatever the intention or slate of mind of the actor may be of late years the Courts have been so
accustomed to deattng with a host of offences created by regulations and orders independent of guilty intention,
that it is desirable to emphasise that such cases should be regarded as exceptions to the rule that a person cannot be
convicted of a cOrer unless it is shown not only that he has committed a forbidden act or default but also that a

iv eongful ir;tdit;oa car htasre',ve nItty cocci lien of mind can be imputed to him.'

AIR 1949 All 90.
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acts of his servants not done at his instigation. The general ni!o no doubt is that there is no
criminal liability of the principal for any act or omission of his agent unless the principal
himself takes part in, authorises or connives at, such act or omission. A man cannot he guilty by
his agent of an illegal act, and be held responsible for that act, unless he has given the agent
authority, directly or indirectly, to do that illegal act. No one who is an agent for a legal
purpose can make the prncipal responsible for an illegal act, unless the principal has in some
way, directly or indirectly, authorised it. The reason for the rule is obvious. It is a general
principle of criminal law that there must be some blameworthy condition of mind or 21W/la

there may be negligence, malice, guilty knowledge or the like. The other well-known principle
is that there is no vicarious liability ha criminal law; the condition of the mind of the servant
is not to be imputed to the master. In a civil action the master is liable for damages for injury
caused to another by the negligence of the servant while acting within the scope , of his
authority or in the course of his employment. But the master is not criminally responsible for
his servants negligence and still for an offence depending on the servants malice. The general
principles apply to all offences though it is in the power of the Legislature if it so pleases, to
enact that a man may be convicted and punished, although there was no blameworthy
condition of mind. But this exception would have to be made out convincingly from the language
of the statutes as it cannot lightly be presumed that the Legislature intended that A should be
Punished for the fault of B. Besides these statutory offences where the statute, expressly or by
necessary implication, has made the master criminally responsible for the acts or omission of
the servant or agent, common law, in England, recognised only one exception, that is of a public
nuisance. The reason for this exception is rather instructive. For public nuisance, no civil action
could be brought in England and the only remedy was by an indictment and the master could
always escape by setting a servant upon work that may result in .s nuisance. The question
whether a statute has by necessary implications made the master liable depends upon various
considerations. Primarily it depends upon the language of the statute, the words used, then its
scope, its object, the nature of the duty laid down and whether it intends to impose a public duty
binding on the master apart from any question of knowledge or frame of his mind. In many such
cases the prevision of the statute would be rendered nugatory if it be held that the prohibition
or the duty imposed was not absolute. After taking into consideration various decisions in
England and India, his Lordship continued From a discussion of the above cases it will he
clear that in cases of offences created by statute, we have to examine the language of the
statute, its scope and its object, to see whether the principal could he held liable. So far as the
scope and object are concerned, it is obvious that the intention was to put an end to
blackmarketing and a duty was cast on the dealer not to sell cloth at a rate higher than the
rate fixed. It was a public duty imposed by the Legislature. The legislaton was passed in the
general interest, for the protection of the public, and there can be no doubt ahoict its usefulness.
There can he no doubt further that in this case the servant was acting within the scope of his
authority and in the course of his employment, and it was the duty of the master to see that,
while acting within the scope of his authority, delegated to him, the servant carried out the
provisions of the Act. If this interpretation were not accepted the result would be that the
dealer would not be punished for the acts of his servant and the servant has not been made
punishable for the contravention of the rules, and in cases of firms dealing in cloth, which must
of necessity act through an agent or a servant, neither the firm nor the servant could thus be
held liable.' In LilIes, Cl/all! V. Emperor,' the proprietors, though absent at the time of
refusal to sell cloth, were held similarly liable. The case-law was discussed at length.

I.	 AIR 1915 Lah 238 (FE); Emperor v. Jaanfi Let P.n;t, AIR 1947 Sind 130: ILR 1946 Ear 276.
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ivIany statutes, says Odgers, in Construction of Deeds and Statute, especially recent
one's do not require a elena ceo in order to justify a conviction under their provisions, and the
modern tendency seems to be to decrease the importance of the n:ens rca in crime." Wharton in
Law Lexicon! says The trend of modem legislation in regard to the health or security of the
public is to atf .ch the offence to the person who possesses, at least hypothetically, some
control over the acts constituting the offence and to impose penalties on the breach of the
regulation either without inquiring into the knowledge or volition of the accused or leaving the
onus on him of proving that he is innocent.' According to Paton' Only a lip service is paid to this
general maxim.

(v) Exception usually limited to minor offences.—Their Lordships of the Privy Council in
Shrinivas Mall v. Enuperer, 4 concurred in the view expressed by Lord Chief justice in Brend v.
Wood,' in case dealing with the Defence of India Rules' wherein the High Court of Patna took
theview that even if appellant 1 (proprietor) had not been proved to have known of the
unlawful acts of appellant 2 (servant) he would still be liable on the ground that 'where there
is an absolute prohibition and no question of uncns rca arises, the master is criminally liable for
the acts of his servant,' their Lordships dissented from this view and observed "They see no
ground for saying that offences against those of the Defence of India Rules here in question are
within the limited and exceptional class of offences which can he held to he committed
without a guilty mind. See the judgment of Wright, j., in S1:erras v. Dc Ruttzeti.' Offences
which are within that class are usually of a comparatively minor character, and it would he a
surprising result of this delegated legislation if a person who was morally innocent of blame
could be held vicariously liable for a servant's crime and so punishable 'with imprisonment for
a term, which may extend to three years."

(vi) Defences in statutory crimes—It is a disputed question whether the common law
ingredient of intent is necessary in a crime, the origin of which is purely statutory. That each
criminal enactment is a direct repeal of the common law on its particular subject, and that the
offence is complete if the bare words of the statute are satisfied, is one prevailing view.
Another theory is that such legislative interference is not a repeal, but merely a modification
of the common law to the extent ofthe words of the enactment. All defences, then, which were
good before it was passed, are to be regarded as still effectual, unless the words of the statute
expressly negative their application. Between these two extreme views there is a middle one
which commends itself as a convenient rule. To certain offences, such as police regulations, in
their nature mere torts against the State, to a conviction of which no moral obloquy attaches,
intent may well be considered irrelevant. But to the more serious statutory offences justice
requires that a defendant may plead successfully all defences not expressly negatived by the
Legislature. And in such a grave statutory crime as bigamy, the defendant should he able, as at
common law, to avail himself of a mistake of fact, but by an inflexible rule could take no
advantage of a mistake of law ,.,,It may be stated generally, however, that if with full
knowledge of the facts one is in error as to the true rule of law to be applied, or if, labouring
under an erroneous impression that .a certain state of facts exists, one is in error as to the true

1. 2nd Ed. at p.268.
2. 14th Ed. at p. 25.

3. Javisprvdevce. 1946, tee at pp. 36-371, comparing German and Fngliah peLws of view.

4. AIR 1947 PC 135, 139.
5. (1946)110 JP 317.
6. Rule 81(2).
7. (1895)1 Q13 918 51 p. 921.
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rule of law to be applied to those supposed circumstances, the mistake is one of law. Otherwise
it is a mistake of fact.

7. Ad proximum antecedens fiat relatio nisi impediatur scntentia.—Relative words refer to
the ne\t antecedent, unless by such construction the meaning of the sentence would be impaired
(Broom) : words of reference are in general referred to that to which the context appears
properly to attract to it— to the last sensible antecedent.
- "It is an ordinary rule, not so much of law as of the grammatical construction of the English
language, that words of relation prima fans refer to the nearest antecedent. observed

Blackburn, J . , in Eastern Counties and London & Blackwell Railway v. Alit riage.' "It could not

he denied," said Cromption, J . , in the same case? "that 'such' is in general a word of reference,
relating to the last sensible antecedent, according to the rule by which words of reference are in
general referred to the last sensible antecedent. Lord Chelmsford quoted Lord Cokes
expression San;per prOXi?tiO antecedents referf or and said : "At the same time it must be
admitted that every relative ought to be referred, not perhaps to the next antecedent 'which
will make sense with the context,' but to that to which the context appears properly to attract
it."

In this case the heading "And with respect to small portions of intersected land, be it
enacted as follows" was followed by Section 93 which began : "If any land not being situated in
a town........and Section 94 provided : "If any such land shall be so cut through and
divided..........The only question was whether the word 'such' in Section 94 referred to the
words in Section 93, viz, 'land not being situate in a town or built upon,' or referred to the
heading prefixed to these two sections, viz., 'and with respect to small portions of interested
land'. Channel, B., after referring to T1;ellusott V Woodford. , observed : "The grammatical

rule referring qual i fying words to the last of the several antecedents, is not even supposed by
grammarians themselves to apply, when the general intent of a writer or speaker would be
defeated by such a confined application of them. Reason and commonsense revolt at the idea of
overlooking the plain intent which is declared in the context, viz., that they (that is
qualifying words) should be applicable to such classes as require them, and as to the others, to
consider them as surplusage." The House of Lords ultimately decided that the word 'such'
referred to the words used in the heading.

"It is true that,"observed Lord Abinger, C.B., in Shun/and v. Hopkins, "in strict
grammatical construction, the relative ought to apply to the last antecedent, but there are
numerous examples in the best writers to show that the context may often require a deviation
from this rule, and that the relative may be connected with nouns which go before the last
antecedent, and either take from it or give to it some qualification. Suppose, for example, this
phrase " 'If there be any powers or provisions of an Act of Parliament of which the corporation
are sole commissioners for executing,' it is not obvious here that the relative 'which' refers to
the 'powers and previsions', and not to the 'Act of Parliament'."

8. Ad ea guns frequentius accidunt jura adaptatur.—The laws are adapted to those cases

1. See 13 Harvard Law Review, at pp. 50-51; see also 12 Harvard Law Review, 563; Regina v. Tolson, 23 QED 168.
2. (1860)9 t-tLC 32 at 37 11 ER 669; see also Broom: Legal Max ims, lOts Ed, at pp . 462, 463,
3. At p. 54; see Re i','isnes, (1920) SALR 480,4S8, per Poole, J . (Australia) "each' refers generally and naturally to its

last aateccdeat. The 1st aniecedestt' being the last word which cci be waste an antecedent so as to have a
raeen2sg R. a. t.'Cit, I A & 445, per Trindal, C. J.

4. (1805)1 B & PNR 359, 392, see also Crates: Statute Law, 5th Ed. at p.193.
5. (1841)9 ?t & WFS, 192:11 LI Ex 65, 71.
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which more frecuently occur. In Gttrhrie v. Fisk, authority was given to the secretary of an
insurance society to sue, as nominal plaintiff under a private Act. It was held that this Act did
not enable the secretary to institute bankruptcy proceedings for the expression 'to sue', generally
speaking, means to bring actions and the Legislature was providing for every and not for
exceptional occurrences (6 Geo. 3, C. 53, S. 1) gave statutory form of oath which contained the
name of King George III which was to he taken by certain persons. The Act made no provision for
the necessary alteration in the name of the sovereign at his death. It was contended , in Miller

v. Salontons 3 that the obligation to administer it lapsed with the demise of that sovereign,
because it was applicable to no other than to him. Parke, B, repelled the argument by saying
"1 think this argument cannot prevail. It is clear that the Legislature meant the oath to be
taken always thereafter, and as it could not he taken in those words during the reign of a
sovereign not of the name of George, it follows that the name George is merely used by way of
designating the existing sovereign, and the oath must be altered, from time to time, in the name
of the s6vereigri. This is an instance in which the language of the Legislature must be
mentioned, in order to avoid absurdity and Inconsistency with its manifest intentions." 3 It was
also argued in the same case that Parliament could not have meant that a Jew, before sitting in
the House of Commons, must take the oath in the, words 'on the true faith of a Christian',
prescribed in the oath of abjuration of the said Act, because any person refusing to take the
same oath when administered by two Justices, would ,a under Gee, I, St. 2, C. 13, be deemed to he
a popish recusant, and would be liable to penalties as such; and to enforce these provisions
against a Jew would be the merest tyranny. Parke, B., again answered the argument thus 'If in
the vast majority of possible cases—in all of ordinary occurrence—the law is in no degree
inconsistent or unreasonable, construed according to its plain words, it seems to me to be an
untenable proposition, and unsupported by authority, to say that the construction may he
varied in ecen/ case, because, here is one possible but highly improbable one in which the law
would operate with great severity, and against our own notions of justice. The utmost that can
be reasonably contended is, that it should he varied in that particular case, so as to obviate
that injustice—no further."'

Lord Blackburn considered it to he a good sound maxim in construing Acts of Parliament.' The
maxim is closely associated with rules relating to 'hardship', ' absurdity' and 'cssstts esiissus'.
Broorn in Legal Maxims7 introduces the subject thus Laws ought to be, and usually are, famed
with a view to such cases as are of frequent rather than such as are of rare or accidental
occurrence;.....laws cannot be so worded as to include every case which may arise, but it is
sufficient if they apply to those things which most frequently happen. All legislation proceeds
upon the principle of providing for the ordinary cause of things and to this principle frequent
reference is to be found, in the reports, in answer to arguments, often speciously advanced, that
the words of an Act cannot have a particular meaning, because in a certain contingency that
meaning might work a result of which nobody would approve."

I.	 (I824) 3133, C 75: 307ER700; see Ehra9is'z 5s13 V. M:'II::;'.m!'ys'uN:srap.a':i Bi':k LI.!., AIR lCiONtad 953, 959.

2. (1652)7 Ex. 47.
3. B.mpim Siih Fm,,, Sin5!, v. Addilio,,al Collector, I,i.ion,, 1977 NIPLJ 550 1977 lab LJ 691 (ED).
4. See Broom's Legal Maxims, 10th Ed. at pp. 353-380; Odgers: Interpretation of Deeds and Siat,,les, 2nd Ed. SI pp . ISO-

181; Craies Statute La:o, 5th Ed. at pp . 83-S5; St. Mar,, au, Rochester, Burial Board v. Tiwnipoozi, UR 6 CC 445;
lVj!!Lm.'nn v. Roberts, 7 Exch. 618, 628: htaxns'ett Iiterpre:aiion of Statutes, 11th Ed. at p.200.

5. Ntaxrs'eII : Interpretation of Statuteu, hits Ed. alp. 200.
6. Dixon N. CaVdo,,fan tlaitvny Co., (ISSO)5 AC 829, 535; C!,zrk v. I\'r;g):t, (1561) 615 and N 849, 862; Do/to:: v.

6 AC 743, SiS; Wharton: Laze Lexicon, Nth Ed. at p.25.
7. 10th Ed. at p. 353.
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9. Argumentun' a sintili valet in legc.—(Co. Litt. 191)—An argument from a like or
analogous case is good in law. In Scdliu Singh v. Secretary of Ste te of India,' the question for
decision was : When ancestral property held by a man subject to Punjab Customary Law is
attached and sold by order of a Criminal Court under Section83, Criminal Procedure Code, does
the sale dispose of the life-interest of that man only, or is the effect of the sale that the right
of inheritance after his death of his male lineal descendants or of collaterals, descended from
the original holder of the property, is extinguished ? Chatterji, J . , observed thereon "A case of
this description has not arisen before and is net to be found referred to in the record of
Customary Law. It does not follow, however, that it is net capable of being decided on
principles of that law by applying them to the present set of facts. Law always lags behind the
progress of society and if we were to insist that for every fresh complication of facts that
requires decisions some positive rule directly applicable must be found, Courts of Justice would
be paralysed in exercising their functions in many instances and the greatest inconvenience
would be caused. Principle underlying the existing law must be extended by analogy and other
approved methods to new phases of affairs. This equally applies in the case of Customary law.
Paton in his jurisprudence,' writes 'When there is no Code which provides precise directions
as to the sources in the absence of authority, a judge will normally turn to persuasive
precedents, text-books, the use of analogy, and such help as may be afforded by custom or the
course of business. Analogy is a useful weapon but it must be cautiously applied." Mill describes
it as follows : "Two things resemble each other in one or more respects; a certain proposition is
true of the one; therefore it is true of the other." The accuracy of the conclusion drawn will
depend upon the relative importance of the resemblances and the unimportance of the
differences between the two things—the situation being analysed from the point of view of the
proposition shich it is desired to establish. For example, it may be desired to find a rule to
appl y to electricit y , and an analogy is sought in the rules relating to water. Artificial
accumulations of water are likely to cause a great damage if they escape, and the risk, even
i- ith reasonable care on the part of the owner, is greater than that to which an occupier
normally subjects a twighhour. Yet analogy can furnish only a guide, not a decisive answer.
lhere are nearly always two conflicting analogies which may be used in law. In life we find
almost every degree between actual identity and remote resemblance, and a supporter of an
analogy will emphasize the points of resemblance, an opponent will maintain that the
differences are crucial. lhus it has been accepted by the Courts that although electric wiring in
a private house may be a source of danger similar in kind if not in degree to a high-tension
cable, nevertheless there is no unusual risk created by an occupier who has his house fitted
with electric light, since such a procedure is the normal practice. The advantage of a proper use
of analogy is that it enables the new situation to be dealt with by a rule which-can be placed in
a coherent relation with rules that are already established. It is thus assumed that the law is
a consistent bod y of principles and every attempt is made to keep it such."

Their Lordships of the Privy Council have crystallized the use of analogy in Pint Chancier

Dtitt v. Jo,geslt C ,t,i,ler Dull,' Now arguments from analogy may arise where a principle of
law is involved ; but where the Courts are dealing with the positive enactments of a statute,
reasons founded upon analogies are scarcely applicable." In another case' it was said : "We

I.	 15 PR 19,13 j' 'ivic 1955 156 PLR 1503 (PB).

2. (1946) at p. 165.
3. (1 973) 19 iS II 5:3; Cu,,, D,a v. Dali Do CluT.i, (1614) 21 1C 257 (Cal); Ficn.',':3ra ,'';l, Pry v.	 !p, ,;,loi t'iwi,, Roy,

(1916)32 IC 437,441 (C:!); KhushwiS:i V. Hor,s,,oSie, ILR 11 Bill 727, 732.

4. ],':',	 Doe.:, , ., V. t'. ' ,'eot, p Vu,:,:,, I LR I Cal 269 291. per 6r L Clv,Ii.
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cannot extend positive law by analogy or parity of reasoning. And Lord Selborne, L.C.,
Pinke, ton v. Easton,' held that in a law of procedure, as in any other law, the language of the
Legislature ought not to be extended, except when the intention is clear. In Vishn'inath V.

Rant Krishna,' the plaintiff claimed abatement of rent on the ground, inter aba, that the land
had then become exposed to inundation front sea. But there was no legislation in the
Bombay Presidencey such as there existed in other parts of India (cf. Bengal Act VIII of 1855,
Sections 38 and 52; Bengal Act VI of 1908, Sections 35 and 36; Central Provinces Act XI of 1898,
Sections 15 and 18; Madras Act I of 1908, Sections 38, 39 and 42; Oudh Act XXII of 1868, Sections
18, 29 and 35-13; Punjab Act XVI of 1887, Sections 20-26; United provinces Act II of 1901, Sections
41-48) permitting abatement of rent in case of such deterioration as opposed to the case of total
loss of the land held on tenancy; or part thereof. No usage for abatement of rent in cases
analogous to that of the plaintiff was pleaded or attempted to be proved at the trial. Fawcett,

J . , (with whom Coyajee, J . , concurred) thereon observed 'But I can see no sufficient ground for
holding that it is part of the general law of the country recognised by the courts, that a tenant
can get abatement of rent for anything less than total unfitness of part of his land for
cultivation.....The mere fact that statutory rights to abatement of rent on a lesser ground like
that now in question have been created in other provinces does not justify the view that suet-i a
right exists, as part of the general law of the country. On the contrary, I think it indicates,
that it was considered necessary to legislate, in order to create such a right. The enactments are
in an ordinary form, not in that of affirmatory legislation.' Under a verbal agreement to let the
site to the respondent for five years, the respondent erected substantial building thereon but did
not enforce the contract specifically by getting a lease deed executed b y the appellant in the
respondent's favour and allowed his right to specific performance barred by Ii,iutation. The
appellant sued for recovery of possession of the site after serving a notice to quit as if the
respondent was a monthly tenant. The respondent pleaded the doctrine of part-peiformemncc in
bar of the claim. Section 107 of the Transfer of Property Act, however, enacted thet 'a lease of
immovable property from year to year, or to any term exceeding one sear, or reserving a yearly
rent' can be made only by registered instrument. All other leases of immovable property may be
made either by an instrument or by oral agreement. The rule in Maddiscn v. Ali1eron,' was
sought to he applied. But their Lordships of ti-ic Privy Council, in Asi[f v. J.m1iim:17t1t

Alijmmnmitar,' did not agree thereto. Lord Russell of Killosven said Whether an English
equitable doctrine should in any case be applied so as to modify the effect of an Indian ate tute
may well be doubted, but that an English equitable doctrine affecting the provisions of an
English statute relating to the right to sue upon a contract, should he applied by analogy to
such a statute as the Transfer of Property Act and with such a result as to create without any
a'riting an interest which the statute says can only be created by means of a registered

instrument appears to their Lordships, in the absence of son-ic binding authority to that effect,
to be impossible." It is a well-established principle of construction of statutes that the court
cannot supply omissiot-is by implication and analogy, unless the existing provisions of a statute
by necessary intendment so compel the court.'

10. Argumetnum ab auctoritate est fortissimuni in lege.— (Co.Litt. 254)—An argument from
authority is most powerful in law.

1. LR is Eq Ca 490 at 492, applied in RJ;nehrot'hai V. !-!orma:eha, ILR U Born 727, 732.

2. AIR 1926 Bern 55: ILR 50 Born 94.

3. (1553)5 AC 457.

4. AiR 1931 PC 79.

5. Rrmjauim:mol v. Chief Judgc', AIR 1950 Mad 185.
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(i) Subordinate Courts—A Magistrate is bound to follow the authority of the High Court to
which he is subordinate. Wherever, therefore, he is called upon to decide a question of law, it
becomes his duty to ascertain whether any pronouncement of the High Court exists on the point.
Omission to do so is as much dereliction of duty as omission to refer to sections of the statute.
The disregard of authority is, however, something still more objectionable. It amounts to an act
of insubordination.' "It is the bounden duty, says Pathak, J . , in Karam Hussein v. MoM.

Khalil,' of the Judges of Courts subordinate to this court to implicitly follow the decisions
pronounced by this court and we deprecate any attempt on their part to criticize them or to
refuse to follow them. The rule that every subordinate Judge is, in duty bound, loyally to accept
the rulings of the High Court to which he is subordinate is a well recognised rule, to which
attention has been called by this court on a number of occasions. In King-Emperor V. Dez'i.

Stanley, C.J., and Burkit, J . , had to consider the genesis of this rule at some length and in the
Course, of their, judgment, they remarked that, the Judge of a subordinate court, however,
brilliant and well trained a lawyer he may be, is not entitled to assume the powers of an
Appellate Court or to refuse to follow the decision of the High Court to which his court is
subordinate, and that it is the duty of every subordinate Judge to accept loyally the rulings of
this court unless and until they have been overruled by a higher tribunal. In our judgment, the
learned Civil Judge has deviated from this rule and it is a matter of regret that he has tried to
cover the departure from it by an attempt to distinguish the ruling of this court......No
authority is necessary for the proposition that a judicial precedent of a higher court does not
cease to be binding upon subordinate courts merely because all the relevant reasons in support of
or against the view taken by the higher court are not mentioned in the judgment or the actual
decision is based upon a reason which does not appeal to the subordinate Judge" Abdul
Rahman, J . in Ag/ia Ali v. Emperor,' observed Every Judge or Magistrate in this Province is
bound to follow the decisions of this court and to accept the law as laid down b y this court, no
matter what his personal views may be. He has no option in the matter. If he considers himself
impelled to present his point of view and does not find it to have been considered and rejected,
he may submit it respectfully but nevertheless he has no option but to follow the authority of
this court and decide the case accordingly unless it has been overruled by a Division Bench if
the previous decision happened to be that of a Single Judge, by a Full Bench if it was a decision
of a Single Judge or of a Division Bench or by the Privy Council in any other case.'

(ii) Expression of its osuii opinion by subordinate court—A Judge has always the right of
expressing his own opinion and indicating that he is not in agreement with an authority binding
on him, but he is nevertheless in duty bound to follow it. The fact that a Judge thinks that some
argument has been overlooked in a judgment binding on him is no reason for refusing to follow it.'
Such expression of opinion by the subordinate Judge must be couched in a respectful language. In
Kashi Rani v. Emperor,' Chief Justice Young had to reprimand severely the Sessions Judge in
the following terms "There is one matter to which we must allude before leaving this ease.
The learned Sessions Judge has discussed in a most disrespectful manner certain legal rulings of

I.	 Rex v. Earn Days!, AIR 1950 All 13-I; see also Dhcndo Yeshwanl v. Mjshrj!al Snrsjrnal, ILR 60 Born 290 AIR 1936

Born 59 (FE).
2. AIR 1946 All 509, 511; see also S.I,.R.M. Chettyar V. V.5 A. Chettyar, AIR 1933 Rang 52.3.
3. ILR 25 All 62.
4. AIR 1944 Lab 5455 ILR 1943 Lah 760; see also DEals Bahlck v. DEals Lat/an, AIR 1936 Lah 612.
5. Manila! v. Ve'isitschal.rpal2i, AIR 1943 Mad 471 : ILR 1944 Mad 95; Seahan,rna v. V,',,kata Narasirnharao, ILR 1940

Mad 454 AIR 1940 Mad 336:
6. AIR 1935 Lab 433, 434.
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this High Court and others. He discusses the law with regard to the admission of statensents of
the accused under Section 27, Evidence Act. He talks about mental gymnastic,. 'ridiculous game'
and artificiality of the law'. He himself says that he is prepared to take part in this force,
which the law enjoins. We must point out that it is highly improper for a subordinate Judge so
to criticize rulings by which he is bound and especially to criticize them in disrespectful
language. We draw the attention of the Registrar to these observations of this learned Judge
and direct him to call for an explanation from the learned Judge."

If there are two decisions of a High Court, one of a Single Judge and another of a Bench
composed of two Judges, then, unless the subordinate Court found some grounds for distinguishing
the one decision from the other, it would be bound to follow the decision given by the Bench.

Where there are decisions of a 1-ugh Court, it is the duty of courts subordinate to that High
Court to be guided by them rather than by the decisions of other High Courts.' Niyogi, J.,
regretted, in Kisliati Dcolomall v. Gangahai,' the tendency on the part of the subordinate
Courts of the Central Provinces to take recourse to the decisions of the Allahabad High Court in
matters specially provided for by any local enactments of those Provinces, which was
deprecated in Rant C/media v. Rupchattd. "It is high time," his Lordship said, "that the
subordinate Court put themselves on their guard against infringing the rule laid down in that
case, otherwise they would betray themselves into the error of making the law instead of
applying the law as it stands.' It is not open to the lower Court not to follow a direct decision of
their High Court and to rely upon what appeared to it some grounds of equity and follow a
decision of anotiSer High Court.'

(iii) Revenue Courts—In cases in which appeals lie to the District Judge and ultimately to
the High Court, it is the duty of the Assistant Collectors to follow the rulings of the High
Court in preference to the rulings of the Board of Revenue.' The decisions of the Board of
Revenue are entitled to respect in the High Court and if possible differences should he avoided.
But those rulings are not binding upon the High Court in any '.vay and the High Court cannot be
held responsible for any practical difficulties which may thus arise. A view adopted by the
High Court, however, contrary to the view taken by the Board, would be of mere academical
interest and of no practical utility for the simple reason that the Revenue Officers (Collectors)
are bound by the decisions of the Board and not by the decisions of the High Court!

(iv)High Court Benches—A Judge in the High Court is ordinarily hound to consider with
respect the decision of another Judge of the same court, but if he is convinced that the decision of
the single Bench is erroneous, he is not under an obligation to follow it against his own
judgment.' Judges are not entitled to legislate or to bind their successors to a construction of an

Raghacula v. Tha:idaroya AIR 1931 Mad 71.

Thadi Subbi Reddi v. Emperor, AIR 1930 Had 869; Mohadra Prasad v. Jagarnath ProwL ILR 13 Fat 303 : AIR 1934

Pat 173; Lola Mislry v. Gam:esh Minng, ILR 17 . Pat 281 AIR 1938 Pat 120. A lower Court is not entitled to prefer

decisions of other }tigtt Courts even by Full Benches to a decision of Division Bench of the High Court to svh:cIs it is

subordinate, Raghavalu v, Tl:ant.:rc1i, AIR 1931 Mad 71; Rant Saran v. Emperor. AIR 1945 Hog 72,

AIR 1938 Nag 278: ILR 1937 Nag 108.

AIR 1927 Nag 296.
Paomalai Padayachi V. An,tar,wlai Pod.: yochi, AIR 1944 Mad 124.

Bisheshar N'alh v. Abdul, AIR 1934 All 333. Decisions of the Revenue Courts are not binding on the High Court;

Kashi Pershd v. Bed Pershad, AIR 1940 Nag 113.

Fit rat Hutnin v. Liaqat All, AIR 1939 All 291 (FO).

Virjibart Doss Mast/i v. Biseswor L:I E:rgaoim::f, ILR 48 Cal 69, 77; In re Peregrino Rodrigues, AIR 1945 Boni 173; See

however, Emperor v. Abdul lVohah, AIR 1945 Born 110; Chailra:mt v. Birdhi Chand, ILR 42 Cal 1110.
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Act which the language plainly does not justif) . 1 By interpreting statutes they do not make
new law but only declare that the provision interpreted by them was only according to the said
interpretation.

A Special Bench is not bound by Full Bench decision of that court.'
There can be no doubt that a Full Bench can overrule a Division Bench and that a Full

Bench must consist of three or more Judges; but it would seem anomalous to hold that a later Full
bench can overrule an earlier Full Bench, merely because the later Bench consists of more Judges
than the earlier. If that were the rule, it would mean that a Bench of seven Judges, by a
majority of four to three, could overrule a unanimous decision of a Bench of six Judges, though all
the Judges were of co-ordinate jurisdiction.' But a Full Bench case decided by three Judges
although it may be a decision of two Judges against the decision of third, is always entitled to
respect from a Division Bench presided over by two Judges.'

A Division Bench of the High Court must follow the Full Bench decision of that court until
their Lordships of the Privy Council (now Supreme Court) express a definite disagreement with
them. Mere expression of dissatisfaction by their Lordships of the Privy Council about the
principles decided by the Full Bench is not sufficient to take away their authority.'

The decision of a Division Bench of a High Court is binding not only on the subordinate
Courts but ordinarily also on the other Division Benches of that court so long as that decision is
not overruled by a Full Bench of that High Court, or, 

on appeal,appeal, by a higher court.'

A decision of the Bench of the Chief Court is not binding upon the High Court.' And
s i milarly the Chief Court is not bound by the decision of Judicial Commissioners Court.'

11. Argumentum ab impossibili plurinunt valet in lege.—(Co. Litt. 92)—An argument from
an impossibility is good in law.

Allied to the .above maxim is another maxim : Lex non cogit ad iniposstbilia; Law does not
compel one to do that which cannot possibly be done.

When the obligation is one implied by law, impossibility of performance is a good
excuse for its non-performance. Thus, where an Act required a prior notice to he sent to
the respondent of his having entered into a recognizance before in default of which
appeal should not be allowed, it was held that the death of the respondent before service
was not fatal to the appeal, but the service was dispensed with. "We are of opinion that, as
the duty of appellant, to give such notice was cast upon him by the law, not by his own
voluntary contract, he is excused from performing that duty by its becoming impossible by the

Pxnam Chand v. Bombay Cloth Market Co., Lid., AIR 1943 Born 141, per Beaumont, C.J.
Loja Traders v. Union of India, 1976 Jab Lj 307.

Chindra Bi,iade Kondu v. Ala Box Darn, ILR 45 Cal 134, 1SS, 193, 251, 252.

N;rigappa v. Emperor, AIR 1941 Born 403 1cR 1912 Born 26.

V.;' Clued v. Shea Prasad, AIR 1929 All 593: ILR 51 All 910. 	 -

An.,.'it Ran, v. Rh,,shal Singh, AIR 1927 All 244; Rarnija Bibi v. Sharifa DR, AIR 19 .13 Mad 560. An expression of
doubt is a different thing from overraling.
'sts'uJ,'o J'rma,f s' Jaganr,aiii Prasad, AIR 193.1 Eat 173; ILR 13 Pal 303; Billimori.i v. Central Bank of India, AIR 1943

Nag 3-10 (FB). The convention in Nagpor High Court is to refer the matter to the Chief Justice to constitute a Full
Beach it the latar Division Bench considers that the 0ev expressed by the former Division Bench is wrong.

v. Amar Singh, AIR 1944 LaS 427; but see L.achhnxi,i Singh v. Nama,:, AIR 1929 LaS 174.

Jasroj v. Srgrabai, AIR 1943 Sired 212; M.ihabi,' Prasad v. Secretary of Stale, AIR 1927 DudS 1; SIs-o Balak v. Emperor,

AIR 1126 Oudls 367; Dx,na v. Fa,i,id H-ain, AIR 1926 OuCh 544; see also Sescakran, v. GsL,m SioOi, AIR 1927 Sind
223.
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act of God.' Where the consignecs were prevented from unloading the cargo on account of strike,
Lord Lindley, L.J., said, in Hick v. Radocanaclii :"We have to do with implied obligations,
and I am not aware if any case in which an obligation to pay damages is ever cast by
implication upon a person for not doing that which is rendered impossible by causes beyond his
control. Broom illustrates the maxim by reference to the law relating to masidannis 'The
maxim under notice may be exemplified by reference to the law .f ii;ai;dattiiis. A writ or order of
mandamus to a railway company, enjoining them to prosecute works in pursuance of statutory
requirements, supposes the required act to be possible and to be obligatory when the writ or
order issues; and, in general, suggests facts showing the obligation, and the possibility of
fulfilling it; though, where an obligation is shown to be incumbent on the company, the onus of
proving that it is impossible, lies upon those who contest the demand of fulfilment; if they
succeed in doing so, the doctrine applies that on masidnnius, nemo tenetur ad impossiltilia. Upon
the same principle, where an order had been made by the Board of Trade upon a railway
company requiring the company to carry turnpike road across the railway, the court refused a
nuindainus to compel the company to tarry out the order upon proof that the company had no
funds, was practically defunct, and was not in a position to obey the writ if granted." In
Campbell V. Dalhousie (Earl),' Lord Westbury opined to the effect The only question is,
whether there is any impediment to the recovery of the debt for which he is constituted a
creditor by reason of there being non-compliance with this provision and if that compliance is
shown to have been rendered impossible, not by his neglect, or in consequence of his own acts but
by the act of God, it would be impossible, consistently with the established 'prindples of law,
to hold that he has lost his right through a provisionary or directory clause which it was
impossible for him to comply with. Lord Cairns observed, however, in Ricer Wear

Coiuitnesioiiers v. Adiitiisott. 5 "No man is compelled to do that which is impossible .... If,
however, a man contracts that he will be liable for the damage occasioned by a particular
state of circumstances, or if an Act of Parliament declares that a man shall he liable for the
damage occasioned by a particular state of circumstances, I know of no reason why a man should
not be liable for the damage occasioned by that state of circumstances, whether the state of
circumstances is brought about by the act of man or by the act of God.

Section 4, Limitation Act, and Section 10, General Clauses Act, give expression to the
general principle of law enunciated by the maxim 'lex sian cogif ad impossil(Iia '—the lass does
not compel a man to do that which he cannot possibly perform!

12. Argumentun3 ab communiter accidentibis irs jure frequens est.—An argument drawn from
common understanding of a thing is common in law. For instance, in determining the meanisg of
Direct Taxation, in British North America Act, Earl of Selborne, L.C. said in A. G. for QtieL'cc

v. Reed,' "Now it seems to their Lordships that those words must be understood with some
reference to the common understanding of them which prevailed among those who had treated
more or less scientifically such subjects before the Act was passed.' Lord Hobhouse, similarly
speaking for their Lordships . of the Privy Council in the leading case of Batik of Torattto v.

1. R. 'a Lciceslershire justices, (1550) 15 QB 88, per Patterson, J.; see Craics: Stale Last,, Silt Ed. at p. 228; B,cssn's Lo;l

Maxims, i p ils Ed. at p. 162 e1 scq; see also lValcriaa v. Baker, 1868 LR a QB 173:

2. (1599(2 QB 626, 638.
3. No one is bound to an impossibility.
4. Broom Lpgal Maxims, 10th Ed. at pp. 163, 181.

5. (I8(S)22 LT 879 (11L).

6. 1187712 AC 743. 750.

7. Rsfa Paste v. Sheopafan Panda AIR 1942 All 429,437 (FB).

S.	 (15S•I10 AC 141, 113.
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Lattt:,', in dealing with the same expression took Mills definition thereof as a fair basis for
testing the character of the tax, because it seems to them to embody with sufficient accuracy for
this purpose, an understanding of the most obvious indicia for direct and indirect taxation,
which is a common understanding and is likely to have been present to the minds of those who
passed the Federation Act.

13. Boni juclicis est jus dicere, non jus dare or judicis est jus dicere non dare.—It is the
function of the Judge to declare the law and not to make it; or briefly jus dicere et non fIts dare

to declare the law and not to give it.

One function is, said Tek Chand, J . , In Mirza v. Jlianda Ram,° "to interpret the law, not to
make it jus diceri and not jus dare". "It is to be borne in mind," warned Lord Blackburn in River

Wear Con;tttissioners v. Adcimson.° 'that the office of the Judge is not to legislate, but to
declare to the expressed intention of the Legislature, even if that intention appears to the court
injudicious." "It may be," observed Devadoss, ., In Abtwakkar v. Kunlzikuttiyali, 4 'that the
Malayalee community which is one of the most progressive communities of Southern India,
feels shackled by its peculiar laws and customs which are archaic and antiquated and quite
unsuited to its present advancement and enlightenment. However, much one may sympathise
with the present feelings of the community, it is not the duty of a Judge to alter the law,
however, opposed it may be to the consciousness of the people. It is his duty to administer it as
he finds it."

A court has to interpret the law as it stands and is not competent to play the role of a
legislator and to introduce amendments based on equitable considerations to remove the possible
defects.' However, strongly a court may feel that the Legislature has overlooked a necessary
provision or, however, obvious it may be that a provision has been inserted or omitted owing to
the blunder of the draftsman, a court is not at liberty to make laws or amend them! In
construing a statute it is not permissible to import into its text any words of limitation unless
the text requires those words by necessary implication! The duty of the court is to construe the
law as it stands and not to make a new, though it maybe a better law. A court has no power to
alter the law or to read into a statute words which it thinks ought to have been there! The
courts are naturally not concerned with the desirability, utility or reasonableness of any
particular enactment. It is their du ,ty to give effect to the law as it stands, without regard to
expediency or consequences." In Abel v. Lee," the question was about the construction of the

1. (1557(12 AC 575,581-582.

2. AIR 1930 Lah 1034,1040; see also NaSCS)WOr Preo.t v. Cheneiraj Beluder, AIR 1943 Oudh 78, 80.

3. 1137712 AC 7,13,764; see also Mayae's A,,ci,'stl Lou', 8th Ed., alp. 33; Bhawasji GorJndji v. Puns Gopal, AIR 1934

Bind 93.
4. AIR 1923 Sled 153, 159.
5. AIls! usual,, v. (islet.) islaI,msd, Begun,, ICR 16 LaS 667 AIR 1935 Lah 364, 367; Tate Electric Age;tcg V

Co,,:'nieei roe's of I,,con,e Icr, Born lay, 1I.R 58 Born 361 AIR 193-I Boits 62; see also Raf.h of islandooa v. Jag.a,,ny.i hoC,

AIR 1952 91,4 612, 619 (Referring order).

6. Brie,,') C,e,r.I ions s'. Bristol WaterworAs Cu., 114 AC 379, Re,,, C,U, e. II.,'s.,)r,, K,,nsr, ILR So Cal 801 AIR 1931 CA

580, 5M.
7. Roth., isle),,,,, s'. Alt	 A!i, 1CR 53 All 612: AIR 1931 Al! 294,297 (55).

S.	 IC.,, Chore,, V Rn',),, 3-1,-ksr, Out!, ILR 25 Cal 571, 575.

9.	 L) rn '.1 ,r 110e s'' J'oe'r' Sirsgh, 39 IC 87 (Al!); A. I. 5ie,),r;,p,r,',, 's IteneJR 5,,,, 1 s. P.,", C/n,',), All 193 ' Nag 179.

10	 Ls,1oar v. Ft,,ri, AIR 1935 Sin) 1 .15, 175.

II.	 1571 LB BC!' 365, 371 40 LJCP 134,155; sec also Yor,nc v. tCøj.iI I 'sr'eug!o,, LI! - (15S2)S Q)3D 579 8 AC 517;

I,,:.', 54, Ed. at pp. 86-87.
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expression : 'all poor rates have become payable in Section 3(4) of the Representation of the
People Act, which provided inter aba for the registration as a voter of a person who, on or
before July 20, has paid all poor rates that have become payable by him up to the preceding
fifth day of January' The person in question had paid all the rates of the current year, but had
been excused, on account of poverty, front a rate that had beeh payable in the preceding
year. It was pleaded that according to strict grammatical or ordinaiy meaning such a person
would be deprived of the franchise for ever unless he paid up this old rate which he 'had been
excused. It was sought; therefore, to, modify the language and construe it in a restricted sense.
Willes, J . repelled this contention and observed: 'No doubt the general rule is that the
language of an Act of Parliament is to be read according to its ordinary grammatical construction
unless so reading it would entail some absurdity, repugnancy or injustice. One recognizes that
rule where the repugnance arises between the words of the section to be construed and those of
some other section in the same Act, or in some other Act which is in pari niafenia with it. But I
utterly repudiate the notion that it is competent to a Judge to modify the language of an Act of
Parliament in order to bring it in accordance with his views as to what is right or reasonable.
No such duty is imposed upon him.' The principles which guide the Courts of Justice in their
relations to the Legislature are expressed by Willes, J . , in clear and cogent language in Lee v.

Bitde & Torrington Rail Co.' : "We do not sit here as a Court of Appeal from Parliament. It was
once said—I think in Hobart, that if an Act of Parliament were to create a man judge in his own
case the court might disregard it. That dictum, however, stands as a warning rather than an
authority to be followed. We sit here as servants of the Queen and the Legislature. Are we to
act as regents over what is done by Parliament with the assent of the Queen, Lords and
Commons? I deny that any such authority exists. The proceedings here are judicial, not
autocratic, which they would be if we could make lass' instead of administering them."

14.Communis error facit jus .—Connton error makes law.

See law relating to Stare decisis.

CotiL'ntporattca Exposito : See State of Orissa v. Ditiab,ttttltt Se/tn and Sons 2 ; Bastin v.

Daia'ies 2; Jaçcdantl'a Industries v. State of Madhya Pradesh.

15. Contemporanea exposito est optima et fortissinsa in lege.—The maxim means that
contemporaneous exposition is the best and strongest in the law.' The language of a statute must
be understood in the sense in which it is understood when it was passed. Those who lived at or
near the time when it was passed may reasonably he supposed to be better acquainted than
their descendants with the circumstances to which it has relation, as well as with the sense
then attached to legislative expressions. 5 But this maxim is not to be applied while
interpreting modern statutes and in modern progressive society it would be unreasonable to
contain the intention of the legislature to the meaning attributable to the word used at the time

LR 6 CF at 502 quoted by Wilberforce: Statute taw, at p.27.
(1976)37STC583.

(1950) All ER 1095.
(1955) Ml' LI 620 (FB).

Stack, L Diet Broom.
t.TC. Lit v. tI,,w,, of India, AIR 1989 Cal 294 (DO): (1900)1 Cal LI 109 : (1988)25 Reports 179 : (1988)31 ELT 173:
(1808)16 Fcc OS : (19S8)17 ECR 148 (1988)92 Cal WN 1035 : (1953)1 Bank CUR 563. Clyde Navigation v.
(1833)0 App Dos 658, 673, affirmed in Goldsmith's Co. v. tS'y.;tt, (1907)1 KB 95, 107; Regent Street v, Oajdrit, lOIS Ch
735. See tiao Rain t7 irzi -al V. State of ttilur, AIR 1961 SC 823, as to applicability of the maxIm to modern statoRs
and especially to Section 25 of the Evidence Act.
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when the law was passed.'

In Goz's'ri;nietit Transport Service, Bombay v. S.L. Misltra/ it is broupht out as under

'1 he rule of interpretation of a Statute by resorting to the principle of contemporance

expositio, though acted upon in certain cases by the Supreme Court in our country, has been
held to he a rule which must be confined within compass and applied with care and
caution. It has been pointed out by the Supreme Court that where the words used in the
Statute arc clear and admit of no ambiguity, it would he erroneous to construe them by
resorting to the principle of contemporaflCe expositio. Even if it he true that the person who
dealt with the statute understood its provision in a restricted sense, such mistaken
construction of the statute did not bind the Court so as to prevent it from giving it its true

construction.

As pointed in (Al/a.) Punjab Traders v. State of Punjab,' even in England doubt has been
expressed whether the above principle, if at all, could be applicable to modern statute.'

The principle though not decisive, is entitledto considerable weight.5

The Supreme Court in Mitra Prakaslian Pot. Ltd. v. Collector of Customs,' cited all the
decisions upto date and applied the doctrine to the understanding by the revenue of the
provision in Income Tax Act. In Desh Bandit Gupta v. Delhi Stock Exchange! the Supreme
Court held that this principle can be invoked thought the same will not always be decisive on
the question of construction. But the contemporaneous construction placed by administrative or
executive officers charged with executing the statute, although not controlling is nevertheless
entitled to considerable weight as highly persuasive. If the interpretation is erroneous, court
without hesitation refuse to follow such construction.

16. Contra legam facit, quid facit quod lex prohibet in fraudent vero qui salvis verbis legis
sententiam ejus circum venit.—The maxim means "He does contrary to the law who does what
the law prohibits; he acts in fraud of the law, who, the letter of the law being inviolate, uses
the law contrary to its intention.' To carry out effectually the object of a statute, it must be so
construed as to defeat all attempts to do, or avoid doing, in an indirect or circuitous manner that
which it has prohibited or enjoined.'

I. See (MIs). I.K.Cotton Spinning and Weaving Mills Ltd. v. Union of India, AIR 1983 Sc 191:(1987)32 ELT 234: (1987)5

UT) sc 421 : 1937 Supp. SCC 350 (1987)14 FCC 239: (1987)13 8CR 1250 (19S7)12 Rep. 491 (1988) scc (Tax)

26 :(1983)24 STL 19 :(1988)68 STC 42: 1988 UPTC 305:1988 Al) 557; (MIs.) Doy',ack Systems Pvt. Lid. v. Union of

India, AIR 1933 sc 782 : (1988)1 (IT) SC 304. The Commercial Corporation of India Ltd. v. The Income-tax Officer

Word 2, Panaji, Coo and others, 1993 Tax LR 723 (Born).

2. (1996)72 Far LIZ 675 (Born)

3. AIR 1990 SC 2300.

4. See in this connection the observations of Lord Blackburn in The Trustees of the Clyde Navigators v. Laird & Sons,

(1833)8 AC 639, as quoted in National and Grindlays Bank Ltd. v. The Municipal Corporation 0/Greater Bombay, (1969)1

SCC 511 : AIR 1969 SC 1048; in Senior Inspector v. Laxmnim,arayan Chopra, AIR 1962 SC 159, the Supreme Court

relaxed to apply the principle and so also in Baja Ram Jaiswat v. State of BOar, AIR 1964 SC 828.

5. Des!: Band!,,, GmqS.i v. Delhi Stock Exchange Association Ltd., AIR 1979 SC 1049 (1054):(1979)3 SCR 373 :(1979)4

5CC 565. State of Tamil Ndu v. Atahi Traders, (1969)1 SCC 724; Vijay'n:ot:ini Mills v. Stile of Kerala, 1939(1) IKLT

515.

6. 1991)51) ELT III (115).

7. (1979)3 SCR 373 : AIR 1979 Sc 1049.

8. (OVa I Osnal A5i0 Mills Ltd. N. Collector of Cenlrat Excise, AIR 1993 SC 22x3.

9:	 Bar Oh. Statute.
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17. Copulatio verborum indicat acceptationem in codem sensu.—Tho coupling of ivords
together shows that they are to be understood in the same sense.

Corpus June SI'CIIIIdUUI	 Vol. 85, page 5S0 in Corpus June Secunduiu : ' A penalt y imposed
for a tax delinquency is a civil obligation, remedial and coercive in its nature and is far
different from the penalty for a crime or a fine or forfeiture provided as psinishnicist for the
violation of penal law. It was held the element of mew rea is not required to be proved."

See in this connection law relating to 'Nocitur a socio'.

18. Gui jurisdictio data est, ea quoque concessa esse videntur, sine quibus jurisdictio explicari
non potuit.—The maxim means 'To whomsoever a jurisdiction is given, those things are also
supposed to be gianted, without which the jurisdiction cannot be exercised/

19. Cuilibet licet renuntiar juri prose introducto.—The maxim means : "Anyone may, waive
or renounce the benefit of a principle or rule of law that exists only for his protection"
Everyone has a right to waive and agree to waive the advantage of a law or rule made solely
for the benefit and protection of the individual in his private capacity, which may he
dispensed with without infringing any public right or public policy.

Generally speaking, enactments of the Legislature must be obeyed by all persons, but there
is an exception. Where the Legislature has enacted something which only gives a tight to an
individual, and nothing mere, that individual may waive that right. In order, however, to
bring the case within that exception, it must he shown that the enactment of the Legislature is
one which deals only with an individual right. If it has behind it some object of public policy
indicated by the enactment itself, which makes it an enactment not onl y for the benefit of one
individual by one party to the contract, but for the benefit of the whole communit y , the
ordinary rule will apply and the statute must he obeyed.3

When public policy requires the observance of the provision, it cannot be waived by an
individual. Pniva toni Ill cell ecu tie ju ni pa (dice 7! CII deroga t.

20. Delegatus non potest delegare.—A delegated authority cannot be redelegated, or in
other words, one agent cannot lawfully appoint another to perform the duties of agency.

(i) Delegation of legislative' power—This maxim, however," says Fazal Au, J . , in
Special Reference 1 of 1951, in the Supreme Court of India (opinion elated 25-5-1951) 'has a
limited application even in the domain of the law of contract or agency wherein it is frequently
invoked and is limited to those cases where the contract or agency is of a confidential character
and where authority is coupled with discretion or confidence. Thus auctioneers, brokers,
directors, factors, liquidators and other persons holding a fiduciary position have generally no
implied authority to employ deputies or sub-agents. The rule is so stated in Broom's Legal

Maxims, and many other hooks, and it is also stated that in a number of cases the authority to
employ agents is implied. In applying the maxim to the act of a legislative body, we have
necessarily to ask 'who is the principal and who is the delegate'? In some cases where the
question of the power of the Indian or a Colonial Legislature came up for consideration of the

1. Vide (At/i.) Gujarat Tra:'a,icore Açeairy, Cochin v. The Cornn.iissio,mor of Income Tax, Kerala, Ernaiula:n, AIR 1939 Sc

1671 (19S9)177 ITR 455: (1939)3 SCC 52: (1959)44 Taxman 278: (1989)2 UT) SC 416: (1989)77 CTR 174 (1989)1

Ker LT 1 : ( 19S9)42 ELT 350.

2. SOle of Bihar v. Rani Il.eOk Si:çh, AIR 1966 sc 11 .11; see also Chapler >0(1.

3,	 Equilable L ife Assurance Socic!y offin Uniid Statesv. Bogle, (1906)3 CLR S7S, 905.

4.	 Maxine!! : Inboipre!.ilion of Stalubcs, lIih Ed., p. 378; E,jaiiabbe Lf°e Assura,mre Sooiciy of tIn LIn':'f 51:05 v. Bcie,

(1906)3 CLR 878, 896-S97.
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courts, it was suggested that such a Legislature was a delegate of the British Parliament by
which had been vested with the authority to delegate. But this view has been rightly
repelled by the Privy Council on more than one occasion.........His Lordship referred to Reg

Burns, and Hedge v. Queen,' and proceeded on to observe: "It has also been suggested by some
writers, that the Legislature is a delegate of the people on the electors. The view again has
not been accepted by some constitutional writers, and Dicey dealing with the powers of the
British Parliament with reference to the Septennial Act, states as follows : "That Act proves
to demonstration that in a legal point of view Parliament is neither the agent of the electors
nor in any sense a trustee for its constituents. It is legally the sovereign legislative power in the
State, and the Septennial Act is at once the result and the standing proof of such parliamentary
sovereignty. The same learned author further observes : "The Judges know nothing about any
will of the people except in so far as that will is expressed by an Act of Parliament, and would
never suffer the validity of a statute to be questioned on the ground of its having been passed or
being kept alive, in opposition to the wishes of the electors. There can be no doubt that members
of a Legislature represent the majority of their electors, but the Legislature as a body cannot be
said to be an agency of the electorate as a whole. The individual members may and often do
represent different parties and different shades of opinion, but the composite Legislature
which legislates, does so on its own authority or power which it derives from the Constitution,
and its acts cannot be questioned by the electorate, nor can the latter withdraw its power to
legislate on any particular matter.' As has been pointed out by Dicey,—"the sole legal right
of electors under the English Constitution is to elect the members of Parliament". Electors have
no legal right of initiating, or sanctioning, or of repealing the legislation of Parliament. It
seems to me, therefore, that it will not be quite accurate to say that the Legislature being an
agent of its constituents, its power are subject to the restrictions implied in the Latin maxim
referred to." His Lordship further observed : 'I will now deal with the third principle, which,
in my opinion, is the true principle upon which the rule against delegation may be founded. It
has been stated in Cooley's Ce,istit:utienai Liiiiitatious,l in these words

One of the settled maxims in constitutional law is that the power conferred upon the
Legislature to make laws cannot be delegated by that department to any other body or
authority. Where the sovereign power of the State has located the authority, there it
must remain; and by the constitutional agency alone the laws must be made until the
Constitution itself is changed. The power to whose judgment, wisdom and patriotism this
high prerogative has begn entrusted cannot relieve itself of the responsibility by choosing
ether agencies upon which the power shall be devolved, nor can it substitute the judgment,
wisdom and patriotism of any other body for those to which alone the people have seen fit
toconfide this sovereign trust,"

The same learned author observes thus in his well-known book on Constitutional 1-4ZV

"No legislative body can delegate to another department of the Government, or to any
other authority, the power, either generally or specially, to enact laws. The reason is found
in the very existence of its own powers. This high prerogative has been entrusted to its own
wisdom, judgment and patriotism, and not to those of other persons, and it will act ultra

tires if it undertakes to delegate the trust, instead of executing it."

3 AC 809 5 IA 178.

SAC 117.
Vol. tat page 224.
4th Ed.,page 138.
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This rule in a broad sense involves the principle underlying the maxim delegatus non

palest delegare, but it is apt to be misunderstood and has been misunderstood. In my
judgment, all that it means is that the Legislature cannot abdicate its legislative functions
and it cannot efface itself and set up a parallel Legislature to discharge the primary duty
with which it has been entrusted.....What constitutes abdication and what class of cases
will be covered by that expression will always be a question of fact, and it is by no means
easy to lay clown comprehensive formula to define it, but should be recognised that the rule
against abdication does not prohibit the Legislature from employing any subordinate
agency of its own choice for doing such subsidiary acts as may be necessary to make its
legislation effective, useful and complete, Mukherjee J . , in the same case observed : 'The
maxim delegeties non potest delegare is sometimes spoken of as laying down a rule of the
law of agency; its ambit is certainly wider than that and it is made use of in various fields
of law as a doctrine which prohibits a person upon whom a duty or office has devolved or a
trust has been imposed delegating his duties or powers to other persons. 'The introduction of
this maxim into the constitutional field cannot be said to lie altogether unwarranted,
though its bases rest upon a doubtful political doctrine. To attract the application of this
maxim, it is essential th9t the authority attempting to delegate its powers must itself be a
delegate of some other authority. The Legislature, as it exists in India at the present day,
undoubtedly is the creature of the Indian Constitution, which defines its powers and lays
down its duties and the Constitution itself is a gift of the people of India to themselves. But
it is not a sound political theory that the Legislature acts merely as a delegate of the
people.
In the case of a Legislature which is a sovereign Legislature there is power to permit others

after declaring the policy to fill up details. It would be impossible otherwise for a Legislature
to legislate efficiently. To quote the words of Justice Cardozo in Pension Refining Cr, v. Ryan,

the discretion which has been left to the subordinate legislative authority must not be
undefined and vagrant. It must be canalised within even banks which keep it from
overflowing." Applying this test, there is nothing in Section 59(1), Clause (xi) of the Bombay
District Municipal Act 3 of 1901 which renders that section ultra circa' of the Governor-in-
Council because of legislative power, having been delegated. The Governor-in-Council in this
case was legislating upon the subject of Local 5611-Government. It was deemed desirable that
Municipalities are to be constituted within the Province, and if Municipalities are to be
constituted within the Province, it was necessary to allot to them sources of taxation. The
sources of taxation mentioned in Clauses (i) to (x) of Section 59(1), therefore, were in the first
instance allotted to them. Then it was considered necessary apparently either because these
sources were insufficient or because sometimes the Municipalities might prefer to levy soother
tax in lieu of taxes mentioned in Clauses (i) to (x) that they should have power to levy other
taxes also. Section 59(1), Clause (x) provides that they had the power to impose any other tax
provided that the previous approval of the Governor-in-Council to the nature and object of the
tax had been obtained. It cannot possibly be said, therefore, in this case that the Legislature
had not itself legislated at all on the subject-matter.2

Entry 5 in List II, Schedule VII, Constitution of India, is very wide in its terms and
legislation is permissible to the State Legislature with regard to any subject of local
Government and it is also permissible to the State Legislature to confer powers upon a local
authority provided the power is for the purpose of Local Self-Government. The power of

1.	 79LE6416.
1	 t3,111. I',,' :. v. W. I. T9,m5 LII,, AIR 1954 Buu 261, 265, 267.
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taxation conferred upon the Bombay Municipality under Section 139 of the Bombay Municipal
Corporation Act 3 of 1883 is without doubt for the purpose of Local Self-Government. If the
Legislature is competent to impose a tax, it ran, for the purposes of Local Self-Government,
instead of levying the tax itself, confer that power upon the local authority, and the
competence of the Legislature cannot be affected because the power that has been conferred is an
unlimited power. A delegation of certain functions is bad oniv if it amounts to an abdication of
its functions by the Legislature.. In other words, if the Legislature instead of legislating itself,
which is its own function, permits legislation by some other authority or again, to put it in
different language, if the Legislature, without laying down the policy, permits tl-e carrying
out of a particular activity or a particular function by some authority, then it might be said
that the Legislature has abdicated its own functions. 1-lence Section 169, Bombay Municipal
Corporation Act, 1888, which empowers the Commissioner to charge for water supplied by
measurement is valid) 	 -

(ii) State can challenge ahlegated legislation as ultra tires—It is open to the State to
point out in Court that a particular body to whom subordinate or delegate legislation is
entrusted has exceeded its limits of power tinder which it was functioning and hence, the
particular piece of allegated legislation is ullri circa. But the State cannot be allowed to
plead before Courts the unconstitutionality of its own statutes. It would be a very dangerous
course.'

21. Expressuni facit cessare taciturn--What is expressed makes what is implied to cease.
When a deed or statute contains express covenants or specific mention of things and
contingencies, no implication of any covenant, or contingency on the same subject-matter can be
raised. Thus, power to pull down the wall of a house without causing unnecessary inconvenience
would not impliedly involve the obligation of putting up a hoarding for the protection of rooms
exposed by the demolition.' In S/icy Box Mehaia v. Ajit Nat/i Diii Ia' where there was a clause
in a will authorising the executrix to sell a portion of the property for certain specified
purposes, it was held that the existence of the special power does not militate against the
general power of the executrix to dispose of the property in due course of administration. In the
absence of clear language restricting the general power of the executrix, the mere mention of the
special clause does not deprive the general right of management which includes the power of
leasing out. This maxim is synonymous with the next one.'

22. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius.—(Co. Lit. 210a)—The express mention of one thing
implies the exclusion of another.' This maxim is a product of logic and common sense. No doubt
this rule is neither conclusive nor of general application and is to be applied with great caution.
It may be applied only when in the natural association of ideas the contract between what is
provided and what is left out leads to an inference that the latter was intended to be excluded.'
Very often particular words are used by way of abundant caution, and the application of the

tlUSib/l;li elsJr.iL/::i ('ate! v. Slate ef Bon:t:ay, AIR 1955 Cnn 155; sea Usia,, of India v. P.R. Roy, AIR 1968 SC 830, a
case under Section 115(5) of the Slates Integration Act, where the limits to the delegation of legislative po'.vers by
the Central Goverrrme,,i to State Government were pci alert oat.
lie claret C. S/refit v. State of Cuja rat, (1978)19 Guj LR 970 (lOB).
See Arnafgrrnratc.1 Etcc(r(city Co. 'a. Sal/rena, AIR 1958 Mys 148, 159.
AIR 1967 SC 1204 : (1967)1 SCWR 509.
See lrt.r/,:,nda Gas 'a. (tifh.r,, C(i;i,rdra, AIR 1960 Cal 67.
Tl:srnra,t V. till!, (1970) GO 5 CF 564; see Ti, re Kerala Edacala,, Bill, AIR 1958 SC 956, 992; Slate of CeciL v.

Ltd., 1950 Ks, LT 976 (F5).
Stale of Ken,,, 'a. 3i.:f.:yi.,e, Pfa,:ta(ionr 1(4., 1980 Ret LT 976 (FB).
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maxim becomes inadvisable.'
For exposition and application of this maxim, see 'Internal aids to Interpretation'.

23. Exampla illustrant, non-restringent legeni.—Examples illustrate but do not narrow the
scope of a rule of law.

(See Statutes and its Parts under the heading 'Illustration'.)
24. Ex anticedentibus et consequentibus fit optima interpretatio.—(2 Inst. 317)—The best

interpretation is made from the context. (See law relating to Context.)

25. Exceptio prohat regularn do rebus non exceptis.—(92 Rep. 14.)

An exception Ihows the rule concerning things not excepted.
Exceptio qtioqtte regulattt declarat.—Exception also declares the rule. (See Statutes and its

Parts under the heading 'Exceptions').
26. Extra territorium jus dicenti impune non paretur.—'The maxim means that the decision of

one adjudicating beyond his territory cannot be obeyed with impunity.'
27. Generalia specialibus non derogant.—General words do not derogate from special

provisions, or, special provisions will control general provisions (llbert 250).

In Fitzgerald v. Cltantpneys,' Wood, V.C. said "In passing the special Act, the Legislature
had their attention directed to the special case which the Act was meant to meet, and
considered and provided for all the circumstances of that special case; and, having so done,
they are not to be considered by a general enactment passed subsequently, and making no
mention of any such intention, to have intended to derogate from that which, by their own
special Act, they had thus carefully supervised and regulated." When the Legislature has
given its attention to a separate subject, and made provision for it, the presumption is that a
subsequent general enactment is not intended to interfere with the special provision unless it
manifests that intention very clearly. Each enactment must he construed in that respect
according to its own subject-matter and its own terms.' "Now if anything be certain," said Earl
of Selborne, L.C., in Seward v. Vera Cruz,' "it is this that where there are general words in a
later Act capable of reasonable and sensible application without extending them to subjects
specially dealt with by earlier legislation, you are not to hold that earlier and special
legislation indirectly is repealed, altered or derogated from merely by force of such general
words, without indication of itparticular intention to do so. That rule (that posterior laws
repeal prior ones to the contrary) is subject to a qualification excellently, says Bramwell, L.J.,
in Garnet v. Bradley,' "as it seems to me, expressed by Sir P.B. Maxwell in his book on the

I. I . M. Las!! v. Cope! TEyh, AIR 1963 Purij 378 ILR (1963)2 Pun) 571; ta, also State v. Chatrapati Siisji Co-operative

I-lousing Society. 1968 MaR U 909 :70 Sons U 5S8; Pal JR. v. State of Mad hya Pradosh, AIR 1969 Madh Pea 143; see
Lakhia Sing!: Palm v. (stile! Aditya Der, AIR 1968 Pat 169, where this n,axirn was applied in defeating a devise to
evade the pros'isons of Section .16(7) and 72 of the Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act, 1908.

2. See also Rhine & Co. v. Stale of MaSs rash09 (undo, the Centre! Ades Tax Act), AIR 1975 SC 1349.
3. See Omptar V.

4. 2J & 1-1 31,54 quoted with approval in Re Smith's Estate, Clements V. Word, 35 Ch 0359; SI.:rlurp V. l'lu;cma'i, 16

CLR 468, 473.
5. Barker v. Edg.,r, 1898 AC 745, 754, jr Lord 1-Tohhouse.
6. 10 AC 59,68; see also King-En,peror 'a. Raja Prohhat Clrarilra, ILR 54 Ca! 863: AIR 1927 Cal 423, 4:13 (PB); Approved in

Prol'i:at Chant,,, Burna 'a. Emperor, AIR 1930 PC 209,211.
7. (1S77)2 Es DM9,351,352; see also AAiton-:e,dcr-Lyse Coepn. v. Pugh, (IS98)I Q5 45,49; Lode,, and BlackmaIl ICr:! Co.

'a. Li,nchouse District Bared of Works, (1556)26 Lj 164,166; Cit9 arid South Lo,,Lo, Rail Co. 'a. Lo,,do,, County Cos,,ci!,

(1891)2 Ql! 513; Bonnerjee (T.L.L., lot erpretatiori of Deeds, t011s & Slits es in Sri; ith ln.t:a, at p. 200); Lancashire

Asylums tieart 'a. M.,nchestcr Cor;'o,atio,,, (1909)1 QB lOS, 470, pe Smith, U.) :0. M.ingaj.:.-l;orosi v. Distt. Backusrd

CIrce's lVeLOe' Oftier, Vel!ore, (1935)2 NIUJ 370
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Interpretation of Statutes. Ho sa ys, at page 157 (now 183, 9th lid.), under the heading
'Gencralill spcci,t);bua non dcrog.tst t'." "It is but a particular application of the general
presumption against in intention to alter the law beyond the immediate scope of the statute to
say that a general Act is to be construed as not repealing a particular one by mere implication. A
general later law (toes not abrogate an earlier special one. It is presuniod to have only general
cases in view, and not particular cases, which have been already provided for by a special or
local Act, or, what is the same thing, by custom. Having already given its attention to the
particular subject, and provided for it, the legislature is reasonably presumed net to intend to
alter that special provision by a subsequent general enactment, unless it manifests that
intention in explicit language." Where there is it between a special Act and a general
Act, the provisions of the special Act prLvail. 1 Crabs in Statute !Ow,2 quotes the reason of this
rule from (Pc observations of Wood V.C. in London e :1 T'Tack-ua)! Railway v. Linteliouse
Dish id l'e'aïi cf Works. , thus : "The Legislature in passing a special Act has entirely in its
consideration some special power which is to be delegated to the body applying for the Act on
public grounds. When a general Act is subsequently passed, it seems to be a necessary inference
that the Legislature does not intend thereby to regulate all cases not specially brought before
it, but looking to the general advantage of the communit y, without reference to particular cases,
it gives large and general powers which in their generality might, except for this very
wholesome rule of interpreting statutes, override the powers which, upon consideration of the
particular case, the Legislature had before conferred by the special Act for the benefit of the
public. The resut of a contrary rule of construction would be that the Legislature, having
authorised by special Acts the construction of some public work, would be supposed afterwards
by a general Act to throw it into the power of a fan' persons to prevent that public work from
being carried out."

PLc reason," Says Crawford in Statutory Comtstr;tctictm, at p. 627, 'behind this rule finds its
foundation in two premises; the special Act is not repealed because it is not named, or because
there is no absolute inconsistency between the general Act and the special Act." It is a sound
principle of all jurisprudence that a prior particular law is not easily to be held to be abrogated
by a posterior law expressed in general terms and by the apparent generality of its language
applicable to and covering a number of cases of which the particular lain' is but one.' A general
statute is presumed to have only general cases in view, and not particular cases which have
been already otherwise provided for by special or local Act.'

If the Legislature makes a special Act dealing with a particular case and later makes a
general Act, which by its terms would include the subject of the special Act and is in conflict
with the special Act, nevertheless unless it is clear that in making the general Act, the
Legislature has had the special Act in its mind and has intended to abrogate it, the provisions

I. CcL'crt,r fB .......;y v. Knin.m.'omcahouf i, AIR 1551 Born 162; SLain .',CO,m v. Emperor, AIR 1936 Born 256; Cwat for R.S.
Al. Co. v IJ,:i:i if 1,:ji.m, AIR 1960 MI' 330; see also LoLhmnict mm, I G,,Lit'c mnm,md n'. Pr,'siIcmmf, Municiality, 1962 MPLJ
1102; .4 ':asd,L,t i' S!,,te of Bih.,r, 1963 T3LIR 797; A!lapich.mi Rcrctt,cr v. Sere Chat Inal/,.,s;,s,n,i Temm,ple, ILR 1961 Mad
1129 (1961)2 9!LJ 490 74 Mad LW 598; Abdul HalOs a. State c/SI 1'., 1992 NIPLJ 183 1962 MPC 153 1961 Jab LI
1446; COca !'.';ecrcrr'mt Trust v. Iamk'hn,idrcj, AIR 1963 SC 1C77; Chu, to Dcci a. Rithi Kc,h Sharma, 1992 Sri Lj 413
U 5.- 5.1; JscmiJr.m Lt Saha v. The State of Bjh mr, AIR 1991 SC 1145. S',ri SAua,', i'I,ore a. A4anicipat Carperatiomm of Delhi,
AIR lOst Del 104 (1991)43 DLT 459 (F0).

2. SIti Ed. at pp. 390351.
3. ,	 (15566 L) 164.
4. Nv,'!!,' a. 3,1cc.'!,', (1922)1 AC 284:see also l'arng a. tLmiiimmg, tl°2.5,1 KB III.
5. Slum Si.m.h a. S,,u,,'er 51999, ALR 1921 Lob 2J.
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of the general Act do not override the special Act. If the special Act is made after the general
Act, the position is even simpler. 1-la y ing made the general Act if the legislature afterwards
makes a special Act in conflict with it, we must assume that the Legislature had in mind its
own general Act when it made the special Act and made the special Act which is in conflict
with the general Act, as an exception to the general Act.'

(i) Illus tra tiontiott of the maxim—The case of Kheviraj Shri Krishnad:s v. Kioan!al

Snrajn i al, 2 is ci good illustration of the application of this maxim. The applicant was the
successful plaintiff who obtained a decree against the defendant on the ground that an adoption
under which the defendant obtained certain property was invalid. The defendant appealed by
his natural father, he being a minor, and applied for leave to appeal in fermi pi;iperis. This
application was granted. But it was contended by the plaintiff-respondent that an order for
security should he made against the pauper and that he should give security for both the cost
incurred in the lower Court and the costs of the appeal because Order XLI, Rule 10 of the Civil
Procedure Code provides for such a security to be furnished. This contention was repelled by
Scott, C. J . , who observed 'In such a case as the present the question is whether that general
provision relating to appeal in Order XLI applies also to pauper appeals, so as to impose upon
the court the duty of demanding security from a pauper appellant, who ex h 9petI:,'si having
been found to he a pauper cannot give security. In my opinion it does not appl y . The maxim is
genera/il speeialibits non derogant—a general does not weaken a special rule. t-lece the special
rule is the rule regarding pauper appeals and pauper suits.'

The same maxim was applied while considering the operation of two statutes passed in the
same year 1872, viz., Indian Evidence Act, I of 1872, Section 115 and Indian Contract Act, IX of
1972, Section 11, in KJ:an Gui v. Lnklia Singli. l Tek Chand, J . , gave his opinion therein as under

'This brings us to the remaining but really substantial point, viz., whether the specific
provision of the substantive law (Section 11 of the Contract Act), which declares a minor's
contract to he void, can be rendered nugatory by a general provision embodying the rule of
estoppel found in a procedural Code like the Evidence Act. In order to find a satisfactory answer
to this question two fundamental pr inciples must be borne in mind. The first is embodied in the
great maxim generalia specialibirs non deregrint which has frequently been applied to resolve
the apparent conflict between provisions of the same statute or of different statutes. In such
cases, the rule is that wherever there is a particular enactment and a general enactment and
the latter, taken at its most comprehensive sense, would overrule the former, the particular
statute must be operative,' and its provisions must he read as excepted out of the general.'

Section 5 of the Criminal Procedure Code which says nothing in the Code shall affect any
special or local law, is another illustration of the maxim. Section 468, Criminal Procedure Code

Corporation efAladras v. Madras Electric Tramways, Lit., AIR 1931 Mad 152, 156: ILR 54 Mad 364.

ILR 42 Born 5, 9. 'Where the Legislature has in a special Act laid down particular conditions for the exercise of a
power by the Court. I do not think that we are jssstifited in disregarding those conditions and holding by reference

to a general Act that we have powers beyond those given in the spcc:ai Act." Cl yltyar, E A. Frr,s v. Ce,'xs:issiCr:cr

of Income Liz, AIR 1930 Rang 27; see also Municipality of Karachi v. Karachi Electric Supply Corporation, AIR 1926
Sind 115. Danre,Lrra Flariisikslra Agrax'al v. Sen. Ramratidcvi & others, AIR 1989 Born 237: 1989 blots Lj 425 : (1989)2

Born CR26 (DO). AsIa Central Multi Purposes Co-op Society v. Secretary, Orissa Kh iadi & Village Industries, AIR 1992

On 23S (DO).
ILR 9 Lair 701, 742 (FB) : 1928 Lah 609 (623) (FB).

t'reUy V. scaly. 29 Be— 606, 610. Mn'r Rarn.t.r Vrjxrnredbhai v. ILir.f.rsf'/sri Partratblrai, AIR 1992 Cu) 122 : (1992)1

AC] 399 : (1992)2 Csnj t.R 1296.
Dryden v. Oc'erseers of Putney, (1876)1 Ba D 223,232; Taylor v, Corperohic'n of Oldha,n, (1976)4 Ch 0395,410.
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prescribes a limitation of six months for taking cognizance of an offence punishable wills line
only and Tamil Nadu District Municipalities Act, 1920 prescribes a limitation of twelve
months. The latter prevails by virtue of Section 5, Criminal Procedure Code and it was held
that the complaint filed within twelve months was within time.

(ii) Limits to ride.— Bit the rule must not be pressed too far' as Bramwell, L.J., said in
Pc/las v. Neptune Ins. Co., , "a general statute may repeal a particular statute. And if a special
enactment, whether it be in a public or private Act, and a subsequent general Act are absolutely
repugnant and inconsistent with one another, the courts have no alternative but to declare the
prior special enectnscnt repealed by the subsequent general Act."'

When two parts of the same statute, and that statute a constitution, are being interpreted,

the limitations to the doctrine gciieralia spo'rialibus non derogant must not be lost sight of. On
the one hand, it is true that if a general intention is expressed in one part of the Constitution
and a particular intention in another part which is incompatible with the general one, the
particular intention is treated as an exception to the general one. On the other hand, the
following principles must be applied and exhausted before this rule is applied

Fiisf, the two provisions must cover the same area before one can he treated as an exception
to the other, Sccoiidli,', the two provisions must be so incoifipatible with earls other that they
cannot be reconciled and the special provision must be treated within its own area, as an
exception to the general provision. Tlnrdly, the entire Constitution must be read as a whole
and each part moist be given the same sanctity without giving undue weight to any particular
part. This applies with particular force to the Constitution of India, which is very detailed
and elaborate. The edifice of our Constitution contains many mansions no part of which can
claim a greater sanctity than others, except to the extent clearly specified expressly or by clear
implication, in the Constitution itself. Fourthly, each and every part of the Constitution must
be so interpreted as to preserve the spirit of a Constitution, which is fundamentally a different
document from other statutes.'

There is another class of casr a to which this maxim is hardly applicable. If there is a
conflict between a basic natural right, even though not specifically declared by the
Constitution, and the provisions of any general or special law, it is the basic right of natured
justice that would prevail, and such provisions being in conflict with it must consequently give
sea

The maxim genera/ia sp'eciahiiiiis SCSI derogant was explained and applied also in the
recent cases of Gujarat State Co-operatio'e Land De:'etopllient Bank v. P.R.Atasikad,' Pared/p

Port Trust v. Workmen,' U.P. Electricity Bottrd v. H. S. fit/u,' and State of Gujarat v. Patel.'

28. Generalia veiba sunt generalita intelligenda.—(3) Inst. 76— .(General. words are to be
understood generally).—'It is a rule, that what is generally spoken shall be generally

1. Corn,nio,ioacr v. KoIlvnda,a,00,i, 1979 LW (Cr) 112.

2. (1860)5 CED 34, iC. ibis maxim was not applied by Sulairnan, J . , in his dessenti,sg isstSilcet in (lie rase of

Subraina'rya'si s'. Muilov,'.uoj, 19 110 iCR ISS, 214-215.

3. Crates Stable Law, 5iIs lid., .51 p. 332.

4. Etoi,,uddin v. State of UT., AIR 1960 All 451, 488 (Dhawan, J.).

5. Sanrc.oa, KC. v, Slate UP., AIR 1963 All 33 (1963)1 Cr LJ 35.

6. AIR 1979 SC 1203.
7. AIR 1977 SC 36.
5.	 AIR 1979 SC 65.
9.	 (1979)3 SCC 317.
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understood, genentiia verba sunt gctieralita iiitelligenda, unless it be qualified by some special

subsequent words, as it may be, e. g., the operative words of a bill of sale may be restricted by
what follows.' General words in a statute must receive a general construction; unless there is in
the statute itself some ground for restricting their meaning by reasonable construction not by
arbitrary addition or retrenchment.' But it is clear also that general words are to be restricted

truction ofto the matter with which that Act is dealing.' One of the safest guides to the cons 
sweeping general words, which it is difficult to apply in their full literal sense, is to examine
other words of like import in the same instrument.'

Crawford epitomises the rule thus'
"It is also a basic rule of construction that general words should be given a gcneial

construction, that is, they should be given their full and natural meaning, unless the statute
in some manner reveals that the legislative intent was otherwise. Such a contrary intent
may be found in the purpose and subject-matter, of context of the statute, so that as a result
general terms may be qualified or restricted. For example, a statute which provides for the
taxation of all property of a certain kind, means all of such property that is within the
jurisdiction of the taxing power. And where any other construction will lead to unjust,
O ppressive, or absurd consequences, general words should be given a limited or restricted
meaning. In addition to these, general terms may also be restricted by specific words with
which they are associated, with the result that the general language will be limited by
the specific language which indicates the statutes object and purpose. For instance, the
word land' will usually include the buildings thereon, but the building will be excluded
where the word land is coupled with the word 'building'. Special words, oil other
hand, may be expanded in their meaning as well as limited or restricted, provided the
purpose of the statute is general, if such expansion will make the intent of the Legislature
effective. Nevertheless the general rule may be announced that in the construction of
statutes, general words are to be considered more broadly than specific words, and specific
words more narrowly than general words."
No doubt general words may in certain cases properly be interpreted as having a meaning

and scope other than the literal or usual meaning. They may be so interpreted wher e the

scheme appearing from the language' of the Legislature, rear) in its entirety, points to
consistency as requiring the modification of what would be the meaning apart from any context,
or apart from the purpose of the legislation as appearing from tire words which the Legislature
has used, or apart from the general law.'

29. In civile est nisi Iota lege perspecta una aliqua particula ejus proposita judicare vel
respondere.—The maxim means that it is improper, unless the whole law has been examined,
to give judgment or advice upon a view of a single clause of it. It is an elementary rule that
construction is to be made of all the prts together, and not of one part only by itself.

I.	
Brew, Legal Maxims, 10th Ed., at pp. 430,410; see also 69 Corpus )urisundum, at p. 980- Forbes Forbes Cenitelt

& Co Lid. v. Co,x,xiSsioier of liiconieda.c, (1994)74 Taxman 26S (Item).

2. Bockford v. Wide, )1805)34 ER 34 (PC), per Sir lVilliain (, , arol, ME; so p also Taylor v. Darien, 3920 AC 536 Reading

into the statute words which limit its prima fade Operation and make it do something d ifferent from and smaller

than what its, terms express is not proper); R. s'. Liverpool, B . . ( 1983)11 QBD 638.

3.
Phillips r'. Poland, (1856) LR I CE 204 35 LICE 128 )\Vords which are general and not express or precise should be

restrictwl to the fitness of the mailer); WaxIer s'. Elliot, (1976)1 CEO 169.

4. Btackx'aed a. If., 10(1882)9 AC 82.

5. At pp. 324.325. Article 189.

6. t\ot''y, etc_ Co. V. Banners, 1915 AC 865 (per Lord l'latdone)
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30, Incluslo unjus exslusio alterius.—(Jnclusion of one excludes the other) Alteritis is the
genetive of a Latin word which means the other of two, not another'. The logic of the
proposition and the force of the proposition, depends entirely on establishing that there is only
a choice between two named persons or objects; in such a case it can be said that if one of the two
available is chosen, the other is excluded. But save in that special case, the maxim has no
effect in logic or in law.'

The rule of exclusion is merely an auxiliary rule of construction adopted for the purpose of
ascertaining the intention of the law-giver. It is neither conclusive nor of universal application
and is to be applied only when in the natural association of ideas the contrast between what is
provided and what is left out leads to an inference that the latter was intended to be excluded;
it may accordingly be held inapplicable if there exists a plausible reason for not including
what is left oiit.2

31-32. Impotentis excusat legem—This maxim must be understood in this qualified sense
that "impotentis excuses when there is a necessary or invincible disability to perform the
mandatory part of the law, or to forbear the prohibitory". In Broom's Legal Maxim' it has been
observed

"Impossibility may, however, he created by a change of the law."

"The law itself and the administration of it, said Sir V. Scott, with reference to an
alleged infraction of the revenue laws, must yield to that to which everything roust bend,
to necessity; the law in its most positive and peremptory injunctions, is understood to
disdains, as it does in its general aphorisms, all intentions of compelling to impossibilities,
and the administration of laws must adopt that general exception in the consideration of
all particular cases." (p. 172).

The general rule which can be summed up from the above is that where the law creates a
duty or charge, and the party is disabled from performing it, without any default in him and
has no remedy, the law will in general excuse him.'

Interprefare et concerdanre lages Iegihus, eat eptimus interpretandi macins : An
interpretation of the words 'private Land' and 'ryoti land' has to be made in consonance with
legislative purpose. To interpret in such a way as to harmonise laws with laws is the best mode
of interpretation.'

33. Floe quidem perquam durum as sad its lex scripts est.—(Hard may be the law yet it
should he given effect to). Sec law relating to 'Hardship',)

34. In pari delicto potior est conditlo possidentis.—As to application of this maxim.' The
maxim is to the effect that where both parties are equally in the wrong, the position of the
possessor is the more favourable,'

R. v. Palfu'y, (1970)2 All ER 12 (Wins, LI.).

Chasla!a Workers, Coop. Transport Sourly v, Slate of Punjab, AIR 1962 Puej 94.95 (Dua. J.); Parbhrrri Transport Co-op.
Society, Ll,i, v, ETA, Arr,'an3'atad, (1960)3 SCR 177, 1S5 (Sarkar, J . ) (eel applicable where language is plain and
the meaning is clear. Sec also 85 LEd. 55, 62.)
9th Ed. p. 176.

JUl trlrrkrr,rd v. tJitrirt JrrIe, R 7 Llareli, 1977 All WC 223 (230).
Pr'Udcttj Pr4Lrw.'n,, ',' NoOn-i Nrr''rs:'n"n", AIR !Q51 cc 694 (1990)4 (	 SC 293 1991 AIR SCIV SI (AIR 1952
Clod 323 (FS), partly overruled.).
Re/a Idi,5 v. DenIal Ri,,,, AIR 1950 All 161 :1930 UPLR 129.
SIb. ?rI/u,, 5inl, S,rhrb Sirr'r v. Jlatr:r!rl RawcIraardar, 1982 GLH 536 (p5)
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35. Judex est lox loquens.—The Judge is the speaking law; or, Judicinnt est IJIIOSI jttriS die I teo

'Judgment is as it were a saying of the law', or legis interpretafio legts vtn obfittet	 "The

interpretation of the law obtains the force of law. (See Statutes and its parts.)

36. Jura naturae sunt immutabilia.—The maxim means that the laws of nature are
unchangeable. It was formerly the rule that a statute contrary to natural equity or reason was
void. But such dicta cannot be supported. They stand as a beacon to be avoided rather than an
authority to be followed.'

37. Logos posteriores priores contrarias abrogant.—The maxim means that latter laws
repeal earlier laws inconsistent therewith.' The rule is that if the provisions of a later Act are
so inconsistent with or repugnant to those of an earlier Act that the two cannot stand together,
the earlier stands impliedly repealed by the later. 3 The courts as a rule do not favour repeals of
earlier statutes by implication, except where the repugnancy between the two enactments is
manifest and irreconcilable. Where, however, the conflict between two statutes cannot be
reconciled, the earlier Act yields to the later.' But where the literal meaning of the general
enactment covers a situation for which specific provision is made by another enactment
contained in sri earlier Act it is presumed that the situation: was intended to be continued to be
dealt with by the specific provision rather than the later general one.'

38. Lex nil frusta facit.—The law does nothing in vain.
It is a fundamental legal principle, as well as a dictate of commonsense, that the law will

not itself attempt to do an act which would he vain.'

39. Doctrine of '[cx non congit and impossibilia.—Doctrine of Tex non cottgtf and

itttpossiltilia' or for that purpose the doctrine of impossibility applies in relation to future
transactions and has no application to completed transactions which may st,ind nullified as a
result of any retroactive enactment. The maxim aforesaid, or as it is also expressed 'itttpotenlia

excusal legetu' must he understood in the sense that 'i;ttpcte;ttia excuses' where there is
necessary or invisible disability to perform the mandatory part of law or forbear the
prohibitory.'

40. Maxima ita dicta quia inaxinia est ejus dignitas et ceitissima auctoritus, atque quad
maxinse omnibus probctur.—(Co. Lilt. 10-11)—Maxim is so called because its dignity is the
greatest, and its authority the most certain, and because it is universally approved by all.'

-41. Nemo allegangs turpitudinem suans audindus est.—This tnaxinn applies where the
transaction itself is based on fraud committed by a party to the impugned transaction.'

I.	 Lce v. Bade & TorrhigIO'2 Ry., (I87I) LR 6 CP 532, per Willes, J . ; Re Manolithia Build ing Co., Tire, v. The Compose,

(1915)1 Ch 643, 653.	 -

2. Beoo,n Lcçgal Maxims, 19th Ed.; ArIa, Vasasth Rao v. Government of And/ira Pradesl,, AIR 1095 Anal!, I'ra 274 (03).

3. 1 CII v. Arnold, (19511)2 KB 543; Arsy!l v. 1.R.C., (1913)109 LT 893; (Sn,t.) Cl,;: ", DeC v. (Slut.) lJ,iszsa-ari ls'oth, AIR

1995 Cau 9, relying on 3taada,,lal Fokircha,,d v. Chongdco Sugar L!d,.AIR 1962 SC 1543—(rule of harmonious

construction adopted in case of inconsistency in 5ub-sections of same Section of staIn to). If hari,,onio,,s
construction is not possible, doctrine ot kges ;'ostcriorcs priorea con Irarms aIrogeit (later lairs abrogate prior laws that

- is to say. Sub-sectio,, 2, added by Amending Act, shalt prevail over Sub-section 1).

4. 1105-Ira', Ba,,k, Ltd. s'. tsCr SAgh Nara :,, Sing!,, AIR 1960 Punj 111, 114.

5. Vide Ashoka Maki'ting Ltd. s'. Penjab National Bank, AIR 1991 SC 855 (Sfl : (1990)-I SCC 405.

6. See Broom: Legal Maxims, 10,6 Ed. alp. 169.

7. ViSe Stale v.SJ. Cheadturg, (1906)2 8CC -120.

S.	 , Ramanatha 1)-er: tots' Loin,',,, at P. 	 -
9.	 Raja ISa,,: v. Da:aiitl trw. MR 1900 All Cl.
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42. Non obligat lex nisi promulgate.— A law is not obligatory unless it be promulgated.

43. Nova constitutis futuris formam insponere debet, non praeteritis.—(2 Inst. 292)—A new
law ought to affect the future and not the past.

The general rule on this subject is stated by Lord Coke, in the Second Institute; 292 in his
commentary on the Statute of Gloucester. This maxim is one of such obvious convenience and
justice, that it must always be adhered to in construction of statutes, unless in cases where there
is something on the face of the enactment putting it beyond doubt that the Legilature meant it
to operate retrospectively.' It is a general rule that where a statute is passed altering the law,
unless the language is expressly to the contrary, it is to be taken as intended to apply to a state
of facts coming into existence after the Act.' Words not requiring a retrospective operation, so as
to affect sit existing status prejudicially, ought not to he so construed.' 'Now the general rule,"
observed Lord Blackburn in Gardner v. Dims,' "nat merely of England and Scotland, but I belive
of every civilised nation, is expressed in the maxim, Nova constifutio fitturis forniant imponere
deb,-1, non prncteritis,—prima facie any new law that is made affects future transactions, not
past ones. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that the subject-matter of an Act might he such that,
though there were not any express words to show it, it might he retrospective. For instance I
think it is perfectly settled that if the Legislature intended to frame a new procedure, that
instead of proceeding in this form or that, you should proceed in another and a different way;
clearly these bygone transactions are to be sued for and enforced according to the new ferns of
procedure. Alterations in the form of procedure are always retrospective, unless there is some
good reason or other why they should not be. Then, again, I think that where alterations are
made in matters of evidence, certainly upon the reason of the thing, and I think upon the
authorities also, those are retrospective, whether civil or criminal. But whether the effect
would he to alter a transaction already entered into, where it would be to make that valid
which was previously invalid—to make an instrument which had no effect at all, and from
which the party was at liberty to depart as long as he pleased, binding—I think the prima
four construction of the Act is that it is not to he retrospective, and that it would require strong
reasons to show that is not the case:

7
It is a fundamental rule, of English law that no statute shall be construed to have

retrospective operation unless such a construction appears very clearly in the terms of the Act,
or arises by necessary and distinct implication.'

44. Omne majus continet in Se minus.—(The greater contains the less)°—.The Legislature must
be attributed full knowledge of this maxim.

45. Optaima est legum interpres consuetudo.—The maxim means that custom is the best
interpreter of law. Maxwell says : 'The meaning publicly given by contemporary or long
professional usage is presumed to he the true one, even when the language has etymologically or
popularly a different meaning.'

y . Druife,,, (1848)2 Ex 22, 33, p'r Roll,, F. Va,isiiurt v. Taylor, (1555)24 LJQB 19S,199; Jacks,nis v. Weoley,
(1553)27 LJQB 448, 449; Gloucester Union v. Woolwich Un ion, (1917)2KB 374.
R. V. !pSw jcJ, Union, (1877)2 QBD 269, 270, per Cockbom, C.J.
Main v. Stark, (1890)15 AC 354 (Lord Selbor,,,),
(1878)3 AC 582, 603.
Max welt liii'rpretation of Statutes, 11th Ed. at pp. 204-205; West v. Gwaynne, (1911)3 Ch 18; Smith v. Catlonder,
1910 AC 297.
A;m,, Ron v. Stole of Punjab, AIR 1959 SC 519, 526.
Maxwell JsilerpreI.ition of Statutes, 11th Ed. at p. 296. 	 -
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This rule was applied by the Supreme Court in National esf Grir;ciloja Bank, Ltd. V.

Municipal Corporation, and it was laid down that where the language of an enactment is
obscure the court may adopt the construction which the authorities have givers to it by their
usage and conduct for a long period of time as a rule of justice based on the maxini optima legion

iritcrpreS consitetisdo.

46. I'rivatoruni conventio juri publico non derogat.—(A private agreement does not derogate
from the public right)—Private compacts are not permitted either to render that sufficient
between themselves which the law declares essentially insufficient or to impair the integrity
of a rule necessary for the common welfare, such, for instance, as the enactment which requires
the attestation of wills.'

47. Quando aliquid prohibetur, prohibetur et omne perquod devinetur ad illud.—The maxim
means that when anything is prohibited, everything by which it is reached is also prohibited.
That which cannot be done directly cannot be done indirectly.

48. Quando lox aliquid concedit concedere videtur et illud sine quo res ipsa ease non potest.-
(Whoever grants a thing is deemed also to grant that without which the grant itself would be
of no effect).—Whenever any thing is authorised, and specially if, as a matter of duty, required
to be done by law, and it is found impossible to do that thing unless something not authorised in
express terms be also done, then that something will be supplied by necessary intendment. This
doctrine can be invoked in case "where an Act confers a jurisdiction it also confers, by
implication, the power of doing all such acts, or employing such means, as are essentially
necessary to its execution. In other words, the doctrine of implied powers can be legitimately
invoked when it is found that a duty has been imposed or a power conferred on an authority by a
statute and it is further found that the duty cannot be discharged or the power cannot be
exercised at all unless some auxiliary or incidental power is assumed to exist. In such a case, in
the absence of an implied power the statute itself would become impossible of compliance. The
impossibility in question must he of a general nature so that the performance of duty or the
exercise of power is rendere.l impossible in all cases. It really means that the statutory
provision would become a dead letter and cannot be enforced unless a subsidiary power is
implied. The doctrine of implied power, accordingly, can be invoked where without the said
power the material provision of the Act would become impossible of enforcement.'

49. Sulus populi est suprema lex.—(Regard for public welfare is the supremelaw).—To this
maxim all other maxims of public policy must yield, for the object of all law is to promote the
general well-being of society.'

50. Uti loquitur vulgus.—In dealing with matters relating to the general public, statutes are
presumed to use words in their popular sense.

51. Ut res magiS valeat quam pereat.—The Court strongly lean against any construction
which tends to refute a statute to a futility. The provision of a statute must be so construed as to
make it effective and operative on the principle ut res niajis t'aleat spsam pereat ' . 1 It is no
doubt true that if a statute is absolutely vague and its language wholly intractable and

1. AIR 1969 SC 1043.

2. Croker v. Hertford (Marquess), (1841) Moor PC 339, 366.

1	 Bid!, Bidi Leaves and Tobacco ,'strrrlrants' Asooriarion v. Bombay Skate, AIR 1962 sc 496, 494-495; .4srsta,it Collector of

Central Excise v. National Tobacco Co. Ltd., (1972)2 8CC 560.

4. Pranballav SaSs V. Tulsibala Dassi, AIR 195S Cal 713, 730.

5. Vide Comniissiorier of Wealth-tax Patna v. Jo5aiish Prasad Cboudlinry, AIR 1996 Pat 58.
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absolutely meaningless, the statute could be declared void for vagueness. This is not in judicial
review by testing the law for arbitrariness or unreasonableness under Art. 14, but what a Court
Of construction, dealing with the language of a statute does in order to ascertain from, and
accord to, the statute the meaning and purpose which, the legislature intended for it. In
Manchester Ship Canal Co. v. Manchester Racecourse Co. Farewell, J . said	 'Unless the
words were so absolutely senseless that I could do nothing at all with them, I should he bound to
find some meaning and not to declare them void for uncertainty.'

In Fawcett Properties v. Buckinghutn County Council,' Lord Denning approving the dictum
of Farewell said "But when a statute has some meaning even though it is little to choose
between them, the courts have to say what meaning the statute has to bear than reject it as a
nullity.

In Whitney V. Inland Revenue Commissioners' Lord Dunedin said : "A statute is designed to
he workable and the interpretation thereof by a_court should he to secure that object, unless
crucial omission or clear direction makes the end unattainable .' 4 "That the thing may rather
have effect than be destroyed", in order that the thing may be valid rather than invalid.'
Before the doctrine can apply, the court must be left in a state of real and persistent uncertainty
of mind.'

"The rules for the construction of statutes are," observed Bowen, L.J., in Curtis V. Stovin,'

"very like those which apply to the construction of other documents, especially as regards one
crucial rule—viz., that, if possible, the words of an Act of Parliament must he construed so as to
give a sensible meaning to them," so that the intentions of the Legislature may not be treated as
vain or left to operate in the air.' The same rule applies to Constitution of a State. A
Constitution of Government is a living and organic thing which of all instruments has the
greatest claim to be construed ut res nlagis z'1et quarn pereat.9

52. Verbs chartarun fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem.—The maxim says that the
words of deeds are to be understood most strongly against the person making use of them.
Enactments of a local or personal character which confer any exceptional exemption from a
common burden, or invest private persons or bodies, for their own benefit and profit, with

(1900)2 Ch 352.
(1900)3 All FR 503.
1926 AC 37.
Vide Tinsxkhia Electric Supply Co. Ltd. v. State of Assent, AIR 1990 SC 123 (19S9)2JT (SC) 217: (1989)45 Taxman
29 : (1989)2 Corn LJ 377 (5)).
Corporation of Celculta v. Liberty Cinema, AIR 1965 Sc 1107: 1965 SCA 657, where this maxim and the rule based
on it were applied; Rant Dayal v. Central Narcotics Bureau, Gu'alior, 1993 JUJ 24 (PB); Rae Skit, Bahadur Singh V.

Slate of Vtndya Prtadesh, AIR 1953'SC 394; Cur SaRa) Saigal v. Contmissioneroflncome. tax, Bengal, AIR 1963 Sc 1062.
Inland Revenue Commissioner v, William, (1969)3 All ER 614, 618 (Ntegarry, J); see also State of Gujarat v. Shalt
LalJ:a,xshi, AIR 1966 Guj 283.290 (FB): ubialiquid concedilur, roncedituret id sine quo resipsa non ease polest : Where any

thing is granted, that is also granted without which the thing itself is notable to exist.
(1659)22 QLIL) 513, 517; sec also [al Rant Singh V. Deputy Commissioner of Parlabgarh, 50 IA 265, 273.
Craies : Statute Late, 5th Ed. alp ' 67; see also Re Florence land Co., (1578)10 Ch D544; A . G. v. Beauchamp, ( 1920)1
KB 605; Dhoo,,, Singh v. PC Sethi, (1975)1 SCC 597: AIR 1975 SC 102.
In the matter of C.P. and Derar Sales of Motor Spirit and Lubri, Taxation Act, 1939 FCR 18, 37: AIR 1939 PC 1: 1939
NIIVN 25; see aLas C.rS. v. Mangal Sex, AIR 1975 SC 1106 and Dhootn Singh v. P.C. Sethi, AIR 1975 SC 1012:
(1975)1 SCC 597; Sailcslt Kumar Singh V. High Court of Judicature at ROsa, (1995)2 BLJR 754 (Pal) (DB); tate of
M.:Jya Pradesh v. (hl/s.) Cho hat and Co., New Delhi, 1995 Ml'LJ 855 (590) (FO).
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privileges and powers interfering with the property or rights of others, are construed against
those persons or bodies more strictly, perhaps, than any other kind of enactmnt.

53. Ut res valet potius quam pereat.—In construing the machinery provision for assessment
and collection of the tax to make the meaning workable ut rca valet potius quani pereat, i.e., the
Court would avoid that construction which would fail to relieve the manifest purpose of the
legislation on the presumption that the legislature would enact only for the purpose of bringing
about an effective result. It is not the function of the Court to hunt for ambiguities by strained
and unnatural meaning, close reasoning is to be adopted; harmonious construction is to be
adhered to; all the relevant provisions are to be read together to gather the intention from the
language employed, its contexf and give effect to the intention of the legislature. Ingenious
attempt to avoid tax is to be thwarted.'

1. CIa oou'll Inte-pre!ation of Stat ales, 11th Ed. at p. 293.

2. 0. Fsheilcs Guild & Another v. Slate of Andhra Pradesh, AIR 1987 AC. 110 (1987)1 Andh LT 151 (19S7)1 APt.)

(I IQ 330 (FB).
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I. Statutes are presumed to he Valid—There is a presumption in favour of the validity of a
statute. Courts of law have to presume that the particular law is in(nt zero's and not (11 1?

z'ires.' It is also to be presumed that the power conferred shall be exercised for the purpose for
which it has been conferred and shall be exercised reasonably though there is no guide-lines
contained in the Act.`

The presumption is in favour of the constitutionality of an enactment ered the burden is upon
him who attacks to show that there has been a transgression of constitutional principles.'
There is alwa y s a presumption that a Legislature, be it Central or Provincial, never intended to
exceed its legislative ambit so as to conflict with the jurisdiction of another Legislature.'
Indeed there is always a presumption in favour of the constitutionality of an enactment and
that the burden is upon him, who attacks it, to show that there has been a clear ioletion of
the constitutional principles. The Courts, it is accepted, must presume that the Legislature
understands and correctly appreciates the needs of its own people that its laws are directed to
problems made manifest by experience and that its discriminations are based on adequate
grounds, as clearly enunciated in Middleton V. Texas Power and Lights Cenipuip,°
observations of Marshal, C.J. III Pc!!ck v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co.' It must be borne in mind

that the Legislature is free to recognise degrees of harm and may confine its restrictions to those
cases where the need is deemed to he the clearest and finally that in order to sustain the
presumption of constitutionality the Court may take into consideration matters of common
knowledge, matters of common report, the history of the times and may assume every state of
facts which can be concerned existing at the time of the legislation.' The validity of an Act

Vii siir Des v. Cl,cyesii;l), A IR 1939 Cc,! 135, 444	 ILR 1929 Cal 93 (Fe), pee N'asi ii; Au, I.; AlL1., j3ee;o,, v ALt,,!
3.19665!, ILR 19 .10 At! 496 AIR 1940 All 2 7 2,275 (FS) (rewired b Ue9ed Pu;1 ices v. Ati,1e !3c6.',,s, 1960 FCR ito o,
,'tler - ;nits(; Suihe,Lu;ot	 $t;it;,lc,-i/ Censl,neuios, 'se!. 2, Arlicle 240$, Note 2; Bulle,fje/.t v .$l,;uoo'o,n,, 1'96 US 9;

v. S!,iie ef A 'rt'5., Pr,96-5I1, AIR 1909 And!, Pra 292, 299; Erp,c,-ss 3s'c-57O;'CIS Lit. V.

1959 SCR 12 AIR 1553 SC 378, 629; Jc,.'e,, 2,ati96' Co. (Pricete), Ltd. v.51,1! !Ia:Jeer Li! 5,, AIR 1997 SC 691
(1967)1 SC) 169; Lueksc;o O.fki.ls' C6-cper.;tav H,',,s:ii5' Societies v. Reis1i;e of Co-opc,c,lire L'cic!ies, AIR !9(,7 All
399; See iieb.;sur Tep!i AL/Is, LIt. v. Stile ,'f ALP., AIR 1962 9ia2h Ira 225 1961 LI 1011; sc,' ,Aso !V,nee,'y Jute
''es Co., Ltd. ;'. tlas,',e,,d & Co. Silo (Peicate), Ltd. AIR 1963 SC 90, is here it was ill that the e-bsane!,ens of
Ore Si,pre,i;e Court in AIR 1954 SC 728 could not be read as FlusatiN big the p resist,, plici; is Ii) the 0055!, sties,., lily
of a steIn!,'; Slip I sh,,,, Q,, ,l;j V. Dcr,'et,' r of	 ',E,tnaits,, u_ p.. 1978 AtR 70; Hal,&s,lIals v. Cliii!;;,,, A ';i,,.i,t 1919 Ker LI
31(1; Pit,; LAd;,,,, Del,,,,,, v. S R. Ten,iolkar, AIR 1958 SC 538.
Ge;'a! Local,, ;'. Stile of Mi'., 1979 Jab 1J 632.
Vide Atehs.;,,a Mssieipi!ily ;'. Slate of Cnpsit, (1995)1 CLII 487 (Cd).
CI;.;m;jit ci V. 1/nd's ,'f Trill.,, AIR 1951 SC 41; .',fol,d. HasifQr;rcsl,i v. Stile of Filoir, AIR 1955 SC 731 : 1959 SCR
629; At-dill Keen Tl,aiur v. Stole, 1963 Kash Lj 296 (05); Dde6,,,, 0s'oioy.;in i z N,i,,itc,s,i,I v.61,10 sf Local.;, (1956)2
KLT 925.
T1:.i,i 5 ,a v. H.i,i,i,',,,,,; Link, LI,!, AIR 1953 Mid 403, 468 (lOamarwami, j.); Gopa!a K,i'i;,i,ic,s.; ;'. Slate ;;fAiidli,os
Pnides!;, A IR 1959 A,i,th !'ra 292, 299 (Chandra Rest;tv, etf!c!ati;ig, C l . ); Slate of AIa,il;y.s P,a;tesh v. L'adabhey, etc.
Colliery Co., LId., (1971)1 SCC 295, 307 (Sl;e!at, ).) : Literal meaning would invalidate the ;rel;!icalioe; Tutu
Eiçi,se,oig ,i,,d Loe,',,,olire Ceu;.uiiy LI,!. ;'. Stale of Itthur, (1979(27 BUJR 592, 1979 Pal 1.114 359.
246 U.S. 152, 157.
153 U.S. 609, I'21.
Me/id. ILsi;fQnre;l,i ;'. State of!Iili;ir, AIR 195S SC 731: 1959 SCR 629; 1,, cc Kerala tl,turatio,t Bill, AIR 1958 SC
956, 972; Enpeess Newspapers, Lid. V. Dole,, of india, 1959 SCR 12; AIR 1953 SC 578, 623; Ce,'n!a Kr;st,,,oc, a V. State
s'fA,u,!Ii,u Pni.!esl;, AIR 1959 AndI; t'ra 292, 299; 'let! Des v. 52/u, AIR 1953 SC 912,967; R.c,n lels';,;a L'a,',uiia V.
Te,u,to5air, 19593CR 274, 297; S,,k!,,lea S6ul; V. 11,9,,,, TerrjIor, Clin,idi6 ,;rl;, AIR 1937 P & It 5 : (19S6)90 Ito;;; LR
109 : ILR (198(,)2 'T Ii 231 (1996(2 Ct,an,j LR (Cu) MS :(19S(,)2 Roe Cr! 14 261 ; (1956)13 Cii Li' 13 ; (1951)2
Cur U) (Civ A Cii) 497 (FIt).
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depends on the legislative competency irrespective of the intention which leads to its
enactments. Hence that construction has to be preferred which would make the provisions in an
Act intro z'ires the Legislature which passed it.i Judicial salvage of a statutory provision by
limiting the semantic sweep of the expressions used and tailoring it to the constitutional
requirements, if that is possible without a re-writing of the provisions, is a sound practice
honoured and adopted by eminent lodges. It is well accepted that the mode of construction of an
Act which used wide words as %N ill bring it within constitutional limits should be preferred.' It
is a sound principle of construction that Acts of a sovereign Legislature, and indeed of
subordinate Legislatures, such as -I authority, should, it possibl y receive such an
interpretation as will make them operative and not inoperative.'

The presumption of constitutionality recognised by courts arises only when it is otherwise
not possible to come to a satisfactory conclusion as to the constitutionality of a statute. If we
consider that presumption as a 'China Wall, then the sanctity of the constitutional provisions
would vanish. Such a view is bound to incite the Centre and the States to trespass on each
others fields. Presumption are relevant only when more than one reasonable conclusion is
possible.'

If the language of an enactment is nrr;i'igttetta and on one construction it svould be within the
powers of the Legislature, the Courts will construe ambiguous expression in such a manner as to
maintain the validifg of the statute if the language will reasonably bear such interpretation.'

It is well settled that if certain provisions of law construed in one say would make them
consistent with the Constitution, and another interpretation would render them
unconstitutional, the Court would lean in favour of the former construction!

The Act should he so read as to prevent it from being exposed to the vice of
unconstitutionality.'

Ger i rvf corner	 Sn',, TacO/lice,, S ,n,t,',aL'ed, AIR 1955 SC 863,843.
\trtrr Ccpa! v. Lae/,o,id:rs, AIR 1946 Cat 922, 324; CrIers Ba,i v. Stab' of West Ben 5'r!, AIR 1954 Cot 246; Stile v.
R:rtsrr!.li, AIR 1956 Ajrrser 52; Rsssr'nx'ulii v. State of Iteurt,ay, AIR 1951 Boor 210, 217, per Cha5tu, Cl. "However
repugnant any legislation may he 10 the conception which the Court has, of what is right or sn rang and however
d 0551w pros noes of such Iegstaticar ens, be, if it does 001, in fact, contravene any of the articles of the
Constitution which It doss's fundamental rights, then it would be the duly of the court to uphold such
legislation ; Tate Engineerlir ,c arid Loco,00trrs' Co. LIst, v. State of Bihar, (1979)27 BLIR 502 (DO) 1979 Pal LJR 39S;
ts'azsrrcherrdra A. Skit, N. Mofrs,r Na0'ar Pr ch.i5at. (1977)I8 Guj LR 762 (05).
/stakkrr bto:el her's Clri!dern s'. Ata,rslrapara AIR 1972 Ker 27,33 (V.K. Krishna Iyer, 1 .); we also New York V. 0' Neill,
3 1. Fd 2d 555, 559 US I (Frankfurter, I . ). Na:iuchar,Jra A 51cC, v. 7s tO .rc, began Pa,:ct,ryot, (197qI8 Cu) I.R 762
(DE).
0 'Etude,, s. Pc:tL'r, 1 CLR 91, 119; Federated Enir;c Driver's and Threrue,, 'a Association of A,,str.itasi.a v. Adelaide C/,e,r,ira/
and Fertilizer Co. Ltd., 28 CLR 1,14; b'a;'irrrhar,dna A. Strati v. ,rlr'tasa ls'agan Parrrhayrl, (1977)18 Cu) LR 762 IDE).
N'a:anettr v. Gift Tax Of'icr'n, AIR 1962 1%1) s, 269. 274 (Hedge, J.).
Drrr,0a Pats/rid v, Cnstotja,,, E:uc,,c' Property, AIR 1960 Punj 341, 344 (FBI. There is  rote of presumplion against
absurdity which must he applied In the construction of statues; Br,,h,uarrari:ti Reddy to. Me,,,l'ers, Ejection Tribunal,
Hyderabad, (1963)2 Andh LU 133; (1963)2 Aedh WR 257.
Ke:f,in Neth v. Slate of ft,trar, AIR 1962 Sc 933, 969; Rain Krit S;rigti v. State of Bihar, (1979)27 BLJR 264 (59); Rayala
Corporation (i') Ltd. v. Director of Enforcement, AIR 1970 SC 494; State of Raiasttian V. Meo'an S,, — Mills Ltd., AIR
1969 Sc SSO; Alarra ,ç:'rrner,t of Afraure I,rssra,ice Co. Ltd. v. Grrnndas,,ra!, AIR 1970 SC 1126; Ta Pit ray Shicdatnai V.

State of Grr;arat, AIR 1970 Sc 113; (iris/run Coconut Co. s'. East Codaz , ari Coconut, AIR 1967 Sc 973; Ashok Kruuran
Ghost, v. Union of Info. 1909 BLlt9 300; All Sah:Is H/ifn School v. Gout. of A P., AIR 1980 SC 1042, Union of irrdO v.
Tutsira,n U'atet, AIR 19S5 SC 1416
Yudt,is,'rtin to. Ashok Kumar, (1967)1 SCC 204; (Since a liberal irterpre Dijon is likely to expose it to successful
challenge on the basis of Article 14, 001 adopted), Winifred  Ross to. t;'y Foresee,i, AltO 1951 SC 435: (19S4)1 SCC
263 ; (1964)1 Reel CR 117 (1964)1 ARC 259; (1954)86 Born LR 173 193 .1 Her Rent R 206: (1984)1 Rent LR 413:
ll9S4tl Beer, LR 365; 1934 Ntah LI 411 ; 1984 Mah LR 343 : (1964)2 Rent LR 23:1951 tslPRCl 107: 1954 U) (SC) SOD
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A statutory rule may be read down in order to upheld its constitutionality
An y power granted by the Constitution for a specific purpose should be construed liberally

so that the object for which the power is granted is effectively achieved.2
A contract has to be construed so as to make it valid, the terms of the lease have to be

understood in a reasonable manner so as to make the ease arrangement s alid-1
Courts must find out the literal meaning of the expression in the task of constructIon. In

doing so if the expressions are ambiguous then the construction that fulfils the object of the
legislation roust provide the key to the meaning.' Lacuna argument lost-Too much is being read
into too little for no more laudable purpose.5

fhe construction which lead to unconstitutionality' or a construction that results in validity
rather than invalidity' must be avoided. Where two reasonable constructions are possible one
which does not infringe fundamental rights,' or the one which would make the law hdr.i riles'
or is consistent with constitutionality," or the one which validates the statute and shortens
litigation" or which sustains the validity of the provision of law" should be preferred.

The rule applies to enactments of Colonial and State Legislatures. It would be presumed
that the Legislature did not intend to enact anything beyond its competent territorial limits,"
and to treat the Act as limited to such subjects as would be within the power of the
Legislature." A State Act should similarly he so construed as not to make it inconsistent with
the Constitution.' In determining the constitutional validity of measure or a provision therein,
regard must he had to the real effect and impact theree. I on the fundamental right." In order to
decide whether a statute is be yond the competence of the State Legislature, the rules framed
under the Act can well be called in aid for the purpose of understanding the scheme and purpose
of legislation."

The rule is equally applicable to by-laws." In Richaids v. A tferi;ey Crtnenil efJi ,,,,iiCa,

the Priv y Council, dealing with a statutory rule, said 'These nerds, no doubt, are very large

1. A. K. Pa/cl 5'. AII.i:.t M,,,,i:pality. 1954(1) Go) t.R 63 (Go)); Sal/c/co SOigh s'. 1./sic,, Tc,ritsa,, AIR 1957 PH 5

199/i Cr LI 1957 (1903)96 PU,9 ER 159 tLR (19Ss)2 1' 0 H 231 (1°S3/2 CI,an,t ER /Cril 348: (1966)2 R,c Cr /l 254

(1966(13 Cr LT 43 (FS).

2. Kwi/:.:y.i Lot Onur v. R. K. Tr,oc/i, AIR 1936 SC ttt.

3. A. K. T!,.::ço)oni v. GPO. .',I.,.t,,,.,j, AIR 1985 Mod 104.

4. H. S/:i,i 6.:,, s. Cmi., Pc,c:'o, )19S7)I SCC 253 AIR 1957 S.C. 219.

5. MC. i/ag/i v. 1 , 9 E:gic.'ci':g Works Ltd.. (19S7)1 5CC 542.

6. OGle cfKcroli v. .31 K. RoOts,,,, .'SaO, (1978)1 3CC 552 )571).

7. Kri,,',,:,i C,'ce,:,,l Co. V. Eel Ge,iazsri Coceout, AIR 1967 SC 973.

8. T,Ik.:y:,t Sri Ge:ii:dlo.'ji v. S1.,/e oft(ajaaiki,, AIR 1963 SC 1635.

9. john 'li/I v. Di,ccio, of Ca000!id,,I(o,,, AIR 1967 SC 1563.

10. Slots' of All'. s'. C/ia/al/ui Jc/!,olchai, (1972)1 SC\VR 169.

II.	 B. Boi:cijce v.9,,,t. A,,ilo P.,',, (1975)1 SCC 166.

12.	 51,/c cj7st P. v. D.,d.:!:/,oy's.','c:,' C!,iri,siri Pour, 11111 Colliery Co. (P.) LI,L, (1972)1 5CC 293.

13.,',lacicoi's case, 1691 AC 453; Hess's v. Onlario I'ower Co. of NOga,o Falls, (1905)36 SCR 596; In re Ce tIiodu

Women's Rig/Os IC Property Act (Opinion), 1941 FCR 12, 27; DeoPal 1/of v. SI,,l,', Al/k 1991 All 718.

1.1.	 .hladco,f's case, 1891 AC 155; see also jss,,'ou,tringI, s'. Mc,,,I'000 of Ihc Tr,l:,,,ols, AIR 1957 Børn 182, 185.

15. 17a,Sco sod Jo,,'o e. 51,1,' 'f /\'cstcr Ansi ral in, 2 CLR 29, 43.

16. hire Kerala Edecolie,, 8,/I, AIR 1958 SC 956, 981; Roal:i, j /olo,,a,I V. M:iicipa! L1,',,o.I, Con,,,,, 1930 SCR 566,571;

?.Io!:d, Yoaj,i s'. T:,,, Area Cc,,,,,:Stee, J,iIoIaI':i:f, 1952 SCR 572, 577; 5I:ilc of B,',,,/c:',, v. Po,oluy ECocatio,, Sccicli/,

(1955)1 SCR 568.

17. Ala:., I/amz Budhi,, v. Stoic of SOar, AIR 1932 Pat 359 : iLR 31 '.1 493 (513).

18. R. v. SaIlOr's Co., 10 NEC 404, 463; Wilson Shire Co,,u:nI v. llo:icy, 4 CLII 977, 9S3.

19. 6 Moo PC 3S1, 393; see a/se .'stcCoicley s'. Loog, 26 CER 9,67-S.
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but as they are made under the power of the Act, and to provide for rases mentioned in the Act,
we must look to the Act itself in order to construe them.'

As a matter of fact, it is cardinal rule of English law applicable to all documents. The
observations of Brougham, L.C., in Lan gston v. Larigstori, l deserve particular notice in this
context : 'There are two modes of reading an instrument where the one destroys and the other
preserves, it is the rule of law, and of equity, following the law in this respect (for it is a rule of
commonsense.......) that you should rather lean towards that construction which preserves, than
towards that which destroys. Ut rca magic talent qunin pereat is a rule of common law and
comrrtonsense

'
and much the same principle ought surely to be adopted where the question is, not

between two rival constructions of the same words appearing in the some instrument, but where
the question is n so ready an instrument as that as that you may either take it verbally and
literally, as it is, or with a somewhat large and more liberal construction, and by so supplying
words as to read it in the way in which you have every reason to believe that the maker of it
intended it should stand; and thus again, according to the rule ut res magic z'nleal quasi perent,

to supply, if ) , oil safely and easil y do it, that which he per incttkian, omitted, and that
which instead of destroying preserves the instrument; which instead of putting an end to the
instrument and defeating the intention of the maker of it, tends, rather to keep alive and
continue and give effect to that intention." There is a general presumption that a Legislature
does not intend to exceed its jurisdiction.' FazI Ali, J . , in C/tirnpjilal v. Union of India,' observed

"It is the accepted doctrine of the American Courts, which I consider to he well founded on
principle, that the presumption is always in favour of the constitutionalit y of an enactment,
and the burden is upon him who attacks it to show that there has been a clear transgression of
the constitutional principles. It is useful to refer to the decision of the Supreme Court in C.S.T.,
All'. v. Fit .litakriIt tin,' and it was held

(i) In considering the validity of a statute, presumption is in favour of its
constitutionality and the burden to prove it ultra circa is on one who so claims. For
sustaining the presunption of validity, the Court may consider matters of common
knowledge.

NO It must always be presumed that the legislature understands the need, of its own
people and that the discrimination, if any, is based on adequate grounds.

The true rule has been stated by Stone, J . , in Hardware, etc. v. Glidden & Co.' A statute

deal itg ni t/t a an L'ject will, in fil e scepe of the legis lot ire power is pres u mablyniably constitutional.'

It is settled law that if any interpretation is possible which will save an Act from the attack of
unconstitutionality, that interpretation should always be accepted in preference to an
alternative interpretation that might also be possible, under which the statute would be void.
But it is not for the court to put an unnatural and forced meaning oil words that have been
used by the Leislature in the search for interpretation to save the statutory provisions, or to

(1834)2 Cl & F 194 alp. 243.
L),scd,,t R.,i v. Slit', AIR 1951 718; In re t he Hindu Women's Rights In Property Art (Opinion), 1941 FCR 12, 27,
uliu/uting hIoso,'II or Js5'r,'',,'l,5i''t of Sl,!ulcs, (8th Ed. at p. 126) tin'.': 11th Ed., i,,. 13S, 143; Ih;.aus s.
I'ocs'r Co. of R'u,ç,o., lot!,, (19115)36 SCR 596; BcrIuasj'sr Ta;'ti Stills, Ltd v. Stole of SIt'., AIR 1962 51,06 Pr, 225;
Stile of tih.,r s'. that. C!:.,rusila L',ni, AIR 1959 SC 1002.
1930 SCR 549,829,; sc also S/:cr Suili v. State of Rijsathet, AIR 1951 Rij 65.

(1979)2 5CC 219; cc: also Josh! v. Ajit Mills, AIR 1977 sc 2279; Ishcel.,s N. Sl.u1,, AIR 1975 Pen) 29 and S. Attic
5. Slit,'. AIR 19771 & 124

?0.I US 151, 1557(1 10211,219.
Ala,, s	 P,s't'i,' ()'5 2 .1 L Ed 77.
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read a policy, which is not there morel)' because a policy could have been given.'

A Court usually starts with the presumption in favour of the constitutionalit y of a statute,
and it is its duty to uphold it, if it be possible, without doing violence to the meaning f the
words used in it, to bring it into harmony with any of, the provisions of the Constitution.'
Although the Court will often strain to construe leg

i
slation so as to save it from constitutional

attack, it must not and will not carry this to the point of perverting the purpose of a statute.'
A reasonable doubt as to the validity of an Act must be solved in favour of the legislative

action and the act sustained. The third amendment of the Hyderabad General Sales Tax Act
made in 1952 cannot be held as colourable, as it is covered by itens 54 of List II, and was passed
earlier than the Essential Goods (Declaration and Regulation of Tax on Sale and Purchase) Act
of 1952 end is not covered by law as used in Article 286.

Where the validity of a statute is impugned on the ground that its provisions contravene
fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution and two constructions are possible as to the
meaning and intention of the Legislature, the Court should adopt that construction which
upholds the validity.'

The same rule applies to the conslructiorc of a section of an enactment. Where two
constructions of a section are possible, one of them leaning ilI favour of its constitutionality and
the otller against it, the former should be adopted.'

011CC a citizen shows that the impugned statute invades either his individual fundamental
right, or the right of freedom of trade, the pii'srlillptiOil has worked itself out and the Onus
Shifts to t i le State to show that tile invasion ,lmounts to i restriction or it is ill the interests of
the general public.'

In the Supreme Cow t in man" cases afyidaz its were allowed to be given to show the
m000is for ihe enactment of a law, the circumstances in which it was concerned and the evils it
was to cure.'

Ihere 5 always the pwsunlption againt the interference by the Legislature with the
libert y of the subject, and if a particular statute is found to be ambiguous and susceptible of two

one leading to tile invasion of the liberty of tile subject and the other not, the latter
has to be preferred.' The benefit of doubt must always go to the poison on whose liberty all
ill:0,ld has been made w ithout trial:''

It is true tilat the presumption is in favour of the constitutionality of a legislative
enactment and it has to he presumed that a legislature understands and correctly appreciates
the needs of its own people. But Ivilon on the face of a statute there is no classification at all,
and no attempt has been made to select any ildn idual or group with reference to any
different i at i ng attribute peculiar to that individual or group and not posscssd by others, this

I .,\,;,,'3 if v. Cci1'a,,,Ih,ii of Ca/c,,if,, ,'.IR ISCU Cot 159, 1('2 il-B).
2.	 Li ic,! . Jbi5 .oi, 25 Pot 1033: AIR 1952 Pot 105.
I	 J;'esr I	 1'. Uw!otSii'cs, °(-7U5',3 (IA'd 212 7i]
4. 1-i, -i  0"., R.90 v.5 T. O(Sccr, AIR 1934 I-tO 5A, 32; 	 Co Jc.,i,i 2/h Roy v. ci,/' of i'i',o,, AIR 1933 Pot 105.
5. S,,c Cc; ;.of.13!ji 51oh,,,ij v. Stoic , f Rojo,iIcn, ,\Iil I",,l SC 1635.
6. Ii 'rev,, Ro,fI,u V. S/Sc cf tithar AIR 1992 Pit 95 ILlS 21 Pot 429 (FR).
7. kle'cui'.,' i To, Co. v. StoIc of A,o,, u (1954)5 S CR 975, 1002 (G.iciidrcgaUkor, I.).
S	 H,,-',3;'.t tjie',,i,L,,,a v. Uu,", of	 (1960)2 SCR 671, 555;	 ,, D,,I,uii v. Tc-sh '/i-cr, 1979 SCR 279; KOhl

1952 SCR 415; 5 ,fio,u v Si 1,' ,;f I ',I',;, (1559)2 SCR (Sopp) 516.
'.	 K;r,;rr v. 5 loic, LIt 12 Pit 55.
10,	 C,-l1'i9,'9;'I,,v, SI.;ic, AIR ISSIIS0K7.
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presumption is of little or no assistance to that state.'
In State of Bonthay v. 1-leman Sent/ill,' the Bombay High Court made a distinction

between a case where the law contravenes a fundamental right and the case where simply the
letter of ieee is challenged. It was held that the Court must always lean in favour of validity
of an Act rather than against it, except where a law is said to contravene a fundamental right,
ill case the Court will zealously scrutinize the provisions of the impugned Act and see
that no fundamental right is violated. Where the challenge is directed against the letter of
the law merely, the law being substantially in the interest of a large body of citizens, the Court
will try to uphold the law and not permit the letter of the law to defeat the objects of the
Legislature. It may sound technical, but in dealing with a statutory provision which imposes a
disqualification oil citizen it would he unreasonable to take merely a broad and general view
and ignore the essential points of distinction oil 	 ground that they are technical.'

It is, however, a very serious matter to hold that, where the intention of the statute is
clear, it shall be reduced to a nullity by the draftman's unskilfulness or ignorance of lair. it may
be necessary for a Court to come to such a conclusion, but nothing can justify it except necessit\ , or
the absolute intractability of the language used.' When ill is open to trio constructions you
may always, to use the words of Tindal, C.J., 'call in the ground and cause of making the
statute'.' If certain provisions of law construed in one way will he consistent with the
Constitution and if another interpretation would render them unconstitutional, the court would
lean in favour of the former construction,' and o'ss construing if necessary to keep it within
powers of Legislature, in a more limited sense, the generalit y of the language of the Act,
which, if read literall y , will appl y to matters beyond relevant legis l ative powers.'

The intention with which a provision of law is made is, however, not relevant of the
purpose of deciding if it is void, as infringing any provision in the Constitution. If it does
infringe, then whatever the intention may be, it is void,'

It ma y be noted that with the initial presumption in favour of the validit y of a statute,
investigations of the validity of a given statute or any part thereof should be limited to the
extent absolutely necessary for the disposal of the issue before the Court.'

It is a well-settled principle of interpretation that as long as an authority has power to do
a thing, it does not matter if it purports to do it by reference to a wrong provision of lair'." The
power to make law includes the incidental power to prevent its evasion.'' Goad fiaill; of a
legislation must also be presumed."

lIe,,, l'ra,r,l ,'c'aon1:r,, S,thi, v. Slit,' of LIilur, AIR 1953 sc 215 at p 220.

AIR 1552 Pam IC, :52 t3,'m LR 637.

[Ca,,, I',,.t,oai!, ,\ 1,7),, v. 2. liehei Singh, (I 9eI )2 SCR 41-0,477 lCai'at ragad ka r, /1
Surerl',','ra,' race, II C l & F 85; Ce,,t,aI LSsl,flc,j & Cia',,,,c.rl Woks v. 5!.,),' ,'f l.P., AIR 1500 All 156
tIll!,', i. 7!,,' C,',m,u',: ,'c',tllh, I CLR 1668, 1674, 1;" Griffith, C.3.).

IC L An','., v SLitc 0r lloir Po.,,&h, tioeio scrt 784, 797 (\Vencl,ca, J4; u.,' also [Oct.,, N,!!, S,e,l, N. Sl.6'c

04.r, 11652) iSeppi 2 SCR 7.9.
7.	 A!) 5,,),,!, l-f,	 Sc!,,,'! . CoO. ".(A P., AIR 1880 sc 1012; t198011 Se,,' LR 716: tt900)2 scc 478:(1901)2 SCJ 273

R C. l'e'rL',, v, S).t),' of SLiJhtJ:t I',,J',l,, AIR 1958 NIP 60: 19S7 Jab t.l 412:11987113 Reports 410:1987 StILl 491
(1)11)

6.	 (Mrs (A Cr,'cA,,,d v.55,!,' oft! 1'., AIR 1952 All 746: 1952 ALJ 293: 1932 .A!VR (tIC) 294.

'J.	 I, c Coiled Nlc'a,ca, AIR 1953 Mad 720.

Is.	 (jkc'j IOn,,,) kio,',.tA;w!	 S,,,r LIt. v. L!,r:,''r ,'fI,,)c,, AIR I959 tIe,,, tI ' S, 173 ( N'' ) ", 1.).
II.	 Cl,7,IO7,1.,i JOC.t'l:.i I',,!cl V. Sla y ,'f 5te,t7y. l',e,t:sN, 1472 NULl 919, 622 (Shiv D,% 1, I
12.	 17,,,,,,' mI Co r'. R,,,:u$:,,,,.tna, AIR 1967 Sled 57,69 115; lAna,,Ia,,,,r.,v,,,r,in, Ottg C.J.).
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(i) Exr'cnth'c action.—If any statutory provision or executive action does not contravene any

specific Article of the Constitution, Court should be reluctant to hold any such thing as
unconstitutional merely on the ground that it is violative of something so undefinable as the
spirit, especially in the light of the well-recognised principle that the person who assails the
constitutionality of any particular Act or order must carry the burden of showing how it is
vulnerable to attack, there being a presumption in favour of its constitutionality)

(ii) Sci'erabilittj.--A statute may he found invalid in some of its pails but valid in others;
it may be valid at one time and not another; it may be valid under one state of facts but not
another; it may be valid as to one class of persons and invalid as to others) Sutherland in the
Statutory Construct i on,' furnishes the following useful opinion in the presumptions as to
severability or inseverability of parts of a statute

"In commenting upon the independence of the parts of a statute, or upon the inducement
for the passage of an Act, it may be said that a presumption in favour of severability or
inseverability is justified. The most usable rule of presumption is that adopted by the
United States Supreme Court and followed in many 'Stales. As stated in l\'illiairia v.
Standard Oil Co. of Leirsiana' the effect of separability clause in an enactment is to replace
a presumption that the statute was meant to he indivisible by a presumption in favour of
separability. This latter presumption must be overcome by proof of considerations making
evident the inseparability of the statute,"

Crawford in his learned treatise on the Construction of Stat;st,'s' has summed up the law in
the following words

'Simply because a statute happens to be unconstitut i onal or invalid in part, does not
necessarily mean that the part which is not invalid must also fail, not even though the
statute he penal. It is only where the valid parts are so clearly dependent upon and
inseparably connected with the invalid parts that they cannot he separated without
defeating the object of the statute, that they too must fall with these parts which are
invalid. It is also well to remember that separability is not dependent upon whether the
various provisions are contained in the same section for the division of h statute into
sections is purely artificial: In determining separability the lest is whether the
Legislature had manifested an intention to deal with a part of the subject-matter covered,
irrespective of the rest of the subject-matter; if such an intention is manifest, the subject-
matter is separable. If the valid parts are complete in themselves and independent of the
invalid parts and capable of being executed according to the intention of the Legislature,
they must be sustained by the Court, notwithstanding partial invalidity. The invalid
parts, however, may be dropped only where the part which is retained is fully operative
as a law. And where the invalid and valid parts are inter-independent and essentially and
inseparably connected in substance, there is a strong presumption that the Legislature

I.	 Surya rwo v. Ga:'crs,ecst ci flaShes Pr,teh, ILR 1956 Andh Era 448.
2. 2LEd2d302,316.
3. (3rd Ed.) Art C 409.
4. 278 US 235:73 L Ed 257.
5. 1046 Ed. p. 215; qrie;et , ith approval in Sine v. I'!:ilipwc Ph ilip, A!R t904 IC 257 (Section 3 of the Public Safely

Measures Act, 1950, declared said as a whole). lOot see also Siissrma ChesS/sari v. Gu,iliir D. V. Co-opersslir'e Critical
Bank, (1906)2 AsidE LT 65 : (1966)2 Andli WR 392, a case under Cooperative Societies Act ''here the invalid
portion atone was strock down.
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would not have enacted one part without the other, and the entire statute will fall. A
similar result would occur where all the provisions of the Act are connected as parts of a
single scheme. In such a case if the main object and purpose is invalid, those provisions
which are incidental will also fall. But in any instance, the-e is a presumption that the
legislature intended for the statute or Act to be effective in its entirety, unless something in
the Act indicates to the contrary.

"In order to ascertain the intention of the Legislature the Court may examine the entire
statute, including the invalid as well as the valid portions and resort to the usual
principles of statutory construction. But where it is impossible to determine what part of a
statute was intended by the Legislature to he operative when certain of its provisions have
been held invalid, the whoI6 statute will fall."
It may be noted that the question of severability is material only if the enactment is in

some measure held to be ultra circa the Legislature. Where the problem can only he one of
conflict between the provisions of the local law and the provisions of a Central enactment, each
being juice sires the particular Legislature, it is unnecessary to invoke the rule of severability
to uphold the validity of the impugned Act.'

Mr. Robert L. Stern has also contributed a very instructive Article': Severability and
Separability Clauses in the Supreme Court (U.S.A.)" in 1937. Some extracts therefrom may he
found useful in this behalf

"Ihe problem of determining which portions of a partly invalid law ma y stand alone is
one of more than usual significance at the present time, when man y laws are being
challenged on constitutional grounds. Only if legislators are able to guess how the Courts
will act in exercising invalid parts of a statute can they proceed intelligently to enact laws
with any assurance that their work will net be completely nullified because ' if jsidicie 1
disapproval of any part of the statutory scheme. The attitude of the Supreme Court, the
final arbiter of the constitutionality of State and Federal legislation, is, of course, of prime
importance. The inquisitive legislator seeking light on this problem will find that the
Supreme Court, the State Courts, and secondary authorities will appear to agree that
invalictity of part of a law or of some of its applications will not affect the remainder (1) if
the valid portions or applications are capable of being given legal effect standing alone,
and (2) if the Legislature would have intended them to stand with the invalid provisions
stricken out.	 -

- "This rule seems fair enough, but ill-will fare the legislator who relies ott its exclusive
simplicity. For it has been embroidered by the Supreme Court with negative and positive
presumptions, and with conflictirg rules, some of which are applied in some cases and some
in 'others—usually without any explicit recognition that they conflict. Even when the
intention of the legislative body is set forth in a separability clause, there is no assurance
that the express will of the Legislature will be respected . ......

(ill) Formula tiott of the doctrine.—.. ....The first decision that the invalid parts of a law
might nullify the remainder was handed down' in 1954 by the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts in Warren v. Mayor of Charlestown) In his opinion in that case Chief Justice
Shaw declared that if constitutional and unconstitutional portions of a statute were so mutually

1. Itauk of Co,,,,nerre Lid, v, A,suiya R,ishoa Ban,, 1943 FCR 126, 11t.

2. 51 i!an'ad Law ttct'ieu', at pages 76, 12S.

3. 2 Gray 81,99 (Mass 1954).
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connected will-i and dependent on each other .....as to warrant a belief that the Legislature
intended them as a whole, and that, if all could not be carried into effect, the Legislature
would not pass the residue indcpeodently the entire statute must fall. 4 his doctrine, reiterated
and expanded in subsequent Massachusetts cases, soon came to be accepted b y other Courts as a
correct and reasonable statement of the tests by which the severabilit y of the provisions of a
statute was to he determined.......

--------Ti-ic Supreme Court, speaking through Mr. Justice Brandeis, in 1924 ...... said in
Doi'clui v. Knnsa5, 1 a statute had in part is not necessarily void in its entirety. I'roUisions
within the legislative power may stand if separable from the had. 1 But a provision
inherently unobjectionable, cannot be deemed separable unless it appears both that
standing alone, legal effect can be given to it and that the Legislature intended the
provision to stand, in rase others included in the Act and held bad should fall.

"During this early period, ti-ic Courts iveh very reluctant to invalidate an entire law 01-i

grounds of inseparability. Doubts ivere resolved in favour of the severance of legislation;
indeed, ina number of cases, in both State and Federal Courts, it was apparently assumed
that laws were intended to he sustained to the extent that they could pc'ssiblv be held
valid. Although the language of presumption was not employed, it is clear that the Courts
at that time presumed that laws were intended to be severable, rather than the
contrary........

In the first edition of Judge Cooley's famous treatise on Constitutional
Limitations, published in IShS, the author stated 'A Legislative Act mey he entirely
valid as to some classes of cases, and clearly void as to others....., in any such case, the
uncon:;titutional Ian' must operate as far as it can, and it will not be held invalid oilthe
ob j ection of a party whose interests are not affected by it in manner which the
Constitution forbids. If there are any exceptions to this rule, ti-ic>' must be of cases only
where it is evident, from a contemplation of the statute and of the purpose to be
accomplished by it, that it would not have been passed at all, except as an entirety, and
that the general purpose of the Legislature will be defeated if it shall he held valid, as to
some cases and void as to others."

"In 18751875 in United States v. Reese,' the Supreme Court first refused to apply these
principles to a statute containing language capable of both valid and invalid applications
oilthe ground that the Court lacked power to read words of limitation into a law in order to
sustain its valid applications. The decision has been followed in a number of cases, but
either disregarded or distinguished iii many more in which the Court has continued to
adhere to the principles approved by Judge Cooley. The conflict between these principles
and what may, for convenience, be described as the rule of the Reese case gives rise to the
problem of separable application."
(Ui) The problem of separable applicatioii.—"The problem of separable applications may

be treated either as a problem of separability or as one of statutory construction. When a Court
is confronted with eta t ulory language applying to situations both within and without
legislative power, the question of whether to sustain the valid applications of the law is very
similar to that of whether to sustain the constitutional provisions of a statute containing
invalid language. But the judicial technique to be applied is somewhat different, When

I. - b1924)7s1 US 286, 2s99O CCL. ra &sc, sS9.

	

2.	 ti,'8,',i Ce'S'6,' V. K'lic7y, 211 US .15, 5456; Ca,''7 V. Sci;h PODIa, 250 US 113, 121,

	

3,	 92 1j9 214.
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particular words of section of a statute are unconstitutional, a Court may exercise them from the
law in order to save the remainder. When statutory language is too broad, however, there is
nothing to be severed. The question before the Court in such a case is whether it should construe
the language employed as limited to its constitutional applications, in accordance with the
maxim that a statute should not be given an unconstitutional construction. But in dealing with
both situations the only standard for a court to follow in its judgment as to whether the
legislative body would intend the law to be given effect to whatever extent was
constitutionally possible.....

.......The elementary rule of construction that whore two interpretations of a statute are
in reason admissible, one of which creates a repugnancy, to the Constitution and the other
avoids such repugnancy, the one which makes the statute harmonize with the Constitution
must be adopted........

(-c) Difference between civil and criminal statutes.—'In several cases the court had
intimated that the true distinction may be between those statutes having penal consequences
and those having purely civil effects— that words of limitation cannot be read into the former,
since such statutes must be strictly construed. But the decisions do not square with the suggested
distinction. Both State and Federal criminal laws have had exceptions read into them in order
to save them in so far as they he constitutionally applied. And the converse rule that limiting
words may not be read into a law so as to save its constitutionality has been given effect in
dealing with civil as well as with criminal statutes. The criminal nature of the statute,
however, may not be dismissed without significance....... .lhe penal nature of the law
accordingly cannot explain all the decisions but it does help to explain the Court's attitude in
mans' of them. Examination of the opinions indicates that the Court suer' not have been as much
concerned with the problem of separability as with the inability of citizens to tell what acts
were prohibited, if the law were interpreted to have any other meaning than that of the words
used. The Court's aversion to indefinite penal statutes affords a more satisfactory basis for
these decisions than its invocation of peculiar principles of statutory construction or
separability not otherwise applied.

(vi) Difference between State and Federal eta tutes.—"The cases cannot he reconciled on the
ground that the Court applies one rule when dealing with Federal statutes and another when
determining the valid its' of State laws.....In Hatch v. Reaielom , 7 Mr. Justice I lolmes,
recognizing the logical difficulty in reconciling the authorities, pointed out that the reasoning
of Reese case and Cimilar decisiois had not seen extended to State tax cases.' Whatever the
reason, the decisions are clear, he stated, that the Court will not nullify a State tax statute
because of the invalidity of possible appli.cations of the law not before the Court,
notwithstanding the seeming logic of the position that it must do so, because if for any reason,
or against any class embraced, the law is unconstitutional, it is void as to all'. Mr. Justice
Holmes' statement would seem to apply as well to State regulatory laws as to State taxing
statutes, for despite the dicta already referred to, no case has been discovered in which the
Court has held a State law of any kind entirely invalid, because of the unconstitutionality of
some of its possible applications.

- "A reason for this method of treatment of State statutes is not hard to find. Whether or
not a State law should be interpreted so as to exclude unconstitutional applications is a
matter of statutory construction, and the duty of construing Stale statutes rests upon the

1. See B,,,Jii,,e'i,,,rta )t,ii, v't,,,;lxr Eh'ctia,i Tril'e,,eI, 1196212 Aedh PT 38.

2. (1907)201 US 152.
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State Court and net Federal. If a State law has been construed by the State Supreme Court,
the Federal Courts accept the State ruling. If the State Courts have not acted, the Federal
Courts may, when necessary to a decision, interpret the State law in the manner they deem
proper; but even the holding of the Supreme Court would not be binding on the State Courts
in subsequent cases, and accordingly the Court in some cases has preferred to await the
judgment of the State Supreme Court to construing the State law itself.rIn recent cases
appealed from the State Courts, the Supreme Court has adopted the technique of
remanding the case to the State Court for determination of the issue of separability........

"The broad basis of such decisions as the Reese case, the Trade Mark cases 5 and the
Etiiplotjer's Liability case, is the supposed inability of the Court to read word into a
statute in order to save it when the meaning of the language employed by the Legislature is
clear, regardless of actual legislative intention on the question of separability. Although in
some of these there are references to the penal nature of the statute and in others to the
intention of Congress, these factors cannot explain the entire line of decisions. In two
relatively recent opinions' there seems to have been assumption that there was a rule of
automatic application which made it incapable of writing saving language into a Federal
law, and the line of authorities, looked at as a whole, seems to justify the conclusion that
this is true ratio dec[ch'ndi, The 'writing in' of language, referred to in these opinions as
beyond the capacit y of the Court, is of course, only a figttrati:'e means of describing the
result of a restrictive interpretation of language already there. Whenever a Court construes
a lot,' in a manner not clearly demanded by the words used, the result can he described as
amending the law or Inserting new language in it. The Court apparently only refers to the
process of interpretation in this manner when it is not willing to depart from the literal
meaning of the statute, when it is willing, its action is described as giving effect to the
intention of the Legislature. The rule that the Court is unable to save statute b y Construction
in such cases would seem to has-c , nothing whatever to do with whether or not a law is
passed by Congress or by a State Legislature, if it is reasonable, it should apply to State
Jaws as well as to Federal.....
(vii) The Importance and meaning of legislative intention—Although the impression left

by the entice series of case; beginning with the Reese case is that intention of the Legislature
seas not the true rake decidendi and that the Court ha—in those cases—established a
positive rule of law, irrespective of Legislative intent, this analysis is subject to the hazards

T,,!Iss v. Lab,' La Y.l-V., RR 173 US 34S (1899); SteeLy v. Kansas, )1955)196 US 447; G,,tea'eo,t v. Ib'oeth CoveIi,u,
)I906)203 US 531, Schneider Create Co. v, Girt Rolt5j at Jri stwe,t co., (1917)243 US 288; L2,erht1 v. Kansas,
119211 US 286; Ale,-,'hea.t v. Tipalto, (1836)295 Us 587.
81. L,'ujt, S. IV Rs v. Ar,.sisas, (1914)235 Us 350; I'Iy';outls Cot) Co. V. Piasylratsia, (1914)232 US 536; Ole!, P,'ti'er
tad I i;hl Co. v. ['feel, (1932)286 Us 165.
too us 82, 93.
(1905)207 US 463 White, J., said in this 050 ,1L P . 501 ' Of course, if it can be lawfully done, our dut y is to construe
the statute sass to render it constitutional. But this does not imply, it the text of as Act is tinarrrhiguot,s, lint it nrey
be re-written to accompl i sh that purpose. Equally clear is it, generally speaking, that where a stasite contains
'sn-sons which are constitutional and others which are net, effect may be given to legal provisions by separating
heiri from the illegal. But this applies onl y to a case %% here the provisions are separable. and not dependent one

upon, the other, and does not support the contention that that which is indivisible may he divided. Moreover,
even ii, a case sv#ere legal provisions nsa)' be severed from these which are illegal, in order to sex e the rule, apples
only where it is plain that Congress wood liwe enacted the legislation W ith the a neonsti 0 iso.'.1 prOS'i'iorS
ellititiut ted.''
1,. C,,a-, isv; v 't,jyide,t, (1976)271 US 500; Creel) -. tle,ren (1932)255 US 22, 76,
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which necessarily accompany any attempt to read the Court's collective mind in a field of
conflicting decisions whore the opinions are not clear. In a number of cases in which the Court

has refused to limit i t Federal law to its constitutional applications, the Court has reinforced
its reasoning by reference to the Legislative intention. Some of the cases invalidating Federal
laws-might well have been decided oil ground that the Legislature would not have intended
the law to stand with its invalid application severed. Thus, Congress might not have enacted a
law forbidding racial discrimination in the granting of accommodations in inns, conveyances, or
theatres, for all persons within the jurisdiction of the United States if it had known that such a
law would be invalid in all the States and effective only in territories, the district of Columbia
and on the High Seas. The Court was not unreasonable in Trade Mark cases in assuming that
Congress might not have enacted an incomplete system of trade-mark regulation, restricted to
inter-State commerce, when it appeared that the Trade mark statute had been originally
enacted as an amendment to the laws regulating patents and copyrights, which are, of course,
completely national in scope and not limited by the commerce clause In that case the
application of the general principles for determining separability might have achieved the
same result without the benefit of the automatic rule of the Reese case.

"But the discussior oHsgislative intention in this line of authorities does not satisfactorily
explain the decisions reached, for it glosses over the difference between what the Legislature
intended when the law was passed and what it would have intended if it hart known that
certain applications of the statute were invalid. In the Reese case, as well as in several of the
others, the Court indicated that it could not construe the statute as limited to its constitutional
applications because it was not the intention of Congress thus to limit the operations of the Act.
The same thing could be said of most cases of separability; if the fact that the Legislature
originally intended both valid and invalid portions or applications of statutes to he effectix e
prevented severance, most laws invalid in part would be totally void. The test for severahhty
clearly must he whether the Legislature would have intended the valid parts or applications
of a statute to stand if it had known when the law was enacted of the invalidit y of the
remainder; or more accurately since presumably the legislative body Wouldnot have enacted
the statute in a form known to he invalid, would it have passed the law at all with the
constitutional defects removed. The test would seen-i to have been properl y described in the

E,iipleyer's Liability cases, and to have been properly applied in the recent case of UecIi v.

United States.'

'Difficult problems of statutory conruction generally arise because the Legislature
has not thought Of the particular situation which has come before the Court, and
accordingly had no real intention as to how the law should be construed icitli respect to it.
Under such circumstances, when the Legislature was not aware of the particular problem,

 searching for legislative intention must try to discover what the Legislature ivould
have intended if the particular situation had been brought to its attention. Where the
disturbing situation is the partial invalidity of certain applications of the law, the same
standards should be accepted. Where the Legislature has definitely stated its intention as
to how the Act should be construed under such circumstances, as in a separabilit y clause,
this express intention should control. Where the legislative intention is not knoivn, the
Court must conjecture as to what the Legislature would have done if it had known of the
partial invalidity not as to what its intention was with respect to a problem it knew
nothing about.....

1.	 119311202 US 571,	 ii ': ' r v. ThI, Cv! C', 1935125 US 233. 313.
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'In Robert Dollar CO. v. Canadian Car and Foundrt1 Co. the Court accepting the rule
from Judge Cooley on pages 81-82, sttpra, stated : 'We think that the same rule (the rule
governing the separability of two sections of a statute) in principle is applicable where a
single section of a statute attempts or purports to cover two entirely distinct and separable
classes of cases, one properly and the other improperly, and that it may he upheld as to the
class which constitutionally may be thus covered, even though condemned as to the other'.
The use of the ordinary principles of separability in dealing with statutes of partially
invalid application is therefore entirely feasible. The Courts should determine whether
alid applications of a law can be given legal effect by themselves, and if so, whether the

Legislature would have intended them to survive if it hitd knesr'n of the invalidity of the
remainder. A statutory declaration of legislative intention in a separability clause should
be deetised controlling. When neither the statute itself nor its legislative history afford
any clue to the intention of the legislative body, the Court should look to the polic y sought
to he effectuated by the statute and decide whether that policy will he more nearly
attained by partial application or complete nullification of the law. The same test should
be employed in dealing with all statutes; the Court should not segregate an undefined class
of Federal laws and apply more stringent rules of them. The separability of the various
applications of State laws should he left for the State Courts to decide, but the policy
Which the Court seems to follow in dealing with such statutes should be made explicit, such
a judicial approach would be clearly preferable to the one presently prevailing, which
enables the Court to select arbitrarily and without satisfactory explanation from
conveniently conflicting formulae the one which it wishes to use in particular case...........

(viii) The trend of recent decisions and the separability clause—"The trend of recent
decisions indicates that the Supreme Court no longer looks with favour upon the rule of the
Reese and Ettiployero' Liability cases .... i'Although the Entplot1 'rs' Liability cases, cannot as

oyet be treated as verruled, even sub-silentto, it is reasonably clear that the Court in Virginian
case,' did not regard the views of the majority in those cases with approval......But the recent
decisions do justify some hope that the use of the automatically destructive principles of the
Reese case will decline and disappear. The separability clause permits this result to he
achieved without overruling the earlier authorities. None of the statutes held totally void
because of the invalidity of some of their possible applications contained a separability clause.
All the statutes containing separability clauses with respect to which the question has been
raised have been held valid in so far as constitutionality applied. The Court might well follow
the precedent, established in Croutisell v. Benson,, where a separability clause was

I	 220NYat275,115NEat713p91
2. See in this behalf Associated Press v. National Labour Relations Board, (1937)301 US 103- National Labour RelationsBoard v. Jorr,'s and Laughin Sleet Corporation, (1937)301 05 103 "But we are net at liberty to deny effect to the

specific provisions, which Congress has constitutional power to enact, by superimposing upon them inferences
from general legislative declarations of an ambiguous character, even if found in the same statute. The cardinalprinciple of statutory construction is to save and not destroy. We have repeatedly held that as between two
possible interpretations of a statute b y one of ''hich it iverild be unconstitutionat and by the other valid, our plain
dirty is to adopt that which will save the Act. Even to avoid a serious doubt the rule is the same. Fe,lcr.rl TriteCorriritiss,o i ;,'r v. Arrrcrican Tobacco Co., 26-1 US 293, 307; Panama B. Cu, v. Johnson, 264 US 373, 390; Atise,rri Prrc 1rr B.
CO. V. Boone, 270 US 466, 472; Ble;fyets V. Holden, 275 US itS, 149; Riclrmsorri Screw Anchor Co. V. U,itle,f States, 275 US331, 3-16.

t.	 3000S515.
(1932285 US 22, 76.
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considered, and hold that en express statutory provision that the valid applications of the Ian'
be given effect is conclusive evidence of the intention of Congress and binding upon the Court......

(ix) The separability c!ause.—"That the philosophies of the, individual judges affect
decisions on separability should not occasion surplice in view of the fact that such questions
invariably arise in connection with problems of substantive co.wtitutionality. The vital
difference between the two kinds of problems, however, would seem to warrant an entirely
different legislative attitude towards judicial freedom from restraint in deciding them. The
legislative bod y cannot, in advance of judicial action, remedy substantive constitutional defects
in statutes. Only after an unfavourable decision can it he determined whether and how a law
should he modified to meet constitutional objections, whether it must he abandoned because of
the basic lack of legislative power over the subject-matter, or whether other action should he
taken. But separability, as the Courts have frequently reiterated, depends ultimately upon
legislative intention. The Legislature always has the constitutional power to re-enact the
valid provisions of law which was nullified en grounds of inseparability.'

The decisions make it plain that whether or not a particular statute may he severed is a
question of statutory construction. In determining such matters, the Courts search for the
intention of the Legislature. If this intention is clearly expressed in the law, the judicial
determination must he controlled by it. The basic power of legislative bodies to make the lao,'
necessal ily carries with it the power to decide, on the first instance, what the law means. Only
when there is doubt are the Courts called upon to intervene. These principles would scein
applicable to questions of separability as much as to other questions of statutory construction.
The idea of legislative control of judicial decisions on separability is, of course, not a new one.
The de\ ice of the separability clause is nov familiar. Such clauses first began to come before
the Courts about 1910.....The standard separahiitc' clause at the present time generally reads
as follows ,: If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to any person or
circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of the Act, and the application of such provisions
to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected thereb y. .. ......... In the Supreme Court,
the separability clause was given effect in the Ol,ie tax cascs, 1 the first case in which such a
clause appears to have come before the Court, but the same result undoubtedly would have been
reached without it ..... ..Such a provision was said to provide a rule of construction which may
sometimes aid iii determining that (legislative) intent. But it is an aid merely; not an
inexorable command ............

(x) The presumptions of divisibility and iiidiz'isibility.—Subsequently in lVilliin;s
Standard Oil Co. , Mr. Justice Sutherland sought to formulate a more definite principle out of
the general language of the Dercliy case, to establish a rule which would decide for the future
how much—or how little—of an aid the separability clause would be permitted to be. Citing a
direct, authority only a New Jersey case' be stated : 'In the absence of such a legislative
declaration, the presumption is that the Legislature intends an Act to be effective as an
entirety ...... Tile effect of the statutory declaration is to create in the place of the presumption
just stated the opposite one of separability. That is to say, we begin, in the light of the
declaration, with the presumption that the Legislature intended the Act to be divisible; and
the presumption must be overcome by considerations which make evident the inseparability of
its provisions or the clear probability that the invalid part being eliminated the Legislature

1. (1914)232 US 576.

2. 119291278 US 235.

3. (1929)278 US at 241-42.
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would net have been satisfied with what remains'. These presumptions of divisibilityor
indivisibility, aVfirst referred to ,only in Mr. Justice Sutherlands opinions have come to be
accepted b y the entire Court' ... .... It is significant, howevet, that tlis iresuniptinns have only
been availed of by the Court in construing statutes Containing a saparability clause. Thus the
COLIrI h,-,s only been called upon to apply the presumption of divisibility. only after the
separability clause had become a customary tegidative device were the presumptions first
discovered and applied... One consequence the presumption invoiced in Willuinis V. Standard
Oil Co., has been that the Court now applies the same rule to a Statute with a separability
clause that it had originally used in determining the separability of statutes lacking such
provisions. Where formerly there had been a presumption of separability without any specific
statement by the legislature, now a clause is necessary; and conversely a statut' svith a
separability clause now is no better off than statutes formerly were without one. The second
consequence of the Courts new rule may in time become more important. If the Court strictly
applies the presumption of indivisibility to statutes not containing separability clauses the
mortal;tv of such statutes will he greatly increased; the test applied to them will be much
stringent than that in effect before 1929 and the chance of survival for the valid parts of such
laws %N ill be rori-espondin g ly less. This result logically must follow from the recently repeated
Supreme uCort prnuooncements that there is a presumption of indivisibility........

(xi) Tests of scz ' &'rabilifp.—In determining whether the valid parts of a statute are
separable from the invalid parts, it is the intention of the legislature that is the determining
factor. One test is whether the Legislature would have enacted the valid part if it had known
that the rest of statute was invalid. The second test is that if the valid and invalid parts of a
statute are independent and do not form part of a scheme but what is left after omitting the
invalid Po r tion is so thin and truncated as to he in substance different from what it was when it
emerged out of the Legislature, then also it will he rejected in its entirety.

Rules of construction laid down b y American courts were summarised by Vekatarama Aiyar,
J . in 2 M. 0. ChtnarL;ntyri'tlt v. Union of InfO' as under

1. In determining whether the valid parts of a statute are separable from the invalid
parts thereof, it is the intention of the Legislature that is the determining factor. The
test to be applied is whether the Legislature would have enacted the valid part if it
had known that the rest of the statute was invalid.

2. If the valid and invalid provisions are so inextricably mixed up that they cannot be
separated from one another, then the invalidity of a portion must result in the
invalidity of the Act in its entirety. On the other band, if they are so distinct and
separate that after striking out what is invalid, what remains is in itself a complete
rode independent of the rest, then it will he upheld notwithstanding that the rest
has become unenforceable.

3. Even when the provisions which are valid are distinct and separate from those
which are invalid, if they all form part of a single scheme which is intended to be

tOO P".ro a,,! Li.!:t Co. v. FOal, (1932)286 US 165; Cotro V. C,ol,0 Cost Co., (1936)278 U5 238.
(192927s .15 235.

site,; A Gxth, Erc;s;n'e, Ltd. V. State of Punjab, AIR 1961 SC 26S, 2712; see also State of Bombay V. R. MO,
Ch.,,,xa-tux 1'ca,!a, 1937 SCR 930.

1957 SCtt 93e, 9302; an' also K 5. lyco v. Boo Cou,,cit, AIR 1961 Mad 390, 394 (Ramchandra tyer, C. J.); First two
a prl i ed it,'.,i:,O.ix.I 0 tLo,tSi., v. Union of 1,0, (1978)1 SCR 479, 505 lRae,as',vami, J . ) . Cf. Vacuno' 65,1

- Co. ISa Ltd v Q,,ee,,s,'rid, 51 CER 677,691-2 (Dixon, J.).
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operative as a whole, then also the invalidity of a part will result in the failure of
the whole.

4. Likewise, when the valid and invalid parts of a statute are independent and do not
form part of a scheme but what is left after omitting the invalid portion is so thin and
truncated as to be in substance different from what it was when it emerged out of the
Legislature, then also it will be rejected in its entirety.

S. The separability of the valid and invalid provisions of a statute does not depend on
whether the law is enacted in the same section or different sections; it is not the form,
but the substance of the matter that is material, and that has to be ascertained on an
examination of the Act as a whole and of the setting of the relevant provisions
therein.

6. If after the invalid portion is expunged from the statute what remains cannot be
enforced without making alterations and modifications therein, then the whole of it
must he struck down as void, as otherwise it will amount to judicial legislation.

7. In determining the legislative intent on the question of separability, it will he
legitimate to take into account the history of the legislation, its object, the title and
the preamble to it.

(xii) Failure to properly express subject-matter in title.---ln America the question of partial
invalidity of a statute for failure to properly express the subject-matter in the title has also
been raised in some cases. The general rule is stated in Colley's Constitutional Linjitati:',t se

under:
But if the title to the Act actually indicates, and the Act itself actually embraces two

distinct objects, when the Constitution sa ys it shall embrace, but one, the whole Act must be
treated as void, from the manifest impossibility in the Court choosing between the two, and
holding the Act valid as to the one and void as to the other."
It may be noted that the same general principles are applicable here as in those situations

where the partial invalidity results from other defects. If all the provisions contained in the
statute are so related and inseparably connected that the rejection of the invalid portion leaves
the law incomplete, unintelligible or incapable of being executed, the entire enactment will be
invalid. Conversely, if the valid provisions are idepemident and complete in themselves,
sensible and capable of being executed, they will be effective.

(xiii) Astraliau view.—The view in Australia is now stated. In King v. Berger, 2 it v, as

found that three of the four conditions of exemption from the tax were bad as discriminating
between States or parts of States. Chief Justice Griffith, delivering the opinion of himself, Mr.
Justice Barton And Mr. Justice O'Connor said : "It was suggested that any condition which is
obnoxious to the prohibition against discrimination may be rejected and the others enforced. But
this would he to make the incidence of the tax depend upon conditions different from those
prescribed by Parliament 'to make a new law, not to enforce the old one". Mr. Justice 1-liggins
observed in jun:bimniia Coal Mine v. Victorian Coal Mines' Association' : "It is urged that where
we find an enactment in general terms in one section, terms that may include something that
Parliament has no power to legislate about, the whole enactment is void. In my opinion, there
is no such rigid rule of law whenever Parliament transcends its powers in legislation, the Court

1. AIp.175.
2. 6 CLR 40, 80-SI.
3. 6 CCC 3:,'), 316, 318, 319.
1n 1—i 2
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has to determine, as in the c a se of any other agent exceeding its powers, whether the part mIre
p rcS is so bound up with the part ultra tires that it cannot be disentangled." His Lordship
proceeded further to observe : ''In the Massachusetts case of Couimonwea!tli v. 11i! clnngs, the
Court said as follows : The constitutional and the unconstitutional provisions may even be
contained in the same section, and yet be perfectly distinct and separable, so that the first may
stand, though the last fall. The point is not whether the y are contained in the same section, for
the distribution into sections is purely artificial; but whether they are essentially and
inseparably connected in substance. Again in Warren v. Charlcstowii,l the same Court said 'If
they (the parts) are so mutually connected with, dependent on each other, as conditions,
considerations, or compensations for each other, as to warrant ,s belief tliat the Legislature
intended them as a whole, and that, if all could not be carried into effect the Legislature would
not pass the residue independently, and some parts are unconstitutional, all the provisions
which are thus dependent, conditional or connected, must fall with them.' To prevent an
unconditional law from operating as far as it can, it must be evident (again to quote Colley, p.
250), from a contemplation of the Statute and of the purpose to be accomplished by it, that it
would not have been passed at all except as an entirety, and that the general purpose of the
Legislature will be defeated if it shall be held'valid as to some cases and void as to others." In
the same veer 0' Conner, J, delivering his opinion in A:,G. for N. S. IV. v. Brewery Employees'
Unien of N. S. IV.,' followed Black's Construction and Interpretation of Lass's,' lIZ., "In such
cases it is the duty of the Courts not to pronounce the whole statute unconstitutional, if that can
he avoided hut, rejecting the invalid portions, to give effect and operation to the valid portions.
The rule is, that if the invalid portions can be separated from the rest, and if, after their
excision, there remains a complete, intelligible, and valid statute, capable of being executed,
and conforming to the general purpose and intent of the Legislature, as shown in the Act, it will
not be adjudged unconstitutional, but sustained to that extent," In the undernoted case,' Isaacs, J.,
said 'If good and bad provisions are wrapped up in the same word or expression, the whole
must fail. Separation is them from the nature of the case impossible, and as it is imperative to
reject the had—and this can onl y he done by condemning the word or phrase which contains it--
the good must share the same fate," Griffith, C.J., opined in the same case' "I venture to think
that a safer test is whether the statute with the invalid portions omitted would be
substantially a different law as to the subject-matter dealt with by what remains from what it
neLild he with the omitted portions forming part of it," His Lordship the Chief Justice applied
the same test in Owners rf S. S. KalIliia v. IVilsein and held : .....it is clear that a statute which
dOals with all persons carrying on a trade on the same footing is substantially different law
from one which differentiates between them, which would be the effect of holding the Act in
question valid, but applicable to inter-State trade only. A conspicuous instance of the
differentiation which would be thus effected is afforded by the Queensland Coasting Trade."
Isaacs, J . , in the same case alter quoting his observations made in the Beofnietke,s' case,
observed "This follows a strong and consistent line of American authority such as the Trade
,'ilark cases' and United States v. lately.' But American authorities, though more prominently

1. 5 Cray (M,ms) 452 at
2. 2 Cny (Mass) St at p. 99.
3. 6 CLR -159 at p. 547.
4. 1 S9 tOt. at p.'16.

v. Caeu,o irir,i/ti Cu t .1 1 ' . ',-', ,art	 Oi;a,,; E', parts t,'livI'm;i'	 Co., It CLII t at p. 54.I'. At p. 27.
7.	 (191e)11 CLII 659, 697, 699; a',' .rI.o OSI,ose s'. JA' Ce,uii.'oi i;e5.tIih, 11911112 CLR 321, 359.
S.	 I0IUS82.

193 US 253.
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cited in connection with legislation are founded upon and in accordance with ti'ell-established
British principles and precedents. In R. v. Fevers/mm Fishermen's Co., Lord Kenyon, C.J.,
speaking of a by-law, said : 'Though a by-law may be good in part and had in part, yet it can be
so only where the two parts are entire and distinct from each other. In Bkickpocl Local Board

of Health v. Bennett,' Watson, B., which says : 'Although the old rule of law to be found in
Corn. Dig. By-law (C7), which says that a by-law had in part is bad in the whole, is qualified
to this extent that, if the good part is independent and unconnected with the had, the good Pert
would be valid and binding' and he cited R.-v. Fevers/tent Fishermen's Co. , So per Qusim, J . , in
Hall v. Nixon' "But it is also clear on the authorities that a by-law may be good in part and
bad in part, provided the parts are separable.' No distinction can be made in this respect
between a by-law and a statute, because, although. very different considerations apply in
determining the extent of the power granted, when it is given to a municipal corporation, or a
Parliament, yet once the limits of the power are ascertained the excess is as unlawful in the one
case as in the other and the partial validity of the act done must depend upon the same
principles. A valid corporation by-law is a law, and as Lord Abinger, C.B., said in Hopkins v.

Swansea Corporation,' it has same effect within its limits and with respect to the persons upon
s'lions it lawfully operates, as an Act of Parliament has upon the subjects at large." His
Lordship proceeded further to observe "The Privy Council seem to have taken the same view
in Macleod v. A. G. for New South ISa/es,' because the question turned on the meaning of one
word 'wheresoever'. If it were construed to mean 'wheresoever within New South iVales' it
would be i,ttra tires, and if 'wheresoever universally' it would be beyond the competency of the
local Parliament. And Lord Chancellor Haisbury uses the very largest words. Speaking of the
latter construction he says' "If that constructions were given to the statute, it ivould follow a
necessary result that the Statute was ultra tires of the Colonial Legislature to pass" No doubl
the question of separability was not specially under consideration, and, therefore, the lenguago
cannot be pressed too far, but the form of the expression is consistent tv/ti, lie authorities I
have cited, as to by-laws, and though a more limited meaning might have been intended,
one would have expected to find it indicated by saying that the statute would he it/itt i/ti's to
the extent that it exceeded the jurisdiction." Isaacs, J . , again observed in Stat,' if ?s'',t'

South Wales V. Cott,mouwealt/C : ''As the ultimate test for determining whether after
discarding invalid portions, of 'a statute, the portions that remain are to he regarded as law or
not, I apply the rule I haye stated in Oakornie's case" and the cases there cited. It is like the
case of various promises in a contract apart from questions affecting the considers/ion. "Where,
sac's Lopes, LJ., in K,'aruti'ij v. Wlu('lcu'r"t Coll,et'i1 Co.,"' some of the provisions are legal and
others illegal, the illegality of those, which are bad does not comnutnicate itself to, or

contaminate those, which are good, unless they are inseparable from and dependent upon one
another''

1. (1799)5 TR 352 at p.336.
2. 4 F-I&-N 127 at p . 137.

3. (1759)S TR 332 at p.356.
4. LP 10 QO 132 alp. 160.
5. 4 Nt and IV 621 alp. 640.
6. 1S91 AC 433.
7. 1891 AC 45; at p. 439.
S.	 20 CLR 51, 83.
9.	 12 CLR 321 at pp. 367, 365.
15.	 (1393)1 QE 700 at p.'7!3.
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In hi ic the Initiative and Referendum,' their Lordships of the Privy Council in case arising
from Canada and earlier in case (c'iz. A. G. for the Coninwi;wealthi V. Colonial Sugar Refining
Co., 1-0.) 2 arising from Australia, where the offending portions were so interwoven into the
scheme that they were not severable, inasmuch as the invalid portions were regarded merely
as steps towards the accomplishment of a purpose that was ultra vires, the whole Act was held
to be bad. To obviate this consequence, sections have been added in a number of Acts of the
Parliament of the Commonwealth and of the States designed to preserve the valid portions of
the enactments. In 1930, Section 15-A was added to the Interpretation Act of the
Cemnsoms'ealth in the fallowing words

"Every Act, whether passed before or after the commencement of this section, shall be
read and construed subject to the Constitution, and so as not to exceed the legislative power
of the Commonwealth, to the intent that whore any enactment thereof would, but for this
section, have been construed as being in excess of that power, it shall nevertheless be a
valid enactment to the extent to which it is not in excess of that power."

In the Airways case' effect was given to Section 15-A and the portion of the Act was saved.
In Australian Railways U0011 V. Victorian Railways conzniissioneis. l the limits of the
provisions were stated in the following words 'TIle truth is that Section 15-A cannot apply to
divert legislation from one purpose to another. In New Castle and Hunter Ri:cr Stcaii;eli[ 1i Co.
v. A. C. for the Coninienzr'caltli,' this Court considered a similar provision 10 the Navigation
Act, 1912-1920. It may he that a general proposition applying to all legislation cannot be given
the same operation as a special provision introduced into legislation the precise character of
which was before the Legislature. Apart from any other considerations, a later enactment
would prevail if it disclosed a clear intention inconsistent with tile application to it of Section
15-A as perhaps it may be said Act No. XI.11i of 1930 does in this very case. But, adopting the
metaphor which was employed to describe the effect of the provision in the Navigation Act, it
enables the Court to uphold provisions, however, interwoven, but it cannot separate the woof
from the warp and manufacture a new web.' Dixon, J . , explained in Fiaser Hcnleina Property,
Lid. v. Cody' : "Tile device of expressly prbviding against the consequences of some parts of a
statute proving ultra circa originated in the United States . ....... it can at least be said of them
that they establish a presumption in favour of the independence, one from another, of the
various provisions of an enactment, to which effect should be given unless some positive
indication of interdependence appears from the text, context, content or subject-matter of the
prov is ions."

In 1937 provisions similar to Section 15-A were added for application to regulations and
resolutions and by Section 5 of the National Security Act, 1939-43, it was enacted that similar
rule should apply to orders passed under the authority of regulations.

(xlv) Indian view—In India it is well-established that if the part of the Act which is
held to be invalid is severable from the rest of the Act, then the Act cannot be held to be

AIR 1919 PC 145, 149.

2. 1914 AC 237.
3. 71 CLR 29; see as well ScsI of Erie Er.;h IVc.'cs v. She Cismosu'eo/iIi, (1948)76 CLR 1 lon appeal 79 CLR 497

(PC).
4..	 44 CLR 319, 3S6.
5. 29 CLR 357.

6. 70 CLR 100, 167; see also R. v. Pocfe, 61 CIR 63 .4, 652; Pi3cto v. Victoria, 63 CLR 87.
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wholly void. And if the invalid part were not severable from the rest of the provisions,
it is established beyond controversy that the whole Act would have to be declared ultra

circe and void. In Gopalati v. State of Madras,' it was observed that in case of repugnancy
to the Constitution, only the repugnant provision of the impugned Act will be void and not
the whole of it, and every attempt should be made to save as much as possible of the Act, if
the omission of the repugnant provision will not change the nature of the structure or the
object of the legislation. It was held that all the provisions of the Preventive Detention
Act, IV of 1950, save only Section 14, were valid and since Section 14 was severable from the
rest of the Act, the detention of the applicant under the Act was not illegal. The
same principles were upheld in the case of State of flonibny v. F. N Balance.' It was

held, following, the case of Attorney-General for Alberta v. Attorney-General for Canada,'

that the provisions of the Bombay Prohibition Act, declared invalid were not inextricably
bound up with the remaining provisions of the Act, and it was difficult to hold that
the Legislature would not have enacted the Act at all without including that part which

was found to be ultra circa. The Legislature may exercise its powers within its competence
to the extent of a part of the legislation and it may overstep those powers with regard to
the other part of the legislation, and if those pacts are severable then the Court would
only hold that a part of the legislation is ultra virea. r But where the different parts of a
statute are so nuttually connected with and dependent upon each other as to warrant a belief
that the Legislature intended them as a whole, then if some parts are unconstitutional and
void, all the provisions must fail with them.' This test of severability, would however, not be
adequate in all cases. A safe test would be whether the statute with the invalid portion
omitted would be substantially a different law as to the subject-matter dealt with by what
remains from what it would be with the omitted portions forming part of it! In Pttujeb Pror'ince

v. L)ait!at Sicigli,' their Lordships of the Privy Council found that the retrospective element in
Section 13-A of the Alienation of Land Act enacted by Section 5 of the Punjab Alienation of Land
(Second Amendment) Act X of 1938 was easily severable, and by the deletion of the words
either before or' from the early part of Sub-section (1) of the new section 13-A, enacted by
section 5 of impugned Act, the rest of the provisions of the impugned Act may be left to operate
validly."

"The real question is whether what remains is so inextricably bound up with the
part declared invalid that what remains cannot independently survive or, as it
has sometimes been put, whether on a fair review of the whole matter it can be assumed

Bank of Cornrncrre v. Nripovdra Nath Dalta, 1944 FCR 387; see Si,'aramialt Choud,rnri v. Guntur Vt. Co-operative Central

Bank, (1966)2 Andh LT 65, a case under Co-operative Societies Act where, slier striking down the invalid part of

the statutory rules, the valid parts were given effect to. See also Jagadatt Singh v. Staie of UP., AIR 1962 All 606,

where the impugned part (proviso) of the Act was easily severable and, therefore, the real remained valid.

AIR 1950 SC 27:1950 SCR 83,131; see also K'lutindra Narain Roy v. Chi00 Secretary. Ga:'ervrvont oP/eat Bengal, M i sc.

Case No. 166 of 1950.
AIR 1951 SC 318, 331 :1951 SCR 682, 727.

1947 AC 503.
Emperor v. Kiahori Dotty, AIR 1950 Born 221,52 Born LR 29; see also Kialtori Lal PoH.ar v. Devi Prasad, AIR 1950 Pat 50

(FO).
Prai,alad Ores v. State, AIR 1930 Orissa 157: ILR 1950 Cut 222; Karsesl,'ar Singh v. Pro:i,ice of Bihar, AIR 1950 Pat

392; Bkulnslli v. province of Bils,r, 2S Pat 782: AIR 1950 Pal 35; State V. Pli1ipose Phil:p, AIR 1954 TC 257.

Nov Motor Transport Co. v. Regional Transport Authority, Raipur, AIR 1952 Nag 111: ILR 1952 Nag 69.

AIR 19-16 PC 66: 1946 FCR 1.
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loot the Legislature wouldId have enacted what  so rv V es sv i th out enact i ng the t that is lint

rices at cii.'

lhtis the question whether the unconstitutional provision in a statute invalidates the
echole enactment depends upon

(a) whether the constitutional and unconstitutional parts are capable of separation so
that each may be read and may stand by itself;

(I) whether the unconstitutional part is so connected with the general scope of the
whole as to make it impossible to give effect to the apparent intention of the
Legislature if the clause or part is struck off';

(c) whether the insertion of words or terms is necessary in order to separate the
constitutional part from the unconstitutional part and to give effect to the former
only.°

The correct test of severability is to ascertain whether after the invalid portions of the
statute in question are deleted, a different law is created.' However, whore the question is one
of severability which depends upon the intention of the Legislature, the history of the
legislation is admissible to ascertain that intention. The statement of the objects and reasons
being no part of the legislation is inadmissible for this purpose.' Where an enactment is
unconstitutional in part, but valid as to the rest, assuming of course that the two portions are
severable, it cannot he held to have been wiped out of the statute book as it admittedly must
remain there for the purpose of enforcement of the valid portion thereof, and being on the
statute hook, even that portion which is unenforceable on the ground of its being
unconstitutional will operate proprie ei,gore when the constitutional bar is removed; there is no
need for a fresh legislation to give effect thereto.'

2. Statutes are territorial in operation—The ordinary principle of construction is that a
Legislature is dealing with the subject-matter situate within its own territorial jurisdiction.'
Note, print fade, the legislation of a country is territorial. Its acts are intended to apply to
matters occurring within its realm and not beyond it, and this principle applies especially to
sets that are penal in their character. According to the comity of nations all laws are presumed
to be territorial only.' It is true that the language of an enactment or the nature of the subject-
ratter may indicate an intention to the contrary, but otherwise the prima facie presumption
holds and the statute applies only to acts within the realm.'

AItuey-Ccsevatfor Alberta v. AtIor,rey-Gescul for Canada, 1917 AC 505,518; followed in Slate IBou:hay v. Balsam,
1951 Sell. 682, 727; see also Cope/an v. State, 1950 SCR 83, 131. If the omission of the invalid pert will 'not change
the nature or the structure of Ih object of the Legislature" it is severable.
'Sew 'to/ar Transport Co. v. Regional Tronsopart Authority, tlaipar, AIR 1952 Nag 111 ICR 1952 Nag 69.
SO/c v. Bickford, 147 NW 407.
Ab,tal Rabin, v. Jon7/, A Pin to, AIR t951 H yd II
Jai tot v. C/hi Administration, AIR 1962 SC 1781 1962 All \%`[Z (110) 765 64 t'unj LR 1051.
M.P. V. Sun/era ra,sier & Co. v. State of As/bra Credos1,, A/R 1953 SC 468 1958 SCJ 459 1958 SCA 492 : (1958)1
And/s WR (SC) 179.
Clih,:s:a/:hai v. Sardul, AIR 1957 B. 99, 100 (Chagta, C.J.); fasoard/:aooa Shelly V. Union of India, AIR 1970 Mys 171, 176
(ChandrasheChar, I.); Treacy v. Director of Cab/ic Proseculions, /1971/1 All ER 110, 113 (Lord Morris): applies only to
U. K.

Fa:.:fhussaio, v. Yusufal/y, AIR 1955 Bent 55.
.',lcalis v. Once, (1937)2 KB 716 064, per l'ls/cher Moulton, L.J.
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All jurisdiction is properly territorial and extra territoriteeni jtts dicenti, inipilne non

paretur') 
The laws of a nation apply to all its subjects and to all things and acts within its

territories, including in this expression not only its ports and waters, but its ships, whether
armed or unarmed, and the ships of its subjects on the high seas in foreign tidal waters, and
foreign private ships within its ports.' They apply also to all foreigners within its territories
(not privileged like sovereigns and ambassadors) as regards criminal, police and, indeed, all
other matters except some questions of personal status or capacity, in which, by the co mity of

nations, the law of their own country or the lax loci actus or confrrtcftis, applies. This does not,
indeed, comprise the whole of the legitimate jurisdiction of a State; for it has the right to
impose its legislation on its subjects, natural or naturalised, in every part of the world, and, on
such matters as personal status or capacity, it is understood always to do so; hut, with that
exception, in the absence of an intention clearly expressed or to be inferred, either front
language, or from the object or subject-matter or history of the enactment, the presumption is,
that the Legislature does not design its statutes to operate on them beyond the territorial limits
of the State.' The presumption is that, if the statute is silent on the point, the intention of the
Legislature is to confine the operation of statute to the territorial limits of the State and also
that it does not include foreigners! In Nihoyet v. Nihoyet, 5 Brett, LI., observed : "It is true

that the words of the statute are general, but general words in a statute have never, so far as I
am aware, been interpreted so as to extend the action of the statute beyond the territorial
authority of the Legislature. All criminal statutes are in their terms general, but thay apply
only to offences committed within the territory or by British subjects. When the Legislature

intends the statute to apply be y ond the ordinary territorial authority of the Courts, it so states
expressly in the statute as in Merchants Shipping Act and in some of the Admiralty Acts.' Lord

brougham in Jeffreys v. Bosscy, 1 said 'Generally we must assume that the Legislature
confines its enactments to its own subjects over whom it has authority and to whom it owes a

duly 
in return for their obedience. Nothing is more clear than that it may also extend its

provisions to foreigners in certain cases and may without express words make it appear that
such is the intendment of these provisions. But the presumption is rather against the extension
and the proof of it rather upon those who would maintain that such is the meaning of the
enactment.' It may he accepted as a general principle that States can legislate effectively for
their own territory! Where the language of a statute is general, and may include foreigners or
not, the true cannon of construction is to assume that the Legislature has not so enacted as to
violate the rights of other nations!

1. 'You cannot so tety obey one exercising jurisdiction out of his own country: see S:rrdr C mlii,t StriCt: V. ts'.pi of

Faridiot, ILR 2 Cat 222 sip. 238; Christie:: v, Dctrmmmemj, ILR 26 C 931; Imssixm A!.mrnooji v, tsmmf Motif. Sstti:ii.rii, I1.R 29

Cat 509; rf. Stnr:cio, ftssrein Eliot: v. RipIrait Rot,irmsar:. ILR 23 Cat RI 1; AMOur v. Emperor. ILR 26 Mist 607.

2	 One esceptiomi to this rule is piracy Jar geutis:u; R. v. Wi/hero, (1908)14 ,\C I.

3	 Bannejee's Ta pore Lao' Lectures, 1901 (1909 Ed.) at pp. 1S4-1S3, quoting truer Ntaxmetl lmmterp:et.mt:ofl of StstrmteS,

(now jilts Ed.) at pp . 138-142.

4. Odgers Couotrnmrt/on rf Deedi and Statutes, 1946 Ed. alp. 274.

5. (1373)1.1000 )CA) I at pp. 19, 20.

6. (133-1)4 1ILC 815 at 970, per Lord Brougham.
7. Croft v. D:i:m1C, AIR 1933 PC 16,17: 1933 AU 2S4 "To %% 

hat distance se,r'.carst the territory eta State is to he taken

as extending is a question of interua tionat law upon which their Lordships do not deem it eecess.r ry or prope r tO

pronounce. But whatever be the limits of territorial waters iii the interiiat:000t reuse, it liar tong been recmigri ied

that for Certain purposes, notably that of police, revenue, public hea lth and totter/er. a State may eoct tries
affecting the seas surrounding its coasts to a distance searsard sets/rh e\CCeds i/re ordinary limits of its territory. per

Lord Macmillan.
8. Queen v. Keyrm, (1576)2 Es D 63,210:46 LJ\tC 17, 88 per Ceebburn, I.
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Sir W. Page Wood, V.C., remarked in Cope v. Doherty , "It being the plain and obvious
tile in construing the Acts of any Legislature, the Legislature of each independent country must

be eripposcd to deal with those subject-matters which are within its own control and
jurisdiction, As Dr. Lushington expresses it in the case of The Zolivercin,' in looking to an Act of
Parlianent with reference to such a question as I am now discussing, viz., as to whether it is
intended to apply to foreigners or not, I should in endeavourin g to ascertain the construction of
the Act, always bear in mind the power of the British Legislature, for it is never to be presumed
unless the ,'.'ords are so clear that there can, by no possibility, be a mistake, that the British
Legislature exceeded that power which, according to the law of the whole world, properly
belonged to it. The power of this country is to legi s late for its own subjects all over the world,
and as to foreigners within its jurisdiction, but no further.' In Ex perle Blain, James, L.J.
observed It appears to me that the whole question is governed by the broad, general,
universal principle that English legislation, unless the contrary is expressly enacted, or so
plainly implied, as to make it the duty of an English Court to give effect to an English statute,
is applicable only to English subjects, or to foreigners who, by coming into this country, whether
for a long or a short time, have made themselves during that time subject to English jurisdiction.
Every foreigner who comes into this country, for however, limited a time, is, during his
residence here within the allegiance of the sovereign, entitled to the protection of the
sovereign and subject to all the laws of the sovereign. But, if a foreigner remains abroad, if he
has never come fllO this country at all, it seems to me impossible to imagine that the English
Legislature cruSt have ever intended to make such a man subject to particular English
legislation.' Brett, L.J., in the same case opined : The governing principle is, that all
legislation is pit : ?: iiCe territorial, that is to say, that the legisltion of any countiy binds its
0%% 11 subjects and the subjects of other countries who, for the time being, bring themselves within
the allegiance of the legislating power. The English Legislature has a right to make a
bankruptc y statute which shall bind all its own subjects, and any foreigner who for the time
being is in England, and does something there which the statute forbids. As long as he is in
England he is under the allegiance of the Queen of England, and the power of the English
Legislature. Therefore, it has been held, that if a foreigner, though not domiciled or
permanently resident in this country, comes into England and does., or omits to do, some act in
England is l'ich the English Legislature has declared to be an act of bankruptcy, then, by reason
of the act of bankruptc y, done or suffered in England, lie may be made a bankrupt in England.
But, upon the tround of the limited power of the Legislature of England to legislate, all the
authorities have hold that it is necessary that the act of bankruptcy should have been
committed, in England, if the person against whom the statute is invoked is a foreigner who is
not domiciled in England. In the same case Cotton, I . J . , said' All we have ter do is to interpret
an Act of Parliament which uses a general word, and we have to say how that word is to be
limited, is Len of necessity there us ust be so me liiiiitatiori. I take it the limitation is this, that
all laws of the English Parliament must be tori itorial—teri'itorial in this sense, that they
apply to si d hind all subjects of the Cross n who come ss'dhin the fair interpretation of them,
and so also all a ions is ho come to this country and who, during the time they are here, do any
act is hich, on an interpretation of the statute as regards them, comes within its provisions.'

1. ti 55557 CT (ti sea it sOt.

2. (1C562 jwi NC 425,
3. (18?9)12 Ct, 0521 it 526.
I.	 12(t,152	 t.
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Lindley, MR., put the same principle in Re A. B. & Co.,' thus : "What authority or right
has the court to alter in this way the status of foreigners who are not sub ject to our jurisdiction?
If Parliament had conferred this power in express words, then of course the court would he bound
to exercise it. But the decisions go to this extent, and rightly, I think, in principle that unless
Parliament has conferred ois the court that power in language which is unmistakable, the court
is not to assume that Parliament intended to do that which might seriously affect foreigners
who are not resident here, and might give offence to foreign Governments.'

The case of Lx perle Blain [ii re Sawers,' was, together with two other cases, depending
upon the same principle, namely, Ex perle Crispin, In re Crispin? and Ex perle Pearson,
expressly approved by the House of Lords in Cooke v. Charles A. Vogcler Co.' The meaning of
the doctrine is that unless the language of a statue by express words or necessary implication
indicates the contrary, the persons, property, and events in respect of which Parliament has
legislated are presumed to be limited to those in the territory over which it has jurisdiction
and for the welfare of which it exercises that jurisdiction.'

The rule rests on the presumption that the Legislature did not intend to give its enactment
an effect which would be inconsistent with international law or with the comity of nations. It is
not consistent with ordinary principles of justice or the comity of nations that the Legislature of
one country should call on the subject of another country to appear before its tribunals when he
has never been within their jurisdiction.'

In the case of a statute of self-governing part of the Empire, the construction which limits
general words to a territorial application rests on the further ground that the result of the
wider construction would be that the statute exceeded the power of the Legislature which has
passed it.,

The power to make laws must he taken to mean power to snake effective and enforceable
laws. A law is not effective or enforceable if there is no power to compel its observance. The
power cannot include power to make such laws which any one may break wills iiinpunity.

C) Extra - territorial jurislictioit of Sovereign Legislatures.—But it may be noted that
Sovereign Legislatures have powers of enacting extra-territorial laws, at least so far as
recognition by their own Courts is concerned though non-sovereign Legislatures do not have such
power unless it is conferred en them expressly or by necessary implication.' Ordinarily extra-
territorial operation would not he intended by State Legislature (which are non-sovereign) and
the State Legislature which is conversant with the needs of the subjects of the State would be
making legislation for their benefit only.' 	 -

(ii) Colonial Legislatures—The Colonial Legislatures of the British Empire, being non-
sovereign had no such power." Section 3 of the Statute of Westminster removed this limitation

1. (190011 QB 541, 514.

2. 12C5D522.

3. LR 5 Ch 374.

4. (1892)2 QB 263.
5. 1901 AC 102.

6. R. v. Earl Russell, 1901 AC 145.

7. Mor','a,, v. V9hife, 15 CLI1 1,4-5.

8.Aiscknlv.A. G. for N. S. C'., 1891 AC 455.

9. Alc,c/,.snt Sen-uie C,,i!,t 9f .9:,-J,al.i,L, V. Ce,n,,,o,,s'c,!Ili Stcco,sh,p Oa',icrs ' Ass'ciat,cu, (1913)16 Ct.R 66-1, 676-77.

10. Briti,I, Coil Corpora!ioii o. K,,5. 1935 AC 500.

11. Dorfi 14o5!iji ,'. Latoiin ?Cc,'o4--.:. (1977)18 (Nj CR 515.

12. Brilj,i, Coal Csrj'o,ritioi: s'. KIT 1°35 AC 500.
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so far as Parliaments of the Dominions were concerned' though the limitation continues to exist
as regards Provincial Legislatures of these dominions.

(iii) Indian Legislatures —In India prior to the coming into force of the Constitution, the
position was that Sub-section (21) of Section 99, Government of India Act, 1935, empowered the
Federal Legislature to make laws for the whole or any part of British India and the topics on
which it could legislate were specified in Lists I and Ill of Schedule VII. Sub-section (2) of the
section laid down that without prejudice to the generality of the powers conferred by the
preceding sub-section, no Federal law shall, on the ground that it would have extra-territorial
operation, he deemed to be invalid in so far as it applied to the cases enumerated in Clauses (a)

to (e) It was, however, held that the Federal Legislature's power of extra-territorial
legislation war. not limited to the cases specified in Clauses (ii) to (e) of Sub-section (2), and
this was apparent from Entry 23 of List I of Schedule VII relating to 'fishing and fisheries'
beyond territorial waters.' The fetters, whatever they were, were subsequently removed by
Section 6(1) of the India Independence Act, 1947, which was followed by the Provisional
Constitution Order, 1947, by virtue of which the words, 'including laws having extra-
territorial operation' were inserted after the word 'La,'," in Sub-section (1) of Section 99 and
Sub-section (2) of Section 99 was omitted.

(ii.') Parliament—The Indian Parliament being a Sovereign Legislature, Clause (2) of
Article 245 of the present Constitution lays down that no law made by Parliament shall be
deemed to be invalid on the ground that it would have extra-territorial operation.

(v) State Legislatures in India—While the Union Parliament has power to make laws for
the whole or any part of the territory of India, the State Legislature can make laws only for
the State or any part thereof. The legislative power of the State is confined under Article
245(1) to the territory of the State. The State Legislatures have no extra-territorial legislative

powers.
In Bengal Imniunity Co. v. State of Biliar,' Venkatarama Ayyar, J . , held that where there

was sufficient territorial connection between the person who is sought to he charged or
proceeded against under the law, and the country which enacts the law, the law is not, strictly
speaking, extra-territorial and it is not ultra tires on the ground that the person is not residing

within the State which enacts the law. In Aide! Eluder v. Union of India,' it was held that a
law passed by Legislature having plenary powers is not involved on the ground that it has
extra-territorial operation. In that case warrants for detention were issued under Cefepesa Act
after the alleged smugglers had fled the country. When proclamation under Section 7(1)(a) of
the Act read with Section 82(1) of the Criminal Procedure Code was issued, the same were
challenged as illegal and ultra vires.

It was observed
"The words 'extra-territorial' are normally used in two different senses, as connoting

firstly, laws in respect of acts and events which take place inside the State but have
operation outside; and secondly, laws with reference to nationals of a State in respect of
their acts outside. In its former sense, the laws are strictly speaking intra- territorial
though loosely termed as extra-territorial under Article 245(1). Therefore, merely because
the law passed by the Parliament has extra-territorial consequences, it cannot be
invalidated as set out in Article 245(2) of the Constitution."

1. Crofi v. Vuuphy, ,'TR 1933 Pc 16:1933 AC 156.

2. . C. G,- in Council v. R.aIei,'h I,,,','stme,ii Co., Li!., AIR 1944 FC Si, 61, 62.

3. AIR 1955 SC 661, 749, ,er VeriEatarama Ayyar, J.

4. (1977)50 LW 501 (FE).
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In the case of A lobe rak All A/mind v. State of Boi?ibay. l A Pakistani National at Karachi
made from that place certain false and dishonest representations by means of Letters, telegrams
and trunk telephone calls to the complainant at Bombay, who oil faith of such false
representations paid money to the Pakistani Nationals agent at Bombay. It was held that the
accused residing outside India, can be prosecuted in India, because all the essentials of the
offence of cheating have occurred within this country, and that it was not necessary in every
case that the accused foreigner should be corporeally present within India at the time the
offence was committed.

In Rarlliabai v. State of Bonil,ay, l the question arose whether the Bombay Prevention of
Bigamous Marriages Act (25 of 1946), was ultra virea the State Legislature because of its being
made applicable to marriages contracted outside the Slate of Bombay, either or both the
contracting parties to which are domiciled in the State. It was held that there was sufficient
territorial connection between such marriages and the Bombay State which is provided by a
party to the marriage possessing the domicile of the Bombay State, and in enacting Section 4(b)

the Legislature cannot be said to have exceeded the territorial limits of its powers. Oil
general question of law a Court cannot have a precedent applicable to one portion of its
territorial jurisdiction and a different precedent on the identical question applicable to the
remaining portion of its territorial jurisdiction.'

(vi) Municipal Courts bound to follow it.—Whatever may be the weight of extra-
territorial legislation in international law, Municipal Courts of the State enacting the law are
bound to follow it. The validity of such laws would have to be judged and determined, so far as
Municipal Courts are concerned, by the same principles and standards which govern other
statutes regardless of any law of the Nations.

(vii) Recognition not dependent upon its being capable of execution.—The recognition is not
dependent upon the question of such law being capable of execution. The enforcement of a law is
altogether different from its operation. Thus, for instance, an offender may be tried ill State
whore the offence is committed only when he is found there. The enforcement of the law is
territorial by its nature, though its operation may all the same be extra-territorial. A
Legislature which passes a law having extra-territorial operation may find that what it has
enacted cannot be directly enforced, but the Act is not invalid on that account and the Courts of
its country must enforce the law with the machinery available to them.'

(viii) Presumption when displaced.—Therilna facie presumption may be displaced by
clear intention to extend the Legislation to extra-territorial limits and in that case, if the
Legislature is sovereign, the Court within the jurisdiction are bound.'

3. Statutes are presumed to be in conformity with International law.—Under the same
general presumption that the legislature does not intend to exceed its jurisdiction, every statute
is to be so interpreted and applied, as far as its language admits, as not to be inconsistent with.
the comity of nations or with the established rules of international law. If, therefore, it designs
to effectuate any such object, it must express its intention with irresistible clearness to induce a

1. AIR 1957SC557.

2. AIR 1955 Boom 439.

3. Padnmanmmbha v. Velaywllun, AIR 1957 IC 32,38 (PB).

4. Subject, however, to Extredilion agreements.

5. British Columbia E. R. Co. i' King, AIR 1946 PC 180.

6. R. v. Earl Bowel!, 1901 AC 446; Merchant Service Guild of Australasia v. Com ,nonweulIh Stenmnslnp Owners Asoocialton,

11913i16 CLR 604, 689; Dclaxcg V. Great Wecter,t ?.iI!!ing Co., 22 Mat p. 173.
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Court to believe that it entertained it, for if any other construction is possible, it would be
adopted to avoid imputing such an intention to the Legislature. All general terms must be

narrowed in construction to avoid it

(i) Legislature presumed not to enact contrary to International lan—According to
recognised rules of construction of statutes, the Legislature is presumed not to enact anything
contrary to international law or the common law of the realm. Unless, therefore, the intention
to do so is clearly expressed in the enactment the Courts would incline to favour an
interpretation which would bring the enactment into consonance with those principles rather
than accept a grammatical interpretation, the result of which would be startling or unusual.' As

bctsvden two possible constructions, that which is conformable to international law as declared
in our own tribunals is to he preferred to that which would involve infringement of the right of
Other communities.' The judges may not pronounce an Act ultra vires as contravening
international law, but may recoil, in case of ambiguity, from a construction which would
involve a breach of the ascertained and acceptel rules of international lcnu.' The reason for the
rule lies in the respect for diplomatic privilege a sovereign power is always presumed to
respect the subject and the rights of all other sovereign powers outside its territory.'

(ii) Municipal Courts bound by enacted lou—Legislation of the State even in contravention

of generally acknowledged principles of international law is binding upon and must be enforced
by the Courts of the State.' If the language of a legislative enactment unambiguously and
without reasonably admitting of any other meaning is in conflict with any principle of
international law, the Court must obey and administer it as it stands whatever may be the
responsibility incurred by the nation to foreign powers in executing such a law, for the Courts
cannot question the authority of Parliament or assign any limits to its power.' "It is all very
well to say', observes Lindley, L.J. in In re Queensland Mercantile and Açet;ci/ Ltd.,'" that
international law is one and indivisible, but it is notorious that different views are entertained
in different civilized countries on many questions of international law, and when international
law is administered by a Municipal Court, it is administered as part of the law of that
country.'

In the Bombay case of Indrajit Sing)tji v. Rajendra Singliji' his Lordship Chagla, C.J.,
dealing with Section 86, C.P.C., observed

Maxwell : l,itcrpretatioI of Statutes, 12th Ed. at p- 183, quoted by Banneee; (Tagore law Lectures) Interpretation of

Deeds, wills and Statutes, 1909 at p. 187; lsfohJ. Mehyuct,tii v. Emperor, 1946 FCR 94,105. Davis, Cj., called it/n aid in
At/mv. A/!'i, AIR 1915 Sind 171, 172 (SB): ILR 1946 Par 1. "There is indeed a presumption against any intention to
trance a statute so as to contravene a rule of international law; Cra/es Statute Laze, 4th Ed. at p.393.
t-tati,st'haj v. Fra,sroz, AIR 1927 Born 276,337: ILR 51 Born 516 (El/rca, J.).
Lee v. Lee, ILR 5 Lah 147, 166 (ED); per Shadi Lal, Cl. S 'Every Stxiuie is lobe interpreted and applied, as far as its
language admits, as not to be inconsistent with the comity of nations or with the established principles of
international law; B/acorn v. Foc're, (1883)8 PD 101, 104 (1881)9 PD 130.
Craies St.iiata Liz,', 5th Ed. at p.6 7; Rcchrfascastit V. floz,st,'a:t, (1996)66 Lj Ch 75; see also Odgers Construction of

Deeds and St.zt,,tee, 2nd Ed., 1946 at P 277; Va,, kataturh,,,i A ,z,,,et v. Srjrasgopaimza,,, Sri,,irnsa,,,,,rtt,y. 11 Ml.,J 91; Si.
ColA,, Ctusxy Corey Cooz1'a'jy v. F1ayenmuin's Agency, (1593)2 QB 56.
R. v. Jiseso,i, (Re Foreign Enlistment Act, 1870,33 & 34 Vict, cEO).
Craft v. Duci1 ')my, AIR 1933 PC 16, 18.
ILiti,sl,hai v. Foams,:':, ILR 51 Born 516: AIR 1927 Born 278, 333, Maxwell on Izte,pretntion of Statutes, at pp. 157-158;
fLit Rez',',zu, Co,w,,isio'zera
 

V. Cot/co Deatisgs Ltd., (1950)2 All ER 44 (CA); At/rca Atiflktnr v. A. R., 1965 SCSI 241.
(1892)1 Ct, 219, 226.
AIR 1956 Bern 45.
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.. ....But whatever the principles of international law may be, we are concerned with
the statutory form that it has taken in our country. In the very forefront we notice that
there is an important departure from the rule of international law because in India a Ruler
of a Foreign State can be sued with the consent of the Central Government. Further, in
England, a Foreign Ruler can waive the privilege of being sued.

The Privy Council has held that the consent required under Section 86 cannot be'
waived and, therefore, it would not be treading on safe ground to inquire what is the
principle of international law and to construe Section 86 in the light of that principle. If
the language of Section 86 permitted such a construction, perhaps it would not be
objectionable to consider rules of international law because our country also is in the comity
of nations, and there is no reason why we should not, as much as other countries, give effect
to well-settled principles of 

on

 law. But if the language of the section is clear
and is capable of any one construction in the context in which that language is used, then, in
our opinion, it would be an unjustifiable attempt on the part of the Court to engraft upon the
statutory provision a principle of international law which the Legislature itself did not
think it proper to do.

It was held that Section 86 in terms applies only to suits and not to other proceedings under
Section 268, Succession Act and there is no reason why any extensive meaning should be given to
the expression suit in Section 86 which is not justified by thd scheme of the Act. The same view
of the law has been taken in Madan La! v. Reza Ali K/mu.' Iii that case a debtor presented a
petition for being adjudicated an insolvent and the petition was opposed by a Ruling Chief lvhQ
was a creditor, and Nasim Ali and Narsing Rain, JJ . , held that Section 86, C.P.C., applied in
terms only to suits.

The general principle is that though Municipal Courts are competent to inquire into matters
involving the construction of treaties and other Acts of State, treaty obligations cannot he
enforced in Courts.' Assuming that according to the Anglo Tibet Trade Regulations, 1914 free-
export to Tibet (out of India) articles not specifically referred to in Clause VIII was permitted,
it does not appear that so far as Indian citizens are concerned, it received statutory recognition
and became a part of the Municipal law of India. There is apparent repugnance between the
implied provision of the Anglo-Tibet Trade Regulations, 1914 permitting free trade between
two countries on the one hand, and subsequent Indian statutes, e.g. Essential Supplies Act, 1916
and the numerous orders issued thereunder, th€ Imports and Exports (Control) Acts of 19 .15 and
1947 and Notification No. 91-C. W. (1)-51, dated the 7th July 1932, putting restrictions Lill

free trade on the other and it is not easy to reconcile the divergent set of provision S.3 The
language of the several Indian statutes, e.g. the Essential Supplies Act, 1946, the Imports and
Exports (Control) Acts of 1945 and 1947 and Notification No 91-C. W. (1)-51, dated the 7th July,
1952, is. clear enough. In the interests of India, they seek to put restrictions in the way of trade
between India and other countries. If that language be in conflict with any principle of
international law as is said to be deducible from the implied provisions of the Anglo-Tibet
Trade Regulations of 1914, Municipal Courts of India have to obey the law pissed by the
Legislature of the country to which they owe their allegiance. In interpreting and applying
municipal law, these courts will try to adopt such a construction as will not bring it into conflict
with rights and obligations deducible front 	 of international law. If such rules, or rights

I.	 AIR 19 .10Cal 211.

2. Slit  Krishna Sha,,na v. Slate of tVe0t Bengal, AIR 1954 Cat 591, 593.
3. flit.
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and obligations are inconsistent with the positive regulations of municipal law, Municipal
Courts cannot override the latter. As pointed out in Schwarzenberger's International Law, the
maxim 'expressio uttius est exclusw alterius' is applicable to the construction of treaties as well
as the municipal statutes and contracts. The Tripartite Convention of 1914 expressly cancelled
the existing trade regulations, viz ., the Tibet Trade Regulations of 1893 and 1904 and the
Tibetan Government engaged to negotiate new trade regulations. It was in these circumstances
that the Anglo-Tibet Trade Regulations of 1914 were negotiated. The primary rule is that a
treaty has to be liberally construed so as to carry on the intention of the contracting parties
thereto. In the interpretation of international agreements it is often necessary to adopt a more
liberal method of construction than that which might be fairly applied in the case of private
instruments. Reading the various clauses of the Regulatioss and hearing in mind the background
of the circumstances in which they came to be negotiated, it would he somewhat surprising to
suppose that the high contracting parties confined their attention to only a few articles of
trade, oiz ., arms, ammunition, military stores, liquors and intoxicating or narcotic drugs and
left other and commoner articles of merchandise, e.g. clothing, foodstuff, etc. entirely
unprovided for .2

The general principle of international law is that every person who is found within a
foreign State is subject to, and is punishable, by its Iw.3 Territorial jurisdiction attaches (with
special exceptions) upon all persons either permanently or temporarily resident within the
territory, while they are within it; but it does not follow them after they have withdrawn
from it, and when they are living in another independent country. it exists always as to land
within the territory, and it may be exercised over movables within the territory, and, in
questions of status or succession governed by domicile, it may exist as to persons domiciled , or
who when living were domiciled, within the territory. As between different provinces under
one sovereignty the legislation of the sovereign may distribute and regulate jurisdiction; but no
territorial lepislation can give jurisdiction which any foreign court ought to recognize against
foreigners who. owe no allegiance or obedience to the power which so legislates. Lord
Cranworth in Jefferys v. Boesey, 5 where a question arose as to the application of the Copyright
Act, 1710, which enacted that 'the author - of any book......shall have the sole liberty of
printing ............. Such book ............ Opined : Prima facie the Legislature of this country must be
taken to make laws for its own subjects exclusivel y , and where an exclusive privilege is given to
a particular class at the expense if the rest of Her Majesty's subjects, the object of giving the
privilege must be taken to have been a national object, and the privileged class to be confined to
a portion of that community for the general advantage of which the enactment is made. But
when I say that the Legislature must prima furL' he taken to legislate only for its own subjects,
it must be taken to include under the word 'subjects' all persons who are within Queen's
dominions, and who thus owe to her a temporary allegiance. I do not doubt but that a foreigner
resident here and composing and publishing a book here is an author within the meaning of the

1. Sh,i Pris/esi Shon,xi s. . StoIc of West forgot, AIR 1954 Cat 591, 593.
2. S/wi Krishna Shorxir v. Stab' of West Besi'o!, AIR 1954 Cat 591, 598.
3	 AArn0 v. E'irj 'eri'n, IL  26 Mc '607 at P p. 617,621; LA' Jager v A. G.for tCif, 1967 AC 329
4. Na,aix Siir;/r v. tbrfr of Faiidk,'te, hR 22 Cal 222, 235 (PC), per Lord Setborne.
5. (1054)4 t-ILC 815, 955; see also Macleod v. A. C. of N. S. Wi/es 1591 AC 455, 455, where Lord Haisbury cited the

following observation of Parke, B, in Jeffenjs v. Beos,'y "Ii is clear that the Legistatare has no power over any
Persons except its own Subjects, that is, persons, natural born subjects, or residents, or whilst they are within the

in is of the Li sgd.m. t he LegisI.i tore can impose 110 dot ies except nit them, and when legislating for the benefit of
-	 persons nrost peirn.i fri, be construed to inca a the benefit of those who owe obedience to our'laws, and whose

interests the Legisl.n to e is under a correlative obligation to protect.'
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Statute, and I go further-1 think that if a foreigner, having composed, but not having
published, a work abroad, were to come to this country and print and publish it here, he would
be within the protection of the statute.

If a. foreign national were to be detained under any law of preventive detention it is a
recognised principle in national legal system that in case of doubt the national rule is to he
interpreted in accordance with states international obligations, though the municipal law is
attracted and interpreted.'

Notwithstanding any rule of international law that aliens cannot be compelled to serve in
the military forces of a foreign State in which they happen to be, Section 13-A of the National
Security Act, 1939-43 should be construed as authorizing the Governor-General to make
regulations under which the service of any person in Australia, including aliens, may be
compelled for defence purposes.'

(iii) Peace treaties and consequential ntniiicipal Iasv.—When a municipal statute
incorporates the terms of international conventions or peace treaties in the operative part of
the enactment, it falls to be determined whether such a provision is to be interpreted according
to the rules of interpretation adopted in England and India or the same must be interpreted
according to the intent of the Legislature, so as to obtain a uniformity of interpretation. Lord
Mac Millan observed in Stag Line, Ltd. v. Foscolo Mango & Co.? while construing the ivorda
'reasonable deviation' in Article IV, Rule 4 of the Schedule of such an Act : It is important to
remember that the Act of 1924 was the outcome of an international conference and that the rules
in the Schedule have an international currency. As these rules must cume under the
consideration of foreign courts, it is desirable in the interests of uniformity that their
interpretation should not be rigidly controlled by domestic precedents of antecedent date but
rather that the language of the rules should be construed on broad principles of general
acceptation. In Grin V. Imperial Airways Lid.,' Greer, L.J., observed 'If there he any doubt
ambiguity in the language used, the statute should be so interpreted as to carry out the express
and implied provisions of the Convention."

As regards other countries, Mr. F.A. Mann summarises the attitude of the courts in his
Article, The Interpretation • of Uniform Statutes, published in Vol. 62 of Law Quarterly
Review' thus "In the first place almost everywhere the municipal rules of statutory
interpretation are so much more liberal and flexible than in England that at the outset they
permit methods of construction which reall conform to the particular requirements of uniform
legislation; this is notoriously so on the continent where precedents have persuasive as opposi'd
to binding authority, where the historical methods of interpretation is freely resorted to and
where the intention and object of legislation is of far greater weight than its language and even
in the United States the rigidity, of the common law has of late been greatly alleviated.
Secondly, the constitutional methods of transforming treaties into municipal law are in most
countries such that the character of treaties is preserved. They are not usually given the form of
statutes in the ordinary sense of the words. Thirdly, many countries have developed specific

1. RotOr U,irusz o'. Union of India, (1990)1 8CC 568 Relying on Jolly George Vcrghcoo v. Bank n/Cocks:, (1980)2 SCC 365

AIR 1980 Sc ose.

2. l'ol tIles v. The Co,,ano,iweoIlIi and n,iolher, 70 CLR 60.

3. 1932 AC 328,350; Josef Inwaldfl. C. v. PJofLr, (1925)44 TLR 352 (HL);Aioi'niclolarpIGern'i Vi eJ'en!yv. KinexI. 1933

Ch 439; But son K,o,,icr v. A. C., 1923 AC 525.

4. (1937)1 KB 50, 66, 67.

5. Pages 279. 291.	 -
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theories relating to the interpretation of uniform legislation, and these have undoubtedly
contributed to an understanding of its problems. Mr. Justice Hughes gave the following
authoritative ruling in CommercialI NatwnaI Bank of New Orlea ns v Lo is inca Can al Bank

and Trust Co. on the subject "It is said that under the law of Louisiana, as it steed prior to the
enactment of the Uniform Warehouse Receipt Act, the Commercial Bank would not have taken
title as against the Louisiana Canal Bank; and it is urged that the new statute is but a step in
the development of the law and that decisions under the former State statutes are safe guides
to its construction. We do not find it necessary to review these decisions. It is apparent that, if
these Uniform Acts are construed in the several States adopting them according to former local
views upon analogoussubjects, we shall miss the desired uiformity and we shall erect upon the
foundation of uniform language separate legal structures as distinct as were the former varying
laws. It was to prevent this result that the Uniform Warehouse Receipt Act expressly provides
(Section 57) : This Act shall be so interpreted and construed as to effectuate its general purpose
to make uniform the law of those States which enact it.' This rule of construction requires that
in order to accomplish the beneficial object of unifying, so far as this is possible under our dual
system, the commercial law of the country, there should take into consideration the
fundamental purpose of the Uniform Act and that it should not be regarded merely as an off-
shoot of local law.'

If a statutory provision of India is open to two valid constructions, the Court should prefer'
the one that may be in harmony with international law. This was observed by Khanna, J . in his
dissenting judgment in A. D. M., Jabalpur v. S. K. Sliukla.2

4. Legislature does not commit a mistake—The Legislature is a proverbial good writer in
its own field, no matter that august body is subjected to periodic criticism. It is not competent for
the court to proceed on the assumption that the Legislature knows not what it says, or that i
has made a mistake. 5 It may he presumed as a rule that exact and correct words are used in the
statute. There is a sort of assumption that the Legislature is an ideal person which does not
make mistakes, but assumption sometimes has its own limitations. It is too much to expect that
legislation drawn up in haste to bring about changes in law in a large part of the territory of
India in a short time, the legislative authorities had devoted the same care and attention in
drafting such enactments as would have been necessary and desirable. It would not be proper to
construe such emergency legislation with the same amount of strictness as in construing the
statutes which have come out after considerable thought and attention on the part of
Legislature.'

(i) Causes of mistakes in legislation—Mistakes may creep into legislation due to various
circumstances and causes. They may be caused by the printer making an incorrect reproduction of
the draftsman's manuscript, or they may be due to the draftsman's unskilfulness. They may also
creep into a Bill during its passage through the Legislature. "No one," says Grove, J . , in

(1915)239 US 520, 523.	 -

AIR 1976 SC 1237: (1976)2 SCC 521:1976 Cr LI 945:1976 Cr LR (SC) 303:1976 U) (SC) 610.
Harendra Hr/h v. Sailentra ReaSon So/rn, AIR 1967 Cal 185, 188 (flIjayesh Slukheiji, J . ). quotes Commission for Special
Purposes v. Peruse>, 1891 AC 531, 549. per Lord Halsbury; Sawan Ram v. Gun:a,r Singh, AIR 1959 HP 25, 26
(Ramabhadrarr, J . ), Rarnanunta v. Judge, Commerce Court, AIR 1966 Goa 1, 9. (FE) (Jelley. J.C.); President
Promualgating Rqgulotion, Stale sf P.ajastl:an V. Ras Takhat SingS, 1973 Raj LW 23 per I/en).
Shobha Btzatnogar v. State, AIR 1959 SIP 367, 372 (Shiv Dayal, J . ) . 7. A. Ch/da,nboratn v. The Uni:'ersity of Madras,
(1939)1 NILJ 302 (Dtl).
Coil, ofRnhisthjn v. Sanugram SnugS, AIR 1962 Ra i 43,51 (FE) (Bhandar/, J.).
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Richards v. McBride, 
'in construing a statute or any other literary production, could put

such a construction upon the words unless by supposing they Ivete at a

(ii) J'res,,uj'tiou	
mistake. But we cannot assume a mistake in an Act of Parliament. If

,riiuit e,istak'.	
we did so we should render many Acts uncertain by putting different
constructionS on them according to our individual conjectures. The drafisma

of the Act may have made a mistake. If so, the remedy is for the Legislature to amend it." The
Legislature is presumed not to have made a mistake even if there is some defect in the language
used by the Legislature, it is not for the Court to add to or amend the language, or by construction
make up deficiencies which are left in the Act. Even where there is a rastis ernissus, the remedy
lies not with the Court, but with the Legislature.' It is not given to a Court of Law to construe it

section oil foating that the Legislature has committed an error.' "That, in fact, the language
of an Act of Parliament may be founded on some mistake and that words may be clumsily used, I
do not deny. But I do not think it is competent," says Lord Halsbury in Cestrtussiotter for Spccitl

Purposes of lucerne Tax v. Penisel' to 'any Court to proceed upon the assumption that the
Legislature has made a mistake. Whatever the real fact may be, I think a Court of law is hound

to proceed upon the assumption that the Legis?a)tirc is art ideal person that does not make

mistakes. It must be assumed that it had intended svhat it has said, and I think any other view
of the mode in which one must approach the interpretation of a statute, would give authority
for on interpretation of the language of an Act of Parliament which would be attended with the
most serious consequence. Under the Punjab Alienation Land Act, 1900, permanent alicnatiotss
of agricultural land by members of certain notified agricultural tribes to persons not belonging to
the same tribe or of a tribe in the same group was prohibited except in certain cases. Section 293
of the Government of India Act, 1935, provided 'No subject of His Majesty domiciled in India
shall oil only of religion, place of birth, descent, colour or any of them.....he prohibited
on any such ground from acquiring, holding or disposing of property.......To this was appended
an exception "Nothing in this section shall affect the operation of any law which prohibits,
either absolutely or subject to exceptions the sale or mortgage of agricultural land situate ill any
particular area, and owned by a person belonging to some class recognised by the law as being a
class of persons engaged in or connected with agriculture in that area, to any person not
belonging to any such class." This evidently referred in the Punjab to the Punjab Alienation of
Land Act, which was the principal Act introducing such prohibition in that Province. This
exception exempted from the operation of the prohibition only so much of the existing law as
prohibited sale or mortgage of agricultural land; the exemption did not extend to exchanges,
gifts, wills or grants of occupancy rights which were included in the enlarged definit i

on of

'permanent alienation' as given in the Punjab Alienation of Land Act. The effect of this
provision in the Government of India Act, 1935, therefore was that on and after 1st April, 1937,
a person belonging to a notified agricultural tribe, was free to exchange, gift or bequeath
agricultural land or grant occupancy rights in it to a person who did not belong to any of the

1. (1881)8 QED 119,122; see also R. v. Inviii Printing Co., LId, (1526) Posh. Rep. Canada, 104, 106 lpresun ptina against

detect of Partiamentani procedure behind an Act); ft.rplin v. A;t-Ccn, (1935)69 It LTR 259 (failure to endorse date

of passing).

2. Nil jnabha Bjsmk v. SHorn Sunder Ila!thrr, AIR 1953 SC itS; (St/s.) Nehru Motor Transport Corporation Society Ltd	 v.

L)y llc ' islrur Co-operation Societies, 1977 RLW 136.

3. RaIn Rhoda v. State, AIR 1962 Cu) 283,286 (PB).

1591 AC 531, 5-13 "It is our duty neither to ado' nor loS t.rLe from a statuv onlss we see good grounds for thinhing

that the Legislature Intended something slrictr it has 1.Olsi prs'sise)v to eXpress": Tindal, Cl . , in Er','r,'tt v. wells,

(1911)10 Lj C? 81, 94.
Int,-13
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agricultural tribes in the same group. The counsel for the appellant in i'ilririlte Sii;r'ii v. Jntn's
Skinner,' urged that it could not have been the intention of I'ai liamcnt to keep intact laws like
the Punjab Alienation of Land Act with regard to forms of alienations only and to repeal them
as regards others. He maintained that no reason existed for this distinction and suggested that
the omission of exchange, gift, will or lease in Section 293 of the Government of India Act was
probably an oversight. But their Lordships of the Lahore High Court did not agree with him
and relying as well on the above quoted observations of Lord Halsbury rejected his contention.

In the Indian Councils Act, 1861, it was provided in Section 22 thereof that "The Governor-
General-in-Council shall have.......to make laws (operative) in the Indian territories now
under the dominion of Her Majesty........There were subsequent Acts of the Imperial Parliament
which did not interfere with any of the numerous legislative enactments of the Governor-
General-in-Council which were passed between 1867 and 1886 inclusive in relation to Indian
territories which wore not on the 1St August, 1861, the dominion of Her Majesty and which since
the 1st August, 1861, had been acquired by conquest or cession. A question arose in AbiIrtIla v.
Meliatijr,' as to whether Act XVII of 1886 passed by the Governor General-in-Council was
julia vies as relating to a territory acquired after 1st August, 1861. Their Lordships of the
Allahahad High Court unanimously observed in the Full 'Bench t "Even if the interpretation
which has been put by the Imperial Parliament on Section 22 of the Indian Councils Act, 1861,
ices erroneous, we are of opinion that that interpretation has been so declared by the Imperial
Parliament as to make it obligatory upon us to adopt it in this case. In the case of the
Postmaster-Cc'rrcral of the Litritc'd States V. Es ny, 5 the Supreme Court of the United States
decided that though a mistaken opinion of the Legislature concerning the law does not make
the isis', yet it may he so declared as to operate in future. Whether the word 'now' was
intentionally or by inadvertence introduced into Section 22 of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, it is
difficult to say. To hold that the Governor-General-in-Council has no power to legislate except
in respect of Indian territories which were on the 1st August, 1861, under the dominion of Her
Nlajesty, would........lead to anomalous results which the imperial Legislature must have
foreseen and could not have intended." The impugned legislation was accordingly held to be
ti tot thiS.

(iii) Correction of mistakes when permissible—A Court of laiv is no doubt not authorised to
supply a casus etinssns, or to alter the language of a statute for the purpose of supplying a
meaning, even though they may be of opinion that a mistake has occurred in drawing up the
Act, but it is an equally recognised principle of interpretation that where the main object and
intention of a statute are clear, it must not be reduced to a nullity by the draftsmen's
unskilfulness or ignorance of the law except in case of necessary or the absblutss intractability of
the language used,' On this principle words in a statute may be added, altered or even rejected
according to the requirements of the case.' When there is an error of either of law or fact
contained in a statute, their Lordships of the Privy Council unequivocally affirmed the

AIR 1942 Leh 243, 251.
hR ti All 491, 502-504 t!t3t

Curt is's Reports of Occisie,rs is the Ssprnoe Court of tire LIxS,'d States, p. 86.
S.:bsnt v. Duricombe, (1886)11 AC 627; R s'. Vas,'y, (1905)2 KB 748; R. v. Ettrilge, (1909)2 KB 24,
LOrds, t3ricgs, (1881)19 Ott D 22, 33 (vord"convenient" in Section 8 of the Prescription Act, 1532, ignored as being
absurd in the context); hyde v. Barnard, ttS7's)l M & IV 151, 115,143. (fn Section  of Lord Tenterdc,i's Act the word
credit or ttse words "such representations" alter tie word "upon" was held to be necessary to niake sense); Green

e. twi, (18-t5)7 Q3 178 (the ss ords "or escort en issued" inn 
S

ection 2 of the Warrants xi Attorney Act, 1822, were
rubstitrrted by the words ''and execution cried,"
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discretion which is reserved to the judge in such a case, in Mollwo tvlirc)i & Co. V. Court

of Wards,' Some reliance was placed on 28 and 29 Vict., 86, S. 1(g), which

(iv) Misstatement of	
enacts that the advance of money to a firm upon a contract that the lender

- should receive a rate of interest varying with the profits, or a share of
the profits, shall not of itself constitute the lender a partner, or render him

responsible as such. It was argued that this raised an implication that the lender was so
responsible by the law existing before the passing of the Act. The enactment is no doubt entitled
to great weight as evidence of the lass', but it is by no means conclusive; and when the existing
law is shown to be different from that which the Legislature supposed it to be, the implication
arising from the statute cannot operate as a negation of its existence." Similarl y , the recital in

an Act that an earlier Act was a temporary Act only be held to be inaccurate.'

(t') Ziiisxtcitctneitt offacta.—A 
recital of facts in the preamble may be used as evidence but it

is not conclusive evidence, and it is liable to he rebutted? It may, however, he noted that the
erroneous declarations of the Legislature, though historically inclusive as to the past, may
create lass' as to the future, or may be prospectively, though not retrospectively, conclusive.' On
the same principle an evidently accidental omission in the Schedule to an Act may be
supplied.' The Court will also not be bound by the letter of the Act where there is an obvious

misprint.'	 -
(Vi) Burden of proving mistake of Legislature—A rule of law enunciated in an Act is very

strong evidence of what the law on the subject actually is, but though the Court is not absolutely
bound by its recital, 'the burden of proving that the Legislature has fallen into a mistake is cast

upon those who say so."
5. Legislature does not waste its words—Legislature is deemed not to waste its words or to

say anything in vain.' The presumption is always against superfluity in a statute.' An Act

1. LRIA (Supplement) 86 at pp. 1O4 . IOS: (1872) LR 1 PC 419, 437.

2. t-touh1oii v. Fear Brothers Ltd., (1913)1 KB 343, 352. PicEford, I . , pointed out 11,e dreitsman seas under as

erroneous impression that the whole Act would expire at the end of seven years and aci:ug up ,"-, that N iew he

dratted the Section sons to continue all the provisioIss of the earlier Act for a further period of seven years.

3. At,'rtlexs v. Eli!), (1901)1 Ch 842,852; R. v. tIes chic,, (t,iinbi!.i,ts), (1852)22 LJMC 89,92,94:t'A., eie ,, l5-'x:c ClOse,

(1844)12 Cl & F 295, M.

4. Lshrnfer Co. v. R., (1893) AC t04, 123.

5. R. v. Srntui,n, (1872) LR 7 QB 463, 465.

6. The Puss jab Side Cic'iI Supplies Corporation Lid. V. Coni,nissiofler of laconic Tax, PatwIa, 1993 Tax LR 407 (FO). Ch.i,iceticr

of Oxford v. Bishop of Coventry. (1615)10 Co Re 5703; R. v. Wilcock, (1845)7 QB 317, 335, Re Feett,rovd, (1515)15 61 &

W 1, 9.
7. R. v. Tv-'asury, (1851)20 LJQO 305, 311, per Lord, Campbell.

8. Cori,i:frania v.( Sn,t.) Jhinii Bai, 1938 jLJ 235; Ksehi Singh v. State of Bthar, (1995)2 Oh) 362 (Pat); QxeLec railway, Liyht,

Hit ant Power Co., Lid. v. Vandry. AIR 1920 PC 181, 186, per Lord Sumner. It will also be presumed its.st worrts in

stauies are used precisely and exactly, not loosely or inexactly: Odgers Const ruction of HeeL and 51st xVs, 2nd Ed.

1946 at p. 171; cf., La:o Society v. US. B,sreas, 1934 KB 343; Enrnleshwar S ingh v. Dharasxdco SSsgN AIR 1957 Pat 375

(FE); Ussxi Shankur Prasad Singh v. Lakshrni Narayaojse, AIR 1958 Pat 699,611 (CE. Sinha, I.); Ag.nah v. MAid. Abdul

Rircen,, AIR 1961 Andh Pea 201, 207 (Chandra Reddy, C.).).

9. Sri Azcadh Kishore Singh v. Sri Brij Bit,art Singh, AIR 1993 Pat 122 (DB). Andhra Perxte.:h Fcard v. Pests! Bibs, AIR

1983 AP 57 (DO); At/s. Powar and Pascar V. C.B. C. I. Society, AIR 1983 Ram 77 (03). Municipal Corps?. for Greater

Bonhsy v. AIoiiopol Ctieniicats Pot. Ltd., AIR 1985 Born 217 (FB): 19S8 istah LI 353: (19SS)25 Reports 294: 1958 Mali

CR 554 : (19S8)2 Land LR 384: (1938)3 Boos CR 197, overruling AIR 1987 Ben, 321. Gaoeshtat V. Oh,ssd:ta, 17 IC 721;

Barada Kenta Ray v. Shaikli Maijuddi, ILR 52 Cal 275: AIR 1925 Cal 1,3 (PB); Maher Sheik), v. Queen-Empress. ICR 21

Cal 392, 399; The Queen v. Bishop oJOxford, (1379)4 QOD 245, 261 (per Cockburn, Cl.); tIsugh v. lViudus, (ISAI)l2

QED 22-I, 229; SaIch AleIi,f. v. k'hao,,ixll. AIR 1959 Mys 102, 105; LJsisa She si tear v. LeksI:'oi tc.irsyue.jee. AIR 1958 Pal 609;

Dhara'n Dee v. Stale, AIR 1958 All 865; AsoCIal Chotatal v. Baba!das Doria bat, (1962)3 Cu) LR 425: AIR 1961- Cu) 9,

ChIuIcy Let v. ITO., 1963 All 273,274 (D)eivedi, I-).
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should be construed as to avoid redundancy or surplusage.' It is no doubt tine that as a general
rule legislatures may he presumed not to make a superfluous provision. But this presumption is
not a strong presumption and it is not uncommon to find the legislature inserting superfluous
provision under the influence of what may be abundant caution.' It is a well settled principle of
construction that no part of a statuto shall be so construed as to convict the Legislature of having
engrafted a statutory clause which would he of no purpose or avail to anyone.' In short, a court
should not be prompt to ascribe, and should not without necessity or sound reason, impute to the
si ignage Of a Statutete tautology or sri p rfl ui ty.'

In The king v. Bet cheO a case decided in 16SS, it was said that it is a well-known rule in the
interpretation of statutes that such a sense is to be made upon the whole as that no clause,
sentence, or word shall prove superfluous, void or insignificant, if by any ether ceustruction they
may all be made useful and pertinent. The Court applied this rule in Queen v. Bishop of
Oxford.'

Every part of a statute should he given as far as possible its full meaning and effect and no
word or clause should ordinarily be rejected as superfluous.' An interpretation which makes a
provision of law completely nugatory cannot be correct.' Efect should be given to every part of
the section in an enactment. It should not he assumed that the Legislature used language
Without any purpose. Thus the clear language of Section 27, Evidence Act, clearly indicates
that statements in order to fall under the section must contain every one of the qualifications
laid down therein. When the person giving the information leading to the discovers' of certain
facts relating to crime under investigation does not happen to he accused at the time he offers
the said information, his statement cannot be used as evidence as it does not come within the
meaning of Section 27.'

Cl5i:i(i a. Kai-ak Si,;gh, AIR 1957 All Itt, 424 (FB); SJvkbir Foli,na v. Chaucclfor, University of AhI.:k:!,d, AIR 1956
All 45; Laxma,Jas a. Bar_li Par, 119721 NIt'LJ tO, 22 (tiam.i, I); Dinssi,.up Manekji v. halos, MR 1969 B tst, 136
(Naitavasi, 1.); Slate of l Vest Be,:g:t V. S 22n:ynacia, AIR 1958 Cat 512; see also JOlt a. tS'iltiani JUt, (Park bind Li,!.,
(1969)2 All ER 452 (HL), Legislature cannel he presumed to be guilty of tautology. Daliitrayi Ekna;h Lan i:e V.
Rc!,,ri:in, Offierr, Aworavalhi, AIR 1956 Coin 354 (1965)2 Cciii CR tSS (1985)S7 Born LR 453: 1955 Stat, 4525
I985btahLR241.
Sa' C?. SU6h on Prinri1les if StOutery lute, 'tatiui, 4th Ed., p. 51. DaLi,,, liii a. Board of Revcni,,', (it'., AIR 1991 SC
972; 1990 All Li 966 : (1991)1 IT (SC) 22: 1991 AIR SC 252 : 1991 Supp. (I) SCC 565: (1906) All Lj 1110 overruled.
Per S.K. (ha, J. in Ahi,n:iit Kiwi Rho,, v. OSlo Pr.s,d, 11979127 BUIR 699 (DC).
Atanicka G,ne,aCe v. .4ru:,nuchala Bounder, AIR 1565 Mad t (FS): tLR (1956)2 Mad 593: 77 MLW 401.
I Show 106.
4 QBD 245; see also Chuunpurau, Sugar Co. Ltd. v. Slate if Bihar, (1994)2 Pat LJR 71, Borough of CUbe v. Lucieu, I CLR
tSS; The Coninio,uuoaIl/i a. Cosine, 2 CLR 405, 414; Mayor ofAtelbesrne a. Attor,i-Ce,,erat for the State of Vicio, (a, 3
CUR 467, 474; Brisbane City Coi,,iril a. Attorney Gi'nerat for Qiure,ida,id 5 CLR 695, 720-21; Hutaneh,u,ud a. Slaieof Orisna,
AIR 1976 SC 1016; JudD,, Cmos her of Conu,nerre a. CIT., AIR 1976 SC 348; Dinerh V. Stale of jtsra,u, MR 1978 SC 17;
Zuiiiy Si,,5!, v. State of UP., 1973 All LJ 772; Blinker At,nara,i, Joslij a. State of Maharashtra, 1976 Mah LJ 229 )DB);
Go, i,,d ma Raiuojj Mi,nale v. A,iadibai Goz'ivtruo, 1977 Mali LJ 144; Ma,iku,near v. Udajra,,,, 1976 IL) 681; 51st. 0,15,
DoD a. Rngliu,iatti t'rasad, (1979)27 BL JR 38: AIR 1979 Fat 115.
S.K. S',,u,ia Ltd. a. State of Bihar, AIR 1953 Pal 161; Veorae-uomy v. A,,dhra Pradesh, (1959)1 Aurdh WR 303; Stole v.
Jujarrh,gh, AIR 1959 Raj 30; Netfun, a. AridOca Stale, (1958)2 AudI, WR 536 (FB); Raja Rn,u v. Stale, AIR 1966 All 192
(FB); Dl:oramrha, id Pre,ncha,id v. Kapargoa,z Taluka Kipns C &GSociety, AIR 1967 Borer 124 :63 Bout UK 177: ILR 1966Ba,,, 414; A,nbu,at, v. At'adlianata, AIR 1964 Anal!, Pr., 51 .1, 513 (Chandra Ready, CJ.).
Shoot, La! a. State, AIR 1958 Raj 7, 8 (Wanches, Cj); AMa! ADo v. Mysore State Tra,irperI Appellate Tribunal, AIR
1955 Mys 2S6, 292 (Santosh, L); see also United 51,1w Y. Seal tours, 83 L Ed 1245 :307 US 214 (D,'g!oas,J.) There is a
presumption against a construction v, , hidl would render a statute ineffective, or inefficient or which sveutd cause
grave public-injury or even inconvenience.
lure Mattaalj RamoiSh, AIR 1956 AudI, 56.
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their full and natural meaning, unless the context, or some other admissible consideration
indicates that the Legislature intended them to he taken in a more limited sense. General terms
in a statute may be restrained and limited by specific words with which they are associated.
They may he taken in a limited and restricted sense when the construction of them according to
their widest meaning would lead to unjust, oppressive or absurd consequences. The words must,
therefore, be construed having regard to the subject and the occasion and the object of the
enactment. It must also be remembered that the exact colour and shape of the meaning of any
word in an enactment is not to be ascertained by reading them in isolation. It must he viewed in
the context of other enacting part of the statute.' They must be read structurally and in their
context for their signification may vary with their contextual setting. 2 Art expression in a
statute is. controlled by its context, by the scheme of the statute and the object which the
enactment seeks to achieve.' The Supreme Court in Municipal Corporation of Delhi v. Is'lolid.

Yasin' speaking of different meanings to be adopted for words used in different contexts, says,
'vicissitudes of time and necessitudes of history contribute to changes of philosophical
attitudes, concepts, ideas and ideals with them, the meanings of the words and phrases and the
language itself. The philosophy and the language of law are no except i ons, words and phrases
take colour and character from the contexts and the times and speak differently in different
contexts and times. And it is worthwhile remembering that words and phrases have not only a
meaning but also content, a living content, This is particularly so where the words and phrases,
properly belong to other disciplines. 'Tax', and 'Fee' are such words. They properly belong to
the world of Public Finance, but since the Constitution and the Laws are also concerned with
Public Finance, these words have often been adjudicated upon in an effort to discover their
context. A word which is not defined, but which is a word of every day use must be construed in
its popular sense.'

On the same principle special words in a statute may sometimes be expanded in their
meaning by the fact that the purpose of the law is general.

The rule, it ma y be noted, is not a rule of lass' but a subsidiary rule of construction which may
often be usefully applied in considering the intention of the Legislature. But it is the duty of the
court not to confine itself to the mere verbal or literary effect of the provisions, as if applied to
an abstract subject. It most, in the first place, have regard to the paramount rule laid down in
Hcyden's case' that the court must consider the occasion of passing the statute, the matter
which was regarded as requiring an alteration of the law, and the nature of the remedy
provided for the evil which required alteration.'

(iii) Technical words have technical meaning.—Where a word used by the Legislature has

a fixed techin (nil nicaning, it is to be taken in that sense, unless the context or other evidence of
meaning indicates a contrary legislative intent. The technical words and phrases of the law are
presumed to have been used in their proper technical signification when used in statutes, unless

I	 Western Cou I,fie tds, Ltd. v. Chaturi Singh, 1990 MPLJ 60 (DO); Tara Cha,id Cl,antn,ii v. Shashi Blioshan Gupta, 1980 Cur

Li (Civil) 231.

2. N,idiji Borough Mo,,icij,al,t5 v. Naitad Electric Co. Ltd., AIR 1954 Guj 30, 36 (P.N. [thagsvat,, J.); Busy Cotton Mills,

Ltd. v. Raslulriya Mill Afaz,toor 5anh, AIR 1965 Raj 213, 216 (Dave, C.J.).

3. Yen'arnitti Radraraju v. Suryanarayana, AIR 1960 Andh Era 257, 238 (Arsari. I.).

4. (1963)23 DLT 493.

5. R.'u,'u.it'tt v. Dt'nesii, 1976 MaE LJ 565; Madanlat Stuarrna v. S int . SantoIi Sluarurua, 1980 MaE LI 391.

6. 3 rep 7.

7. Lackey v. Edmund, 21 CLR 336; Ranuaswanuy Radar v. Stale of Madras, AIR 1958 SC 56; A.K. Moorthy v. D.

Rauuuckandra'i, (1992)2 Ker U) 215; Biro,udra Rumor Rate. Ll,aen of India 1992 Cri LI 3866 (All) (PB).
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it plainly appears that a different meaning was intended by the LegiSlatUre. l The first and
most elementary principle is that it is to he assumed that the words and phrases of technical
legislation are used in their technical meaning if they have acquired one, and otherwise in
their ordinary meaning.

Similarly terms of art should he understood according to their usage in the art to which
they belong.

Where words have been used which have acquired a legal Il/casting it will be taken prison
Jane that the Legislature has intended to use them with that meaning' unless a contrary
intention clearly appears from the context.' To use the words of Denman, 'J . , in P. V. Sl:ttor
"But it always requires the strong compulsion of other words in an Act to induce the court to
alter the ordinary meaning of a well-known legal term," A very sound rule of interpretation is
laid down by Truro, 1 . in Stephenson v. Higgins00 0 "In construing an Act of Parliament, I
apprehend every word must be understood according to the legal meaning, unless it shall
appear from the context that the Legislature has used it in a popular or more enlarged sense."7

Where a word or phrase has an established n/talus/p at rotsnwn law, it is to be given the
same meaning in the interpretation of a statute in which it is used, unless it is evident that such
was not the intention of the Legislature. Similarly, the Legislature, is presumed to know the
meaning attributed to a word by previous legislation.'

The Supreme Court has cautioned that the meaning given to the same word occurring in a
social security measure or a regulating enactment may not be apposite or appropriate when the
same word is interpreted with reference to a taxing statute.

The general rule with respect to terms used ui trade or cess//s/erCe, is that in the absence of
evidence of a contrary legislative intent, words of commerce or trade, when used in a statute
relating to those subjects, are presumed to have been used by the Legislature in their trade or
commercial meaning."

I. Crawford :00's/ne9 Cons/enciio,,, Article 107.0 pp. 319-320; JOe/os V. Rcn!t, (IS-7)16 Lj Ex. 85, S6, per Parke, B.;
B. v.Cns: 'nio,i,ne , !ncn'sn-1,se (1595)22 Q5D 296, 309; L:i,:l v. I/riggs, (1831)19 Ch 022, 34, perjessel, MR.; Lord
A,hoca/c V. 5 ',a'or 1902 AC Ti-I, 351, per Lord Macna ghtea,

2. Mass, nil / prcia/ie:m of S/aI'at,s, 12th Ed. sip. 28. qacling R. v. Cornetist/sn-es of !noo,ne-tax, )ISSS)22 QBD 296,
300; Victoria City v. Bssl:o; of Vaxcotsr,'r Island, (1921)2 AC 3S4, 357; Ac/ira AL:! v. Ba!w,,nI Sing!:, fUR 15 lot: 413:
AIR 1937 L.A 178.

3. Workn::',: ofh'.s/i,',:.:/ a,:,! Grindlay's Batik, Ltd. v. National it,:,! Gri,:d/ays B.t,A, Ltd _ AIR 1976 SC 611.
4. Attorney .Gr::-ral foe N.S.W. v. Bremcemg Employees' U,tint: of N.S.W., 6 CLR 469, 531, Or O'Connor, J.
5. S QBD 267, 272.
6. 3 111.0 638, 655.
7. Ga/oct Cr Jots-s I . S/s/n of l\nslnt-n Rust rn/itt, 2 CLR 29, 51.
S.	 K:,ssn, La/nv. Ko1n5 7 14 Peatni, AIR 1965 All 260.
9. Son (TI/t.) Sorat::.,-:hi 5sgoe Mills v. tla,-yana Slate Board, AIR 1992 SC 224 (1592)1 SOC 418; I'o//ioel!i Pal/or,: ma v.

K,11;,,i Kon:,'s;,ana,nn:a AIR 1981 SC 004; Pant/ny Oca,: v. Rat,: Cha:t,l,e Salts, 1992 Supp. (2) SCC 77 : AIR 1952 SC
195; !Osnctlt S i':gh v. C/tin/a 0,-i'!, (1994)1 I3UJR 464 : (1991)1 Pal LJR 650.

10. (6-I/u.) Untied OfTs,-t Pe,s-nos Pvt. Ltd. v. As/ot. Co/Inc/ne of C,sstoc:s, Bomb av, AIR 1989 SC 622 : (1958)4 JT 198
(1938)19 ECR 571 (1960(38 ELT 565 : (1988(18 FCC 473 : (1989)1 Cc,,, LI 53 (1959) Cri LR (SPa 199 (1959(73
STC St. Tn/a Engiscnnin and Locomotive Co. Ltd., Ja,s51;:'d 1 'ue V. State of I/Ran, AIR 1989 Pal 23 (06) (1953) BI.(R
707 (1955) "al UK (liC) 1024 :1989 I/LI 767; The Sinai/k Lid. v. The Ten/Oct Contn:i//eo, AIR 1989 50317: (1053)27
STU 53 (1095)4 JT 592. Re 20) Chests of Too, (1824)9 Wheaton 435; also Cc/waLdo, v. Zeb, 38 L Ed 115, 117
(Gray, J); I/sn':, of la/ta v. 6-tin/mum Wa3ca Act Aut!:sril's, AIR 1969 SnmI'.ry 310 (Nain, J.); Vimla Cc/i Storage v.
Stale of Cs-ca/a, 1976 Per CL 624; Baroda Municipal Corpo,atio,, v. lii::dusIan Cc::.I::c/oes (P), Ltd., (1979)220 Gal UK
502 (05).
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alive while the Parent Act stands repealed.'
The words who is not removable, etc., which were inserted by the Legislature ill

197, Cr.P.C., 
1973, are words of limitation and are inseparable from the words 'Public servant

and to exercise them would have the result of widening its scope and would quite clearly bring

into e
x is t ence a law which was never within the contemplation of the Legislature.'

The words 'any such controlled industry as may be specified in this behalf by the Central
Government' in Section 2(a) of the Industrial Disputes Act, denote a further condition of
specification by which the Central Government reserved authority for making a reference.3

In Kettptir Textile fitusiting Mills v. Reyionai Provident Fund Centnutss!ofler,' Kapur and
Dulat, JJ., interpreting the words 'textile, manufacture, production and factory' in Section 2(1)
and Schedule I of the Employees Provident Funds Act, 1952, observed that it is one of the
principles of construction that the Courts cannot impute superfluity to Legislatures and should
give a meaning to every word used in an Act of Parliament. Continu9sg their Lordships observed
that if an Act is one passed with reference to a particular trade, business or transaction and
words are used which everybody conversait with the trade, business or transaction, knows and
understands to have a particular meaning, then the words are to be construed as having that
particular meaning, theugh it may differ from the common or ordinary meaning of the ords.

When there is a nc's' enactment establishing a new body of law it is desirable to give effect,
if possible, to every provision and every word, so that no word shall he wasted, but it very often

happens that ill 
fresh legislation the Legislature makes a statement declaratory of the

law. When it does so it does not add to the law, nor does it alter the dut y of the Court. When

there is fresh legislation dealing with matters which have already been the subject of

legislation then ex necessitate rei, all the Acts must he construed together for the purpose of

answering any question arising under them.'

(ii) Repetition and suirplusflge.—In interpreting Acts of Legislatures although ..it is

necessary if possible to give every word of a particular clause some meaning. it is not always
possible to do so. Acts of Legislatures are no more exempt tls-in any other documents from
looseness of language or inaccuracy of expression, and it is sometimes impossible, doing the best
one can, to give full and accurate meaning to every word.'

The general rule of interpretation no doubt, is that a meaning must he given if possible to
every word of a statute, for a statute is never supposed to use words without a meaning.' All the
words used must be taken into consideration, and no ss'orcl should be considered as redundant, and
it is not a sound principle of construction to brush aside words in a statute as being inapposite
surplusage.' The words used in an Act of Parliament must be construed in such a manner as to give
them a sensible meaning and it is improper to hold that the language of a statute is not strictly

1,	 Norecl, C1,.:,,lro So,,' V . Sachistra Nell, Deb, AIR 1956 Cal 222.

2.	 Cl,a,,airai,, v. Stole, AIR1955 Nag 265 lit was pointed out that if Sectio
n 197, Cr PC, is rendered wholly void the

flpi cant does not stand t o. gain at all because there vdl t' en be no ns'd':ssity for sanO cc for therosen, I Cl' of

any class of Gover,,a,cat sena,3t5 ss'hatseeverl. 	 -

3	 V,',,Cl,,r'''ii.il' V. L'i,uiil.sL,'lsll,, AIR 1956 tOys S.

4. AIR 1955 Purs i 130.

5. Sa','e'cv N. Fit: Har,li'c,", 4 CLR 716, 726.

6	 Yorkshire Fire 0 Life t,,,sro,ce Co. V. Cloyto", (1951)5 QED 421.

7.	 Aachl,'r.,'r,,'er of !'vsi,i.'r v. to,.! R,,,,su!l. CCI & F (06.696.

S.	 Silo, tO',, N. P 's 'i'S Sri KrOit:.i Das, 1963 lab L) 656, 19e3 P lPLl 665; Tri,s'u, Euginc,'ri 'i' lVerC, LI,! ,.G,',','r,l,,,"

of LH'.. 1976 All LI 741,
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accurate. 1 Courts will, however, when necessary, take cognizance of the fact that the
Lcgislaturd does sometimes repeat itself, and does not always convey its meaning in the style of
literary perfection. It may not always be possible to give a meaning to every word used in an Act
of Parliament and many instances may be found of provisions put into statutes merely by way of
precaution.' Thus it is not uncommon in an Act of Parliament to find special exemptions, which
are already covered by a general exemption, introduced ex tna;ori cautela.' Nor is surplusage, or
even tautology wholly unknown in the language of the Legislature. "A Statute'; said Lord
Brougham, in Aucli!erarder of Presbytery v. Lord Kinnoull,' "is always allowed the privilege
Of using words not absolutely necessary." In every case, the construction of every Act depends
upon its language as applied to the subject-matter, after giving full weight to every legitimate
aid to interpretation.'

6. Words it in ordinary sense unless technical.—The first and most elementary
rule of construction is that it is to be assumed that the words and phrases of technical
legislation are used in their technical meaning if they have acquird one, and, otherwise in
their ordinary meaning.' It is to be presumed that the Legislature has used the words in their
known and ordinary signification, particularly. when they are themselves precise and
unambiguous.'

It is a familiar rule in the construction of legal instruments, alike dictated by authority and
commonsense, that common words in a statute are to he extended to all the objects which, in
their usual acceptation, they describe or denote, unless the context indicates that such a
construction would frustrate the real intention of the draftsman. Words of common use are
generally to be construed according to their natural, plain and ordinary signification. It is
presumed that the Legislature has used the words in their known and ordinary signification. In
Coiji,i:s'rcjil Rn: kiu '' Co. of S:idiiey & Bank of New Soul I, Wales v. Federal Coii:ii,issioner of
laxtt:on,' the question was with regard to the meaning of the word 'dioi:fetid' Barton, A.C.J.,
observed : "I considered that according to the generally accepted meaning of a dividend as
periodically declared by a company upon its operations was, normally, the profit distributed to
the members and shareholders of the concern, and paid out of its total income, and that this
dividend, when less than the profit scans to have been made for the period under review, was,
according to common understanding, referable to that profit." As their Lordships of the Privy
Council observed in Bank of Toronto v. Lanmbe,0 the common understanding of men is 'one main

I.	 Au/er Sim:ç im v.S1a:,' efPuij:l', AIR 1965 SC 666:(1965)2 SCJ 137.
2. Yorkshire Fire 13 LiSe Insurance Co. v. Clayton, (188I)5 QBD 421, 424.
3. Inroiur-1,mx Co:',,uesio,:ns v. Frond, 1891 AC 532.
1.	 I,i(O,,ie-f:mo Ce:':iuisioumrs a. Pcnscl, 1891 AC 531, 532, 559.
5. 6 Cl &- F 8-16, 685; see also h'risl'.mue City Comm,mcil v. Atiorm:cj-Cm,crmIf,'r Quc,::rlaii:t, 5 CLR 596, 720-21; Fri/is), India

Cor;'era:is't v. 51.:lc 'fLit',, 1S62 STE 459.
6. Jack som, a. Fr,Ic,aI Co,unii0si,'ner of Taxation, 27 CLR 533, 5117. t low lo find oat as IC use of words as aba ndant

Caution a nd as smm rplage is set oat in Wahid UILth Klan a. District Ate , 'i5I,a1,', N,iiui Tel, AIR 1993 All 249 (PB).
7. Maxwell : I: lrrprelalio,, of 5l,:1i,Ics, 12th Ed. at p. 28, quell ag R. a. Coiu,sisio,i,',s Of Income-tax, (1 SS5)22 QI3D 296,

309; L8-Ic, 6' City V. Bishop of l'a,:s,'iiz 'er Island, (1921)2 AC 354, 357; Arhhru Mat . BaIa'a,il Si,,6'h, ILR 18 Lab 415
AIR 1937 Lob I7S.

S. LiiIi1, I2e'usJor,t v. Cool. of ,1,i,lh. Pro., AIR 1991 At' 191 : (1991)1 APLI 221. S6's I'ar:',:it K. Moo jamim v. Fo,iscca,
Di,,,l,:r, CL & C .ktii:Otrrj ofL6'&-no,', t'i,ir,', AIR I988 Born 2.66: (1935)22 Roperls 305:(1958)2 Born CR464: 1958 blots
I -J 786 1995 d,Th 1.10 1331(03). Ta6' Engiwr,hsg a nd Locosuuli:'e Co., I_Id., Jeinsiiol;iimr a. Slay of Bihar, AIR 1989 Pat
23: (1955) EU/S 707 (1955) rot UJR (HC) 1024: 1989 CLI 767 (ISIS).

9. 23 CUR 102, Ill.
10. 12 AC 575, 562.
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clue to the meaning to the Legislature'. In interpreting the words of a statute, their natural
meaning should be given, unless there is some special meaning given to it by the Legislature,
which it has clearly expressed. The word 'entry' in Section 3 of the Passport Act, 1929, cannot

mean continuance of stay.
With reference to taxing statutes, Lord Haldane, L.C. dealing with the English Finance

Act, in Attorney-General 
V. Millie? observed : All we are permitted to look at is the language

used. If it has a natural meaning we cannot depart from that ineaning unless, reading the
Statute as a whole, the context directs us to do so. Speculation as to a different construction
having been contemplated by those who framed the Act is inadmissible, above all in a statute

which imposes taxation."
(i) Plain and natural meaning not interchangeable with popular meaning—The rule is that

words used by the Legislature should be given their plain and natural meaning, by plain and
natural meaning being meant the literal and popular as opposed to a figurative or technical
meaning.' Statutes should prima facie be construed literally, but that only means that the
document is to be construed according to the grammatical and ordinary sense of the actual words
employed in the Act itself'—the rule of Lord Wensleydale in Grey v. Pearson.' This was the

basis of the judgment of the majority in Amalgattialed Society of Engineers v. Adelaide

Steamship CO. But there is no authority which makes the word 'popular' -equivalent to 'plain
and ordinary'. The terms may in some cases coincide but not always. In the Amalgamated

Society of Engineers' case,' the judgment of the majority relied oil establishing that the

'natural sense' was the prima fade sense to adopt. But the natural sense of any word must
depend on the subject-matter in connection with which it is used and on its collocation. It is not
necessarily the same as the 'popular sense': it cannot even be said to be primarily the same. The
natural sense ofan expression may be its legal or technical sense. In Stephenson v. I U'yieson,'

Lord Truro said ''In construing all of Parliament, I apprehend every word must he
understood according to the legal meaning unless it shall appear from the context that the

Legislature has used it in a popular or more enlarged sense." Lord Robertson again said in Lord

Advocate v. Stewart , : The principle that in statutes words are to be taken in their legal sense

has .......a special cogency when the words in question represent only legal conceptions. The
popular use of such words does not represent the primary moaning of the words, but some half
understanding of them.' The Privy Council has also expressed its opinion as to the popular
meaning of words ill statute in the Licri" : 'The meaning of particular words in an Act of
Parliament, to use the words of Abbot, C.J., in R v. Hal!," ' is to be found not so much ill strict
etymological propriety of language, nor even in popular use, as in the subject or occasion, on

1. Chhanga Khan v. Si;!,', AIR 195 All 69, 'All that can he said against the applicant is 
that lie everiaved in India

after the time-limit given in him by the liii visa had expired. As overstaying in India under lucia circumst,ii,ces

had not been made an offence under any provision of law/he applicant cannot be convicied by iunperiing a

meaning in a penal statute which noes not exist here."

2. 1914 AC 765,771 followed in Jackse,i v. Federal Ce 'su,ssrui,uer of Taxa/jo". 27 CLR 503,51)9.

3.MarbSe,l v. Hurt, (1851)14 CB 357.
4. R. v. Halliday, 1917 AC 260, 303.
5. (5857)6 htLC 61.
6..	 (1920)28 CLR 129.
7.	 (1920)25 CLR 129, 148-49.
5.	 (1952)3 NbC 639, 686.
9. 1902AC314.
10. 1669 LR 2 PC 525.
It.	 (t522)1 B OCt23 alp. 136.
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which they are used. lit Wilntott v. London Road Car Co.,' the danger of a court proceeding to
construe words in legal instruments by analogy to the manner in which persons understand the
same words in ordinary parlance was specially pointed out. Moulton, L.J. referring to •Lord
Blackburn in the Pharmaceutical Society's case,' says, 'He intends I think, to indicate that as
we proceed from common parlance towards the most technical legal documents there will be a
gradually increasing probability that the full legal sense is to be attached to the word."5

Collins, M.R. in A . G. v. Glossop,' observed : "It was strenuously argued by the defendant's
counsel that we ought not to deal with the construction of the Finance Acts in a strict technical
manner, but that, clearing our heads of the technicalities -of conveyancing and the terms of art
used by conveyancers, we should approach the matters involved front point of view—I will
not say of the man in the street, but of an ordinary well-educated English gentleman, not a
lawyer. I do not think, however, that that suggestion must be carried too far; for, after all, the
Acts have been framed by draftsman acquainted ¶('ith conveyancing terms, and they must, in the
nature of things, be addressed to a large extent to a section of the public familiar with those
terms; and I do not think that it would be right or possible, in dealing with provisions of the
Finance Acts, to ignore altogether the technicalities of conveyancing, and to disengage one's
mind entirely from all acquaintances with the technical terms which conveyancers use, and in
which likewise to some extent the draftsmen of Acts of Parliament couch the provisions which
they frame," 'There has been", observed Lord Esher in Clerical, etc., Assurance Co. v. Carter,'

"aIcing discussion of various puzzling matters in relation to the provisions of the Income Tax
Acts, hut, after all, we must construe the words of Schedule D according to the ordinary canon of
construction, that is to say, by giving them their ordinary meaning in the English language as
applied to such a subject-matter, unless some gross and manifest absurdity would he thereby
produced."

I he expression 'water cooler' and 'refrigerator' are popular words well .cuaderstood as
meaning different things. They should not be interpreted according to any technical or scientific
meaning.'	 -

But the rule does not imply that the court is not entitlyd to depart from the ordinary
meaning of words under all circumstances. The court may depart from the ordinary dictionary
meaning in some situations, and give it a meaning which will advance the remedy and suppress
the mischief according to the true intention of the statute.'

- (ii) Ordinary ?riearli?ig subject to context and other factors—The general terms and
expressions in a statute are to receive a general construction, that is, they are to he accorded

1. (1910)2 Ch 525.

2. (1S003 AC 837,
3. fa,ni:son v. Ctiriot,',rso p r, 4 CLR 14S9, 149-I, the soords 'is distributable' in Section 25 of the Married Women's Property

An, 1390, trove a simple and natural mrs sing. 'Is' primarily means 'Is now' and riot 'may from time to time he'. In
like manner the Intestates Estates Act, 1595, has also its ordinary and natural moaning in favour of widow only;
Asstr.rli,r,, T,'rip,'nr,ice & Ge,i,'ral Mutual Life Asssr,rnce Society, Ltd. V. Hone, 31 CLR 290, 302, 303-4, the word
'ru,idenc C r,strswd as having a meaning it has in corimon language. M:irlll,' v. Wa)l.rOan, 4 CI .R 141, 147. In the
absence of any special commercial meaning the word 'insecticide' seas interpreted as air 	 English word.

4. (1907)1 KB 163, 172.
5	 (1659)22 Q SD 444, 44S.
6. 13/ 'lily Cnnuuruisio,uer. flgrici:It :: r,:l In carrie-Lu., ir,u,t Sale, Tax v. Chan dra Cnrpovili,',u, 1976 Eec LT 22 (DII); K. S.

Ca,, 5'.0/uar Pa,iu'cker v. Vasu,,I,'ra,u, 1975 Ker LT 469, the word 'cashew-nut' includes cashese-nut kernel; Kin Costa
-	 Ii':,:ij,r v. 5lite of LI T' 1951 Alt U -187 (SQ.

7. K.i':::u r S g'u v De!iui uOtsricipuLluu, AIR 1969 SC 871 (1995)2 SCJ 115' 1963 Ml.J (Cr) $35; N K J.9n v.V.C.h. 51:0:,

AIR 1691 SC 1269 1991 Cr: Lj 1317: 1991 Lab IC 1013: (i991)2 5T (SC( 52(2) (1991)2 SCC 495 1991 All, SCW
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As far as possible, full meaning must be given to every word of a statute.' No word should he
regarded as superfluous unless it he not possible to give a proper interpretation to the enactment
or the meaning given is absurd or inequitable.' A court should not be prompt to ascribe and
indeed should not, without necessity or some sound reason, impute to the language of a statute,
tautology or superfluity. In other words, although surplusage of oven tautology is not an
uncommon feature in Legislature enactments, the ordinary rule is that a statute is never
supposed to use words without a meaning.' It is a well-settled principle of construction that
words in a statute are designedly used, and an interpretation must be avoided which would
render the provision either nugatory or part thereof otiose.' No part of a provision of a statute
can he just ignored by saying that the Legislature enacted the same not knowing what it was
saying. We must assume that the Legislature deliberately used that expression and it intended
to convey some meaning thereby.' It is not to be assumed that the Legislature has used words
meaning nothing.'

A Court must be very loath to hold that, when a Legislature in an important social measure
solemnly enacts a provision to give protection to a particular class of tenants, such a provision is
a mere surplusage to which no effect should be given.'

No word is superfluous, redundant or surplus.' A construction which makes any provision
stperfluous must be avoided.' A construction that makes any provision of a statute a dead
letter' must be rejected."

In using words or expressions, the Legislature must always he presumed not to be redundant,"
Law should he interpreted so as not to make any word redundant if it is possible to interpret it so
as to utilize the meanings of alt words used in the legislation.'' The cardinal rule of

./,t'fsil Rice,, v. Gull .;r9.0 Atiiicipil:ls, AIR 1967 litys 127,128; D,i;'O's & lanes V. Slate 'f I'.',nt 'curl. 51sf7, 2 CLR 29,

49. BaLrtisiu,i v. S!,r,).,I, AIR 1954 21.udti Fcc 14.

2. Pr, si P,;rl,,st, . R.u,si t'rata1,, AIR 1957 All 47,49 (D-S. \1I,ue, J.); SLoe Mucar i'. Tril'l,,,can IC,i, At:", 1995 Pat 25, 27

(Re Oral na Si agt,, J.); I'ii rsln I,,,,, tA V. Prim St:.,,skor. AIR 1965 All 377, 3S3 (Dlla,va u J . (; 5.: 'i,; S 'lulls, R,fl:ak V.

CeI!ccicr, C,',,lr.,I Er, is,', AIR 1971 All 267,2S9 (0.5. Nlathur, J.); Ifufa tC,',n v. State, AIR hisS All 192, 193 (Fit) ('t'aLru,

(.); orrt.narv n,eehliflg must he giVe,) Irs every SvOrsl, unless, the doing SO, tvorilrt —,:!t inCOme anomaly,

repiigiu.s SCC, or conflict ,s'ittt the o(1scr pros isions or the a I toured object of that slat,, IC.

3. Sl.,tc of v. RIJS)ll,M, Clot Sri :ccs A;'pcII,le Trit',:uvil, (1993)2 15CC 140 (Re)). .15 v. S... t' 95)2)1 .1 F 94.

Al,,,,icka V. Ar,, ,,.,cl,,,ia. AIR 1955 LIst 1, 4 (FB) lRamcl,a sd ra lyer, C.J.); Su,,.I:ir,,ru,,, so,!. Ii ,'. 5;..le if etn.I,',,a I', slosh,

AIR 19 7 9 And 0 t'ra 215, 215 (FB) (C I,., nIce RIde, C.J.(; Caa Al.,,s:ijfcl,. ring Co,, Ltd. ,'. St.,:c if IC's! licng.iI, 76

ClOts' 359, 392 (AlakcI,andra Gupta, J.(

4. CInis.,z Sin4', V. (Suit.) Alaj.u, (t976)75 Foss) LR726B). L,,,,,i,mrai,, 5011,1 V. 51unc5'al:l, No'.":: 'I,, I93 Jab LJ 479.
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interpretation is that every section of the Code is to be given a proper interpretation.' It is not
permissible in interpreting a statute to omit words as redundant unless reading them in the
statute would lead to absurdity.' The Court cannot supply a clear and obvious lacuna in a
statute, but it is incumbent on it to avoid a construction which would render a part of the statute
devoid of any meaning or application.

The rule of harmonious construction requires that no provision of the Act should be rendered
totally ineffective as a result of interpretation.

(i) Construction consistent With smooth working of system—Lord Hewart, C.J., in Spillars,

Ltd. v. Cardff Borough Assessment Committee.' observed 'It ought to be the rule and we are
glad to think that it is the rule that words are used in an Act of Parliament correctly and
exactly and not loosely and inexactly. Upon those who assert that that rule has been broken the
burden of establishing their proposition lies heavily. And they can discharge it only by
pointing to something in the context which goes tshow that the loose and inexact meaning
must he preferred." The primary and exact meaning of 'adjoining' is 'conterminous'. The word is
also used in a looser sense as moaning near or neighbouring. In latin/or, Councillors and Burgess

of the Borough of New Plymouth v. Taranaki Electric Power Beard,' their Lordships of the
Privy Council had to consider the meaning to be assigned to the word 'adjoining' as employed in
Section 282, New Zealand Municipal Corporations Act, 1920, which provided : "A council,
having established electric light works for the purpose of lighting the streets and public places
of the borough and of supplying electricity to the inhabitants of the borough may ..... (Ii) contract
with the local authority of any adjoining district to supply electricity to such local authority
upon such terms and conditions as may be mutually agreed upon. Macgregor, J . , adopted the loose
meaning of the word. The Court of Appeal in turn unanimousl y' came to a contrary decision.
Their Lordships of the Privy Council agreed with the latter, Lord Macmillan after referring to
the abovequoted observations of Lord 1-lewart considered it enough to say 'that there is here no
context constraining their Lordships to give to the word 'adjoining' any other than its exact and
literal meaning". In another case' their Lordships of the Privy Council said : "Where the words
of a statute are clear, they must, of course, be followed, but in their Lordships opinion where
alternative constructions are equally open, that alternative is to be chosen which will be
consistent with the smooth working of the system which the statute purports to be regulating
and that alternative to be rejected which will introduce uncertainty, friction or confusion into
the working of the system".

The opening phrase of Article 373—Notwithstanding any repeal by this Constitution of
the enactments referred to in Article 395, but subject to the other provisions of this
Constitution ....... not merely does not make the first clause of the Article meaningless but seems
to emphasize what an examinatIon of Article 395 suggested; in other words, if the different
orders issued under the provisions of the Indian Independence Act, 1917, had been intended to he
repealed b y Article 395, there would really be no sense in using this phrase; on the other hand,
if those orders are not included in the enactments repealed by Article 395, the use of this phrase
can ho fully explained as one designed to stress the fact of the subsidiary' legislation being still

1. Row C/owoi v. Ro1;3eots, Sho Tinl'aJ, AIR 1958 Raj 245, 249.
2. B/m.,ii,l /.mitOIm V. At,tiiio,i,,I Co,unirsio,,,'r, jlkohi, AIR 1953 Nag 89 1932 NLJ 613 (FE).
3	 Ski:' BokotorSiu5lj V. Sine of VP., AIR 1953 SC 391.
4. Slot. 10,/u Lien r. Pu, h,uiath Owed, AIR 1979 Pat 115.
5. (1931)2 V/I 21.
6.AIRI9331'0216
7.\/.0 Ion-s, 3/oil,, n F. /i/a' ui, AIR 1994 Var, 254. S/oo,,:o,, R,'aIit:,'s v. Vito do St. Michael, 1924 AC 155.
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Word and expressions in a sales tax law should he construed as understood in the trade by
the dealer and the consumer. The sense in which they understand them is the definitive index
of legislative intention.

Particular words used by the Legislature in the denomination of articles should be
understood according to the common commercial understanding of the term used, and not in their
scientific or technical sense "for the Legislature does not suppose our merchants to he
naturalists, or geologists or botanists." In 1951 C.L.R. Ex. 122, the question as to whether salted
peanuts and cashew-nuts fell within the category of 'fruits' or 'vegetable' for the purpose of the
Excise Act, Ch. 179, R.S.C. 1927, came up for consideration, and the question was answered in
the negative in spite of the evidence of botanists that both peanuts and cashew-nuts are
vegetables in the wider meaning of that word, that each is a fruit and that neither is a 'nut'.
On these principles, it has been held that under the Travancore General Sales Tax Act 18 of
1124 agricultural land horticultural produce grown by the owner in the circumstances specified
is exempt from tax, but tea though an agricultural produce shall not have the benefit of that
exemption. Tea' in the context in which it occurs cannot but mean the leaf gathered from the
tea bush whether it has or has not been subjected to the processes which prepare it for the
market and hence, the green leaves just like processed leaves are liable to sales tax.' Cooked
Food' in the context does not include 'Biscuits, for purposes of taxation under the U.P. Sales Tax
Act, and hence not liable for lower rates of Sales Tax.'

In L[iiwiu v. I-Iaiisaiii,' the question for decision was the meaning to be attributed to the
expression 'pruned or loped' in connection with the cutting off the tops of trees. The Court of
Appeal held that the expression 'lop' was used in its popular sense, that is to say, of cutting off
branches laterally. Lord Esher observed therein "If the Act is directed to dealing with
matters affecting everybody generally, the words used have the meaning attached to them in
the common and ordinary use of language. If the Act is one passed with reference to a particular
trade, business or transaction and words are used whirls everybody conversant with this trade,
business or transaction knows or understands to have a particular meaning in it, then the words
are to be construed as having that particular meaning though it may differ from the common or
ordinary meaning of the words. For instance, the 'waist' or 'skin' are well-known terms as
applied to a ship, and nobody would think of their meaning the waist or skin of a person when
they are used in an Act of Parliament dealing with ships."

7. Legislature presumed to know the rules of grammar.— Crawford in his Statutory
Cotistruction (p. 337) says 'Since one may assume that the Legislature knew 'and understood the
rules of grammar such rules should be considered by the Court in their efforts to ascertain the
meaning of a statutory enactment on the theory that they will reveal or tend to reveal the
correct sense or meaning thereof." 	 -

D:/ (ij CL1S ,',tilts v. State of Rafastlwiv, ALE 1990 SC 1553.

K y. ('arkey v. Sit,'s Tax Officer, AIR 1956 TC 105; (MIs.) Makes/i Ka7iarfl5rau'at & Co. v. State of /stadhya Pradesh, AIR

1983 Sc 563 (1988)1 IT 50 (19S9)14 5CR 353 : (1988)1 Sc! 285 (1988)65 STC 324 : (1988)24 STL 129
(1903(21 \'KN 157 : 1988 STI (Sc) 19 1988 Jab LI 245 : (1980) Sc (Tax) 235 : (1988) AT! 849: 1988 Supp SCC

232: 1987 up TC 1534; Cotter/or of CenTral Excise, Kanpur v. Kristaia Carton Paper Co., AIR 1988 sc 2223 reIerriing to

Ccix,xisoia,icr cf Sales Tax, U.P. v. (let/s.) S.N. Brothers, Kanpur, AIR 1973 Sc 78, PorrilIS and Spencer (Asia) Ltd. v. Stole

of Ha,3a,:.i, (1979)1 SCC 82.
Annapoorna Biscuit Manaf:c/i:ri:ig Co. Kanpur v. CIT.. LIP., Liick,:ozi', 1981 All LJ 906 (Sc) 1981 Tax LR3055

(1981)3 SCC 442: (1981)48 SIC 254:1081 SO (SC) 326: (1901)1 OIL (SC) 261.

(1891)2Qtl 115.
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8. Legislature presumed to know the law, judicial decisions and general principles of law.—
"The legisla-tive language will he interpreted on the assumption that the Legislature was
aware of existing statutes, the rules of statutory construction, and the judicial decisions and
that if a change occurs in legislative language a change was intended in legislative result."
The Legislature must be presumed to know the course of the legislation,' as well as the course of
judicial decisions in the country,' a fortiori of the superior Courts of the country.' It is a well-
settled rule of construction that when a statute is repealed and re-enacted and vrds in the
repealed statute are reproduced in the new statute, they should be interpreted in the sense
which had been judicially put on them in the repealed Act, because the Legislature is presumed
to be acquainted with the construction which the Courts have put upon the words, and when
they repeat the same words, they.must be taken to have accepted the interpretation put on
them by the Court as correctly reflecting the legislative mind.'

In Young v. Mel/or, etc. of Leatnington' Lord Blackburn said "We ought, in general, in
construing all of Parliament, to assume that the Legislature knows the existing state of the
law," The Legislature is presumed to have informed itself as to the state of the law on any
Subject as to which it undertakes to legislate.'

It is equally presumed that the Legislature is in the know of the general principles of law
and did not intend to overthrow a fundamental legal principle, in the absence of a contrary
intention expressed in unmistakable terms.'

It is a sound inference to be drawn as a matter of construction that the Legislature is aware.
of the practice of inquiries (and investigations) and its incidents and about treating the reports
therein as confidential.'

Lord Atkin in Lt',ttis v. fitrtln,n," however, did not make a similar presumption qua the
judges. He said "I am not prepared to accept the view that there is in law any presumption
that any one, even a judge, knows all the rules and orders of the Supreme Court. The fact is that
there is not and never has been a presumption that everyone knows the law. There is the rule
that ignorance of the law does not excuse a maxim of very different scope and application........

Sutherland St.,ll,r,/ Conelrxctio,,, Vol. 2, Article 4510; see also W,tb/rterce Sl,,lnte La w, at p. 16; Biput B,'/,ari v.
N,hhilrhaxdra, AIR 1929 Cat 566, 567; Jogn,dra Chandra Roy v. Shymis One, thE 36 Cal 543, 555; Rawiui Debi v.
I'rau,atha Na/i, M'okerj',', It  39 Cal 33,39-40; Mohammad Maznliaral AS.,) v. 6loh.,,,,,,,ad A:i,n,,d,ti,, llhuiiyn, AIR
1923 Cat 507, 511.
Ai',txllth ,'. Aloha,, Cr, ILR 11 All 490, 530 (FR) quoting Empress v. LIxr,,h, 5 IA 178, 196,
S/nut,, Rant v. tlan,,,l,-ca Rant, AIR 1930 All 225,240: lLlh 52 All 619 )[5); I'i/.,,,: tel v. Fall,, Rn,,,, ILR 33 Ali 687: AIR
1931 All 439, 490 (FIt); KacaOh., Co., Ltd. v. S/tn F,,, foley, AIR 1929 All 625 (Fe).
Fa i nter Moth, v. Io,'a,il, AIR 1925 Cal 329, 331 ILE 52 Cal 463.
tOi'al Ixunni!y Co. v. Sl,,la of RiSer, AIR 1955 SC 661, 749. Legislate re must 1,0 prose r'.,ed to know the tans and
conditions rendering a Statute expedient and beneficial, Ravel & Co. v. Ra,xacl,a,,trau, AIR 1967 Sled 57 at P. 69
(F 13).
(1888)0 AC 517, 326.
t.o,vlo,, C/cnn,,1 th,uk-rs Co,,,,uill,'e v. IRC, (1896)1 QIt 222, 227; Kellock's case, (136$) LR3 Cts App 769, 781; see also
M ulcahy v. Il., 1668 I.E 31 IL 356, 319 (interpretation of the 5/elates of Trraso,,x); I,, no Demerara Rubber Co., Ltd.,
(1'l13)I CI, 331,333 )Cu,sntruction of Sections 161 and 162, Cumpanio5 Act, (1362),

5.	 Gent,,,,,, v. Va,, icy'S, 14 ltarh. 53.
I coal Co;','r,,na'nl tt,',o,I v. Arl,J . 0, (19i-1 KB 150 at r	 I,,,uilt,,n, J . )nioarilv), Case reversed i,s 1913 AC 120,
1315

1/).	 1937 AC 473, 479.	 -	 -
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The Legislature is presumed to know the law as it is, says Wilber- force, "not the
law as it may be at some future time. An enactment, therefore, which correctly recites the
effect of the decisions in force at the time of its passing, is not rendered inoperative by the
reversal of those decisions, nor does it servo to keep them alive.

"In construing an Act of Parliament, said Lord Reid in Reokes v. Barnard, 2 "i.e are
attempting to find out the intention of Parliament. We must find that intention from the
words which Parliament had used, but these words must be construed in the light of the
facts known to Parliament when the Act was passed. One assumes that Parliament knows
the law, but if the law is notoriously uncertain vie must not attribute to Parliament
prescience of what the law will ultimately be held to be.'

(i) Misapprehensions as to state of law.—If it appears front the wording of an enactment
that the Legislature was under some misapprehension as to the state of law on a particular
subject, "such a misapprehension would not have the effect of making the law which the
Legislature had erroneously assumed it to be."' One of the most important consequences of the
presumption, that the Legislature is presumed to know the law, is that an erroneous declaration
of existing law is wholly inoperative.' In Ivfollwo, March & Co. v. Court of Wards,' some
reliance was placed on Section 1, the Statutes 28 and 29 Vict., C. 86, which enacts that the
advance of money to a firm upon a contract that the lender shall receive is rate of interest
varying with the profits, or a share of the profits, shall not, of itself, constitute the lender a
partner, or render him responsible as such. It was argued, that this raised an implication that
the lender was so responsible by the law existing before the passing of the Act. Sir Montague E.
Smith did not agree thereto. Their Lordships of the Privy Council observed : "The enactment is
no doubt entitled to great weight as evidence of the law, but it is by no means conclusive; and
when the existing law is shown to he different from that which the Legislature supposed it to
he, the implication arising from the statute cannot operate as a negation of its existence."

(ii) Recite Is—The recitals of a statute must he real in the light of the circumstances
attending its enactment.'

(iii) Wrong recital.—As to the effect of a wrong recital in an Act, Lord Chelmsford was of
the opinion in fern's v. Mersey Docks,' that "a mere recital in an Act of Parliament, either of
fact or law, is not conclusive; and ve are at liberty to consider the fact or the law to be different
from the statement in the recital." The reason thereof appears , to he evident from the
observation made in Earl of Leicester v. IIcydt' : "This recital cannot be taken to proceed but
upon information, and the Court of Parliament may he misinformed as well as other Courts; none
can imagine they would purposely recite a false thing to be true.... From hence it follows that
they do not intend anyone to beconcluded by such recital grounded upon falsehood, for he who

Slat rile Lj,'::', at P. 19.

(1961)1 All ER 367 at p.373.
Earl of St;rc:esl'rrr'y v.SnSl, (1959) LJCP 34, 53, per Cockburn, T,.J.

Wrl IL,orfvsrce ',SlalrrIc lore, at p. 13.
ER IA Supplement 86, 104-105.

"loneR-al is New Yar,t ca Re L. Ti;'aOo, SO L Ed 1347:298 us 587 (Butler, 3.).

11064111 IILC 443,518.
(1572) Florid, 395 (cited hi Shirt v. C.e.p, (1845)14 L)CI' 182. Coke's observations: Co. Litt. 1, 196 do not sppe.3r to
Lie 0 sicIly true at the present day, he had sad By the authority of our author the rehearsal or preambl e of
statute is to he taken for t ruth,lb. for it c,1 anvil he thoire,lrt that a statute that is erode by arrIIw, ity of the whole realm,

as i,ell as of the King and of The lords and rn'nirporrI, mn of all the Commons, will reCUr.' .1 thing against tire

truth."
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says to the contrary affirms that their intention is to oppress men wronglully."

"The presumption that the Legislature knows", says Wilberforce,' "What is the existing
law at the time when it passes any statute, is a most important element in the consideration of
the changes which such statute may effect. It would be impossible to form a consistent or
harnonious view of our law if each statute were to be regarded as an independent act of
legislation, and not as a part of a general system. We are, therefore, bound to assume that in
passing a statute, the Legislature has before its mind's eye an exact outline of the law affecting
the particular subject with which it is dealing. The new statute is intended, as far as possible,
to fix into the existing frame-work.

There is a general presumption against an intention to disturb the established state of the
law, or to interfere with the vested rights of the subject, and that a strong bearing now exists
against construing a statute so as to oust or restrict the jurisdiction of a superior Court, although
this feeling may he due to its origin to the pecuniary interests of the Judges in former times,
when their emoluments depended mainly on fees. But at the same time the supposition is that
the Legislature would not make any important innovation without a very explicit expression of
its intention. If the intention is explicit and clear, then no question of applying this presumption
will arise.r The golden rule of construction is that, in the absence of anything in the enactment
to show that it is to have retrospective operation, it cannot be so construed as to have the effect
of altering the law applicable to a claim in litigation at the time when the Act was passed.'

9. No the  in law is presumcd.—"Statutes are not presumed to make any alteration in
the common law, further or otherwise than the Act does expressly declare" so observed Trevor,

3 . , in Art!nir v. Boketiliani'. A statute is prima fine to be construed as changing the law to no
greater extent than its words or necessary intendment require.' It is a general principle of law
when an act is done by one person at the request of another which act isnot in itself manifestly
tortious to the knowledge of the person doing it, and such act turns out to be in j urious to the
rights of a third party, the person doing it is entitled to an indemnity from him who requested
that it should be done. This principle is of the widest general application. It is often said to he
based on a contract implied by law, the request importing a promise to indemnify the other
party against the consequences to him of acting upon the request. In Secretary of Stile V. Bank of

India,' the bank who had obtained a Government promissory note under a forged endorsement
applied to the Public Debt Office under the Indian Securities Act, 1920, for the renewal of the
note. In the meanwhile the original owner of the Government promissory note coming to know of

Wilberforce: Slal,,U Lot,', alp. 15.

St.it,,l, Lire, at p. 19.
A',y a4i Pa,,, v. XfsL L7eeki, AIR 1955 r"i 417, 416.

Girsk.iprli v. S,,b!'i.,t, CharrV:ry, AIR 1957 SC -540,553; LevIs oil Ca,i,,t5 flask Lit. %. lVw've, (1093)11 QBD 54, 91;

M oon V. f) sates,',, (I 948)2 tie 22 76 RE 479, .195. 61.1'. Stale T,a,,sj,arl Cv,3'oe,ls's v. The S T. A5 1 e'Ii.iI,' Tnira,.i!, NI. P.,

AIR 1913 Ml" 95.
(1708)11 Mad 130. In Re' v. Flo:w'r, (1856) LII I PC 27:35 Lj PC 13, it was urged that it was intended In alter the

seal Loose a principle of the .rc of insolvency that a joint creditor ha% icy, a security sryoa the separate estate is

entitled to prose against the joint estate Without giving up his security. Their Lordships of the Privy Council
repelled this contentions sa hrg ''It this were the establishment of a new Code at Insolvency Las'.', and it was the

object of the colonial Legista I ore to prevent the operation at a rule which they considered unjnsl, it is ha rdls' to he
imagined that they would have committed their intention to tIre equivocal meaning of a few words in a single

Section of the Act."
Sr'cn'etary of till' V. tt.nil.i of b,,lia, Ll.t , AIR 1938 PC 191, 194 (er Lord Wright.

Secretary ef SL,te v lt.rrrk ofirr.fi.n, LIt. AIR 1938 PC 191, 191 1'er Lord Wright.
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the fraud sued the Secretary of State for conversion of the note, whereupon the Secretary of

State sued the Bank of India, at whose instance the note was renewed, for indemnity under the
abovementioned well-established rule of law. In answer to such claim Section 21 of the Indian
Securities Act was pleaded as a bar on the ground that it impliedly abrogated the said rule of
indemnity. Lord Wright repelled this contention. His Lordship observed "If it had been

intended b y the insertion of that section in the Act of 1920 to abrogate the common lats'
indemnity existing under the repealed Act, the Legislature would, it seems, have used words
clearly expressing that intention, so as to secure that, save as provided by Section 21, there
should he no right of indemnity." Where the language is not clear and unequivocal, the
Legislature should not be taken to have intended any substantial alteration of the existing lass'

by words of doubtful import.' Now there is a well-recognised presumption against altering the

law by 
implication except where without such implication the object of the enactment would be

defeated.' In vetlsntgttr Singh v. Jaittatlt Ktter.' Mr. Justice Hamilton reiterated : "There is a
presumption that the Legislature does not intend to make any substantial alteration in the law
beyond 6vhat it explicitly declares either in express terms or by clear implication, or, in other
words, beyond the immediate scope and object of the-statute. It is in the last degree improbable
that the Legislature would overthrow fundamental principles, infringe rights, or depart from
the general system of law, without expressing its intention with irresistible clearness.

The Legislature must be held to have intended that the new remedy is to he confined to

cases falling within the four corners of the section.'
Out of two constructions suggested in the argument before their Lordships of the Privy

Council in Vasttdet'a lvlttdaliar v. Sriniz'asa P)lln,' the narrower construction was accepted as
it escapes the necessity of attributing to the Legislature a great and sudden change of policy.

In Met. Astastti v. C/tltitnu,' Sulaiman, Mukerji and Kendall, JJ . , observed : "We do not think
that the Legislature could have intended to alter the law in both respects by the use of
language which is capable of two interpretations; and even if we were to allots' that both
interpretations are possible, we should have to hold that the one which leaves the law
unchanged is to be preferred to the one which drastically alters it

In construing an Act which is, in the nature of a consolidating measure one should not
presume that the Legislature intended to effect any substantial changes in the pro-existing

law.'

Veeral:h.,drapri v. Finn Vaseej,'e, AIR 1916 Mad 1100, 1102, relying on Maxwell Int'ret.ilion ofStal:itei and Aef::n

v. Bakenha'n, (
1700)11 Mad 150. "Even it the section is capable of taco interpretations, by one of which effect is

given to a clearly established principle of law and by the other of which the law is unsettled, the former should be
accepted.' Sliatesgt:art Singh V. Kedar Oath, AIR 1944 All 126,130: ILR 1914 All 288 (FB), per Dar, I.

LAhciad Hossei,i V. Che,nbelli, AIR 1951 Cal 262,2&1, quoting Maxwell: I,,eqoetatiaii of Statutes. 9th Ed. at pp 85, 89.
"One of these presumptions is that the Legislature does not intend 10 make any substantial alteration to the ),%v

beyond what it expressly declares, either in express terms or . by clear implication, or, in other seords, beyond the
insmediale scope and object of the statute.

3. AIR 1940 Oxidh 130, 142 (FE); see also Sobhraj D,:'arkudas v. Emperor, 45 IC 399, 410 (Sind); Hayal Ud.tirz v. Atat.

Ritowix, AIR 1935 Sind 73, 76; Crates: Statute Lao, 4th Ed. at ph1; K9:,dabux v. Panjo, AIR 1930 Sind 265, 279 (05),

per Rapehand, A j.C.; Moturnrnad Alt Essaji V. Rararh,i Mi,sicipatity, 20 IC 572 (Sind); Har,,a,,, S6,gli v. Man S:e,h,

AIR 1961 Pun) 133,136; 'Ftiakunji V. Paririr'slm'ar Da'eat, AIR 1960 All 339
4. Cudirajo Sasy.asi Raj:a v. Kaniappadu, AIR 1960 AP 83,89 (FE) (Specific Relief Act: Lease).

5. 1LR 30 Mad 426 , 433 (PC).	
.

	

6	 AIR 1930 All 193, 1 '97: ILR 52 All 501 (FIt).

	

7.	 t'a.s':ais Clu,it v. ,'aliaiiic9'aI Board, AIR 1965 Re) 98, 101.

nt.-14
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Sir John Wallis, CJ., expressing the unanimous opinion of the Full Bench in Gss'iuda Iyer v.
Einperor, l concluded

"1 may add that, where sections are repealed and re-enacted in slightly different form,
there is a presumption against implied as contrasted with express alterations in the scope
of the section."

Amendments are often made to clear up ambiguities and such amendments which are
intended to prevent misinterpretation do not in themselves alter lire law in any way.' It is a
recognised canon of construction that when a law is merely being codified and especially when
it is being transferred almost bodily from one Code to another, departure is not to be presumed
unless it is made in express terms.-' As observed by Mdokerjce, ACT, in 'Jiln;ttij Kor v. Siati

ase of a codifying statute there may sometimes be a presumption that aPrasad Cargo,' "In the c 

particular provision was intended to be a statement of the existing law rather than a
substituted enactment, and from this point of view all 	 into the pro-existing law may
conceivably be useful where the language of codifying statute is open to doubt." 	 -

10. Presumptions in re-enactment.—(i) Prior jo,dicial interpretation_There is a
presumption that the Legislature, when it repeats in substance in a later Act an earlier
enactment, that has obtained a settled meaning by judicial construction, intends the words to
mean what they meant before.' However, Denning, LJ., observed in Royal Crown Derby,
Porcelain Co. v. [<ease/I "I do not believe that whenever Parliament re-enacts a provision of a
statute, it thereby gives statutory authority to every erroneous interpretation which has been
put upon it. The true view is that the court will be slow to overrule a previous decision oil
interpretation of it statute when it has long been acted on, and it will be more than usually slow
to do so when Parliament has, since the decision, re-enacted the statute in the same terms." It is
always possible that Parliament, however, vigilant, may overlook a decision.'

(ii) Reproduction of language of old Act in item Act—When the language of a particular
Section of a statute has been interpreted in a particular way by the Courts and that language
has been reproduced by the Legislature in the new Act, we are entitled to assume that the

AIR 1919 Mad 7at p.8 ILR 12 Mad 530,546 (PB).
Secretary of Slate foe Tel;, v. t'ur,r,-,r jn Vaxipart Roy, IER 1940 Cal 123, 135. It is a recognised rule that is-here there
have been decided (alas before an Act is amended, if the amendment does 1101 expressly show that the law as
interpreted by the decisions is altered, the rule laid down by the decisions is to be adhered to. Hanro,rThn Rai v.ttali,-a,n, AIR 1931 Pat 1, 3.
Jairrarayan v. Brr3rxa,rt, AIR 1939 Nag 35 at p33 per Vivian Bose, J . But the presumption thatjhe Legislature did not
intend to alter the law by an Act described as a Consotidalory Act, cannot override the plain a caning of the words
use-i lit re Goods of Bhol,mait, Pat, thE 58 Cal 801 AIR 1931 Cal 580,581.
ILR 48 Cat 556 at pp. 564-565.
Vasr,deru Medal jar v. Sri,rjroxa Pillar, ILR 30 Mad 426,433 (PC) per Sir Arthur Wilson; Sal-ha C/rand v. Piare La!, AIR
1930 Lah 764, 767 ILR 11 Lab 491 (PB). When the Legislature has copied out part of the language of the old
section, it may be presumed that it accepeted the interpretation put upon those expressions by the Courts under
the old law; Mono/jar Singh v. S/u-a San,,,, AIR 1927 All 369, 371 (PB); Applaurarasinrl;a Rafn v. Sccttrayarnnra Guru,
(1959)1 Andh WR 319; Mire-k C/read C/;aodhuy vSlate, 62 CWN 94 repeats words oat which practice was founded;
Zjnrnrer,ursn V. Gresanrr,,, (1971)1 All ER 363,369 (Wirlgery, l..J.).
(1949)2 KB 417, 429, see also Kesa;era,r,Ta Bharrii V. Stale of Kerala, WP 135 of 1970, dated 24-4-1973 by Supreme
Court, per Matbow, J . The presrrrcptiea if there is any, is always subject to an irilcrrlisrr to t he contrary." Gal/away
v. Gal!owe-j, 1956 AC 299, per Lord Radcliffe,	 -	 -
P. cLaw Reid Done-s(jc l'roerc,fi,rgs Cos,t, Es porte, AdcdigLr, (1968)2 All ER 69 (Solomon, h.)).
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judicial interpretation has been accepted) The principle underlying this rule of construction has
only to he restated in different wor ,ds when the interpretation of the previous statute was not by
judicial decisions but by the Houses of the Legislature themselves and is implied in the rules of
procedure or course of conduct of business set up or followed by them.' Where, however, the
object of two enactments are different, the language used in one should not he permitted to
control or influence the language of the other) As pointed out by Blackburn, J, in Mersey Ducks

v. Cattieron, 5 where an Act of Parliament has received a judicial construction putting a certain
meaning on its words and the Legislature in a subsequent Act in part

	(iii) 	 Stotntcs in	 •	 materia uses the same words, there is a presumption that the

	

part	 rnaterta	 Legislature used those words intending to express the meaning
which it knew had been pit upon the same words before, and unless

there is something to relent that presumption, the Act should be so construed even if they were

such that they might originally have been construed otherwise. While interpreting an
expression which is found in one Act, in pari tttatenia with the other; it is permissible, nay
necessary, to bear in mind the decision given by the Courts in relation to the same expression
under the other law. 5 This principle of construction is based on the ground that, as the
Legislature knows that the law is and has the power to alter it, any mistake on the part of the
judges may at once be corrected, and the absence of any such correction, specially during a long
period of time, indicates that the Courts have rightly ascertained the intention of the
Legislature.' Decisions on the English statute in pari itiatenia with the Indian statute can he
referred to for the purpose of construction of the Indian statutes. They are not compelling
decisions, but they are certainly persuasive decisions!

In Attorney-General v. Clarkson,' Sir Francis Jeune said 'Our duty is to interpret the
meaning of the Legislature, and if the legislature in one Act have used language which is
admittedly ambiguous, and in a subsequent Act have used language which proceeds upon the
hypothesis that a particular interpretation is to he placed upon the earlier Act. I think the
judges have no choice but to read the two Acts together, and to say that the Legislature have

1. Kay.mstha Co., Ltd. v. Sits Rams Dubey, AIR 1929 All 625,630 (FB); Phase Lot v. RaPs Rout, ILR 53 All 687 AIR 1931 All

487 (FB); Mohd. Mazattarat Atiad v. ioIohd. Azimuddist Simuisiyim, AIR 1923 Cal 507, 511; Bipal Bii'.ari v. ts'sP:it Ctmi:tr:i,

AIR 1929 Cal 566; Cursetji Dinslmaw BaIlout v. Gangara,n Limbaji Gaikiead, 30 IC 5-45 (Born); Po,s,matat v. State of Delhi,

AIR 1954 Punl 251, 253; Madras Corporation u,. K. Raids, AIR 1955 Mad, 82,87; State v. Editor etc., Matrjbtisisi, AIR
1935 Orissa 36 The principle applies to welt-known cases of decisions by important Court, because the Legislature
cannot he expected to be aware of a decision arrived at by every District Court; Cfmayor All K/sass s'. Res/sis, AIR

1939 All 264, 273; Tat lb Hussain v. A.D.J., AIR 1986 All 196: 1986 All Li 843.
2. Ford0 v. U.P. Legislature, AIR 1963 All 75.
3. Bank Slicer Co. v. Entpioyees' State Insurance Co., AIR 1965 Born 111 :66 Barn LR 780; Lakhastpat v. Union of tad 'a, AIR

1967 SC 908.

	

4	 (1804-65)11 HLC 433, 480; see loan Gangaram V. Sapi'.rl!a Sikdar, AIR 1922 Cal 331, 333; Nagendrs Mohan Roy v. I'yari

Mohan Saha, ILR 43 Cat 103, 142.

	

5.	 Aladauilal S/ia rota v. Soil. Saittcstm Stiarmmia, 1950 Mah T-j 391 : hold Part smemat intended to bring the provision relating
to cruelty in Hindu Marriage Act on par with the concept of cruelty as it is found under the Special Marriage Act.

	

6	 Jogendra Chandra Roy v. Stuayam Dos, ILR 36 Cal 843,556; Nat ional Lead Co. v. Unite-i States, 61 U Ed 496,499 (Clarke,

J.).
7. Biuiapasii v. Rsbindrasiatim, AIR 1959 Cal 213,215 ('Moneylender').
8. (1900)1 QB 156, 165; Approved thcugh c,istinguistsed by the Privy Council in Attorney-Cenerat far Victoria V.

Melbourne, Corporation, (1907) AC 469, 474; see also ArcInl'old v. Commissioner of Stamps, f190918 CLR 739, 759,

Hedonvirk v. Federal Commissioner of Land Tax, 16 CLR 27,45; Vnjra rota Maiaisar v. Special Depaiy CoO's/or, AIR 1965

SC 1017.
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acted as their own interpreters of an earlier Act."
Where • a word of doubtful meaning has received a clear judicial interpretation, the

subsequent statute which incorporates the same word or the same phrase in a similar conte7.t
must be construed so that the word or phrase is interpreted according to the meaning that has
previously been assigned to it.'

Where a word has been construed judicially in a certain legal area, it is right to give it the
Caine meaning if it occurs in a Statute dealing with the same subject-matter unless the context
makes it clear that the word must have a different construction,' that when words and phrases
previously interpreted by the Courts are used by the Legislature in a later enactment replacing
the previous statute, there is a presumption that the Legislature intended to convey by their
use the same meaning which the courts had already given to them. This presumption can,
however, only be used as an aid to the interpretation of the later statute and should not beconsidered to be conclusive. The presumption will naturally be much weaker when the
interpretation was given in one solitary case and was not tested in appeal.'

The re-enactment of the statute by the Legislature as well as the failure to amend in the
face of the consistent administrative construction is at least persuasive of a legislative
recognition and approval of the statute as construed.

(iv) Effect of change of phraseology by amending Act..—\Vhile interpreting a re-enacted
statute, the Court can look into the preamble of the earlier enactment and also into the facts
and circumstances under which the re-enactment was made.' An amended statute remains the
same statute as originally amended, but from that proposition it does not folln,v that the lacy
contained in the amended statute is the same law as was contained in the original one.' When
the phraseology of the law is changed by all Act, the presumption will be that some
change in the law is intended,' It is an ordinary rule of construction that a change of language in
the same Code or Act may be presumed to indicate a change of intention on the part of the
Legislature.' Lord Wright observed in Rosa v. Ford 2 "1 venture respectfully to think that the
view of the Court of Appeal illustrates a tendency common in construing all which changes
the la -, that is, to minimise or naturalise its operation by introducing notions taken from or
inspired by the old law which the syords of the Act were intended to abrogate and did
abrogate. A legislative amendment of an enactment using a different phraseology from what is

1. fl.rr,as v. At'e,l,'e,r St,',m Teas/i,,5 & Fists,5 Co, 1933 AC 402, 411, per Lord Buckrnasier; see i/so ,\'o, ih Cr11/oh Psi/say
v. t3r,dhitl Coal & Sa,rr/iorre Co., 1910 AC 116, 127.

2. .\Dja,fat Shr,,,a v. 5,0. So r,h Shar,,a, lOSS Mah Li 391.
3. Diamond Ssr Mills, Ltd. v. S/rr! c of LIT.,  1951 SCR 242, 235; Federal Corns, /so/or, s'. CoI11,11,jo/3. Sys/en,, 311 US 151;

Melt'or,rrre Co,7 oration v. Barry, 31 CUR 174, tSl (Knox, C.J.).
4.StcCrrVh,, V. Hersha9 Chaos/a/c Co., 75 L Ed 1183, 1187 283 US 458 (Stone, J.); see also Pasoma t/sritro.;d Co. V . lehsoen,68 L Ed 749 (Va,, Des enter, J . ) unless a dil//eronl purpose is manrfesl.
5.	 Bh.Ga/srn Roy v. LA C., AIR 1951 Cal 73.
9.	 9. Krishna,,,. S/a/oaf Madras AIR 1991 SC 301.
7.	 Chs/ar,,t,ara,,, V. So,,,asr,,s/am,, AIR 1937 Rang 317; see E'it'rnsn( Psr v. Sali Praoad Gar ,ça, ILR 45 Cal 536, SRI, 565; He,,,

V. Krishen Lot, AIR 1929 Lot, 361, 362 (F5) (referring order, Chide, 1.); sec also Asiarnr/h V. L'ojr,,/y Cusiodja,,-
General, AIR 1953 Pu,sj 225.

3.	 First 5'. Peru, 28 IC 105 Sind) quo/rig Ntaswc/t oil ln/erpreta/iorn of S/stir/es, (hi/s Ed. at '. 321, 1,,ry see Ill/i Ed. at
pp. 36. 315-316); see I,, as over, the Ceder at Reference to Fin/I Bench ii, Wase,raa V. Ar r,,:ae/n,rFi,,,,3 ,MR 19 . 10 Mad 395
at p. 392); MarrieS Li// s'. Lts/'irrs/,l/,, A!	 J, AIR 1951 Cal 236, 237: Max,s-ott tn/erpre/a//o,, rjSLr/rr/o fl/I, Ed.

 36, 315-316.
7.	 1937 AC 936 S45
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contained in the old Act naturally gives room to the inference that the law was intended to be

changed.'-
A change of language effected by the omission in a later statute of words which occurred in

an earlier one would, however, make no difference in the sense when the omitted words of the
earlier statute were unnecessary. I But it is also well-known that occasionally draftsmen use
different words to indicate the same idea for the purpose of elegance or what is called the
grade of style or their wish to avoid the same word, or sometimes by the circumstance, that the
Act has been complied from different sources and sometimes by alteration and addition from
various hands which the Acts undergo in their progress in Parliament.'

(v) Presumption subject to anythingsI.zou'ing a contrary intention—If the Legislature uses
forms of words which have received judicial construction, the presumption is that the
Parliament in subsequent statutes did so use them unless there is anything in the Acts showing
that the Legislature did not mean to use the words in the sense attributed to them by the
Courts.' The presumption in such cases is that the Legislature did not intend to depart from the

meaning given by the Court.'
Thus, the Legislature knowing fully well the judicial interpretation put on the word

'discharge occurring in Section 437 of the old Cr. P.C. has.in the new Cr. P.C. also used the word
discharge in Section 398. This word should, therefore, be interpreted in the sense which has
been judicially put under the old repealed Code.'

(vi) Adoption of construction in a statute in pari nsateria does not amend original statute.—

It may he noted that adoption of the construction of a statute by Parliament in subsequent

enactments in pari tttateria but not amending the statute in question, does not import an addition
to or modification of the statute, but it can he looked to as a legislative interpretation to resolve
any ambiguity in it! But where statutes are in pari ,'tatenia it is isot permissible to interpret

words in one enactment with reference to those used in the other.'
The adoption of a statute of another State or country carries with it the construction or

interpretation placed upon such statutes by highest Courts of jurisdiction from which the

statute was adopted.'
If the two Acts are not in pari n,ateri:l, decisions on expressions used in one of them cannot be

relied upon to interpret the same in the other." Decisions under one Municipal Act containing
similar provisions may with profit be perused' while interpreting another such Act, but the
former cannot be treated as 'binding pronouncement on the latter." The doctrine of part ,natenia

Nntes,, ,\t,nLii.ir s. Di,.uI(,.il Es 	 er:icc, AIR 1954 El,,d 136 (YB).

5.	 AIoI,i,,dra Supplying Co v. G.G.-inCo,,,,cil, AIR 1934 Pinj 211.

9.	 Kes,'a,,a,,da M,,,rali v. Slate of Ker,,h,, WP 139 of 1970, dated 21 .4-1973 (per Mathew, I . . quoting ,\Iaxwell on

Iilerpw'tation efStaIuloa. 12th Ed. at p. 286). Referred to by Chandrarhud, I ., also in the ahos e case.

I	 Mollmd'a S,,pplyi,g Co. V. G.G.-ii-Ge'ier:'i, AIR 1954 Pinj 211. (section 39(i) of the Arbitration Act, 1910 is not very

different from Section 588, C.P.C. of 1677 as amended in 1879 and the corresponding Section 558 of the Cede of

18S2(.

5. Vajra re,', I,Iud.,li.,r v.5;io il D,'poly Cellc,lor, AIR 1965 Sc 1017 :(1965)2 SCA 396 : (1964)2 AndI, WR (SC) 173

(196.1)2 NIL) (SC) 17?.

6. C'.a,,ran., Claire,, tthsy.oi v. FoUr Char.,,, Ness3. (1977)44 Cut LT 311.

7. Ca,,,illa & fIory Di-,jfos Fe,o.t.,Iin Sic. v. 1,,l.uid Rccc,,,,c Ce,n,,,isai,nvrs, (1994)2 All ER 466.

8. R.nna Rio v. Srinicasa Sosiii'y, 1962 Andh LT 336: (1952)1 Andh WR 340.

9. C.,ari Lil C,,rjc:' Dos v. J,,.,l Knhore 53.irn:.', AIR 1939 puni 265, 271 (Fe). There is no reason eliy this mile should

not be applicable to ce,,titul,o,,al prsviaiess. Sec Illso An,,n.t Stereo, Nn: Dclii v. t'nSh,l SUn,,:.,, 66 Punj LE 12

IC.	 iic.,r.i ef ?sIuii,,: t'i.iI' '.. R,P:,, EriC:.:,,, AIR 1979 SC 29°.

II.	 N-:: Dc!3, SIC. a. L.I.C. AIR 1977 SC 214
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is applied on the presumption that the Legislature knew the meaning assigned to the
particular word in the existing statutes.'

11. Legislature is fair—Brett, L.J., in Ex porte Corbett,' opined : "I think also that there is a
general rule of construction of statutes which is applicable to this matter, namely, that unless
yoa are obliged to do so, you must not suppose that the Legislature intended to do a palpable
injustice. Where there are two constructions, the one of which will do great and unnecessary
injustice, and the other of which will avoid that injustice, and will keep exactly within the
Purpose for which the statute was passed, it is.thc bounden duty of the Court to adopt the
second and not to adopt the first of those constructions. The Commissioner of Income-tax sought
to tax the income of the assessee in King-Emperor v. Bhusen Sarkar,' arising out of Jalkars
subject to Permanent Settlemedt alleging that such income was included in the term 'other
sources' in Section 6 of the Income Tax Act. Mr. Justice Cumming repelled the contention of the
Commissioner of Income-tax relying inter n/in on the observations of Lord Blackburn in Gnrtictt
V. Bradly l which run as follows : 'But where there is the case where the particular enactment
is particular in the sense that it protects the right, the property, the privileges of a particular
person, or class of persons the reasons for the rule which has been acted upon is exceedingly
plain and strong. It would be very unjust or I would rather,say unfair (I do not go further than
that) to pass an enactment taking away from a particular person, or class of persons his or their
rights without hearing what he or they have got to say about it; and if general words were to
have the effect of taking away the rights of a particular person or class, which had been given
to them before and, it would be done without their having any knowledge or opportunity of
resistu4g it and it is not to be impugned to the Legislature or to be supposed that the Legislature
would do what was unfair." His Lordship proceeded to remark "Let us apply these
observations also to the present case. Regulation 1 of 1973 does certainly confer rights and
privileges oil particular class of persons with whom these estates were settled at the time of
the Permanent Settlement, enacting that the revenue which they should pay for their estates
their with them was fixed for ever. If these rights are to be taken away by the general
words 'other sources of income', clearly their rights would he taken away without their having
any knowledge or opportunity of resisting it, As Lord Blackburn puts it, it is an intelligible
principle that the Legislature shall not be presurned to have done anything unfair and to have
taken away a privilege not having openly stated that they meant to take it away or in such
open or clear language that the persons affected i,light come and resist and use arguments to
show why it should not be taken away but having simply used general words quiteonsistent
with their never having thought of the privilege at all, We must take care", observed Lord 0'1--lajan in Ricer Wear Commissioners v. Adanison,' "that a hard case should not make a had

BasIl lIre v. GJ;cr'arciia,,d, AIR 1979 Raj 148; sac' also Ar;,,, Nasa,s,,, V. Slate, AIR 1976 Kant 174,
(ISSO)14 Ch D 122,129; see Banwari Gape o, Emperor AIR 1943 Pal 18, 20 (FR) Upon this presumption is based the
role against retrospective operation of statutes affecting vested rights; sac Baoneee Interpretation of Deeds, Willsant Statntcs, at pp. 195-196,
1411/ c' Ea,t and Vest India Dock Co., (1554)9 AC '145, 456, per Earl Cairns; see also Raillnt v, Wood, (1590)15 AC 363-367, 1f in enactment is such that by reading it in its ordinary scion you produce a palpable injustice, tshereas by
reading it in a sense which it can bear although not exactly its ordinary sense, it will produce 110 injustice, then IadmitI ace must always assume that the Legislature intended that it should be so read as to produce no injustice"
pa, ltrctt, MR in QOc'ai V. Orcrsc'crs of To'iiiridge (1534)13 QUO 339, 342,
bR 53 Cal 524: AIR 1926 Cat 819, 821,

(lS6)3 AC 944,

(1376-770 AC 743, 758.
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law, but we must also take care that we do not attribute to Parliament the intention of injustice
so very flagrant, without coercive necessity. A Full Bench of the Allahabad I-ugh Court in

Maikoo Lal v. Santoo' agreed with the principle enunciated by Maxwell' : "In determining
either the general object of the Legislature, or the meaning of its language in any particular
passage, it is obvious that the intention which appears to be most in accord with convenience,
reason, justice and legal principles should, in all cases of doubtful significance, he presumed to
he the true one.

The underlying purpose of all legislation is to promote justice among men. The object and
effect of the statute should be of primary concern in the interpretation of statutes. The equities
of the controversy should be the tilting factor. It has been wisely stated that the construction of
statutes is 'eminently a practical science. As a result too much reliance upon various maxims
and principles of interpretation may defeat the legislative intention rather than assist in its
ascertainment and effectuation. Similarly, reliance upon precedents will not necessarily assure
the discovery of the legislative intent.....The (construction) which operates in a harsh,
unreasonable and absurd manner certainly does not represent the legislative intent because it
must be presumed that Legislature has acted for the welfare of the people. Therefore, the Court
should strive to avoid a construction which will render the statute unjust and oppressive or
unreasonable or contrary to public interest.'

A construction which permits one to take advantage of one's own wrong or to impair one's
obligations under a rurrent statute should be discarded.'

If a benevolent interpretation is possible without violation to the spirit of the enactment,
the Courts are bound to resort to it in order to obviate inconvenient or unjust consequence.' No
statute should be construed as destructive of or prejudicially affecting any existing right unless
such a result is brought about by express words or by necessary implication.' A statute should be
so interpreted as to interfere as little as possible with existing interests.' If the Legislature,
however, fails to carry out its object by giving proper expression to it by using adequate language
for the purpose, the Courlt would not violate the canons of construction merely for the purpose of
assisting the Legislature for a supposed object which it might have.' If an amending Act takes
away a right of appeal and the commencement of the Act is postponed, it is indicative of the
retrospective operation of the amending Act.'

The construction should be as far as possible beneficial, that is, to suppress the mischief and
advance the remedy, if this can be done without violence to the language of the section."

AIR 1936 All 576, 578.
1.	 Maxwell: hiterpreiatioii of Statutes, 9th Ed. alp. 198 (now 11th Ed. alp. 163).

I.	 Per P. Chennakessi Reddy, J . in Corla Suryanaraya?ia No.4,, v. State of A.P., (1978)2 APLJ 187.

I.	 Ajii ku,,,ar Ray v. S,sre,,dra NatE Chose, AIR 1933 Cal 733 (FB).

5. River Wear Co,,,,xisaio,,ers v. Adornso,i, (1876-77)2 AC 743; Ruts Ram v. Rex, AIR 1949 All 716; R. V. R'n Dayst, AIR

1950 All 134; Rodha Kisln v. Ran, Nagar Co-operative Society, AIR 1951 All 341 (F6); Emperor v. Ra,,rhodlol, AIR 1940

Born 370; D.N. Cooper v. Shit'ax Co,casfi, AIR 1949 l3on, 131; Sir Kasturcl,a,,d, Ltd. v, Con,,xr. of IT., AIR 1950 Bern 1;

Sole,,s,, BibS v. E.I. Ely., AIR 1933 Cal 358; Mars hordos v. Cots's, AIR 1949 Cal 225; Ratikania Haldor a. Burro, AIR

1950 Cat 354; Curdevi v. Mohammad Bakal,, AIR 1943 Lab 65; Slilkha Singh v. Mat. Sl,ar. t-_sri, AIR 1947 Lab 1;

Narsoor,iai v. Jot,itliin,sI, AIR 1915 Sind 48.

6,	 Ouseph Charko v. Inthuruthi Sk,nkaran, ILE 1953 TC 396 (FE).

7. Sanipal Kumari v. Lokst,n,i A,n,nal, ILR 1962 Mad 832 :(1962)2 NtLJ 48.4 : 75 lstL%V 639; A,nireddi lo;a V. Arnireddi

Sjtarantamnia AIR 1963 SC 1970; Nilakanlha Miahra (dead) v. Collector and Dial. Magistrate Gonjam, (1987)63 CI.T 75.

8. D.N. Cooper a. Shinix Cowosji, 1949 Boni 	 134.

9. Ramanaiho,, v. L,akah,xansn, AIR 1963 Mod 175: (1963)1 MLJ 46: tUE 1963 Mad 133:76 MUW 745 (SB).

10. RN. Singh v. Surajdeo, ( 1949)28 Pal 430, 436.
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A construction which would make the statute effective and productive of the most good of
the people should be accepted. A construction that produces an effect at variance with
commonly recognised concept of what is just, right and ethical should be avoided Moreover, in
a fast changing society the law has to he liberal and flexible to serve the modern concept of
social purpose.

It is a legitimate method of construction to give an Act a liberal meaning if that can be done
reasonably. Too liberal a construction should not be followed When it leads to an absurdity if a
somewhat more liberal construction would lead to an effective application of the Act.'

12. Vested rights are preserved.—(i) Vested rig/its are not presumed to be abrogated.—
There is a presumption against the taking away of a vested right by any fresh legislation, and
a construction which involves the taking away of vested rights ought not to be adopted if the
words of the enactment are open to any other construction.' It has been consistently held that
repeal of an Act followed by re-enactment does not automatically wash away the right accrued
and the liabilities incurred under the repealed law unless a contrary intention appears in the
repealing law.' As regards the distinction between a right which is vested and the right which
did not vest, Lord Morris of Borth-y-Gest said in Director of Public Works v. 1-to Po Sang 5

"It may be, therefore, that under some repealed enactment a right has been given but
that in respect of it some investigation or legal proceeding is necessary. The right is then
unaffected and preserved. It will be preserved even if a process of quantification is
necessary. But there is a manifest distinction between an investigation in respect of a right
and all which is to decide whether some right should or should not be given.
Upon a repeal the former is preserved by the Interpretation Act, 1889. The latter is not.
(ii) No retrospective opera tioiz.—"Perhaps no rule of construction is more firmly

established than this—that a retrospective operation is not to be given to a statute so as to
impair an existing right or obligation, otherwise than as regards matter of procedure, unless
that effect cannot he avoided without doing violence to the language of the enactment. If the
enactment is expressed in language which is fairly capable of either interpretation, it ought to
be construed as prospective only." So observed Wright, j., in [ii re Athlumney, Ex /iarfe Wilson,'\rCV[t cons(i)uhio fiituris fat ii;ani in;ponere debet, non pracferitis' is a maxim stated by Lord
Coke in the Second Institute, 292, in his commentary on the Statute of Gloucester.'

1. C,rl.i Suo. oi, , 5 .;u.i 7,'n:da v. S;ate of A.P., (1978)2 APLJ 157.
2. United Cesucec11l'r,ss Lid. V. Saiyanarain Char',aria, (1952)56 C\VN 346.
3. Cycle v. l\l!j.:'vs, 4 CLR 694,703; Ciiisold v. Peoer-y, 1 CLR 363,373; Municipal Board Fyzabadv. (Mst.) Vidyndhari,

63 IC 334 22Cr Lj 633 (Oadh); Garikapal i v. Sbbiah Chcwdlrry, 1957 SCR 488, 515, following lOony/i v. (Vi,iduu,
(1384)12 QBD 224, 237 (vested rights should he respected by Courts in construing a statute); Go,r'ala 1/as V.Arn,sii clii S;i/;.'a,'a,,,a AlR 1965 SC 1970; 1/sri NOes v. M ii ha, U;!, 1979 Rev LR 529: 1979 Cur U (Civil) (Punj)
497: (1979)81 Our) UR 665 (05).

4. iia'i,jihar y . Stoic, 1975 RUW 570 (Fe). Controller of Estate Duly, Guj.ral . l, A/imelubad v. M.A. Merchant, AIR 1989
SC 1710: (1089)77 CTR 177 : (1939)177 IFR 490 : (1889)41 Tasman 342.

5. 1961 AC 901; ore also Narrawaly v. Employees' State Insurance Corporation, 1971 MPLJ 821, 824 (Bishambar Dayal,
C.).).	 .

6. 1893 QIID 547 at pp. 581, 582; Maxwell: Irilerpretation Of Statutes, 1215 Fiat p.216; NaifarHusaj,, v. Pura,,e,,l, AIR1935 All 706,710 (FS); Ponnivselesn, v. Veeriah Vundayar, AIR 1931 Mad 33,91; Sham Singh v. Vie Bhan, ILR 1912 Lots349: MIt 1342 1.1:5 102, 104;A.A. caller, v. The Director of Eduo,iiou AIR 1953 SC 1143.
7. A new law ought lobe prospective, not retrospective in its operation.

	

9.	 Mo rn v. L2:'7'i, (IS48)2 Ex. 22,23 (Rolfe, 11).
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The rule of presumption against retrospective operation does not require addition of words
to any section, otherwise plain. The rule applies only where the words are not plain or are
capable of two meanings.' However, if the intention of the Legislature is apparent, the Act,
though prospective in form, may be given retrospective operation, if the object of the Act is to

protect the public against same evil or abuse.'
A law is said to be not retrospective when right or liability arising out of jural relation

constituted before the new law come into force or created by a jural fact or event taking place
before the new law, or any relief or remedy in respect of that right or liability remains

unaffected by the new law.'
(iii) Substantive rights distinguished from matters of procedure.—Lord 

Blackburn in

Gardner v. Lucas, 
stated 'Now, the general rule, not merely of England and Scotland but I

believe of every civilized nation, is expressed in the maxim, 'Nova constt(i Ito ....... . any new

law that is made affects future transactions, not past ones. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that
the subjcct-matter of an Act might be such that, though there were not any express words to
show it, it might be retrospective. For instance, I think it is perfectly settled that if the
Legislature intended to frame a new procedure, that instead of proceeding in this form or that,
you should proceed in another and a different way; clearly these bygone transactions are to be
sued for and enforced according to the new form of procedure. Alterations in the form of
procedure are always retrospective, unless there is some good reason or other why they should
not be. Then, again, I think that where alterations are made in matters of evidence, certainly
upon the reason of the thing, and I think upon the authorities also, those are retrospective,
whether civil or criminal. But where the effect would be to alter a transaction already entered
into, where it would be to make that valid which was previously invalid—to make an
instrument which had no effect at all, and from which the party was at liberty to depart as

long as he pleased, binding—I think the prittiafacie construction of the Act is that it is not to be
retrospective, and that it would require strong reasons to show that is not the case' In Colonial

Sugar Refining Co. v. Irving', it is in effect laid down that, while provisions of a statute
dealing merely with matters of procedure may properly, unless that construction be textually
inadmissible, have retrospective effect attributed to them, provisions which touch a right in
existence at the passing of the statute are not to be applied retrospectively in the absence of
express enactment or necessary intendment. Bowen, L.J., said in lit re Cone' : "In the construction

of statutes you must not construe the words so as to take away rights which already existed
before the statute Was passed, unless you has Ie plain words which indicate that such was the

intention of the Legislature."

Gulsbchand v. Kudilsl, AIR lOSS SC 554.

Shah Bhojraj Kuzerji Oil Mills V. S'd",as C.ha,rdra Yograj, AIR 1961 SC 1596.

Rajeshwar Singh v. Slate of REar, AIR 1983 Pat 194 (DB).

(1873)3 AC 552, 603; see also Reg V. I,:szicli Union, (1877)2 QBD 269; Paras Rn,,, V. lsstpercr, AIR 1931 Lab 145, 151-

152; Dcbendoa h'arni,i Roy v. Jo,c, snt tea Yarai,i Orb, AIR 1936 cal 593-617; VeJaclli Narasial, v. Slasganaa, ILR 27 Mad

538. A statute which may affect vented rights will not be read or understood as w.v/np rIrospect ire effect unless

there are clear words in it or is capable of necessary intendment that retrospective effect is meant; V CR. Bas

Service (P.), Ltd. v. Sell'na, AIR 1965 Mad 149: ILR (1965)1 Mad 136; Enpen clucks v. Pre;'i.fcst Fund Isr'csfnie,it Co.,

1977 Ker LT I (SC).
1905 AC 359 followed in Dc/hi C/c/h & General Mills Co., Ltd. v Inee,,,e lox Co 'sn:issic'tcr, Dcl's, ILR 9 Lah 284, 290

(PC). In the tatter case their hardships had no doubt that provisions which, if applied retrospectively, would
deprive of their existing fins lit1' orders which, when the statute came into force, nvcre final, scene pros isia,t5

touched existing rights.
(1889)48 Ch D 12, 17.
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Where vested rights are concerned, an amendment has no retrospective effect unless it is so
stated expressly in the Act. The repealing enactment cannot be given retrospective operation so
as to impose an impossible condition on pain of forfeiture of a vested right,:

These principles apply not only to legislation taking away existing rights but also to
legislation which creates new rights.' 	 -

(iv) What tire vested rights?—Every statute which prima fade takes away or impairs
vested rights acquired under existing laws or creates new obligations, or imposes a new duty, or
attaches a new disability in respect of transactions or considerations already past, must be
presumed to be intended not to have a retrospective operation. Where an equivocal word or
ambiguous sentence leaves a reasonable doubt as regards its meaning, the benefit of doubt must
be given to the subject and against the Legislature which failed to explain itself. In order to
take away a right it must be shown that the Legislature has authorised in express terms the
taking away of such right irrespective of the pos,ib1e interference with existing right.'

The presumption applied not only to a substantive right but also to a right of 
suit,' and a

right of appeal,' both of which is a vested right. If the application of the provision of an
arnendulg Act makes it impossible to exercise a vested right of suit, the Act should be construed
as not being applicable to such cases. 5 It may, however, be noted that the presumption does not
apply to a possible right of scut which may arise in future , as it is not a vested right at all."
When the Legislature alters the rights of parties by taking away or conferring any right of
action, its enactments, unless in express terms made applicable to pending actions; do not affect
them." Where a plaintiff institutes a suit claiming some relief in respect of a right he thereby
acquires a substantive right to get the relief determined with reference to the law at the time
when he takes his action." Thus, an Act should not be construed so as to affect contracts on
which action has already been commenced," or to appeals already filed," unless the
Legislature gives the clearest indication that the law shall have retrospective effect so as to

1. SoS,:! Lakhpa/ Ran, v. Ra/,:, Koeri, AIR 1923 Pa! 109, 110; Braja Li! Do/ia v, Renown Pal, 50 IC 515 (Pa!); SardarHarism,'l, Jl,c'lu,s V. Stoic of M P. 1964 Jab U 585.
2. 4.lakar Ali V, Soifr:3J,:: AIR 1923 Cal 85.
3. tail Mat;,,,, v. ]ogeedni, I/sR 14 Cal 636 (FB).
4. Maxwell Istcrpreiatiox of Stats/cs, 1211, Ed. at p. 216; Bourke v. Molt School Board Elections, (1694)1 QO 925; Holderv. Poe,,,, Ma!, AIR 1933 All 706, 710 (FE); Cunn,,5},da, V . Hoso,sal AIR 1932 Sind 71; B.:no'arj Cope v. Emperor,

I/sR 22 Pat 175 : AIR 1943 Pat 18, 20; Sripa/ic/u:tdra a. Ksi!.is/i Chandra, AIR 1936 Cal 386; Subran,,nja Alyar s'.N.:s,,asicayo, AIR 1918 Mad 162; Prows/h,, Nath Pa! v. Mohjnj Mo/u,, Pa!, ILR 47 Cal has, 1113 'The rule thatenactments ii, a statute are generally to be construed to be prospective and in/ended to regulate the future
conduct of persons, is deeply founded in good sense and strict justice and it has been repeatedly laid clown tht in
the absence of clear words to that effect, a statute will not be construed so as to lake away a vested right of action
acquired before it seas passed". Loch,,,) Cl,and v. Baj,rae, AIR 1921 Nag 170.

	

S	 Scorn,,, Dimaprnn:J a. L)n:Iy Collector of Custo,ns, AIR 1965 Andh Pta 294
6. Vc,i,,90;L: a. Kri5hnsu'am5 , AIR 1943 FC 24.
7. Sa,n,oljj,, v, PokksnI,j 1977 Ker UT 516

	

S.	 N,:i,j,, Ch,:,lr,, v. l's:,, Krish,s:, AIR  1944 Cal 163; Ccpcs/;;cor Pal N.. Jib::, Chandra, AIR 1914 Cal 806; "LI/n/ Ta, i Rho,;V. M'h.1 6666, AIR 1943 Oudh 36.
9. Apt S'.",j'h V. Bha5'F,,ti C/era,,, AIR 1922 Cal 491.
10. Gophaar Pa! v, J:/so , Cle,,,fr,,, ILlS 41 Cal 1125 : AIR 1911 Cal 506 (FS); A);! Singh a. Bt,aybat, Cl,ara,: AIR 1922 Cal491; Na/ps, C/ow/c,, v. Pr,, Krishna, AIR 1944 Cal 163; Tir,,m,il.:jsz,'a,,,j V. Sutna,naniam AIR 1918 hIatt 353,

	

It.	 ShiSnat!, a. Par/cr, AIR 1943 Cat 377.

	

Id	 Pr,,,as,e,, P,,; v. t/iso',ss,r Dos, AIR 1911.  Cal 16.

	

13.	 LI, ,'l:,",L,sa I'c;/an,bcr D,'ss on fOn,!atl, 5 FIIA 109.
11. l)a,'n,',far Pra ' ,,.t a. State of llth,:r, 1978 Pat [JR 554 (DO).
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apply to pending proceedings.' If, however, the object of the Act requires that the Act should
apply to pending proceedings it will be so applied, unless there is a saving clause in the Act
itself to the effect that it would not apply to pending proceedings.' Where a retrospective Act
is passed after the decision appealed against and before the appeal is heard, the Court of
Appeal must give effect to the Act, as an appeal is a rehearing.' And, where there is a change
in law after a suit has been decided but before the filing of an appeal, the court-fee payable on
the memorandum of appeal is to be calculated under the old law, unless the amendment is made

specifically retrospective.'
The right of appeal is a substantive right which belongs to a suitor and to deprive hint in a

pending action of his right of appeal which belonged to him as of right is a very different thing
from regulating procedure.' Where the appeal is given under a repealed Act, the repealing Act
would not take away the appeal. 6 In particular, there is no difference between abolishing art
appeal altogether and transferring an appeal to a new tribunal. On the same principle, where
the repealed Act excluded an appeal the repealing Act cannot give an appeal.' The finality of
a decision cannot be taken away by a statute passed after the decision unless a right of appeal
against that order is expressly or by necessary implication conferred by the statute.' When an
authority is conferred on any well established court, its procedure becomes subject to the law
governing that court; and that even if the decision made by that court is made ftital, it only

means that no appeal lies against that decision; but that it does not take away the right of the
revisioilal Court to interfere with that order subject to the limitations imposed on the

revisional court.'
There is no difference in principle between abolishing a right of appeal and putting a

restriction on that right." Neither of this is possible, unless the statute expressly or by
implication indicates this." When the new law takes away or curtails an existing right of
appeal, it is not retrospective, and there is a very strong presumption that the vested right of
appeal in pending proceedings is not impaired by a change in law." The right of an assessoe to
have the case referred to the High Court," the right to prove a debt in the winding-up of a
company," and the right to have a new trial" are all in the nature of substantive rights.

1. Riot Rican V. lOut Duo, AIR 1931 All 635,643 (FB).

2. S/iu/nrut': v. Poiti'r, AIR 1943 Cal 377.'

3. Quilter v. Map/ceo. (18S2)9 QOD 672.

4. .	 Go/si SOugh v. Tejo Singh, AIR 1065 Punj 224.	 .

5. Colonial 5i,or Refining Co. i' tiring. 1905 AC 369; RooterS Chand v. Shy.uiii L..;l, AIR 1916 All 34; Secoclainj of Slate v.

Mooney, AIR 1930 Boot 262; Nagciidra Nolh v. Moo Mohan Slog/i, AIR 1931 Cal 100; Alaur Ra/inian V. hicc'n,tx

Coinnuisoioncr, AIR 1934 Lab 1013; Firm Han She; k/i v. State, AIR 1954 VP 5.

6. Sainuddin v. l'ok/a,nht, 1977 Her LT 516 (GB).

7,	 Nona v. Slicks, ILR 32 Bern 337; Hurro Sundari v. Bhojohari Dos, ILR 13 Cal 56; Peg/es Bout v. lCa/iid Box, AIR 1913

LOb 170; Doiaisuca"iy v. VOt/oling,, AIR 1918 Mad 548.

8. RaIlS C/n//i 'dills V. IT. C,isur., AIR 1927 PC 242; Du/aram v. Alnuaros:, AIR I949 All 223; Oct R.i,,i v. Collector of
Alirii, AIR 1941 All 355, Born/a Prarnd v. Stale of West Bengal, AIR 1951 Cal 755; Suhr.,niauiaAiyar V.

AIR 1918 Mad 162; 5/o i .;hr v. Collector of Nagpur, AIR 1950 Nag 90.

9. laura/a i'rorad v. Baird p) iie;'cou,e, 1972 MPLJ 381, 385 (Shave, J.).

10. Nagcolia Na/Ito. Mat A/chin Singh, AIR 1931 Cal 100; but see Bodruddin v. St/a Raw, AIR 1928 Born 371 (where right

is restricted in a reasonable rnaooer it would apply 10 pending proceed logs.).

11. Siiiineiiloi V. l'a/.Aio;/n, 1977 Her LT 516 (Dc).

12. Chiilurain 0/orison V. B/ia,p.t/rani Be/Ia, 1950 NFL) 37 (DB).

13. A/sir tOo/muon v. Income-lax Conoimiosioocr, AIR 1934 Lab 1013.

14. Such 0, Co, In cc, (1975)1 Ch 048.

15. Ma/nra1 Pj/I,ii v, !,111 //it ChL tin, AIR 1914 Mad 287; C/to/i/al v. Ti/a Sing/,, All', 1t 1 26 1 , 1 501.
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But there is no vested right in a litigant to wait for a particular period of limitation before
instituting his suit,' nor is a mere right to take advantage of the provisions of an Act, an accrued
right.' So also there is no vested right in a litigant to institute his action in a particular forum.
A forurn belongs to the realm of procedure and does not constitute the substantive right of a
party or a litigant.'

The right of a decree-holder to realise his decree by attachment and sale of property
belonging to the judgment-debtor is a vested right, and the subsequent exemption of such
propert y from sale does not affect his right.' Similarly, execution proceedings legally started
would not become illegal by a change in the procedural law affecting the matter of initiation of
the execution proceedings.

(v) General character ofAct to be kept in view.—Paton in his jurisprudence strikes a note of
warning, however, and says at page 189 "When an individualist common law is nodified by
collectivist legislation, we sometimes see an unsympathetic construction. Thus the real basis of
housing legislation is a sacrifice of private right, of ownership in order to make possible a
planned attack on the problem of the provision of suitable accommodation—hence, ail

 on the presumption against interference with the private rights of the landowner has
sometimes led to a defeat of the real purpose of an Act.' And he quotes Jennings' : "What
administrative lawyers ask is not that judges shall pervert legislation in favour of a
'bureaucracy' but that they shall not interpret it against public policy in the interests of
private property."

Beaumont, C.J., in Riistoniji v. Bin Molt, , observed : "No doubt the general principle is that
Acts of the Legislature are not given retrospective effect unless the language makes it clear that
such was the intention, but I apprehend that in applying that principle one must have regard to
the general character of the Act in question, and when construing an Act introduced for the
Purpose of applying an equitable doctrine to certain transactions considered cx' Irgpoti;csi to be
lacking in equity one should not assume that the Legislature intended that the Act should not
have retrospective effect, but wished to preserve rights acquired in such transactions.

J bus, in the case of a declaratory Act there is no such presu nip tion.'.When the very purpose
of an Act is to impose restrictions on a particular class of owners, it is no argument against the
application of it that such a restriction will, in a particular case, be effectual and defeat the
wishes of some of the owners,'

Where a statute is ambiguous, the presumption that a Legislature does not intend to
interfere with vested rights is no doubt reinforced by the absence of provisions for
compensation."

I.	 Lisle,, Melon asS Cu,,',,! I,,ssrasce Co. V. Kantan Singh, AIR 1965 Puni 102: ILR )1965)I Pun) 104 65 Pun) LE 1083.'
2. Joirn,i'ai vAn,,,, 1950 ,\lah Lj 50 (SC); Rajisal MiJ,riial J.i,, v. Colicciorof/ :ubii,a 1975 NIFUJ 74S (DE).3. V.C.K. Bus Sr,ria' (P.) Ltd. v. Setline, AIR 1965 Mad 149 ILE (1965)1 Mad 136 : (1965)1 NIL) 203; Kaiidasn'a sipAts:L,Th, v. S/nil Also I I',',', Moh,ms:od AIisiafi, 90 LW 123: (1977)1 t5Ia1 L) 244.
4. R,'z,'atj v. Chi'anj:/af 1944 AIR [oh 29; People's Basi, V. LVahid Brix, AIR 1943 Lot, 170.
5c',,j IC,,',, S:il,srii,',[, v. 'I.ili.inaja of Jaypu,', AIR 1928 (alaS 1194.
6. 4') tiorv,rd La'.',' Eerie,',' 426.
7. AIR is 10 Bo in 90.
8. Ru/ill I/,/s v. Tg,il M,'/n,s,n,a(, AIR 1941 Let, 291; Tlen:,I d,js a'. C/vile,,,,, 13 IC 26-1 (Sind); Nicol v. Verdei, 96 ER751; L)cl',nntn,, Pane,,, Rep v, Joç,'nlna Narain Orb, AIR 1936 Cal 593, 615-616
9. CuL,l, ,\',i,e/,,,,, a'. 5rc1011,, of 81,0, IRS Born 596, 598; Nm/.ini,,) a', Cl,,,!5, 42 IC 394 (Nag).
10. B,,,!., P,,,o.( a. KiM Es:p,'nor 1942 5CR 17, 28; si'' observations of Beau,,,onl, C.)., it) SLn,'ck',,,t l'a,,J,,nas 2 V. Esi;','na,,AIR 1913 Rom 169, 173 : ILR 1943 Boni 331 (FB); CrC,'.,,, P,,,ud v. P1,ji Al,, AIR 192 .1 Pat 1S3; Cnprhu'an ('a! v.C/ni,,/,a ILR 41 Cal 1125 (SB); CI,a,s;'j,',,l a'. K.i,ifila(, AIR 1925 Na,, 249; Cosmn,issio,,,', g Puhlir Woks (Copev. Lo0,,, 1993 AC 335.
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13. Jurisdiction of Court.-1t may be useful to quote here the observations of Moekeqee,

A.C.J., in flridiy i'JatI: Roy v. Rem Cliaiidra BarnI Sarnia1

(i) Meaning of jiirisdictioil.—In the order of reference to a Full Bench in the case of Si;khlal

V. Fare Cliaiid? 
it was stated that jurisdiction may be defined to be the power of a Court to hear

and determine a cause, to adjudicate and exercise any judicial powe in relation to it; in other
words, by jurisdiction is meant the authority by which a Court has to decide matters that are
litigated before it or to take cognizance of matters prescribed in a formal way for its decision.
An examination of the cases in the books discloses numerous attempts to define the term
'jurisdiction,' which has been stated to be 'the power to hear and determine issues of law and
fact' 'that authority by which the judicial officers take cognizance of and decide causes'; 'the
authority to hear and decide a legal controversy'; 'the power. to hear and determine the subject-
matter in controversy between parties to a suit and to adjudicate or exercise any judicial power
over them'; 'the power to hear, determine and pronounce judgment on the issues before the
Court'; 'the power or authority which is conferred ripen a Court by the Legislature to hoar and
determine causes betweed parties and to carry the judgments into effect'; 'the power to enquire
into the facts, to apply the law, to pronounce the judgment and to carry it into execution.'
jRcforence may in this connection he made to the discussion of the nature of jurisdiction in the
judgment of this Court in Ashutoslt v. Be/man La!? and Gmirdeo v. Clia,mdnika! This jurisdiction

of the Court may be qualified or restricted by a variety of circumstances. Thus, the jurisdiction
may have to be considered with reference to place, value and nature of the subject-matter. The
power of a tribunal may be exercised within defined territorial limits. Its cognizance may be
restricted to subject-matter of prescribed value. It may be competent to deal with controversies
of a specified character, for instance, testamentary or matrimonial causes, acquisition of Lind
for public purposes, record of rights as between landlords and tenants. This classification into
territorial jurisdiction, pecuniary jurisdiction and jurisdiction of the subject-matter is obviously
of a fundamental character. Given such jurisdiction, we must be careful to distinguish exercise of
jurisdiction from existence of jurisdiction; for fundamentally different are the consequences of
failure to comply with statutory requirements in the assumption and in the exercise of
jurisdiction. The authority to decide a cause at all and not the decision rendered therein is
what makes sip jurisdiction; and when there is jurisdiction of the person and subject-matter, the
decision of all other questions arising in the case is but an exercise of that jurisdiction. The
extent to which the conditions essential for creating and raising the jurisdiction of a Court or
the restraints attaching to the mode of exercise of that jurisdiction, should be included in the
conception of jurisdiction itself, is sometimes a question of great nicety, as is illustrated by the
decisions reviewed in the order of reference in Suk/ml;m! v. Tare C/mend,5 and Kliosli Mahiomrd v.

Nazir Mo/id,' see also the observation of Lord Parker in Rag/Iummathi v. Sunder Dims! But the

distinction between existence of jurisdiction and exercise of jurisdiction has not always been
borne in mind and this has sometimes led to confusion, [See Mabul!a v. Hemmmangmmml,' and Moser

1. AIR 1921 Cal 34,36 It.R 48 Cal 134,140-150 (SB); see also Mssaji Luknmaji v. Durga Das, ILlS 1945 Lah 281, 269 (65);

B7411 Bchary v. Mohit Kumar Pat, AIR 1942 Cal 496, 495.

2. ILR 33 Cat 68, 71.

3. ILR3S Cal 6I.

4. ILR 36 ('at 193.

5. ILR 33 Cat 68.

6. ILR 33 Cc! 352.

7. ILlS 42 Cal 72, 63.

8. 11 CLI 512.
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v. Marsdeii, when the term urisdiction is used to denote the authority of the Court to make an
order for a particular description]. We must not thus overlook the cardinal position that in
order that jurisdiction may be exercised, there must be a case legally before the Court and a
hearing as well as a determination. A judgment pronounced by a Court without jurisdiction is
void, subject to the well-known reservation that when the jurisdiction of a Court is challenged,
the Court is competent to determine the question of jurisdiction, though the result of the enquiry
may he that it has no jurisdiction to deal with the matter brought before it s

Since jurisdiction is the power to hear and determine, it does not depend either upon
the regularity of the exercise of that power or upon the correctness of the decision
pronounced for the power to decide necessarily carries with it the power to decide wrongly
as well as rightly. As an authority for the proposition, reference may be made to the
celebrated rlictiini of Lord Flohhouse in A4a1ka4iiri v. Narhari' : 'A Court has jurisdiction to
decide wrong as well as right. If it decides wrong, the wronged party ca ll  take the
course prescribed by law for setting matters right; and if that course is not taken, the
decision, however wrong, cannot he disturbed. Lord Hohhouse then added that though it
was true that the Court made a sad mistake in following the procedure adopted, still in so
doing the Court was exercising its jurisdiction; and to treat such an error as destroying the
jurisdiction of the Court was calculated to introduce great confusion into the administration
of the law. The view that jurisdiction is entirely independent of the manner of its exercise,
and involves the power to decide either way upon the facts presented to the Courts is
manifestly well-founded on principles and has been recognized and applied elsewhere: Experle Watkins' and Jinran v. Dater.' There is a clear distinction between the jurisdiction of
the Court to try and determine a matter, and the erroneous action of such Court in the
exercise of that jurisdiction. The former involves the power to act at all, while the latter
involves the authority to act in the particular way in which the Court does act. The
boundary between an error of judgment, and the usurpation of power is this : the former is
reversible by all 	 Court within a certain fixed time and is therefore only
voidable, the latter is all nullity. When parties are before the Court and present to
it a controversy which the Court has authority to decide, a decision not necessarily correct
but appropriate to that question is an exercise of judicial power or jurisdiction. So far as the
jurisdiction itself is concerned, it is Wholly immaterial whether the decision upon the
particular question be correct or incorrect. Were it held that a Court had jurisdiction to
render only correct decisions, then each time it made an erroneous ruling or decision, the
Court would be without jurisdiction and the ruling itself void. Such is not the law, and it
matters not what may be the particular question presented for adjudication, whether it
relates to the jurisdiction of the Court itself or affects substantive rights of the parties
litigating, it cannot be held that the ruling or decision itself is without jurisdiction or is
beyond the jurisdiction of the Court. The decision may be erroneous, but it cannot be held to
he void for want of jurisdiction. A Court may have the right and power to determine the
status of a thing and yet may exercise its authority erroneously; after jurisdiction attaches
in any case, all that follows is exercise of jurisdiction and continuance of jurisdiction is not
dependent upon the correctness of the determination.

1. (1892) 1 Ch 437.
2. R,sl,,,io,,l v. Gy.uo,O, 19 CWN 84
3. 271A216:ILR25Bom3377
4. (1833)7 Peter 568.
5. (1336)120 Us 464.
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It is the function of the Legislature to enact the laws and the duty,of the j udiciary to
interpret and enforce them. It is no doubt the characteristic of a good Judge to amplify his
jurisdiction where the words of the statute conferring the jurisdiction can reasonably he
interpreted as giving him jurisdiction, where, however, jurisdiction can only he snatched by
a strained interpretation of the law........ the good judge becomes a had citizen."

(ii) Jurisdiction.—The word jurisdiction does not connote form or manner in which the act is
to be done but relates to the power, the scope and the ambit of authority.'

(iii) Jurisdiction conferred and taken away only by law.— It is only by virtue of statutes

that jurisdiction is conferred on Courts, or taken away , from them. In the absence of clear
provisions, the ordinary rule of interpretation that a statute does not create new jurisdiction or
enlarge existing ones, applies.' It cannot be impliedly affected by a statute which has nothing
to do with jurisdiction.' Exclusion of jurisdiction must be in express terms or by use of such terms
as must lead to interference of such exclusion.' The requirement of venue is specified and
unambiguous; it is not one of those vague principles which, in the interest of some overriding
policy, is to be given a liberal construction.'

It is well known that whenever the Legislature wants to confer upon any specified
authority the powers of a Civil Court in the matter of holding inquiries, specific provision is

made in that behalf.' In (MIs.) Coljax Laboratories ( India) Ltd. v. State of Ccii,' it was held
that the court will not favour an interpretation which has the effect of taking away the
jurisdiction of the competent authority, unless the same is expressly provided for in law.

(iv) Consent cannot give jurisdiction—The parties can, by mutual consent, no more take
away a jurisdiction vested by law in any Court than they can confer on it when it is not so vested
by law.' When a Judge has no inherent jurisdiction over the subject-matter of suit, the parties
cannot confer jurisdiction on him by mutual consent, though they may constitute the Judge their
arbiter. Moreover, the right to object to the jurisdiction does not admit of waiver.'

But when in a cause which the Judge is competent to try the parties without objective join
issue and go to trial upon the merits, the defendant cannot subsequently dispute his jurisdiction
upon the ground that there were irregularities ill initial proceedings, which, if objected to
at the time, would have led to the dismissal of the suit."

Where the Court possesses inherent jurisdiction over the subject-matter, but exercises it
irregularly, the objection may be waived, and may, in general, be assumed to have been waived,
when not taken at the time the exercise of jurisdiction is first claimed to the knowledge of the

party affected."

I	 Kl;adobux v. Poijo, AIR 1930 Sind 265,271 (FS).

2. A,::,'arHasvii'i v. Afoy Kun:ar Mu/Jierfi, AIR 1959 Assam 28.

3. Vo.,sLilcsli Dho,iitdeu' Deshpande v. Kusus,, Datlotrsya K,,l/ar,,i, 1976 Mah LJ 373 (DO).

'1.	 OJicS,I Liquidators, Dc/ira Dun Mussoorie Elect ,ic T,a,nzi"y Co. v. a'abha Stale Regency, AIR 1936 All 826. 829.

5. Magiti Sasa,,iaI v. Pa,idab Bison!, AIR 1962 SC 547.

6. ScinciI v. Ecirich & Sons, 365 US 260 5 L Ed 546, 5510.

7. Kishtri and So,is (F), Lid. v. N. Salivatiszi'ara,i, AIR 1938 Sc 507.

8. (1995)1 Goa LT 325 (DO).

9. Ma/ia prasod V. Ra,,iani Mohan, AIR 1914 PC 140; Jagot Chandra V. Shyina Chara,i, AIR 1919 Cal 1033, 103 .1; Sep/si

Licl:ary v. Ate/sit Kumar, AIR 1942 Cal 496; Ka,nlcshwani v. Mn/eden SaInt, AIR 1944 Pat 98, 101.

10. Special Deputy Collector, Land Acquisitions. Ksdnndaro,,sa Charlu, AIR 1965 Andh Pra 23: (1964)2 Andls WR 225.

11. Lcdgssrd v. Bull, 11,119 All 203; Mi,,nksl,i No/s/us. S,,-l'na,,,n,s5'a Sesini, ILR 11 Mud 26, 36.

12	 Bi'pisi Behansi v. Mobil Kumar, AIR 1942 Cal '196; Knrashiddynyn v. S/sri Gnfana'i Urban Co-opsralise Bank, AIR 1943 t3o,,u

298, 290.
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(v) Statutory jurisdiction to be exercised subject to specified Iinhitations.—\Vhere the
jurisdiction of a Court in certain matters is statutory, the Court, however admirable its
intentions, is not entitled to go outside those provisions, and in effect to legislate for itself.' A
statute conferring jurisdiction under certain particular conditions cannot he taken to confer
jurisdiction also in cases which do not fall within the ambit of the conditions laid down merely
on the basis of analogy.' But where an Act confers jurisdiction on a tribunal, it must betaken t6
have impliedly granted the power of doing all subh acts or employing such means as are
essentially necessary to its exercise or execution.'

(vi) Consensual jurisdiction—Where a consensual jurisdiction requires for its constitution
the consent of all parties, the Absence of consent, whether due to unwillingness to consent or
inability to consent, is fatal.'

(vii) Jurisdiction of superior Courts—The old rule for jurisdiction is that nothing shall be
intended to be out of the jurisdiction of the suprior Court but that which specifically appears
to be so; nothing is intended to he within the jurisdiction of an inferior Court but that which is
expressly alleged.'

The exercise of jurisdiction by the Supreme Court in India, it ma y, however, he noted, is
dependent upon and governed by the specific provisions of the Constitution. It cannot claim to
exercise a jurisdiction not vested in it under the provisions of the Constitution:

(viii) No implied authority to deprive superior Courts of their jurisdiction--It is a well-
known rule of interpretation of provisions barring the jurisdiction of Civil Courts that they must
he strictly construed for the exclusion of the jurisdiction of a Civil Court and least of all the
Supreme Court, is not to be lightly inferred.' There is not to he presumed without express words
an authority to deprive the Supreme Court of a jurisdiction which it had previously exercised
or to extend the privative jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to the inferior Courts.' The general
presumption is against construing a statute as ousting or restricting the jurisdiction of the
superior Courts.

(ix) Jurisdiction of Civil Courts—Section 9, C.P.C., lays crown that the courts shall have
jurisdiction to try all suits of a civil nsture excepting suits of which their cognizance is either
expressly or impliedly barred. One general rule of law is that when a legal right and an
infringement thereof are alleged, a cause of action is disclosed and unless there is a bar to the
entertainment of a suit, the ordinary Civil Courts are bound to entertain the claim. Section 9,
C.P.C, lays down a general rule in favour of the jurisdiction of the Civil Court and the burden of
proof is on the party who pleads an exception to the general rule.' The exclusion of the
jurisdiction of Civil Courts is not to be readily inferred, but such exclusion must either he

I.	 Rin5'-Et;7osr v. Osh:, Rant, AIR 1935 PC 89, 91.
2. Sha,,Ii Pruad v. Bichchi Dvi. AIR 1913 Oudti 3-19,350.
3. Central Bank of Indian. P.S. R;'.cspat.2, AIR 1964 Sc 743; Sub-D iris ions! Officer, Sad.,,', raiuit.:J v. ShanI,hoo N.sr.ij,i

Singh, AIR 1970 sc 140,
4. Hanoi EOsa v. Bish.ir.i Elm, AIR 1944 PC 5, 6.
5. Broom's Local Atanj,ns, 10th Ed. alp. 6-17; Peacock v. 61,11, 1 Wins Soind, 73 CrocI! v. Housd, 2 Scull NR 39; Rin,,çi,,5'

v. BI,cI,ans,i, 137 ER 513; Emperor v. Hoer 7.1u9,zinct AIR 1928 Sind 1, 11.
6	 Alit/ri:' Rao v. Lint,,,, of India (1971)3 SCR 9,63 (I-Iida)alultah, C.J.) 95 (Shah, 1.).
7.	 Llro,t'ar v. Scottllt4j  County Ini'csln:cnl Co., 1923 SC 210 (English); Or.,.',, V. Brosrey, (1977)2 En V 346, 3-IS; Ali'r' V.

l'yk, (1942)4 hI & C 421,424: ltsIou, v. Stairs!,,,, (18 12)8 Cl & F 435, 500.
S.	 R.i,n.,:0,s, v. Laksh,ni H'.n'ayarr.i, AIR 1934 PC 84, 56.
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explicitly expressed or clearly implied. Interpretation in favour of the jurisdiction of a Civil
Court should be preferred to the one for its absence.'

(x) Presumption against ouster of jurisdiction—In Prosunno Coemar Paul v; Koylash
Chitnder Panl, Peacock, C.J., said The jurisdiction of the ordinary Courts of Judicature is not
to be taken away by putting a construction upon an Act of the Legislature which does not clearly
soy that it was the intention of the Legislature to deprive such courts of their jurisdiction. The
right of a person to relief in a Civil Court is a common law right and so long as he can show a
cause of action he can bring a suit for redress.' If a statute purports to exclude the ordinary
jurisdiction of Civil Courts it must do so either by express terms or by the use of such terms as
would necessarily lead to the inference of such exclusion.' A statute, therefore, which purports
to oust the jurisdiction of the Civil Court must be strictly construed.' But this rule is subject to
the qualification that it does not defeat the very object of the statute itself. , When the
language is doubtful, the Courts will lean against an ouster of the jurisdiction of the ordinary
Courts except in cases which are clearly and specifically indicated by the Legislature.'

Unless the contrary can be shown the provision which takes away the jurisdiction is itself
subject to the implied saving of the litigant's right.'

Any statute which encroaches on the jurisdiction of Courts is subject to a strict
interpretation, and it is, therefore, expected that if such was the intention of the Legislature,
care should he taken to manifest it, if not in express words, at least by clear indication and
beyond reasonable doubt, Thus, there was nothing hi Section 226(1), Government of India Act,
1935, which had taken away or restricted the jurisdiction of the High Court to try a suit for
declaration of title by a third party who was not in any way concerned with or sought to be
held liable for any arrears of revenue.''

1. Secretary of SI,!, v. Mark & Co., AIR 1940 Pc 105, 110; Maui Raw v. Bhagat Sar.p, I9 . 8 ALl 40; Sha,,ta Nan.i v.
Bas,,dera Nan,1, AIR 1930 All 225; Cozoasjoe Pr'stonjoe v. Rautos,jee Sorahj,'e, AIR 1349 Boni 	 Na7sin 5' Das v. Ci;ogen,ull,
AIR 1939 Cal 535; St.,k of M.P. V. So,,derlal Jaiswal, 1976 Jab U 323 (DO); Union of India v. Gunp.,t Rai, AIR 1933 Cal
14 (DE).

2. Bund, ,I,n,icij,aI Boar,! v. B,,,,dj Electric, Supply Co., Oct., AIR 1957 Raj 275, 279; M.o11ss,,da,, Tri;'.rhi v. Bhagat Deb
Goszean,i, ILR 1966 Cal 661,

3. 8 OVR 423, 436; ceo also Shezeakran, : Ghulaw Shah, AIR 1927 Sind 225, 227.
4. Jaçanr,.stl,,a v. Kaihap,'ni,,a!, AIR 1927 Mad 1035, 1036.
5. M,çiti Saanoil v. l'a,,dab B,ssoi, AIR 1962 SC 547, 549; following Secreting of Stale v. Mask & Co., 67 IA 222,236: AIR

1940 PC 103,110; Ma,,pirool V. Dx!irhand, AIR 1969 Raj 169 (FE) (exclusion must be made on clear and unambiguous
terms); WoOl, Shi,çh v. Raja Raw, AIR 1969 J & KS (FE). (bar of jurisdiction cannot be spell out by implied reasoning);
Raja R.,,n Var,,,, v. Slate of LIP., AIR 1968 All 369 (FE).

6. Fa:a! Thw!,j,,, v. Appah!ai. AIR 1959 Boni G,,ia,n Hsssai,, s'. DSo,,:, AIR 1929 Ben, 471; Ba! wan! Ra,,, Chandra v.
Secrel.rr, of Slate, ILK 29 Eon, 400; Ibrahim v.Mst. Zai,,ab, AIR 1935 Lab 613; Ct;ola v. Baijo, AIR 1927 Lair 452; Ra,s.,
Kris!r'rayya v. Ve,,kafaranga, AIR 1932 Mad 724; An,,:.,ch.,la,n ChAty v. Official Receirer, Ra,,,,,ad, AIR 1927 Mad 166;
Manager, Court of Wards v. Moolrha,,d, AIR 1941 Nag 226; B. D. Birai v. La! Ni!wast Nat!,, AIR 1923 Pal 615; Mg B.'
La! v. K T. Ceoperatire Society, AIR 1933 Rang 124; Pu,, Au'a!a,,,b viaL, Sh.,nkor, AIR 1969 Ali 526 (FE); MI. NoSier
Boo fins', v. R. C. Rai,,at,hai, AIR 1969 SC 439.......

7.Shesu:.,0 'a,t., Ii.,,enjee v. Anal. Reg:slrar of Ce-o;'eratu .e Societies, AIR 196-1 Cal 190.
&ci,-,jj Of:.,,., 6- Co. r. Rae/i Vasanji, AIR 1949 Item 337,' Pert of 'lO!ra< v. Bnnhay Co., AIR 1967 MacI 31$; AIafhssa.if,,,

Tr;'tf,y v. Bingo! D,'l' Goazaw,,, ILR 1966 Cal 661.	 ..
9. S,ut.,r Oh v. DoIil,,dd,,,, AIR 1928 Cal 6. 10 at p. 643: ILR 56 Cal 512; G,zriA,,li v. SuI,l,iO, C!,o,,tbnj, AIR  1957 SC 549,

5513.
10. C,!::., B.,	 n:v. D,,i,,ia,, of l,oH.,, AIR 19M Ito,,, 527.
In t	 15
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When the right of action in a Civil Court is taken away in the cases specifically mentioned
in the Act, the right of a party to seek relief in the Civil Court in other cases would not be
necessarily taken away.' Statutes affecting the jurisdiction of Civil Courts are to be construed,
as far as possible, in such a way as to avoid the effect of transferring the determination of
rights and liabilities from the ordinary Civil Courts to Executive Officers.'

It is an accepted principle of statutory interpretation that when a right of suit is taken
away and the reinedy by way of application is substituted, the proinbition in regard to the
filing of the suit should be read as co-extensive with the remedy that is provided. But at the
same time a statute which is in the form of a Code should be construed as exhaustive on the
subject dealt with. For that purpose its express words should be given full effect, consistent with
the general scheme of the Act.'

(xi) Court's Jurisdiction to determine jurisdictional facts—It is well-settled that a tribunal
can investigate into the facts relating to the exercise of its jurisdiction when that jurisdictional
fact itself is in dispute. Where a tribunal is invested with jurisdiction to determine a particular
question, it is competent to determine the existence of the facts collateral to the actual matter
which the tribunal has to try. This power to decide collateral facts is the foundation for the
exercise of its jurisdiction.'

(xii) New right and special remedy.—Where a special tribunal, out of the ordinary course,
is appointed by an Act, to determine questions as to rights which are the creation of that Act
that tribunal's jurisdictjon to determine those questions is exclusive,' except in so far as is
expressly provided for or necessarily implied. It is an essential condition,' observed Sir
Lawrence Jenkins, C.J. 'of those rights that they should be determined in the manner prescribed
by the Act, to which they owe their existence. In such a case there is no ouster of the jurisdiction
of the Civil Courts, for they never had any; there is no change of the old order of things; a new
order is brought into being.'

Prima facie where the same statute creates a now right , and specifies the remedy, the
remedy is exclusive. The natural presumption to begin with is that Parliament ill the
novel right attaches to it the particular mode of enforcement as part of its statutory scheme.' In
Bsirraclilough v. Brown,' itwas held that "where a statute gives a right to recover expenses in
a Court of summary jurisdiction from a person who is not otherwise liable ....... lie can only take
proceedings in the latter Court.'

It follows that where an Act creates an obligation and enforces the performance in a
specified manner, the general rule is that performance cannot be enforced in any other manner'

J023s1,,aIha v. Kslhaperus;ial, AIR 1927 Mad 1035.

Gir Har Saroop v. Bhagzs'a,i Di,,, AIR 1935 Oudh 96,106.

Mob, nod Yusiif Local Saheb v. Haji Moha,nad Hasaisi RosUihcr, (1963)2 ML) 287:76 MLW 482 (Fe).

Jaddu Veerasa'a,,,i v, Sub-Collector, Narasapur, (1975)1 AridI, 'AR 337.

Nazs'al Kichore v. Board, Gorakhpar, AIR 1937 All 369; Taco l',asad v. Abdul Ease:,,, AIR 1938 Cal 359; Sultan

Ali v.Nur Hussain, AIR 1949 Lah 131 (1713); see also V. C. K. Bus Service (P.) LId. a'. Sel!i,i,z, AIR 1965 Mad 149: ILR

(1965)1 Mad 136: (1965)5 MLJ 203 :77 MLW 515.
Chat Shanler a'. Municipal Cor1,orta!io,I, Bombay, ILlS 31 Boa, 601, 609.

I'as,nore v. OsaoUI:ciCle U: as: Cos,ndil, laSS AC 357; 'ce 0150 Co0ar Coq:raIc.a, List a'. All. Cc,,, for N. S. W. , 9 CLR

378,3S7.
1S97 AC 615.
Doe a'. Brjd3'cs, I B 0 Ad 847, 859; see also Joscphso,I v. Walker, (1914)18 CLR 691, 691-696.
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If statute has conferred a power to do an act and has laid down method in which that
power has to be exercised, it necessarily prohibits the doing of the act in another manner.

Similarly, where a statute creates an offence, and denies particular remedies against the
person committing that offence, pri;uafacie the party injured can avail himself of the-remedies
so provided, and no other!

(xiii) Special Tribunal.—When a special tribunal is constituted under a statute, its
jurisdiction depends upon the specific provisions of the statute. It may be limited by conditions
as to its constitution, as to the persons whom or the offences which it is competent to try, and as
to the orders which it is empowered to make, or by other conditions which the law makes
essential to the validity of its proceedings and orders. Where the special tribunal acts ultra
vires, or refuses to exercise its jurisdiction, or acts main fide. or arbitrary in the exercise of its
jurisdiction, the Civil Court has power to interfere and set matter right.

The Civil Court is the final authority to determine the issue syhether the special tribunal
has or has not jurisdiction over a certain cause? but where the special tribunal is vested with
exclusive jurisdiction to determine its own authority in certain matters, the jurisdiction of the
Civil Court will be deemed to have been taken away to that extent.

Statutes creating special jurisdiction have, however, to be strictly construed when their
language is doubtful. A construction which would impliedly create a new jurisdiction is to he
avoided, specially where it would have the effect of depriving the subject of his full
proprietary rights or of any common law right or of creating an arbitrary procedure. But where
a power has been conferred in unambiguous language by statute, the Courts cannot interfere with
its exercise and substitute their own discretion for that of persons and bodies selected by the
Legislature for the purpose.'

(xiv) Provision making performance enforceable in a specified manner.—"Where an Act
creates an obligation and enforces the performance in a specified manner, we take it to he a
general rule that performance cannot be enforced in any other manner.'° This general rule is,
however, subject to exceptions. It may he that, though a specific remedy is provided by the Act
yet the person injured has a personal right of action in addition. That depends upon the scope
and purpose of the particular statute, in particular for whose benefit it is intended!

The principle is well settled that when certain duties or conditions are imposed by a
statute, when these duties or conditions are not conditions precedent to the exercise of
jurisdiction, they are subject to the maxim lex non cogit ad impossibilia nut inutilia. They are
understood as dispensing with the performance of what is prescribed when performance of it is
idle or impossible. Where railway authorities had taken notice of the plaintiff's claim and
sent an inspector to investigate, a notice under Section 72, Railways Act, was not necessary.'

Siato of UP. v. Singhera Singh, AIR 1964 SC 358; Nozir Abroad v. King Emperor, (1936)63 Ind. App. 372 AIR 1936 PC
253; Prom Singh v. Sahayak Abhiyanta So. Mica Upkhand Adhikar-i, 1993 All LJ 666.
Brain v. TEams, 50 LJQB 633, 662; M.P. State Road Transport Corj.mration v. Jahi Ram, AIR 1969 Mad/i Pro 69.
Royal Calcutta Turf Club v.Kislson CAsed Manchar;d, AIR 1942 La/i 179.
ALrnib/rsi v. Arbuthnot, AIR 1947 Born 413; MoJ:ests C/ia,rtra SEa/ia v. Abdul Gafur, AIR 1946 Cal 433.
B.i/;i'anl v. Secretary of Slate, 7 Born LR 497.
Dee v. Bridges, (1831)1 B & Ad 847, 859, per Lord Tenierden, C.J., cited with approval, to Pasniore v. Os:ialitur'isile
Urban Council, (1393) AC 387,39-1; Pra,losh Textile Mills v. AtaniLrI, AIR 1953 Punj 197, (The Displaced Persons (Debts
AdjusIrneaI) Act, 1951, held to give exclusive jurisdictivn is the Tribunal created by it.).

v. Fife Cool Co., Ltd, 1912 AC 149, 165; Viri.sya Nat/i v. Bgar Journals Lid., AIR 1954 Pat 1, 4.
A2norc/ianj v. Union of India, AIR 1995 Assam 221.
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(xv) Prescribing statutory c/u ty wit/iou t laying down reicicdy.—If a statutory duly is
prescribed but no remedy by way of penalty or otherwise for its breach is imposed, it eon be
assumed that a right of civil action accrues to the person who is damnified by the breech. For if
it were not so, the statute ivould he wholly ineffectual.

(xvi) i,ere special tribunal does not conic into existence or neglects to function—If a

special tribunal is constituted to adjudicate upon the rights created by a statute and if that
tribunal functions, then in that event the jurisdiction of the Civil Court would stand ousted. But
if that special tribunal never comes into being or refuses or neglects to function, the jurisdiction
of the Civil Court cannot be said to he ousted in that event.' "If is not possible to hold', said
Mahajan. J . , ''that though the s tatute has given a right and also prescribed a remedy for giving
effect to that right in case there is an infringement of that right yet if that remedy becomes
merely illusory, in that event the right stands defeated. To hold that though the plaintiff has
statutory right yet he had no remedy in the situation that has arisen svould amount to a denial
of the statutory right. I am unable to subscribe to such a position. The Legislature did
contemplate that the right conferred by the statute was an enforceable right and they did
contemplate a remedy for giving effect to that right. But once that remedy becomes illusory and
ineffective and the special tribunal refuses to function, ip that eventuality it cannot he said
that the right which is of a civil nature stands defeated and cannot be enforced. In my opinion
there is no ouster of the jurisdiction of the Civil Courts till the Special Courts created by the
statute function in accordance with the intent and spirit of the statute. Mere contemplation of a
tribunal is not enough. It must come into being and having come into being it must function
effectively and till that stage is reached the right which is a civil right is enforceable ill
Civil Court under the provisions of Setien 9, Civil Procedure Code, 1908 and it cannot be held
that something illusory can take away the jurisdiction of the Civil Courted

In LicL'iiii Clunid v. Pt iiip tap,i the Local Government failed to carry out its duty of
appointing an election tribunal and Courtney Terrell, C. J . , said : "It cannot he supposed that the
Legislature contemplated that the Government might deprive persons to whom it had given a
right, from having recourse to a tribunal to enforce that right and in such circumstances that
subject his the right to proceed in the ordinary Civil Courts, unless and until Legislature carries
out its duty of appointing a special tribunal. It is clear that when this shall have been done,
the jurisdiction of the Civil Court will be ousted." The theory of conditional ouster is based on
the assumption that the Legislature creating the right could never intend that the right should
conic into existence but that there should be no machinery for its enforcement. In Sultan All v.
Nur Husain,' ivlunir, Ag. C. J . , did not accept the correctness of the law laid down in the above
cases. He observed : "If there is ouster, it must be held to be absolute and not dependent on the
functioning of the special tribunal. The implied ouster depends on the intention to he inferred
from the fact that the statute does contain a provision for a constitution of a tribunal to which
the enforcement of such right is entrusted. If there be such a provision, then it is wholly
immaterial whether the statute itself creates the tribunal or delegates to some other
authority, and the authority does not act or the authority having acted, the tribunal does not
act. The intention of the Legislature being the determining factor it is impossible to suppose

1. S.it  a'.c v. Him; Oman Parahad, AIR 19-I6 L85 (91); C.a,;,-sh ?,IuRstca v Secretary of Stale; ILR 43 B 221; Su,-cuIha'na

Ru,,s. C l;.mirmmn, Municipal Council, AIR 1923 NI 475; Cop'sh ClOnd,',c n'. Benode Lot, AIR 193CC 424; Lucl;mni Chant v.

Run; I'ruiup, AIR 1934 Pat 670 (80).
2. Sal 5,.o,,iu v. lCc,cmmn:,;,m P,mrsh.ad, AIR 1916 L 85 (91).

3. AIR 192-4 Pat 670 (2) )FB).

4. AIR 1949 Lah 131, 159 (85). The observations were, I;ocecve r, ,'Licv.
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that when it directed another authority to create a special tribunal, it also envisaged and
intended to provide for the position created by that authority's disobeying the direction or the
tribunals refusal to function. More or less a similar view has been taken in Jeff Pni's:.I v. A
PrasaJ, 1 where the Court observed : We find it difficult to believe that the Legislature while
providing that a tribunal appointed by the Local Government should he seized of the matter,
intended that the Civil Court should also have, so to say, dormant jurisdiction to decide the
question and that that jurisdiction is to become active the moment the Local Government refuses
to appoint a tribunal. If the Legislature wanted not to bar the jurisdiction of Civil Courts and
not to give exclusive jurisdiction to the tribunal appointed by it, nothing would have been easier
to give expression to such an intention by express words in the enactment.'

(xvii) Avoidaice of conflict of jitrisdict ion—In Jopson v. James,' Farewell, L.J., states "The
existence of concurrent jurisdiction renders very necessary the observance of a comity between
these jurisdictions the disregard of which would lead to most unfortunate friction. Two points
appear to me to be usual on considering whether the Court should have regard and defer to a
jurisdiction with which it may come into conflict, or whether the Court can fairly expect that
other jurisdiction to defer it. One is priority in time, and the other is the extent of the relief
asked for or obtainable in the other jurisdiction." It is a matter of great public importance that
there should be no conflict or clash of jurisdiction between two equally competent authorities.
Applying the principle it was held in Bbib.iprintananda v. Preidc,it, Si/sir Sta.- Bc.ird of

Religious Tritsts,i that the expression 'Religious Trust' in the title and preamble and in Section
2(1) and (3) of the Bihar Hindu Religious Trusts Act, 1951, must be construed not in the plain and
grammatical sense but must be cut down so as to exclude such religious trusts which are
administered under a scheme prepared by Court outside the territorial limits of Bihar. Under
the circumstances, the Bihar Act does not apply to Baidyanath Temple and the President has
no jurisdiction to take any proceedings against the petitioner under any of the sections of the
Act.

In the case of Gujarat Co-operative Land Development Bank v, P. R. Mankad,' the Supreme
Court observed that 'if a Court is incapable of granting the relief claimed, normally the proper
construction would be that it is incompetent to deal with the matter,"

I.	 AIR 1933 All 338 1933 ALJ 305 (310).
2. (1908)77 Lj Ch 824.
3. AIR 1958 Pat 262.
4. AIR 1979 SC 1203: (1979)3 SCC 1213.
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1. Preliminary Note—Some important basic rules of interpretation are precisely sot out in
two decisions of the Supreme Court (i) Btilasinor Nagrik Co-op. Bunk. Ltd. v. Bali n tim i

Slmnkarlal Pundyn, and Lt. Colonel Prithvi Pal Singh Bedi v. Union of India, both quoted in

A lolio n K;; na r S inglia n ia v. Union of India. In the former the passage is It is an demon tory
rule that construction of a section is to lao mode of all parts together. It is not permissible to omit
any part of it. For the principle that the statute must be read as a whole is equally applicable
to different parts of the same section while in the latter The dominant purpose in construing
a statute is to ascertain the intention of the Parliament. One of the well recognised commons of
construction is that the Legislature speaks its mind by use of correct expression and unless there
is any ambiguity, the court should adopt literal construction if it does not lead to absurdity.

1. AIR	 1987 Sc 849 (551) (1987)1 SCC 606 (869).

2. AIR	 1982 sc 1413 (1419):(19S3)1 SCR 393 (104).

3. AIR	 1992 Sc 1 1991 lab IC 2331 1992 Ill SCC lSapp.l 59 . 1; Meluindcr Pal v. State sf11 P., AIR 1995 'CF 15 (F13)
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2. Absurdity—If the words of an Act are clear the Court must follow them even though
they lead to a manifest absurdity. The Court has nothing to do with the question whether the
Legislature has committed an absurdity.' We are bound to construe a section according to the
plain meaning of the language used, unless we can find either in the section itself or in any other
part of the statute, anything that will either modify or qualify or alter the statutory language
even if the result of such construction leads to anomalies or be produced even of absurdity? The
purpose of the law is to prevent brooding sense of injustice. It is not the words of the law but the
spirit and eternal sense of it that makes the law meaningful. The letter of the law is the body
but the sense and reason of the law is the soul; it was held that the right of residence to the
male member of the dwelling house of the Hindu intestate should be respected.' Words are the
skin of the languAge. The language gives its own meaning and interpretation of the law. It does
SO employing appropriate phraseology to attain the object of legislative policy which it seeks
to achieve. The cardinal rule of construction of statutes is to read the statute literally, that is,
by giving to the words used by the Legislature, their ordinary, natural and grammatical
meaning; if, however, such a reading leads to absurdity and the words are susceptible of
another meaning the Court may adopt the same; but if no such alternative construction is
possible, the Court must adopt the ordinary rule of literal interpretation.' It matters not in such
a case what the consequence may be. When by the use of clear and unequivocal language capable
of only one meaning anything is enacted by the Legislature, it must he enforced, even though it
be absurd or mischievous.' It is a well known principle of interpretation of statutes that a
construction should not be put upon a statutory provision which would lead to manifest
absurdity or futility, palpable injustice, or absurd inconvenience or a11,Mly.7 Where the
language of law is clear, it is not necessary to see whether the interpretation put on the law is
likely to lead or not to hardships and to absurdities. But the test may be applied to see
whether the interpretation is a sound one or not.' Where, therefore, the simple application of
the words in an unqualified sense leads apparently to some injustice or absurdity at variance
with, or not required by, the scope and object of the legislation,' it becomes necessary to examine
further and to test, by certain settled rules of interpretation, what was the real and true
intention of the Legislature, and having ascertained it, then to apply the words, if they are

1. Peg V. Judge of the City of Lon,iar Court, (1392)1 QE 273, 290, per Lord Esher, followed is Vacher & Saris Lid. v. London

Society of Compositors, 1913 AC 107, 122, per Lord Atkinson; Corporation of City of Victoria v. Bishop of Vancouver

Island, AIR 1921 PC 240, per Lord Atkinson; see also Muhanrrned Haynt v. Commissioner, Iscorne tan, Punjab, ICR 12 Lah

129: AIR 1931 Lah 67 (F13); see also Logan v. B;mrsto;o. The Guirm, 4 Moo PCC 2S4:13 ER 312; Slate of M.inipnr v. A.N.

Singh, AIR 1957 Manipur 1.

2. R.r/th s'. L.ak!:,rn, 27 Cal 11, 15; Wilkinson v. Wilkinson, ICR 47 Born 643: AIR 1923 Born 321; see also Pin,;? Singh v. Mula

/sl.il, ILR 4 Lah 323, 325.

3. Vide N:iraormnh.r Monks v. (S'mit.) Snsl:eelalai, 1996(2) CCC 66 (SC) :(1996)3 Supreme 611.

4	 Vile Pan until B.;nsilal PItt 0; Slit' of A P., (1996)2 SCC 498.

S.	 Veern;5a v. Slit,' of Attlore, AIR 1965 Niys 227,229 (FB) (Hegde, J.).

6. Ghokin, !olehd. v. Pa,:,u 1Cm;, AIR I924 Lah 374, 376, quoting Ni.mxweiI on interpretation of tntm,ies. 11th Ed. at p.4;

Alan/vIm Wi Lrsmnan C/union v. isI.inikclm:om.t TntJnr.ini Shah, 1977 hi.mh L) 185 (DII). Pun job National Bank v. M13. Lavnnmj

CI:.vi.t Sn,ider Dos, AIR 1932 P0 H45 (FR); Hanish Tnmidomi v. Add!. D:strict AI.igislrale, A041moL.id, UP., 1995 All LJ 350

(1995)1 All RC 220: (1993)1 6CC 527:1995 AIR SC%V 453: (AIR 1935 SC 1118) overruled.

7. See Anmeriea,m Ho,ne Pno,iucls Corporation v. Mac. Laboratories Pet. Ltd & another., AIR 1986 SC 137: (1986)1 SCC 463

1935 Arhi CR 555: 1916 Cur Civ U (SC) 150 ; (1936)1 Cur CC 663 : (19S6)1 Supreme 535 : 1936 Recent Laws 120

rel y ing on AIR 1961 SC 1107: (1961)2 SCR 295, (Smut.) Usi;,t Dead v. Sl.:leefAtadli Po, AIR 1990 MI' 263 (FB).

S.	 'lot. K.r:m!.i;'.mti v. [hum'; ll.i,a,m, 11,R 5-I All 934: AIR 1932 All 494,49S, 1'erNtaker)i,J. (FS).

9.	 Ron APuin v. S.'iyamna flee;, (1977)14 ACC 264.
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capable of being so applied.' It may, therefore, be taken as a settled rule that, if a statute,
leads to absurdity, hardship or injustice in its working, a construction may be put upon it which
modifies the meaning of words employed therein and even the structure of sentences.' And for
this pi,trpose even words may be added and the construction changed so that absurdities and
additions not intended by the Legislature may he avoided. 1 The golden rule of interpretation is
that we must first try to ascertain the intent-on of the Legislature from the words used, by
attaching the ordinary meaning of the word on the grammatical construction—adding nothing
and omitting nothing and to give effect to the - intention thus ascertained, if the language is
unattthtguous, and no absurdity results. If the language is not free from ambiguity, it becomes
necessary and proper to take into consideration the background of the legislation and other
circumstances which may help' the ascertainment of the intention. If, even though free from
ambiguity, the ordinary meaning of the words used gives rise to an absurdity, we have to
endeavour to avoid the absurdity, by adding, if possible, some words and omitting some words,
to ascertain the Legislatures intention.'

'Absurdity observed Lord Greene, M.R. in Gruttdf v. Greet Bolder Gold A/inca, Ltd., 5 I
cannot help thinking, like public policy, is a very unruly horse.....that although the absurdity
or tine non-absurdity of one conclusion as compared with another may be, very often, is of
assistance to the Court in choosing between two possible meanings of ambiguous words, it is a
doctrine which has to be applied with very great care, remembering that Judges may be
fallible in this question of an absurdity, and in any event it must not be applied so as to result in
twisting language into a meaning which it cannot bear. It is a doctrine which must not he used to
rewrite the language in a way different from that in winch it was originally framed,"

(i) Futility.—In Lord Hazc'ard de Wa!dcti v. I.R.C. 2 Lord Uthwatt, while holding that the
amendment was not futile, observed

.........but I must not be taken as suggesting that futility is a reason for the Courts, under
the guise of construing an enactment, to depat t from the plain meaning of unambiguous
language appearing in it."

The provisions of a statute must be construed fairly so as reasonably to effect the object
which the Legislature may be presumed to have had iii view. If the choice is between two
interpretations, the narrower of which will fail to achieve the manifest purpose of the
legislation, the Court should avoid the construction which would reduce the legislation to
futility and should rather accept the bolder construction based on the view that the Logislature
would legislate only for the purpose of bringing about an effective result.'

I I.; iii s'. t'rctn', (I 582)9 QED 281, per Watkins Will ins, J . Restricted a' caning may be given to avoid ab'u rot
results; Hel:crn s. IItt't'act 85 L Ed 303,307 (Stone. J.); Contrniseioiicr of I,ticri.iI Rots's tie s'. Bran,,, 11 L Ed 2d. 75, 52

(White, I.).
State of AU/fit ., t'soteslt v. Azad Bharat Finance Co., AIR 1967 sc 276; Ho, pr;s.;! Ra5ltura,n Date v. State of Cuf.ir.t 1,

AIR ICeS Cu) 263.
ttt'acs'io,,,tos	 /aI v. Stole, AIR 1967 Pen) 132 (D).

Pro,st' (e Ito', lot v. Mu/lick, AIR 1959 Cal 318, 319 (RC. Dan Gupta, I . ) R,nc.huart.,o I/aihculol v. Slate, AIR 1987

Psmj 132 (0) at p. 134 (Narula, J.).
(19-19)1 AI  ER 21, 29, 30; 'er also Resaisu,ania B/tint) s' Siate of Kc,aI.t, AIR 1973 SC 1461 (CJ); Piscj.tlt 1/ut ional Ila,,k

v. At S. L,Yrii CS.t',.t SusJ Doe, AIR I982 P & 1148 (Fe).

(1926)2 AS It 525, 829, 330, relied on in Ci "n,,issic'ter cf Salcs tar, lit'. I 'eDt ':.' V. At/s S,,1,cr Colt, it j'	 I PS 1it,5

tA'o,ts, (1s9)t SCC 6-13.
v 7/sAud Electric Co. LO., AIR 196-2 Cu) Ct	 1' 'V, /F' N. tihegsvoti, I.).
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When the Legislature places upon the statute book a provision in terms which are entirely
Without ambiguit y , it is the duty of the Court to give effect to the provision, unless by doing so
it is obvious that it would lead to an absurdity. A Court must always acxaid as far as possible
giving an entirely absurd interpretation to a section drafted by the Legislature unless a Court
looking to the plain and grammatical language used has no other option except to give such a
construction.' To avoid absurdity or incongruity grammatical and ordinary sense of the words
can, in certain circumstances, be avoided2 There is no obligation on a Court of law so to construe
a clause as would lead to a clear absurdity which could not possibly be regarded as
contemplated by the legislating authority or agency.' Since the basic and underlying purpose of
all legislation, at least in theory, is to promote justice, it would seem that the effect of the
statute should be of primary concern. If this is so, the effect of a suggested construction is an
important consideration and one which the Court should never neglect. As a result, the Court
should strive to avoid a construction which will tend to make the statute unjust, oppressive,
unreasonable, absurd, mischievous or contrary to the public interest.' One should avoid results
which would result in absurdity and give a harmonious construction so as to avoid making one
provision of the Act conflict with the other.'

One of the cardinal rules of interpretation of statutes, which is oftentimes referred to as the
golden rule is that the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words used by the Legislature in
expressing its intention is to be adhered to, unless that would lead to some absurdity or some
repugnance or inconsistency with the rest of the statute, in which case the grammatical and
ordinary sense of the words may be modified, so as to avoid absurdity, repugnance and
inconsistencies but no further.' When the language of a statute in its ordinary meaning and

Ve,rknIcszr'nra v. Venkates q , AIR 1941 Mad 449,460: ILR 1611 Bled 599 (FE); EerIe!! s'. Oau-e, 155 ER 963 Clerical,
etc., Societ y s'. Carter, (1559)22 QBO 444.
Sir Kasturc/ra,,d Ltd. v. I.T. CorissCi:rr,Eonrtaay, AIR 1950 Born 1; Stnferf Perrl'ay v. Bai.Mcti, AltO 1910 Bern 13, 20.
Slate v. Sat Ram Des, AIR 1959 Furj 497, 498.
Moiridec,t Picir.ii v. Ti,rircvely Mills Co., AIR 1928 Mad 571, per Srinivasa Ayyangar, J.
Crawford on Statutory Ccrrslructicn, Article 177, pp. 286-209. A thing which is ,citt;in the letter of statute is not
within the statute unless it be within the intent of the Legislature. It is a rule of statutory construction that if a too

liberal adherence to the words of an enactment appears to produce an absurdity urea irnjrrstice, it will be the duly
of a Court of construction to adept a construction not quite strictly grammatical; Mclla;j'.n v. Gczer,n,nrer;t cf A4nscre,
24 Mys LJ59; Simpson v. U,rnr'iu, ItO ER 50. Hem Narain Jlrusjhusrzrsla V. State of BOor, AIR 1953 Fat 214 1990 Pat LIR
664 (1990)1 EL) 765.
Rio/ten Singh v. A-/nEil. Shaft, AIR 19641 8 K 39,41 (Etrat, J.).
(Dr.) Blrccrsappu v. The l/etrrrrnir;6' Officer/or election to Irrdi.ast Medical Council, Bas,9rnlOre, AIR 1959 Kant 75 (1905) Kant
Ll 513 (1950)22 Reports 221 ILR 1988 Kant 1726; Emperor  v. Jiand, AIR 1928 Sind 149, 133 (FE), per Rupchand,
A.J.C.; Bale/i V. Gopalrao, 33 IC 489, 490 quoting Lord Blackburn in Ealrrn Counties, etc. 'a, A!.,, ' un0', 11 ER 639, 641;
Becke V. Smith, 150 ER 724, per Parke, B; Turner 'a. Sheffield, 152 ER 536; Holti,rçnrsn I/i v. Pnlrrrr'r, 154 ER 1211; K. 'a. Bird,
159 ER 431; £nsler,t Union By. Co. iv Cnclr,ane, 156 ER 84; Crey v. Pearson, (1657)6 I-I Lees 51 10 LR 1216 (HL(; Lord
Fitzgerald quoted with approval in Bradlangh 'a. Clarke, (1883)8 AC 354, 354 the observation of Burton, J. in
Wurtsurton v. Lo pe/and, (1825)1 Had and Br 632, 648, tie. 'I apprehend it is a rote in the construction of Statutes that
in the first instance the grammatical sense of the words is to be adhered to. If that is contrary to, or inconsistent
with, any expressed intention or declared purpose of statute, or if it would involve any absurdity, repugnance,
inconsistency, the grammatical sense must then be modified, extended or abridged, so far to avoid such
inconsistency but no further. Willes, J . , would agree to such a rule or that propounded by Lord \'r'ensloydale in Grey
'a. Pearson, except the word 'absurdity' unless that be considered as used there in the same sense as repugnance,
that is to say, something sshich would be so absurd with reference to the other words of the statute as 10 amount to
a repugnance; Christopherson v. Lcti,rga, (1864)33 LJCP 123, Lord Blackburn observed as follows in Caledon ian By. v.
North British Ry., (1851)6 AC 11 1I, 131 ; 'There is not much doubt about the general principle of construction. Lord
Wensleydale used to enunciate (I have heard him many and many'a time) that which tie called the golden rule for
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g rammatical construction leads to a manifest contradiction of the apparent purpose of the

enactment, a construction may be put upon it which modifies the meaning of the words and even

the structure of the sentence. For instance, where no meaning can he given to certain words of

statute without rejecting some of those used in it, or where a statute would become nullity were

all the words retained, the Court has power to read a section as though the words which would

make it meaningless or nullify it, were not there," It is true that the normal and ordinary rule of

construction of any statute is to construe it according to the plain, literal and grammatical

meaning of the words used. But under exceptional circumstances with a view to avoid manifest

absurdity, serious hardship and gross injustice, Courts have recognised certain exceptions where

the plain, literal and grammatical meaning of the words used would render the statute a

nullity creating a situation of manifest contradiction of the very purpose of the enactment. The

rule as to when the literal construction of a statute can he deviated when the result of such a

construction would lead to absurd or startling results opposed to the intention of the Legislature

or would completely frustrate the purpose of th6tatute was stated by Pollock, C.B. in Wrsuglt

v MirIdletrstt, 3 thus

construing All within instruments. I find that he staled it very clearly and accurately in Grey v. I'earsen, (1857)6

HL C 61 in tire following terms "1 have been long and deeply impressed with tire wisdom of the rule nor,', I believe

tr:rrversstty adopted—at least in the courts of lore it , Westminster Halt—that in construing wills, and indeed

tatirle3 and all written instruments, the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words is to he adhered to, unless

tEat ice old lead to some absurdit y, or some repugnnnce or inconsistency in th the rest of the instrument, in which

caw the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words ma y he modified so as to avoid the absurdity and

esiscsisierrcy. trot no further.' I agree in that completely, but in cases in ivlriclr there is a real difficulty this does not
help irs ouch, became the cases in which there is a real difficulty are those in which there is a controversy as to

what the grarnrrr.iiical and ordinary sense of tire words used with reference to the subject-matter is. To one mind,

it , 11,1Y appear th a t tire most that can be said is that the sense may be that is contended by the other side arid that
tire inconsistency and repugnancy is very great, that you should make a great stretch to avoid such absurdity, and
that whit is required to avoid it is a very little stretcher rinse at all, To A nother mind it may appear that the words

are perfectly clear—that they can bear no oilier meaning at all, and that to substitute any other meaning would be
not icr interpret the words used, but to make all instrument for the parties—and that the supposed inconsistency
or repsrgrrancy is perhaps a hardship—a thing which perhaps it would have been better to have avoided, but

mulch we have no power to deal with." See also Emperor v. Jiarrd, AIR 1928 Sind 149,158 (FE). In Slitter v. Soirrrrrerrs,

(1852)7 Es. 47 it was contended that as the form of the oath mentioned tire name of King George only, tire
obligations to administer it ceased with the reign of that sovrreigri because it was applicable to no other than to
him Whereupon Parke, B., observed in his judgment "I think this argument cannot prevait, it is clear that the
Legislature meant tire oath to be taken always thereafter, and as it could not be taken in those words during the
reign of a sovereign not of the name of George, it follows that the name George is merely used by way of
desipsatirig the existing sovereign, and the oath must be altered from time to time in the name of the sovereign.

This is an instance in which language of the Legislature must be modified, in order to avoid absurdity and

inconsistency with its manifest intentions." (1872)7 Es 473; fr'asi,uddis v. Stair' Transport Appellate Tribunal,'(1975)2

S CC 671.
lntalurrret Java v. Wilson, 10 IC 787, per Tomey, J . , quoting Maxwell's Iirterprclaiiori of Statutes, 12th Ed., at p. 228;

fiy,ler,rat Stumricipulily v, Kazi Fakhruddin, AIR 1925 Sind 90, 92, per Raymond, A.J.C. By some improper use of the

l,nrr,çrr r,,e it might be possible to construe a statute so as to lead in a mischievous result but the interpretation should
Always be made so as to carry out the object of the Legislature where the language car be so interpreted; Lock v.

Qrreermal.mrrd l,rcesirrrerrl and Lurid Atarfgage Co., 1896 AC 461, 467, prr Lout llalsbury, L.C. See especially Sixte ofMadirya

Pra.tesir v. Acrid Blraral Finance Co., AIR 1967 SC 276.

Paitronrat v. Narairrdas, AIR 1933 Sind 151 (2), 154 (FE). "In order to prevent absurdity we must read the word

'surrendered' in qualified sense,' said Lush, J . , in E'cparte St. Sepulchre's, (188I)I7 Ch D 746, 757.

(1333)8 Fech 352 at p, 337; Smrasiik Agency v. Madras Post Trust, AIR 1966 Mad 130, 133 (Ramamnurti, J.), see also

IIaridr Clmarrf,a v. Deputy Lord Acquisition Seer, (1912)1 SCR 676 (Gajendrgadkar, J.); U,nited States v. Bryan, 91 Lcd

SM, 891 IVirison, CJ).
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...........however, plain the apparent grammatical construction of a sentence may be, if it
be properly clear from the contents of the same document that the apparent grammatical
construction cannot be the true one, then that which, upon the whole, is the true meaning
shall prevail, in spite of the grammatical construction of a particular part of it."
When there is a doubt or a patent absurdity and the grammatical construction fails to give

effect to the plain intention of the Act, as gathered from the preamble, then the Courts are
competent to and should rewrite the section in such a way so as to give effect to the Act. If a too
liberal adherence to the words of the enactment appears to produce an absurdity or an injustice,
it will be the duty of a Court of construction to consider the state of the law at the time the Act
was passed with a view to ascertaining whether the language of the enactment is capable of
any other fair interpretation or whether it may not be desirable to put upon the language used a
secondary or restricted meaning or perhaps to adopt a construction not quite strictly
grammatical.'

In Ps The Duke of Buccleugh,' Lord Lindley has enunciated the rule thus You are not so to
construe the Act of Parliament as to reduce it to rank absurdity. You are not to attribute to
general language used by the Legislature in this case, any more than in any other case, a
meaning which would not carry out its object, but produce consequences which, to the ordinary
intelligence, are absurd. You must give it such a meaning as will carry out its object. The use of
the word 'direction in Section 17 of the Payment of Wages Act, 1936, no doubt lends support to
the contention that it is only a positive direction made under Section 15(3) or Section 15(4) that
is appealable under Section 17. But if that interpretation is adopted the result would be that an
employee would have a right of appeal only if his claim has been allowed in part and net
when it has been rejected in fate. Such a strange result is not contemplated of the Legislature.'

The principle that the literal meaning of a statute is to be rejected in favour of a
construction in harmony with the supposed spirit and purpose, when it leads to absurd result is,
however, to he applied only when the absurdity is so gross as to shock the general moral or
commonsense, and there is something to make plain the legislative intent that the letter of the
statute is not to prevail; and it is not enough that hard and objectionable or absurd consequences,
which were probably not within the contemplation of the framers, are produced.' Unless the
words used in the section compel a Court to do so, an interpretation leading to an absurdity or
which renders the working of the work impracticable should not be adopted.'

Section 90 of Bombay District Municipal Act provided : "It shall be lawful for the
Municipality to lay out and make new public streets, and to construct tunnels and ether works
subsidiary to the same, and to widen, open, enlarge, or otherwise improve any such streets, and
to turn, divert, discontinue, or step up any such streets, and, subject to the provisions of Section
40, to sell any such land, therefore,, used or acquired by the Municipality for the purposes of
such streets, as may not be aequired for any public street or for any other purposes of this Act."

,",EduI Ron/v. Moliar,irnad lAriat, AIR 1949 Nag 137,139 (FE). relying upon Shria3vir v. Narayarr, ILR 1939 Nag 503,507

AIR 1939 Nag 227; Commissioner Jet Special Purposes of fnrcome't ax v. Pamnse!, 1891 AC 531, 513; Prooincial Gesermm,,ie,it

C.P. and Berar v. Ha!i Habib, ILR 1946 Nag 930,933: AIR 1947 Nag 45; Rex v. Vasey, (1905)2 KB 748; Garby V. Horns,

(1852)21 LT Ex 160; Becke v. Smith, 46 RR 567; Mann v. Malernoan, (1865)16 CR9, 10-11; Ex porte James Greenwood,

(1853)27 L)QB 28, 31; King V. Everdone, ( 1807)133 ER 512,513: Crates on Statute Laze, 5th Ed. alp. 454.

Crates on Statute Law, 5tt, Ed. at p. 82; Jailed States v. Kate., 701. Ed 986, 955-9 (Stone, J.).

(1889)15 PD 86; in Appeal 1891 AC 310. See also Hcyden FeldI v. D:zmicy, etc. Co., 23 L Ed 995, 996 (Davis, J.).

Payment of 1' 7ages Inspector, MB, Government V. Brarrhodaita BarreJia, AIR 1955 MB 152.

Crooks v. Harrelson, 282 US 55:75 L Ed 156.

Gam;gara,n v. Bhahiclthan Rai, AIR 1953 Pat 295; R. N. Vaouf to V. Union of hdi, (1976)12 OLT 105 (DC).
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The argument for the Crown was that word such as used in the clause applied only to new
public streets. Raymond, A.J.C., observed thereupon, in Hyderabad Municipality v. Kazi

Pakliruddin' : ' It is true that Section 90 has not been happily worded but in construing it one
must take into consideration the apparent purpose of the enactment and there can be little doubt
that this section was intended to vest the Municipality with certain specific powers with.
regard to public streets, which by the Act belong to them. The argument that Section 90 is to be
restricted to new streets alone and that similar power have not been conferred upon the
municipality with regard to old public streets which equally are vested in the Municipality
would lead to a rcdttctio ad ahsurdum. It was argued that we must interpret the section as it
stands and not attempt to define the intention of the Legislature. But as has been observed by
such a high authority as Maxwell in his Interpretation of Statutes, , ' when the language of a
statute in its ordinary meaning and grammatical construction, leads to a manifest contradiction
of the apparent purpose of the enactment or to some inconvenience or absurdity, hardship or
injustice presumably not intended constructions n'.ist be put upon it which modifies the meaning
of the words and even the structure of the sentence. This may he done by departing from the
rules of grammar, by giving an unusual meaning to particular words, by altering their
collocation, by rejecting them altogether or by interpolating other words, under the influence no
doubt of an irresistible conviction that the Legislature could not possibly have intended what
the words signify and the modifications thus made are mere orrections of careless language and
really give the true intention. The rules of grammar yield readily in such cases to those of
cometonsenot'." It was held that the word 'such' was not intended by the Legislature to refer
only to new public streets.

The golden rule is that the words of a statute must prints foci,' he given their ordinary
meaning. But to arrive at the real meaning, it is necessary to get an exact conception of the aim,
scope and object of the whore Act. The true meaning of any passage is to be found not merely in
the words of the passage but in comparing it with other parts of the law. Construction is to be
made of all parts together, and not of one part only by itself, because the true meaning is that
which harmonises with every other passage of the statute.' We must not shrink from an
interpretation which will reverse the previous law, for the purpose of a large part of our
statute law is to make lawful that which would not be lawful without the statute, or
conversely, to prohibit results which would otherwise follow. Judges are not called upon to
apply their opinions of sound policy so as to modify the plain meaning of statutory words, but
where, in construing general words the meaning of which is not entirely plain there are quite
adequate reasons for doubting whether the Legislature could have been intending so wide an
interpretation as would disregard fundamental principles, then we may he justified in adopting
a narrower construction. At the same time, if the choice is between two interpretations, the
narrower of which would fail to achieve the manifest purpose of the legislation, we should
avoid a construction which would reduce the legislation to futility and should rather accept
the bolder construction based on the view that Parliament would legislate only for the purpose
of bringing about an effective result. A construction front 	 one's judgment recoils cannot be

1. AIR 1925 Sod 90, 92.

2. 12th Ed., p.223.

3. Rats Nao5jan v. State, (19S1)18 ACC 196.

4. reks v. Doscast;r At.t1 5',t,',t,tld CollO'flcO, 1940 AC 101 .1, 1022; see also Maxwell on tnt 76501:05 of SuItes, 12th Ed.

at p. 45; S.tly.ti:ao5t v. B:sh:eanalh, AIR 1937 Pal 550,554; Run Singh x'. Rant Knots, AIR 1965 Nladh Pra 264; Sheik!,

Gu!fta v. Snot Kn,ntr Ccat5t!i, AIR 1963 SC 1539; (1965)2 SCA 156. See also Ishur Sn,,th FSintes v.51tt, of UP., AIR

1966 All 168. 171; Tel., P" s Sin' 1 ' J,,e1eclor, AIR 1959 MP 332,383 (Shv Da65, J.).
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a true construction of a statute. The implications and intendments arising from the language of

a statute are as much part of it as if they had been expressed. But it. is only necessary

implication which may thus be read into the statute. Mere desirability or plausibility alone

will not meet the test. And while the implication does not need to shut out every other possible

conclusion, or be one from which there is no escape, it must be one, which under all the

circumstances, is compelled by a reasonable view of the statute, and the contrary of which

would be improbable and absurd?	 -	 -

(ii) Not meaningless or itt effect ive.—lt is well settled that in construing the provisions of a

statute Courts should be slow to adopt a construction which tends to make any part of the

statute meaningless or ineffective; an attempt must always be made so to reconcile the relevant

provisions as to advance the remedy intended by the statute.'

(iii) 7.zuo meanings possible.'-'--If, the words of an Act admit of two interpretations, then

they are not clear; and if one interpretation leads to an absurdity, and the other does not, the

Court will conclude that +e Legislature did not intend to lead to an absurdity and will adopt

the ether interpretation. the language employed admits of two constructions one of which

renders the meaning abs rd and mischievous and the other reasonable and wholesome the

latter ought undoubtedly to be preferred.' When two constructions are equally open, that

alternative construction is to be chosen which tsill be consistent with smooth working of the

system which the statute purports to regulate and that alternative construction is to he rejected

which will introduce absurdity, uncertainty, friction or confusion in the working of the system.'

The Courts will not lightly impugn the wisdom of the Legislature, and if any alternative

construction, although not the most obvious, will give a reasonable meaning to the Act and

obviate the absurdities or inconveniences of absolutely literal construction, the Courts deem

themselves free to adopt it.'

I.	 iy s'. Clarence, (tSCS(22 QOD 23, per Lord Coleridge, C.J.
2. Crc sc-ford Stat :1039 Coneractie,,, Article 168 at P. 266. No rule of construction necessitates acceptance o f all

interpretation of a statute resultingin patently absurd consequences; U.S. v. Cm::',,, 333 US IS 92 I. Ed 413.

3. Simajul Haq K],an c'. Suns:, Cent,at Board of Waif, UP., 1959 SCR 1287, 1299; Said!!" Singh v. I'ritnu, Singh, 1976 Cur U
(Civil) 28 (FE); Stilt. Oie,!a E'c;'i V SuCh Raj, 1977 Cur U) (Civil) 154 (FE).

4, Co,'paealios of the City of Ui:;omi.: V. Bishop of Va',ccu;cr lstaai, AIR 1921 PC 210, 1'er Lord Atkinson; KIsa,, Gui v. Lnkka
Soiçlz, ILR 9 Lh 701, 710 (FE); Amnuachata Cliclty v. Official tfccei;'er, Ra,,,ead, AIR W27 Mod 166; Lint M:'ba,snsed v.

Moha,,das, AIR 1926566461; so' also remarks of Refr y, J . , in Girih,ala Dasi v. Muter Ga:i, AIR 1932 Cal 699.
5. hey v. Stress, (1859)28 L)NtC St. 94; see also Mali Bate. Ka,t,f Part Cha,,eayn, AIR 1954 1 lyd 161 (FE), per Srinivasa

Chari, J . , who dissenting Iron, the majority held that if the definition of the word "law'' in Article I 3(3(u) seers,
read along w ill, Article 12):) it would lead to an absurdity. The interpretation of the words can he reconciled only
by holding that a custom or usage having the force of law is included in Ike term laws in force" occurring in
Article 13(1); T,nal'a:tji:, v. Cc,n,niosioucr, Mccrut Di;'isio,t, AIR 1972 All 1-15, 151 (KM. Singh, J.); B.B. Mali Pale! v.
5reédhar Rae, AIR 1970 Nhvs 60,,t p.62 (Tukol, J . ); Rae: Sissy): v. Rant Kae,,t, AIR 1965 hIt' 264 (6.1'. Ehargava, 3.); Shin
Pa,,: v. Lntrha,uf, AIR 19641 So K 53,54 U.N. Wazir, C.).).

6. Shas,a,t Rcallies, Ll,f, V. St. )ti,lr,el, 1924 AC 105, relied upon by Tek Chand, 3 . , ii: Sol,:u Sisigt: v. fayir Singh, I LR 1912
1,att 394: AIR 1912 Lal, 114,117 (FE); see also Tar,, Se,, t2eka v, State, AIR 1919 Assam 50, 54.

7	 Kotron'ama Rae, l'iJn,-.,o'a:la V. The Dy Director, Mines and Geology, Cs,,lur, AIR 1993 AP 108 (00); K v.
- Commissioner, ,,,,dem the Railer Eeplosio,,s Art, (1891)1 QB 716 scheme Lord Esher said, "It is said that it is very

inconvenient that [lie Board at Trade Should have jurisdiction (under the Boiler ltsplosinns Art, 1682) because it is
not denied II,,, I the lInac Swrc lacy has jurisdiction under the Mines Regulation Act, 1 he inconvenience is
nsa ii fest in as5' opillioll, and ill could l,,,ve done properly. I should have been very willing to hold that the sole
jurisdiction seas in the I-tome cretary; but if any mistake has been made, it is not the pra y i,,ce of the Court, to
le'islute sons to e,,ro defects." "cola, Is, s, I an, (1991)1 0047' R. v. C,:,s:ts','huut l,,sticcs, )15S118 QBD 309.
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Rules framed under statute are to be construed in the same manner as the provisions in an
Act in this behalf.' In case of conflict between one of such rules and a section of the Act, it is to
be dealt with in the same spirit as a conflict between two sections of the Act would be dealt
with.' Likewise the rules must harmoniously be interpreted as a connected whole giving life
and force to each word, phrase and rule and no part is rendered ineffective or as a surplusage.'
Judge-made Rules have to be interpreted in the same way as enactments of the Legislature and
words and expressions occurring in the Rule's have to he construed according to the ordinary
meaning of the English language unless there is something in the context which shows that
they ought not to be so construed.'

3. Reasonableness.—'fhe canons of construction of statute do not permit the Court to take the
reasonableness or unreasonableness of the consequences of a particular interpretation, as it is in
substance a question of expediency for the Legislature.' The fitft rule of construing any
enactment is to give the words their natural meaning and it is only no reasonable results can
be arrived at by giving the words their natural meaning that sone other interpretation is
permissible.'

When the language of a statute is clear and unambiguous it must he interpreted in its
ordinary sense. A reasonable interpretation is to be preferred to one that leads to unreasonable
results,' like absurdity or unworkability. 5 'It seldom happens', says Cleasby, B., in Scott v.
Legg, , 'that the framer of an Act of Parliament or the Legislature has in contemplation all the

The Fann y NI, Carvil, (1875)13 AC 455; The Glarnerganshire, (1888)13 AC 454; B/,a,'ti'ati Oh;, s'. Jalalpisr Uniccraily,

AIR 1957 NIP 233 at p. 243 (Bhargava, J.); C. P. Syiidicule IN Ltd v. Slit,' of M.P., 1972 NII'LJ 699 at p. 701 (Shiv

Oayal. J).
D.i:;.2 Se'uei:p Nabra v. Stile of Punjab, AIR 1964 Pun) 533 at p. 540 (Dua, I.).

See ,Kes*a;' Chs'il'a (win v. LJ,,io,, of laIrs, AIR 1991 SC 284:1991 Lab IC 235.

Vexk.rl,'s,irnlii v. Suloanaraya,sa, AIR 1957 AP 49,50 (FB) (Viswanatha Sastry, J).

Ajil Ki,,;;e Ray v. Ssrc'rfra Nat/i C', i :ssh, AIR 1953 Cal 733 (FB).

Sehhara,,, v. jagmohan Sing!,, AIR 1936 Nag 269; O.G.S.L.A. Co. v. K,ishinumnrrlhi, AIR 1937 Nl.sd 419.

Dan rka At;hlen, v. Patna City Municipality, AIR 1936 Pat 282,284: ILR 15 Pat 36; following Peal's Cardinal Principle of

Legal Interpretation, tot. 3 at p. 370. But the Court's duly is not to make the law reasonable; Politic Prosecutor v.

Atn;jirrab, AIR 1933 Pests 35. See also Pal,,, Municipality v. Kailoih Elihari, AIR 1965 Pat 268, 291.

R. N. V;si,ieca v. Unia,; of fuJi,,, (1976)12 DLT 109 (DB).
(1S76)2 Ex 039; Ge1'olsnru,ni v. Secretary of Slate, AIR 1933 Mad 749;750 ; ILR 57 Mad 237; s.c also Praival!ia Chandra

v. Bho?zcun.Ias, ILR 19 Cal 40 : AIR 1932 Cal 136, 240, Rankin, C.J., in construing Section 264 of the Contract Act
loom Section 45(1) of the Partnerships Act] observed "The section does purport to deal with cases where no
public notice has boo,, given and the plaintiff has no notice of the dissolution; and the pcoposition enunciated by
the section is that a person dealing with a firm will not be affected by the dissolution in these circumstances. Are
we then to say that the section only applies to cases where particular individuals who are sought to be made
responsible as partners were known to have been partners to the parties seeking to 

make then, so responsible? twill

not enlarge upon the principle that a section of an Act is prima facie to be interpreted according to the plain
meaning of the words, or iv ill I trouble here with the cases nose some ss'l,a I numerous in which, the Judicial
Committee has affirmed and applied this doctrine notwithstanding that the result to to make the lase In India
somewhat different from the lass' that would obtain according to the Rag/isIs principles. if it were in any way clear

tome that In take the language of the section at its lace value was to make the section say something paradoxical or
plainly inconvenient or disastrous to commerce I might not be prepared even yet to forego the claim that In such a
case the statute ought lobe interpreted it possible to leave room for an irnplicaliots ttr,,t would render the provision
reasonable. It is to ivy mind not paradoxical or in any way impossible to suppose that the Legislature meant to say
that if a fir,,, is dissolved and no notice is given and people continue to trade with the firm tinder the old firm's
name they are not to he aiiected by secret dissolution. After considering this matter son,escts,,t care/ally while I

quite appreciate that the section soso construed is from the point of hiess' of accepted Englists principles ais anomaly,

lain not prepared to hold that the question under Section 264, Contract Act, can be dealt will, or, the fooling that

there is any implied exception savingsaving the liability of some persons."
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cases which are likely to arise, and the language, therefore, seldom fits every possible case.
Whenever the case is clearly within the mischief, the words must be read so as to cover the
case, if by any reasonable construction they can he read so as to cover it, thoupis the words may
point more exactly to another case; this must he done rather than make such a case a cas;ts
e;I;iSsns under the statute." Where the main object and intention of a statute are clear, it must
net be reduced to a nullity by the dritJisma;i '5 IIIIskIlfH/IICSS or ignorance of the law, except in a
case of necessity or the absolute intractability of the language used.' It is more reasonable to
hold that the Legislature expressed its intentions in an unguarded manner than that a meaning
should be given to them which could not have been intended.'

(i) Preference given to a reasonable mimeaning if provision net plain.—It is not the duty of the
Court to make the law reasonable but it is its duty to expound it as it stands according to the
real sense of the words and leave the remedy to ethers.' It is of course true to say that it is net
competent for a Judge to modify the language of a section of the Act in order to bring it in
accordance with one's own views as to what is right or reasonable but it is not improper for a
Judge to express his own view of the reasonableness of the alternative meaning when once it
appears from other considerations that that meaning is the one more likely to have been
intended. When once it has been found that one of the two possible alternative meanings is
prima fcacie to be preferred to the other, then the question of the reasonableness of the former
meaning appears to be material; the fact that that meaning is an unreasonable one may destroy
the prima facie case in favour of the latter meaning.'

(ii) Should net be reduced to a imullity.—Where no meaning can be given to certain words of
a statute without rejecting some of these used in it, or where a statute wouldbecome a nullity
were all the words retained, the Court has power to read a section as though the words which
would make it meaningless or nullify it, were not there.' If in spite of deletion of a clause, a
meaning is sought to be given to a provision as if the deleted clause was in existence, it would
make the specific deletion wholly nugatory, purposeless and futile.' If in construing the section,
the Court has to supply some words in order to make the meaning of the statute clear, it will
naturally prefer the construction which is more in consonance with reason and justice.' A
reasonable construction should, if possible, prevail and it must not be assumed that Legislature
foresees every result which may accrue from the use of a particular word; and yet effect must be
given to every part of the statute even if the consequences be a hardship on some individuals,
where the meaning, the object and the spirt of a statute are clear from the title, preamble or
Otherwise, it should not be reduced to a nullity by a literal following of the language or the
words used, which may be due to a want of skill on the part of the draftsman, and in certain
circumstances it is permissible to supply the omitted words or expressions.' The process of
carrying judicial interpretation dangerously near the process , of legislative enactment is

Ran, Bharose v. Ga,,g,, Sing!,, AIR 1931 All 727,732: ILR 54 All 154 (FB) quoting Maxwell's Interpretation of Statutes,
12 Ed. amp. 228; Mnt. Me-wa Kunu'arj v. Bouref, ILR 56 All 781 AIR 1934 All 388; Oadh Sugar Mills v. Stale of UP., AIR
1960 All 136 at p. 141 : ILR (1960)1 All 487 (PB).

lOam Chander v. Court Nat!,, ILR 53 Cal 492: AIR 1926 Cal 927, 932.
Vex ugopatan V. Vijayawada Municipality, AIR 1957 Andh Pra 833. 835.

Camn,isoicner, Income-tax, Burma v. Lokshn,j Insurance Co., Ltd., Rangoon, AIR 1941 Rang 212, 219. Expedience may tip
ha scales, when arguments are nicely balanced. Woolford Rraty Co. v. Rose, 76 L Ed 1128, 1134 (Cardezo, J.).

hire Eltridge, (1906)2 KB 772, per Darling, J.; Pah!u,na! v. Narai,, Dos, AIR 1933 Sind 151(2), 154 (FE).
P.C. Pradl,a,m V. Union of India, 1981 JLJ 128 (DB), where such a construction was not adopted.
Pamass'se-y Radar v. State of Madras, AIR 1958 SC 56, 59.
In to Acting Advocate-General, AIR 1932 Born 71,75 (FE).
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permissible where there seems to be no other alternative but to admit that the Act is
inconsistent or unintelligible.'

(iii) Intention of Legislature not to be defeated—It is quite true that in interpreting a
statute, to meet the obvious intention of the Legislature, 'a construction may be put upon it
which modifies the meaning of the words and even the structure of the sentence' but that is
allowed only where the Court is coered to do so to avoid some serious injustice or to prevent a
statute from being reduced to nullity; or for any other similar reason. It is also well settled that
if the Court comes to the conclusion from a study of the whole statute that the Legislature had
a particular intention in putting that legislation on the statute book, then the Court would
shrink from inferring that that intention has not been carried out. The Court would also, unless
driven to such a necessity, not permit the intention of the Legislature to he defeated or to he
rendered a nullity ...... Unless the language of the statute is so intractable or so incapable of that
particular interpretation, the Court must try and see that the intention of the Legislature
gathered from the statute itself is carried out and-not defeated.'

In discerning the intention of the Parliament, the Court can have access to the aids (utilised
by the Parliament in bringing about a legislation) such as report of a special committee
preceding the enactment, existing state of law, the environment necessitating the enactment of
the legislation and the object sought to he achieved.5

Where the plain meaning of words used in a statute produces an unreasonable result
'plainly at variance with the policy of the legislation as a whole, we may follow the purpose
of the statute rather than the literal words.' The legal representatives or the heirs of the
deceased employee or officer would squarely fall within the ambit of Section 630 of the Act.
Any restrictive interpretation to the provisions as would defeat the very object of the
provisions should be avoided.'

A case iot provided for in a statute cannot be dealt with merely because there seems to be no
reason why it would have been omitted and the omission may appear unintentional.' It is not
the function of the Court to make the law reasonable, but to expound it as it stands according to
the sense of the words.' The Court's duty is to administer the law as it finds it, and it cannot
allow itself to be deflected from this straight cause by its own notions of the propriety or

1.	 Jugdurnba Prauad v. MaD Prasad, AIR 1935 Oudh 427, per King, C.J.

2_	 Maxwell on Interpretation of Statutes, 12th Ed. p.228.

3. 109 Clara,s v. Ku,nud MaIns Dull, ICR 25 Cal 571, 578; see also Ex pirbe Raleigh, (1875) CR 2 Ch D 9, 13; Salmon v.

Diuccrxbe, 1856 LR 11 AC 627.

4. Emperor v. Runclthodla!, AIR 1918 Born 370, 371, per Chagla, Q. (58); Mecca Gupta (Suit.) v. State of FOB., (1992)2

SCC 494; Moideestkutly Haji v. Kunhikoya, AIR 1987 Ker 184 (F5) 1987 Ker LJ 492 (1987)1 Ker CT 492 :(1987)2 Rec.
Cri K 485 : ILR (1987)2 Ker 123 1937 AI'LJ (Cii) 237; Ashok Asnba Parmar V. The Commissioner of Police, Vadodara

City, AIR I987 Go) 147 (PB) 1937 Cri LJ 886 (19S7) Cii LR (Cu)) 33: (1987)1 Guj LI-I 240: 1987(1)28 Cu) LR 500:
(1987)2 Roe Cri R 89; Nrushingha Charan Sarassgi v. Utkal University, AIR 1987 Orissa 85 (DB).

5. Vide Himachal Road Transport Corporation, Sim!,s v. Surhi!a Dni, AIR 1986 HP 73 (DB) : II.R 1954 HP 832.

6. united States v. Rosenblum Truck Lines, 86 L Ed 671, 676 (per Murphy, J.); Veeraraghars v. Loll): Ku,nar, 1995 Cii U

1882 (Mad) )DB).
7. Vide Su,nila Blu:gut v. VoiDs Ltd., (1995)74 CC 25 (SC); (Snit.) Abhftash Vixod Kumar lain v. Cox and King (India) Ltd.,

AIR 1995 SC 1592.
8. Deputy Comsnissionor, Jbang v. Budhu Russ, AIR 1933 Luh 38, 48, following Maxwell on list erprelatios: of Statutea, 7th

Ed., p. 12.
9. Shall Hayal u'. Co,n,nissio,:er, l,,cosne-tar, AIR 1931 Lab 87(85); Pea y.:grao v. SAul Dis'ricl Council, AIR 1932 Nag 105,

p,'rNiyogi.Aj.C.	 -
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otherwise of the law.	 -
4. Injustice.—The mere fact that the literal meaning of the words used leads to an injustice

is no ground for disregarding the meaning.' It is to be taken as a fundeisiental principle standing
as it were oil threshold of the whole subject of interpretation, that the plain intention of
the Legislature, as expressed by the language employed is invariably to be accepted and
carried into effect, whatever may he the opinion of the judicial interpreter of its wisdom or
justice. If the language admits of no doubt or secondary meaning, it is to be obeyed.' The
question depends entirely upon the construction of the Act of Parliament, and it seems to me,"

says Martin, B., in Ortrattrett tel Pyrographic Woodwork Co. v. Brown.' that the true mode of

deal with Acts of Parliament is to give them their ordinary meaning, and to carry out what the
Legislature in words enacts. Even if the result of such a construction is attended with injustice
still the true mode is to carry it out, instead of endeavouring to tamper with it, and to give it
what it supposed to he a cc,nstrLtction more consonant with justice." Where the Legislature has
spoken in positive terms, it is not for us to speculate upor. their intention nor to vary the effect
which ought to he given to the Act by what we may consider to he the hardships or injustice
arising from it.' However unjust, arbitrary or inconvenient the meaning conveyed may be, it must
receive its full effect.' As result flowing from a statutory provision is never an evil. A Court has
no power to ignore the provision to relieve what it considers a distress; resulting from its

operation. A statute must be given effect to whether the Court likes it or not.'

(i) Where plain ineenitty interfered with—A sense of possible injustice of en interpretation
ought not to induce a judge to do violence to well-settled rules of constructiOn, but it may
properly lead to the selection of one rather than the other to reasonable interpretations.' Lord

Selborne observed in Middlesex, P. v. R. :' "1 think that your Lordships, without doing any real
violence either to the spirit or to the language of the Act of l'arliament, mrs ci ispose of that
argument in a manner which certainly will avoid consequences in the lest degree inconvenient
and I may add unjust which otherwise might possibly result. 'If that is the true interpretation

of the statute", wrote Brett, MR., jr, Pitittisteitd Board of Works v. Spacktt;a ii, . . if there are no

means of avoiding such an interpretation of the statute, a judge must come to the conclusion that
the Legislature by inadvertence has committed an act of legislative injustice; ,

 but to my mind a

Judge ought to struggle with all the intellect he has and with all the vigour of mind that he
has, against such an interpretation of an Act of Parliament; and unless he is forced to come to a

PriOui Dos 5 .....-vs v. Et::perer, AIR 1931 Lab 233 ILR 12 Lab 345.

Ashteoh Ba,:, v. Sud:a,iguhirbhuuhari, AIR 1931 Cal 6: ILR 58 Cat 5104cr Remfry, J. following the speech of Lords

'l1,,Idaw, L. 	 htace	 Moultonaghlen, Atkinson, Shaw and Moulton in Vacl:er & Sons, Lid. v. London Society of Cot'q'orilo's

1913 AC 107; see Suresh DMa v. Ct:.ingulat, 1962 Alt U 612 : 1962 All SiR (HC) 523 (satire rule applies avers it

absurdity results from plain meaning.).
I. 	 Copal Chandra v. Guru Clurari, AIR 1941 Cat 141, 143, per Miller, J., quoting Ntaswoll on I,tte,retsiiO,t '5il,,lcs, 6th

Ed. at p. 94.

t.	 139 ER 17; see all Raskins, C-J., in lslukerjea v. Rar,ra,ti t,rdsutriol Sank, AiR 1930 Cal 770, 773.

5	 R. v. Calthrop, 122 DF 441, per Cockbu rn, C.J.; Sandea Charrdhany v. State of 139-ar, 1926 Pat 1.JR SC.

5. Maxwell on Inte rpretation of Statutes, 10th Ed. at p- 5; see Bhagri'an Y.- v. State of I'i:tjoL, AIR 1963 Pun) 522: ILR

(1963)1 Pun) 602; Sandeo Ct:.rr:'dhitnj v. State of flOur, 1976 Pat LJR 95; Naairr,ddnt v. State Trses;'o rt Appellate Tribunal,

(1975)2 SCC 671.

7.	 Martin llr,nt v. Calcutta Cor1:er.ilion, AIR 1966 SC 529: (1966)1 SCA 205.

S.	 Arrow Shipping Co. v. Tyne Cent or suinars, 1894 AC 516.

9. (1334)9 AC 757.

10. (1364)43 QUD 873, on appeal; S;',rcknrsn v. Pls,nst cad Scar,t of Works, (1885)10 AC 229 (EIL).

Int.-16
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contrary conclusion, he ought to assume that it is impossible that the Legislature could have so
intended.' In such a case, the simple application of the words in their primary and unqualified
sense is not always sufficient, and will sometimes fail to carry out the manifest intention of
law-giver as collected from the statute itself, and the nature of the subject-matter and the
mischiefs to be remedied. Where, therefore, the simple application of the words in an
unqualified sense leads apparently to some injustice or absurdity at variance with, or not
required by, the scope and object of the legislation, it becomes necessary to examine further and
to test, by certain settled rules of interpretation, what was the real and true intention of the
Legislature, and having ascertained it, then to apply the words, if they are capable of being so
applied, so as to give effect to that intention.' Where the plain literal interpretation of a
statutory provision were to result in a manifestly unjust result never intended by the
Legislature, the Court is entitled to modify the language used by the Legislature so as to
achieve the intention of the Legislature and to produce a rational construction.' In Tiraf/t Singh

v. Bachittcr Si;tJt,' while interpreting Section 99 of Representation
. of the People Act, the

Supreme Court has laid down that where the language of a statute in its ordinary meaning and
grammatical construction leads to a manifest contradiction of the apparent purpose of the
enactment or to some inconvenience or absurdity, hardship or injustice, presumably not intended,
a construction may be put upon it which modifies the meaning of the words and even the
structure of the sentence, quoted in DV. V. Soya Poised v. Covertjn;cnt of Andhra Piadesh.' A

very strong case of injustice arising from giving the language of an Act of Parliament its natural
meaning must he made out before the Court will construe a section in a way contrary to the
natural meaning of the language used. Where the Legislature has used words in an Act which
if generally construed, must lead to palpable injustice and consequences revolting to the mind of
any reasonable man, the Court will always endeavour to place on such words a reasonable
limitation, on the ground that the Legislature could not have intended such consequences to
ensue, unless express language in the Act or binding authorit y prevents such limitation being
interpolated into the Act,' The meaning of a word or expression used in the Constitution often is
coloured b y the context in which it occdrs; the simpler and more common the word or expression,
the more meanini;s and shades of meanings it has. It is the duty of the Court to determine in
what particular shade of meaning the word or expression was used by the Constitution makers
and in discharging the duty the Court will take into account the context in which it occurs, the
Object to serve which it was used, its collocation, the general congruity with the concept or object
it was intended to articulate and a host of other considerations. Above all, the court will avoid
repu);nanc)' with accepted norms of justice and reason.' The view that would work less injustice
would he preferable than the view which would have the effect of causing greater injustice.' In
construing in act, a construction ought not to be put that would work injustice, or even hardship
or inconvenience, unless it is clear that such was the intention of the Legislature.' Wright, J.,

1. tLcdoy ,'. 13cc, )10S2)9 QIID 261, icr Watkins Williams,); ,cca!so Re North Midland Railway Act, Ex pOrte Slahers,
(1349)13 LJ Cli 131; EltU, v. Nightingale, 115581120 ER 260.

2. \'xle Cc' ,nisecncr cf Iucomc-tax, BOO galore a. 1,11. Gci!c, AIR 1033 SC 1698; flodJ,ra Cott on Mills Lid. v. Sri Laklioii
G i,- f i Cotict CostS:5 .\lill, (1996)1 ALT 537 (AP).

3. AIR 1355 SC 530

4. (/970)1 ALT 303 IDa> (A P).
5. Sc hell, (15M1 QBD 137,1cr Ce: a,).
6. Sc (1 mc koIi'eok, Es ;'olc Dan and Rcebura, (1609)23 QI3D 4015, re',i 5'. C7stui, ".IR 1935 Nag 163, 170.
7.At,:Il:s:' lice ,'. Uu je,i of t'ti,i, AIR 1971 Sc 530 alp. 577.
5.	 (AisHJ,s:ls,'K79,m,3lR1939MP14
9.	 Tttik 7sf/i Ctq ' te v. Li. Cot. Karat a Ku:ar Clu!crjcc, 62 CWN 530.
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went so far as to say in P. V. Durham JJ . ' "In the absence of authority, I think we ought to he
guided by the hare letter of the statute, unless there is something in principle or on the ground of
Public convenience or failure of justice, to qualify the prima facie meaning of the language

used. Gale, C.J., said in Smurthwaite v. Wibhris' The consequences which this would lead to

are so monstrous, so manifestly unjust, that I should pause before I consent to adopt this
construction of the Act of Parliament.

To the similar effect are the observations of the Supreme Court in the State of Pxajashirti V.

Lecla Join,' where it was said that unless the words are unmeaning or absurd, it would not he in
accord with any sound principle of construction to refuse to give effect to the pros isions of a
statute on the very elusive ground that - to give them their ordinary meaning leads to
consequences which are not in accord with the notions of propriety or justice. It has been
repeatedly held that in the matter of economic offences, the enactment should he interpreted so
as to make it workable and that the rule that a construction in favour of the subject should be
adopted is not be applied.

(ii) Two possible interpretations.—Whenever the language of the Legislature admits of
two constructions and, if construed in one wa y,, would lead to obvious injustice, the Courts act
upon the view that such a result could not have been intended, unless the intention had been
manifested in express words.' Again out of the two interpretations, that which ends in tha
furtherance of the object of the statute should be preferred to the one that Would frustrate it.' If
fictional retrospective operation is given to Section 13, Bihar Buildings (Lease, Rent and
Eviction) Control Act, 1977, (which is equivalent to Section 11-A of the 39-17 Act) then it will
defeat the very purpose of the Act, that of giving protection to the tenant, and is th e refore, not
to be preferred.' It is a cardinal rule governing the interpretation of statutes that when the
language of the Legislature admits of two constructions, the Court should not adopt a
construction which would lead to an absurdit y or obvious injustice.' If the words are a;niiguous
and are fairly capable of two different meanings, one of which will or may work an injustice
and the other will not or may not work an injustice, then the latter interpretation is the one
which should be preferred. But if the s''ords are plain, the Court has no right to put an
unnatural interpretation upon them simply because the putting of natural interpretation upon
them might work an injustice'. In Birch v. l-Vigan Corporation," Denning, L. J . , observed
"Where there is a fair choice between a literal interpretation and a reasonable one--and there
usually is—we should always choose the reasonable one:' it is equally well-settled that where
alternative is to be chosen which will be consistent with the smooth working of the system

I.	 (1895)1QItSCI.

2.	 (1562)31 LI d ' 214, q:,oied by Boys, J., in Ron: SaRi,,. Debi Din, AIR 1929 All 617,622: ILK 49 All B (SB).

3.	 AIR 1953SC1296,

4.	 Afe::lha dasher' Co. v. Ant. Director of Enfa'-ren:n!, AIR 1987 Ker 3-1 : (1956)9 CCC 352 1956 Ncr LT 1373 ILK

(1947)1 Ker 203 (DC), relying on (l,:ie,: ofInti.: v. OH-non' Dsçço Prosod (I') Ltd., AIR 1979 SC 1597.

5.	 K. v. Shea,,, 25 URIC 91, per Lord, Campbell; so,' also Jhog: Trwooi v. Slate of West Bençt. AIR 1939 Cal 175, 171; /.::

Kiol,n,: v, Income-lox Officer, AIR 1960 All 19 (50).

€'.	 Dr. S. N. Roy v. Dr. Gala Mozo',:tor, 1975 DLI 162.

7.	 '.1/s To::,' 5t,'::'' v. Sm?. J4,iL4i D,',, 1978 BLJ 755.

6.	 LIre, Gel v. Lob:.,,, Singh, ILK 9 LaS 701, 710, per Shad, LA, C.J.; Ar,,,,ac/:a!am,, Clx'tlyv. 09tciaI Rrcoircr, Ram,,xad AIR

1927 Mod 169; H:'rit.,t'l,' Rr:wsio'e,o,/ Co. V. 5.69cr, 1542 AC 596, per Lord Field; see also 51,1,' of 1d:y:slLan N. LeeS,

AlL 1965 SC 1295; see also B.1ar-am, Ran, v. SIne of Pnop6, AIR 1963 Pur.j 522; M.im:ayrr, Ah,c .i 7.1/is. LII. v.

C,',,rI. AIR 1954 Gui 198: ILK 1954 Ge) 269.

9. 'iLL C,'tt:,-rmt Co. v, IrAn,d R,-rr,ioe Co,:,,,oaaio:,,'r, (1921)3 LII 3-Il

10. )1'J93l QOD 139, 142.
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which the statute purports to be regulating and that alternative is to be rejected n hich will
introduce uncertainty, friction or confusion with the working of the system.

Interpretation should make sense and not nonsense of legislation. Section 149(2) of the Berar
Land Revenue Code, 1928, speaks of an encumbrance imposed OIL the immovable property by any
person other than the purchaser. The word imposed m':st be construed liberally so as to give a
logical or rational meaning and the description of the person, who would be bound by a prior
mortgage, includes not only the predecessor-i13-interest who actually imposes the encumbrance
on the property but also the successorin-interest.'

The Court must strays lean to the interpretation which is reasonable one, and discard the
literal interpretation which does not fit in with the scheme of the Act under consideration.
Reading Sections 82, 85 and 90(4) of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, the provision
contained in Section 82 with respect to the joinder of respondents to an election petition is not
mandatory, though the words shall join' are used in the section.'

Section 42(1) of the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, 1946, is open to two interpretations.
One is that notice must be given to the employee himself and the Representative Union merely
acts as post office and forwards the notice to the employee. The other Interpretation that is
possible is that the notice is to he given by the employee in the name of the Representative
Union; the notice is to he forwarded to the employee by the Representative Union itself and it
is made incumbent upon the Representative Union also to forward a copy of the notice to the
various authorities mentioned in the sub-section. The second construction is the more reasonable

construction. Sections 44 and 56 conclusively show that the right to give a notice of change under
Section 42(2) was not conferred upon the individual employees but was conferred upon the
Representative Union. It is for the employees to place before their Union what their grievances
are, and ultimately it is for the Union, if it is satisfied that the grievances are justified, to give
the necessary not i ce of change under Section 42.

Ordinances are no doubt issued because of emergencies hut reasonable construction must
always be applied ;vl;n the question arises as to whether provisions cents med in the Rules
subsequently issued have been followed or not. Under Rule 5 of the Rules promulgated under the
1-ugh Denomination Bank Notes (Demonetisation) Ordinance 23 of 1946, notes received up to
the 15th Januar y, 19-16, :rou!d he exchanged provided the bank receives such notes in good faith
and without the knew ledge of the Ordinance. Parties concerned had no idea of the Rules which
were going to be framed and which were actually framed about two weeks after the
promulgation of the Ordinance on the 13th January, 1946, or the tests to be applied as between
the 12th and 15th January, 1946. It was held that though there may be slight deviations if the
rules be strictly interpreted, but if the different statements filed by the plaintiff are taken into
account there is no doubt that there was suflicient compliance with them.

An interpretation should be avoided which might lead to multiplicity of proceedings.'
5. Hardship--When the language of a section of air 	 is not ambiguous, in

interpreting the plain woods of such a positive enactment any sug gestion of hardship is out of

C;,I/cct,:r of Cu,lo,ns V. D:s;-:fnoiuhji ':t,!!s, (t 992) t 5CR 896, 899; n', Cm Kem;,u,;L: tiJr;tj v. Stale rf Kcoo!a, W. P.
35 o11970, dot at 24--t-t°73 by SCJ Khanna, J . also Cl:a:;d rachud, J.

2. Ca-o1,c,a!i,e Cr,Sn,t ti-oil, Ltd v. '0,1,9-;,'-! SIia,'n Por'ar, AIR 1954 Nag 43
3. SI;,!: ,IlrN;,,ouat Ltu;;ir s' i!;,,; Cl,;,a:: Stoyl:, Al! 195C 'at 225.
4. Us;;;:': ti;!-;!' a S!,* fRc- ! ,.;v,  AtE 1955 Ban: 177, 179-190.
5. Do,ui,uo,: of IoIC v. Ailui;;tr., L;;;J & S'.1'. Co,3ur:Iio,:, AIR 195-1 Cat 174, 178.
6. tio;uc9o,rtu :- .JI;;; ;u ;;t, .915 053 .\ssoc: 171, 173.
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place. In Morvi Mercantile Bank \'. Union of l;:diaf the Supreme Court held that the argunsent
that there will be a possible inconvenience and hardship to merchants if a particular practice
was not judicially recognized could be met with, the answer that an argument based on an
inconvenience and hardship was a dangerous one and was only admissible in construction where
the meaning of the statute is obscure. \Vhere the meaning of a statute is clear and esplicit but
any hardship or inconvenience is felt, , it is for the Parliament to take appropria t e steps to
amend the law and not for the Courts to legislate under the guise of interpretation The Court
should not be called ripen to discard the cardinal rule of interpretation for miIiga)ng a
hardship, which after all may he entirely fanciful, when the Constitution has itself provided
for another authority more competent to evaluate the correct position to do the needful.' It is
well known that hard cases make had law, and the argument of hardship has been said to be
always a dangerous one to listen to, especially where it concerns the interpretation of a statute
and much more so of the Constitution itself. It is the Courts duty to see whether the law in its
natural construction is not inconsistent or unreasonable or unjust, and that construction should on
no account he departed from merely because it may operate with hardship or injustice in a
particular case.' Hardships or no hardships, if the language of the statute is quite plain, we
are no entitled to take liberties with it under the guise of construing it.' The Supreme Court says
that both by common practice and the application of recognised rules of statutory construction,
harsh consequences following upon an interpretation are not considered as governing factor in
the construction of a statute, unless its language is equivocal or ambiguous. If the language is

Ans,r,,ati, v. Tekrhnn,t, 1972 RCR 380, 363 (Sc) Unganmohan Reddy, I); Secretary of Sinlefer t'strr v. Si;;: Nar.c;,

Hajra, I LR 46 Cat 199, 207. Such cuos,derst:as has e little weight; Corporal is;, CoVslts V. A-si, C: ':1w, ILR 61

Cal 9047 : AIR 1934 cot 862, 863; Bnhcsiur Door. Derr.ii CMnd, AIR 1933 Lah 615; Hunt'S,) BR,: ARcs 0:,), 5;aL 0r

Bombay, 1956 Born 1.11 1035 AIR 1955 Bars, 165; Cis:n:a'r La! v. Mali Pars, AIR 1935 Pepso 113; G:',:lic':.Lti v.1 1011.:

Rio, (1934)2 MLI 192; KI,a3crclra:,alh v. U........chO:du, AIR 1958 Assam 183; Stale v. R.rnrrn':jr Xr,0,n'n, ICR I961

Born 533: 63 Born LR 570: AIR 1962 Born 8, Jo) SAfe v. ?,langtco, AIR 1962 Him Pro 10, JeErs v. Ju'np:, ICI, 1961)2

Per 419; Gor,A Animal v. Tub) A:nnrol, AIR 1962 Mod 510 (Section 16 of the Hindu Marriage Act, 15 3 3); E:agzu'an

Roar v. Stole of Punjab, AIR 1963 Pun) 522 ILR (1963) Pun) 802; BAsSo:: Lot v. Lh:,'ar Dana! Sinh, AIR 196.6 All 557:
1963 All LJ 220; An argument based onfardship Ought net lobe heard in interpretation. Mr,lSiah PoOrer a. tbrolrinr
Rowlt:er, (1963)1 MLJ 190; Pusan Pa: v. Krish,:an, (1965)S1 Mad LW 172; Stole of Ka:urair:ka a. Co;'aCRriRora NAIi,

AIR 1992 Par 19S : ICR Nor (1991)2210: (1691)2 K:: LI 270.
2. AIR 1965 SC 1934: (1965)2 SCA 187: (1965)36 corn Can 629; see also Stale of Sbadhya Pradu's!, v. ViR:':;;prooa.( Ssr:na,

AIR 1966 SC 1393: (1966)2 SC) 231: Rnjkusrvor v. S! ,-, ! ,., Board of Tech:ricaI Education Ptarf.:!', ch.:ust:garh, AIR 1901 P&H

1: (1990)2 Pun LR 179 (80).
3 Commissioner of AgricsIatu,ral I:,con,nIoo v. Keshob Chandra, AIR 1950 Sc 2o3; (Dr.) Ajsy Proton v. SO/s of MadiuyO

Crates5, AIR 1963 SC 1875; Rnjku:rrnr v.Slale Bcar.1 of Technical Education, Pun/nb, Chandigarh, AIR 1091 P & H 1:

(1990)2 Pun LIZ 179 (FO).

4. Bengal tninrusniy Co. W. v. State of HEar, AIR 1955 Sc 661 :1935 SCJ 672.

5. H)ranmoy v. SIate of Aware, AIR 1954 Assam 224 (FB); Rarxachandra Ran v. Lakshnunaranarra Sos!:), (1963)1 Aodla 5,'R

235; S,'svansorli v. Vij.ayoin,çh. AIR 1972 B 152,154 (per Umsdalal, I.).

6. Soeti Ruth v. Kssbi Path:,nnrra, ICR 40 Mod 1040, 1069 (FB), per Srh ivasa Ayyaungar, 1 .; Az): AionOst PEar, a. Chholte

Lx!, ICR 50 All 569: AIR 1928 All 241, 246; Emperor v. ttatimali, 9 IC 720; P. v. callhrop. 122 ER 441, per Cockburn, CT.

It is not for a Court to decline to give effect to a clearly expressed statute because it may lead to apparently

hardship; Young & Co v. Rev al Learn/eArn Spa Co0ioratk'n, (1863)8 AC 517, per Lord Blackburn; 0 CS,L A, Co. V.

Krisl,ea,surthi, AIR 1957 Mad 449; see also Ra.lirachorar: Dos v. BE/nra Patra, AIR 1966 Orissa 1: ILR 1505 Cut 219:31

Cut LT 996; State of Atadi,ya Protest, V. Vishsrsprasad Sauna, AIR 1966 SC 1593; Balsa Ran, v. 101as,lri LA, AIR 1965 All

493 (FB); Rare S/ranker Pea-cad v. Sirotri Iron Fou:rdvy, AIR 1966 Cal 813; Ccrporatioe of Alumcdai'aJ r. J.Ea:eri ,Kshasl.u!
L:!At'Eai, TLR 1963 Cu) 701; State of LIP. v. Rare, Nasa/n Loll, AIR 1966 All 62; Sr,nkai,ai: B. v.Tmrn Pa':cha'./at, Roltsr,

AIR 1967 NIps 130.
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plain, and capable of one interpretation only, the Court will not he justified ill reading into the
words of the Act a meaning which does not follow naturally from the language used by the
Legislature, and the Supreme Court found that the language of Section 95(2) of the Motor
Vehicles Act was equivocal or ambiguous and interpreted it so with reference to hardship it
caused. If any provision of law is dccc, beyond all ambiguity, it is to be implemented
regardless of the fact that it causes hardship to a particular party,' and hardship is no ground
to interpret it in a manner not consistent with its language! The only duty of the Courts is to
interpret law as it stands irrespective of the consequences which the interpretation may cause.'
An argument based oil or injustice is not sufficient to overcome the effect of the
expressed language of the statute-5 It is for the Legislature to provide or remedy for cases of
hardships, if any. The duty of the Courts is to enforce the law as they find it and they cannot
allow their interpretation of the law to be influenced by any extraneous circumstance. 6 The
argument of hardship is always a dangerous one to listen to! Where the Legislature has
expressed itself in clear and unambiguous terms, the consequence of the enactment, ignorance of
which cannot he attributed to it, and any consideration of hardship or supposed hardship can
scarcely affect the interpretation! Where a statute provided that contracts for a C -O,,i over £50
shall be under seal and plaintiff executed the work stipulated approved lay the other party
under the supervision of its engineer but the contract was net sealed. 0e Court gave no relief to
the plaintiff for recovery of the sum due to him. Lord Lindley observed in Young v. Mayer of
Leamington,' It may be that this is a hard and a narrow view of law; but my answer is, that
Parl,sment has thought it expedient to require this view to be taken, and it is not for this or
any other Court to decline to give effect to a clearly expressed statute because it may lead to
apparent hardship. Grounds of hardship or the like, when the language used in a statute is
plain, cannot he taken into consideration in the interpretation of the same. A revision under
Section 115, C.P.C., against all 	 order amounting to a case decided, made in the
course of the trial of a suit or other proceeding is competent, ever, though the order call
challenged under Sectici, 103(1), C.P.C., and question of hardship does not arise.10

Where the statute defines the limits for the purpose of grant of benefits in a particular
way, the Courts are hound to give effect to such limitation without travelling outside those
limits oil presumed intention of the Legislature, however great the hardship might be to the
parties, if any other course is followed.'

1. Islolcr Q;;ricrs f,uoresce Co. Lit. v. Jadiazli	 oinrji Mini, 1982 Ut' Cr C 98 18G.
2. AD,rgala I'rnsod u'. Kriil;ra Kumar, 1977 All OR 1 (DB).
3. 11.tI Sin'!: v. ia',: ?srwin, 1975 All LR 275 (Dc).
4. Alunki1u!ity, , Jason, v. (3//s ) Ciwicr Cold Storage, 1980 Chsnst OR 7) & El 39 (1)[3).
5. Cirdiari Lii v. Johnson, AIR 1961 Punj 464, 466.
6. Dun: Cha,id V. Co,,r,nraoo'ncr of Incense-lax, I LR tO Lah 596, 602 (FB), per Shad tal, Cl.; 5.r!iurai, liii v. Cot,int 0,',;!,

Teerri, ILR 12 All 129, 137 (FB); see also Joinna Bibi v. Sheik!, Jhan, ILR 24 All 532, 537, 538; Subra,,anin,, Go/dc,,

Transport v. Rn,,;n,: Porno,, Transport, AIR 1967 64 232, 237 (per Na tenon, J); h/os jrhz/ai Lox,na,, Char',, V

Manikchn,:d Tularan, S ir!:, 1977 Nab I-j 155 (05).
7. J1:nra v. Butt, (1558)8 B & B 714 112 RR 752; Mansoo,, v. Mian Sat'edin, 12 IC 234.11,e Court roust look hardships in

the lace rather than break down the rules of law. Rhodes v. Su,nthurst, 7 LI En 273.
8. Foot ,&7u,norj Dasj v. RAined Chandra Dan Gupta, AIR 1927 C 474, 476; P.R.P.L. Cho !!y First v. C. La,: Coo, AIR 1923

Rang 103; Faa: Sorup v. Stale of Br';ar, AIR 1957 Pat 190, 191 (per Rai KisI,ore FrescO, I.).
9. (1852)S QBD 579, 565; see also Yasir8 v. Royal Leamington Sin, (1883(8 AC 517.
10. C/iwo,, Fat B!age'unl Pal v. hlc!i Ran:, AIR 1935 Pepsi: 113.
11. Geuri v Thslasi, AIR 1962 Mod 510, 512 (Rams Krishna:,, 1.).
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The convenience or incens enicnce of collecting a sales-tax or a purchase tc\ is not a relevant
consideration when one is considering the validity or otherwise of such a ta\.

The period of two months precribd by the proviso to Sub-section (4) of Section 145 [now
Sections 145 and 146(1) of 1973 Cr. P. Code], cannot be extended under any circumstances. Hence,
no order can be passed in favour of the party who was dispossessed even though forcibly and
wrongfully, but more than two months before the date of preliminary order. t The possibility of

hardship on a husband by being deprived of the company of both the iVIVCS, on account of the
Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 cannot be taken into consideration in giving effect to a provision of
law which does not present any ambiguity.'

Section 34, Income Tax Act, imposes a time-limit but within this time limit there is no
restriction imposed as to the number of proceedings that can he taken to reopen the assessment

whether by way of assessment or reassessment, computation or recomputation. It cannot he held
that the section grants the power to reassess only once. This interpretation will in some cases
lead too much hardship on the part of the assessee, but this cannot he the reason for
interpreting the section otherwise than according to its plain intendment.'

Cases of hardship cannot he any ground for giving such a construction to an Act so as to affect
vested rights unless there are express words taking away such rights. Thus where the entire

joint family property devolved Oil the sole surviving coparcener prior to the date of the
commencement of the Hindu Women's Right to Property Act, 1937, the widow of another
coparcener who dies lung before 1937 is not entitled to the benefits of Section 32.'

Where the intention of the Legislature as expressed in the statute is clear, the Court must

give effect to it even thoughthough there is lacuna. It is not the function of the Court to add to the law.
It insist confine itself to interpreting the law as it exists.°

If the effect of the application of a provision of law is to create lwrdships, it is not the
duty of the Courts to alter that law in a manner which they think is fit or proper!

Where there is a difference of opinion as to the quantum of compensation between the
Accountant Member and the Judicial Member, the President or the Third Member to whom the
case is referred is legally bound tcs agree with the figures of assessment of either of the two
members. The reason is that if the President takes a different view as to the quantum of
assessment there is no majority opinion in favour of any particular figure of assessment and the
machinery provided by Section 5-A(7) of the income Tax Act, would become unworkable. In this
respect there is a lacuna in the statute. But it is not the function of the Court to fill in the gap
left in an Act of the Legislature and to speculate with what material the Legislature would, if
it had discovered the gap, fill it in!

(i) No wishful tliinking.—"lf the language in a statute does not admit the construction
sought, wishful thinking is no substitute', said the Supreme Court in Carew & Co. V . Union of

1	 tieegoI Imminiily Co.. Ltd. v. State of 15-her, AIR 1955 SC 661, 710.

2. Fatima SuIIan.a Begien v. Rangraa. AIR 1954 Ilyd 215 ICR 1954 Hyd 254-

3. Vcokatamrtia v. Vettkatas:n my, AIR 1563 Mys 118 (The.eI, I.).

4. Ja'rnohas Gecuhm v. K.D. Baswjee, AIR 1954 Cal 564; Orbital Govt. Scci:rity Lf9 Associatiati Co- Ltd. V. Kris)inatliartt,

AIR 1957 Nt 449, 450 (Panchapakesa Ayyar, J.).

5. Smt. Harnm,mi v. Oinat'ai,dh'o Mira, AIR 195-1 Orissa 54.

6. Sodhi Haniam Singh v. SodSi 5-Iahir.der Singh, AIR 1954 Punj 137:56 Pu ni LR 50; Slus t iit lisle Vast v. 6or.iIi,5fl of

Calcutta, AIR 1954 Cal 257.
7. R.nsa Chetidra Roe v. VexL'ts Lst .st:xi t: ais'is, AIR 1964 Andh Pta 31,33 (Jaggarintohsn Reddi, ].).

8. FIat: utrassi Ciusidamul v. Cer:'v,heios:cr, Income-tax, AIR 195-I Pal 95.
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India.

"The mere fact that the results of a statute may be unjust does not entitle the Court to refuse
to give effect to it", the same Court said in another cam (under U.P. High Courts Amalgamation
Order, 1948).'

'Courts should not substitute th ir social and economic beliefs for the judgments of
legislative bodies.''

The function of the Court is to find out what the law is, not what it should be.'
Where language is clear, resulting hardship is immaterial (case under Partnership Act).'
(ii) nc',icral and particular hardship.—"It must be observed", said Lord Crenworth, in

Ellias v. Nightingale,' "that the doing occasionally what I mist not call injustice, for that
would imply that it was contrary to law, but hardship to particular individuals is almost a
necessary condition of any human law." If there is a general hardship affecting a general class
of cases, it is a consideration for the Legislature, not for a Court of Justice. If there is a
particular hardship from the particular circumstances of the case',nothing can be more
dangerous or mischievous than upon those particul a

r circumstances to deviate from a general
rule of law.'

However, Courts have evolved canons of interpretation to soften the rigour of law created
by technicalities and literal construction. The basic principle of equity and justice which has
been adopted by statutory construction dictates that where a statute or law requires something
to be done and in default of which detrimental consequences will follow, the rigour of the rule
must he relaxed and it must be so construed as to enjoin on the performance of that duty only
when all legal impediments, to its performance, which could legitimately be claimed in
defence, have ceased to exist and the duty enjoined under the law becomes absolute in its
operation.'

(iii) Tue nmeauiugs possible—But where it is not incompatible with a construction that
avoids hardhi 1, and injustice, the Courts are at liberty to adopt that construction,' When the
words of on enactment are clear and imperative, considerations of inconvenience or hardship
have no place in its application to circumstances falling within the words. But where there is
no express indication in an enactment as to whether the powers given by it were meant to be used
ill particular circumstances, the fact that great hardship and inconvenience would result
thereby is a reason for so construing the words as to meet all attempts to abuse the power either
by exercising them in cases not intended by the statute or by refusing to exercise ihpn when the
occasion for their exorcise has arisen.' "Where there are two meanings," said Lord Hobhouse,

1.	 AIR I975SC22Q
2.7,',,'cfrn,1jI,, n'. 5fle l0 f'o 1 A1'p,l?Oe Tail,,,,!, AIR 1976 SC 331.

V. Apt '34/s. AIR 1977 SC 2279.
4. liar,, l3I', v. Clzu.l'ath, U T, AIR 1975 P 9, N 138.
5. L;t'al Si 'h v /i,,,i "'a m, AIR 1977 All 332; s,c, however K.K. Krishna,, v.31 K. Vijaaaag5:'ar,, AIR 1977 Ker 1974

C r'r,,a,r,,,aa, v P,,r,ho/!,an, & Co. AIR 1977 Ker 133 (case enter Sinai IC lion Ac!).
6. (1850)120 ER 260.
7. Per I.ord Leucl,hcrough in Brndg,'s a'. Chard,,,, 2 Vs 415; ,,e also Broom's Se 5',,! Sin, I,',,, 10th Ed. at p. 92 Judges

e,,ghl 10 tal e care for the general good of the n ml, nary that ha ad rises do eel make had Ian'; Errs! Indi., Corn'.rny
V . 0.1,1, mc,, I'',,!, 5 3/IA 40, 69.

S.	 Tat S 34 mi v Dip , 4,1 Jc.ic, Rae hOe/i, 1077 All WC 225.
9. Jarslarar S5;'l, v. Ja,,,th,r Singh, ILR I All 311, 315 (50); Bo ?I jcj v. G,pgenlr, is,, 77 5 Pd 748,751 (Cerdezn, J).
10. Ga!,,,, 31,3,!. Al! ,'. Ce, l'cui!erl of Madras, ILR 52 Mad 066 AIR 1930 Mad 200, 205. queli,,g 5/a ,r.clI en

I7rA I.	 of 4 Tau;,'s, I lit, Ed., pp. 115, 117; Rao,,,l,,,ar Dcc, e. District Mu1il,alc, AIR 1960 All 399.
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in Sini,ng v. Registrar of Probates,' each adequately satisfying the meaning (of an Act), and
great hardness is produced by one of them, that has a legitimate influence in inclining the mind
to the other ................ Ili such circumstances it seems - that the Court has to prefer that
construction which would avoid hardship.'

As between two constructions, the construction which is more beneficent and less onerous to 
subject is the construction towards which the Court should lean in interpreting the wording of
the statute.'

The provisions of the Municipal Act should be understood and worked in such a way as to
avoid friction and without causing hardship to the public. Municipalities are statutory bodies
and they are created by statute for the benefit of the public and it is not proper that any
provision of law relating to them should be so construed as to work hardship, if not injustice.'

6. Inconvenience—The argumentnrn ab iiiconvenienti is only admissible in construction
where the meaning of the statute is obscure. When the language is explicit, its consequences are
for Parliament, and not for the Courts, to consider. In such a case the suffering citizen must
appeal for relief to the law-giver, and not to the lawyer.' It is not for the Court to extend the
scope of the Act on the ground of convenience when the language of the law is clear beyond
doubt. Under the rules framed under Section 26(3) of the Payment of Wages Act, 1926, it is
obligatory for every factory owner to display a notice specifying rates of wages payable to all
persons employed in that factory. There is, therefore, nothing in the definition of wages from
which it would be inferred that a dispute regarding wages can be determined by the authority
appointed under Section 15 of the Act.'

Where the language of the section clearly expresses the intention of the Legislature, it must
he given effect to, regardless of the consequences and the Court cannot consider the fact that such
effect causes hardship or inconvenience in some cases.' Inconvenience is never considered as a
decisive factor in interpreting a statute.'

(i) Arguiiietituiii ab ittico,ivenienti to be used with caution.'—The inconvenience caused to the
Corporation of Madras which is required to file a suit for realising the betterment charges has
been hold not to constitute a reason for getting over this clear language of the rule. The function
of the Court is to interpret the rule as it stands and not to legislate." In Lee v. Lce, 11 Shadi Lal,

I.	 1900 AC 323, 335.

2. 11am DayaIv. 111th,, Se,i, 1965 All LI 11 ,12:1965 AlI\VR 755.

3. Sidle v. Jo nnaI,ai M:nqi K,'sha;2i, AIR 1935 Boa 200.
I. Municipal Con tic,!. Cliido,nl'ara,,z v. Sabrai,,a,,io Iycr, AIR 1928 Mad 1157, 1158, per Desaduss, J . The previsions,

prescribing 30 clays prior notice for Or ntvaI of iicraeeshaatd not be uodc rIod as if it toe rn erie of the A rtic!os of

Limitation Act.

5. Satyanni-oyonamitrihi v. i'opayya, UR 1941 Mad 024: AIR 1941 Mad 713, 718 quoting Croies Statute Lao', at ps7; ore

also Order of Reference by Ithide, J . in 11,',,, Rai v. Kris!ic,i tail, ILR 10 Lab 106 at 11 1; In re Lloyds Soak, Ltd., hR 53

Been 52: AIR 1934 Born 74, 75, per Broomfield, J . , Soa,iira,,i s'S. A. R. 'st. CJieit par, ILR 12 Rang 64 AIR 1933 Rang

363, 371; R. v. Cc,,nnjsoio,icrs smder the Baiter Explosion Act, 1882, (1891)1 QB 703, 716; State of ,'t:rdi;ra v. P,roclty

Srirom,,lu, AIR 1957 A? 130,132 (813) (Viswanaiha Sastrt, J.);McClam v. Coin., Internal lfeve,ine, 85 L Ed 319, 322 311

US 527 (Roberts, I-).
6. RajA sour Stilts v. Iosprctor, I' I',' MB., AIR 1955 SIB 60.

7. State v. Ifanijiu'aii Kati,ra,,i, AIR 1962 Item 8, 12; State rf Pan jab v. A joib Singh, 1953 SCR 254, 264 (Dos, J.).

it.	 isiaoare Stale Elect, icity thor1 v. ija,,getore Wo,'ltc,i, etc. Mills, Ltd., AIR 1963 SC 1129.

9. Ratios/i C1,a,alra Rao,a,,Ioluai Pat,'! v. Collector, KIted,, (1979)20 GI_R 191 (DC); Lord Kristi,ia Bank 1.61. a'. Inspector Cc',cual

of Psegistiat ion, 1976 Km LT 374, a dangerous agrna,eot.

10. Csrpsioit ion of Madras v. Ltal.;krjstu,a, (1953)1 NILJ 403.

It.	 iLR5Lat, 147.
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C.J., pointed out that the conflict of laws relating to divorce of persons domiciled in England but
residing in India was hound to lead to a scandal. "The scandal is not confined to their own
personal 'relations', observed Sir Shadi Lal, "but affects also the validity of a subsequent
marriage entered into by either of the parties, the legitimacy of the issue of that marriage, and
succession to the property owned by the parties to the second marriage. Indeed the second
marriage could be treated by the English Courts as a bigamous marriage and parties can be
arraigned before a Criminal Court. These and other consequences which must result from a
conflict between the two systems of law are very serious matters, and while they cannot
influence the decision of the Courts, they, must receive due consideration from the authorities
who are responsible for amending the law." (And the lav was amended by the Indian and
Colonial Divorce Jurisdiction Act; 1926)) This argument is one which requires to be used with
great caution. There is a danger that it may degrade into mere judicial criticism of the
propriety of acts of the Legislature.' All that the Court has to do is to construe the words as it
finds them in their ordinary and natural meaning, and where they have acquired a technical
meaning, to give it to them, even though the result of such a construction may lead to
inconvenience or where any other construction would be less arbitrary) So when the words used
by the Legislature are clear and of unambiguous import, it is not permissible for a Court of law
to attempt to abridge the effect of those words by considerations of inconvenience resulting from
multiplicity of proceedings in Court) The duty of a Court is not to put a construction which
scorns to the Court to he best in the sense that it will work out with mos, justice or with the least
inconvenience but to put a construction which seems to the Court to he best in the sense that it is
nearest to the language of the Legislature.' "In my opinion," said Rangnekar, J . , in fit Acting
Advocate-General,' "Judicial interpretation should be directed to avoiding consequences which
are convenient and should he such as would in effect carry out the intention and spirit of the
Act."

It is well to remember the principle that the Court should avoid putting on the statute a
construction which is inconvenient or unjust unless it is clear that this is the intention of the
Legislature,' or which creates a vacuum)

(ii) In case of doubt—It is at the same time a maxim of law that an argument drawn from
inconvenience is forcible in law) The way to interpret a section is not to interpret it in such a
ss'a' that inconveniences and lawlessness may be caused unless it is absolutely necessary to do

16 and 17 Geo.-,, Ct, 040,
Vacl:ee Eo Sens, LIt. v. Lou,lw: Society of Compositors, 1913 AC 107, 130, per Lord Moulton; see also ARt-or H:oai,, v. Ali

,'Il:mo:t, 116 P15 1916 at P. 359, per Johnstone, C.J. S 'The argument of convenience is not very often a sound
a rgi:roe,:t where thelanguage of the law itself is clear beyond dooM'; Niukhcrji, J , , in Anan:t Pr.:Msh v. N.:rai:: 0:1,
1053 Al/ 239 AIR 1931 All 162, 173 (FE); lore LIy cds Bank, Ltd., ILR53 Born 152: AIR 1934 Bun: 74, 70.

Dour 2'.:b v. L:nai/ Tsyal,, AIR 1923 [lea: 59, 73, per Rangnekar, I . ; see also Psl:)ic P:osecutor v. :Rluq.:rral:, AIR 1933
Posh 3, 5, per Saduddin. A IC.
Sri Nat/: v. Par.::: 34:?, AIR 19 .12 All 19, 24 ILR 1942 All 45, pee Iqbal Ahn,J, C.).; see also B::s/uot:.:r On v. D:a'un
Cloud, AIR 1933 Lal: 613.

v. Kar:u::i l::l:olrial Bo:k, AIR 1930 Cat 770.
AIR 1932 Eu,:: 71,75 (FE).
JM;cr:: Tess:,: v. SOle of West Bengal, AIR 1959 Cal 176, 175.

Vi:),' ENS/u' :l:irsppa v, Ulharur Sri,,:ccs, AIR 1992 SC 636 : (1992)1 IT (SC) 3S9: (1992)2 5CC 61: 19512 AIR SCIV

633.
a?, i::co,::e::i,'nt: p::ri:::::m ii!,'? is Iue ',A,..j no toss, but rather more, force is duo 10 any 0 r,nvn fr,::i: an

absurdly or inj::sl:ce" : Stauwell on l::lerpreO?io:: of S?,:?::tcs, 11 lh Ed. at p. P33.
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so.' Inconvenience is not a final consideration in a matter of construction but it is at least worthy
of con side r,c t ion.' But the (71g ullien tuni ab inconvenient i, although forcible in the law is only
applicable in cases of doubt and not when the legislation is clear.' But a statutory provision
Should be so construed as not to lead to inconvenience. When language is not clear and
unambiguous and when more than one interpretation is possible, the interpr tatior, which
appears to be most in accord with reason, convenience and justice' is to he preferred.' Brett, L.J.,

in R. V. TonL'ridgv' Occ' rscer,° observed : If the incoilvenience is not only great, but what I may

call all 	 inconvenience, by reading all 	 in its ordinary sense, whereas if you te,'.d
it in a manner in which it is capable, though not in its ordinary sense, there would not be any
inconvenience at all, there would be reason why you should not read it according to its ordinary
grammatical meaning'. Cotton, L.J., laid down the rule thus in Reid v. Re id,' In considering

the true construction of an Act, I am not so much affected as some Judges are by the consequences
which may arise from different constructions. Of course, if the words are SlIt biguotis, and one
construction leads to enormous inconvenience, and another construction does not, the one which
lead to least inconvenience is to be preferred. Lord Macmillan, in Alt riticlstni electric Supply

Co. v. Sale Llrlvtn District Council,' expressed : '1 do not doubt that, if the language of an
enactment is ambiguous and susceptible of two meanings, one of which is consonant with justice
and good sense while the other would lead to extravagant results, a Court of law will incline to
adopt the former and reject the latter even though the latter may correspond more closely with
the literal meaning of the words employed.'

(iii) Inconvenience to one or ,natty.—fhe arguntentuttt ab ineonoeniettti moreover, is under
many circumstances valid to this extent, that the law will sooner suffer a private mischief
than a public inconvenience, a principle which we have already considered. It is better to suffer
a mischief which is peculiar to one, than all which may prejudice many.' The
object with which the law was enacted should not be lost sight of but must be borne in mind and
given due weight.''

(iv) Multiplicity of litigatio;t.—Ccurt cviii not interpret the Act in a manner which cviii
lead to multiplicity of litigation or offend against well-established principles of
jurisprudence.' A rule of law should be interpreted in such a manner as to avoid multiplicity of
suits."

Tr,bc,,i Kss,uj v. Rant Vu/sri, AIR 1938 All 168.

t.	 Pen/a/n Rao v. Secretary of State, AIR 1937 PC 31, 33, per Lord Roche; see Mysore Slate Electricity Wr.t v. Ravgo!oee

Wool/c,, etc., ,,1iIts Lid., AIR 1963 SC 1128.

t	 Abdul Boris, v. Manji Ha,,5raj, ILR 1 Born 293, 300, per Westroop, C.J., see also Abdulla Horse,: & C,' . v. Ca/ratIo

Corporation, AIR 1950 Cal 36, 45; Vale V. hi/ant Rcze,,se Ce,,o,,issioncr, (1953)2 All ER 671.

I.	 Manjithai lOaf,, & Co. V. Jamal Bros & Co., ILR 5 Rang 483: AIR 1927 Rang 306, per Chari, J.

5. Paimana,,d V. Emperor, AIR 1939 Loll 81, 55 (FS), per B i de, J . , quoting Maxwell on l:tcrprc1o1ioi :f Sic/ale, Chap,

VII!; Pam DOW ! v. 81:/rn Se:,, 1965 All LJ 1142 1965 All WR 755.
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7. Anomaly—Courts are bound to construo a Section of an Act, according to the plain
meaning of the language unless either in the section itself, or in any part of the Act anything is
found to modify, qualify or alter the statutory language even if absurdity or anomaly be the
result of such interpretation. Where the text is clear and the anomalous interpretation is
irresistible, the Court has to accept it leaving it to the Legislature to remove the anomalies. A
case of this kind where it was left to the Legislature to intervene is Srinilrits fetus v. Janardan

Jena.' But what may apparently be clear and compelling may not appear to he so on a closer and
more careful scrutiny in the light of the scheme and context of the enactment sought to be
interpreted.'	 -

But when on a construction of a statute, two views are possible, one which results in an
anomaly and the other not, it is our duty to adopt the latter and not the former, seeking
consolation in the thought that the law bristles with anomalies.' A consideration of
possible anomalies is not a ground for construing the plain words of a statute in a manner
opposed to their plain meaning.' If, on its true construction, a statute leads to anomalous results,
the Courts have no option but to give effect to it and leave it to the Legislature to amend and
alter the law.' Arguments based on possible anomalies are not of relevance when the provisions
of the section are clear and unambiguous. In Srinivnsr/tar;/ti[u v. Hanttntrtnth Rae,' his
Lordship Subba Rao, C.J., of the Andhra High Court observed "Assuming without deciding
that Section 66, C.P.C., would apply in case an award is executed through Court, in my view
that cannot be a reason for holding that in the case of a sale under the rules made under Madras
Co-operative Societies Act, Section 66 would apply. When Section 66 in terms will not apply, it
cannot be applied by analogy unless it is held that it embodies a well-settled general principle
of law applicable to all cases.

When the words of a statute are clear, it is not within the province of a Court, simply with
it view to avoid apparent anomalies, to put such an interpretation on the words as they are
incapable of hearing.' Courts, while interpreting a section of statute, are really not concerned
with the practical difficulties that may result in their giving a particular interpretation to it
although they do not construe a particular section in a statute in such a way as would result in
anomalies or insuperable difficulties unless the plain language of the section drives the Court
to such a conclusion.' A construction which leads to an anomaly can be given effect to only if the

Rajib Panda v. Lkkan SendS Mrhapal,-a, JLR 27 CII, 15, for Maclean, C.J. following Lord Halsbury, LC., in the case
of Vestry of 

p
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words of the statute are clear and unambiguous and admit of no other interpretation)otherwise
such a construction has to be avoided.' At the same time Courts cannot read into statutes
provisions which are not there 'even if they think that anomalies are not to be avoided
otherwise.' Although it is one of the recognised canons of interpretation of statutes that the
words used in a statute should normally be given their plain ordinary meaning, if such a
method of interpretation leads to manifest anomalies and is calculated to defeat the professed
and declared intention of the Legislature, it is open to the Courts to give a go-by to the rule
mentioned above and to interpret the words used as to give effect to the intention of the
Legislature.' That could be done of necessary even by modification of the language used. The
legislators do not always deal with specific controversies which the Courts decide. They
incorporate general purpose behind the statutory words and it is for the Court to decide specific
issue. If a given case is well within the general purpose of the legislation but not within the
literal meaning of the statute, then the Court must strike the balance.'

Undoubtedly when a term is defined in an enactment, wherever that term occurs, the
definition would ordinarily apply; but there is a well-known canon of construction that in
certain circumstances when a strict adherence to the rule would lead to an anomaly or
repugnance, the rule will apply only when there is nothing repugnant to it in the context.'

Anomalies in Rules framed under an Act cannot control the construction to be placed on the
provisions of the statute.'

When there are two possible constructions to he put on an Act it is right to prefer that which
would not lead to anomalies that would follow from the other construction.' It is well settled
that an interpretation which leads to glaring anomalies must be avoided.' It is no doubt true
that if on its true construction a Statute leads to anomalous results, the Courts have no option but
to give effect to it and leave it to the Legislature to amend and alter the law. The intention is
to be judged from all the provisions of a statute taken together and anomalous results have
always to he avoided.'

8. Consequences.—If the language employed is plain and unambiguous, the same must be
given effect to irrespective of the consequences that may arise. 0 But if the language employed
is reasonably capable of more meanings than one then the Court will have to call into aid
various weilsettled rules of construction and, in particular, the history of the legis l ation, to

find out the evil that was sought to be remedied and also in some cases the underlying purpose
of the legislation—the legislative scheme, ad the consequences that may possibly flow from
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accepting one or the other of the interpretations because no legislative body is presumed to
confer a pbwer which is capable of misuse.' Lord Shaw observed in Vnclwrs' case,' 'Were they
(words) ambiguous, other sections or sub-sections might have to he invoked to clear up the
meaning; but being unambiguous, such a reference might distort that meaning and so produce
error. And, of course, this is a fortiori the case, if a reference is suggested, not to something
within, but to considerations extraneous to, the Act itself. If, for instance, it he argued that the
mind of Parliament 'looking before and after' having in view the past history of a question and
the future consequences of its language, must have meant something different from what is said,
then it must be answered that all this essay in psychological dexterity may be interesting, may
help to whittle language down or even to vaporise it, but is a most dangerous exercise for any
interpreter like a Court of law, whose duty is loyally to accept and plainly to expound the
simple words employed' Where the language of an Act is clear and explicit, one must give
effect to it whatever may be the consequences, f(r, in that case, the words of the statute speak
the intention of the Legislature.'
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